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Preface

It is now no longer necessary to argue the importance of agent technology. Besi-
des numerous conferences and workshops on specific aspects of agent technology
there are also many companies that are exploring its exploitation possibilities.
In the light of these developments and in order to foster the transfer of agent
technology from research labs to business, the EU has funded a “network of excel-
lence” devoted to agent technology. This network of excellence, called AgentLink
(http://www.agentlink.org/), aims at bringing together research groups from dif-
ferent countries and industrial developers. The ultimate goal is to create synergy
among the different projects and groups to improve the competence of European
industry and the excellence of academia. In order to achieve this goal, Agent-
Link organises educational activities (summer schools), builds agent-related li-
terature repositories, and facilitates collaboration between member nodes. One
of the main activities related to the last point are the regular meetings of “Spe-
cial Interest Groups” (SIGs). At this moment six SIGs are functioning, focusing
on topics ranging from agent based social simulation to intelligent agents for
telecommunications applications and telematics.

The current book combines two results from the activities of the SIG on
“Agent Mediated Electronic Commerce”. This SIG gathers the main research
groups and industrial partners interested in the use of agent technology in elec-
tronic commerce.

First and foremost the book contains a roadmap of research and current
technological developments in the area of agent-mediated electronic commerce.
This roadmap is a direct result of the discussions between the participants of
the meetings conducted by this SIG. Probably the most interesting part of this
roadmap is the (joint) perspective on future developments in this area for rese-
arch in Europe. This perspective is built on the foundation of current research
and development in Europe.

The book also contains a number of papers that fill in parts of this road-
map in a European context. Some of these papers describe significant current
developments in this area while other papers indicate some clear directions for
future research. Together they compose an interesting overview of the area as it
stands in Europe at this time. We have structured the book around four themes:
Negotiation, Markets, User Preferences, and Security.

The book contains four papers around negotiation. The paper by A. Lomus-
cio, M. Wooldridge, and N. Jennings gives a classification scheme for negotiation
and thus can function as a framework in which different research topics on ne-
gotiation can be placed. The paper by J.-L. Koning discusses one such issue,
namely the designing and testing of negotiation protocols. Also the paper by S.
Paurobally and J. Cunningham focuses on the specification of negotiation proto-
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cols (using an alternative specification mechanism). In the paper by E. Oliveira
and A. Rocha the features of the agents partaking in a negotiation are discussed.

The section on markets also contains four papers. The paper by F. Dignum
discusses the general advantages of using agents in electronic markets and draws
some conclusions about the desirable properties of agents operating on these
markets. The papers of M. Viamonte et al. and M. Esteva et al. both give formal
descriptions of electronic market places. The last paper in this section, by M.
Vetter and S. Pitsch, describes an actual market place, CASBA, that supports
flexible trading using agents.

The section on user preferences contains one paper on user preference mode-
ling (by M. Dastani et al.). Besides this paper there is also a paper describing
how agents can be used to build adaptive web stores, by L. Ardissono et al. This
section concludes with a paper from M. Torrens et al., which uses techniques
from constraint satisfaction in order to build scalable catalogs.

The last section of this book contains only one paper on the topic of security.
In this paper V. Roth and V. Conan describe how encrypted Java archives can
be used to ensure security for mobile agents.

Hopefully this book will be an inspiration for researchers and will encourage
them to take up the challenges indicated in the papers and for practitioners to
start using some of the technology described in their new systems.

October 2000 Frank Dignum (Utrecht, The Netherlands)
Carles Sierra (Barcelona, Spain)
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1 Introduction

Internet continues to spawn new markets and electronic commerce is changing
many market conventions. Old commercial practices are being adapted to the
new conditions of immediacy brought forth by the global networks, and new pro-
ducts, services, as well as new practices are beginning to appear. Agent-based
technologies could play a critical role in this regard with the potential of even-
tually delivering unprecedented levels of autonomy, customization and general
sophistication in the way electronic commerce is conducted. At the same time a
number of theoretical, technological, economic, sociological and legal issues will
need to be addressed before such opportunities become a reality.

Internet growth is surpassing the most optimistic forecasts. From 17 million
users in 1992 to 195 million users world-wide in 1999, 47 millions of whom are
in Europe. The activity is quite unbalanced from countries with high activity,
like Sweden with a 40.9% of the population using Internet, to countries with
a moderate activity, like Italy with 8% of usage. Reasons for these disparities
can be found on different sociological attitudes towards technology or even on
climatic factors. What is most relevant for this report is that a big part of Internet
users have already sampled buying over the web (e.g. 40% in the UK), and a
significant part qualify themselves as regular shoppers (e.g. 10% in the UK).
Again, important differences between countries may be detected with respect to
the expenses produced. For instance, Finland spent 20 times more than Spain
on a per capita basis. The forecasts for European buying goods and services
for the year 2002 suggest that the current 5.2 million shoppers will increase to
28.8 millions, and the European revenues from the current EUR3,032 million to
EUR57,210 million. Finally, a significant increase in the number of European
executives that believe in the future of electronic commerce has been observed
(33% in 1999 up from 23% in 1998).

What the previous figures clearly state is that electronic commerce through
Internet is reaching critical mass in Europe. The European Community is aware
of all these changes and has been funding research in information and com-
munication technologies, including electronic commerce, since the mid eighties.

F. Dignum and C. Sierra (Eds.): Agent Mediated Elec. Commerce, LNAI 1991, pp. 1–18, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Different programs have served this purpose: ACTS/RACE, TELEMATICS,
ESPRIT. Several projects have been funded in the past where agent techno-
logy was central. For instance, the well-known project ARCHON, and about
50 projects are currently being funded where agent technology is their raison
d’être. The efforts and aims of all these different research programs have been
recently fused into the “Information Society Technologies” (IST) program. This
Program has a total budget of EUR3,6 billion during a period of four years and
aims at supporting the use of agent technologies, specially in the area of Elec-
tronic Commerce. In the United States, the NSF last year launched a specific
program for multi-agent systems with a budget of $65 million.

Other evidences of the interest for the use of agents in Electronic Commerce
can be found in the series of workshops on Agent mediated Electronic Commerce
of recent years (Seoul, April 1998; Minneapolis, May 1998; Stockholm, August
1999; Barcelona, June 2000).

In what follows a description of the current main research activities in Agent-
mediated Electronic Commerce in Europe is presented and a scientific and tech-
nological roadmap, in terms of the research and development lines foreseen for
the next years, is outlined. The references that exemplify each of the lines of
research are by no means exhaustive, as there are many research groups, publi-
cations and running projects fitting in each of them. Most of the material has
been gathered via three meetings of the AMEC Special Interest Group funded
by the EU through the AgentLink Network of Excellence (Brussels, October
1998; London, April 1999; Barcelona, September 1999). Many of the attendants
to these meetings have contributed ideas and, more importantly, pieces of their
texts that have been integrated in this document. The references to the different
European projects can be found through the CORDIS database [12].

2 Mediation by Agents in Electronic Commerce

Up to now a number of techniques have been used to structure the relation
between customers and suppliers over the Internet. Users have been allowed to
specify the attributes of goods to be acquired (sold), users have been modelled
through profiles in order to better target offers, banners or to determine which
negotiation strategy to use. However most developments made up to now are
centered on a passive web query type of interaction. Richer and more flexible
ways of interaction is what we will witness soon with the help of agents mediating
in many of the steps of commercial transactions. Mediation is the corner stone of
commerce. Mediators guarantee the infrastructure of trade: regularity, payment
and financial conditions, back-up, delivery, etc. Software agents can similarly be
of extreme utility for electronic commerce due to several reasons:

– Autonomy Agents may work proactively, reactively and independently of
human intervention. They can wait for good deals without diverting our
attention.

– Personalization Agents can be equipped with a personal profile to reflect
its user preferences.
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– Social ability The communication ability of agents permits them to nego-
tiate over prices, services and transactions.

– Intelligence Agents can learn and hence perform better over time. In EC
scenarios this may equate to making more money. Many AI techniques can
be applied.

In [15] a more thorough analysis is given as to how these characteristics of agents
might be beneficial in mediating EC. Of course, the effectiveness of the agents
is for a large part determined by the marketplace on which they operate. In [57]
a model for an electronic marketplace for agents is described.

One of the first agents that was used in electronic commerce was Persona-
Logic [44]. It assisted customers to select automobile features by giving a set
of hard constraints that the car must satisfy and a series of graded soft con-
straints representing the preferences of the customer. The agent used constraint
satisfaction techniques to maximize the satisfaction of soft constraints. This line
of research is continued in the work presented in [52], which also makes use of
constraint satisfaction to satisfy as many preferences of clients as possible.

3 Current Developments in AMEC

In this section we outline some of the activities in Europe along those lines
identified by the SIG meetings participants as the right dimensions for AMEC.

3.1 Interaction

Commerce is all about interaction between buyers and sellers at all stages: fin-
ding, purchasing, delivery. In order to support interaction, autonomous agents
are being increasingly used in a wide range of industrial and commercial domains
[13]. In [56] a marketplace is described that makes use of agents to trade pro-
ducts. These agents have a high degree of self determination —they decide for
themselves what, when and under what conditions their actions should be perfor-
med. In most cases, such agents need to interact with other autonomous agents
to achieve their objectives (either because they do not have sufficient capabili-
ties or resources to complete their problem solving alone or because there are
interdependencies between the agents). The objectives of these interactions are
to make other agents undertake a particular course of action (e.g. perform a par-
ticular service), modify a planned course of action (e.g. delay or bring forward a
particular action so that there is no longer a conflict), or come to an agreement
on a common course of action. The two basic mechanisms currently used are
Auctions and Negotiation which are the subject of the next two subsections.
Each interaction is governed by the protocol that is used by the participants
in the interaction. E.g. in an auction this can be a Dutch (or English) bidding
protocol. In the last subsection we indicate some developments in the area of
protocol modeling and verification for EC applications.
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Auctions. The design of electronic auctions is receiving attention from several
groups. Focus is both on platforms (e.g. IIIA in Barcelona [29]) and on formal
modelling (e.g. University of Bath [21,41]). As the notion of trust plays a central
role in trade, methods for enforcing the actions taken by agents are necessary.
The design of the electronically equivalent institution similar to traditional ones
seems to be a reasonable research direction [38]. It is thus not strange that
time-honoured institutions such as Auction Houses have become one of the first
electronic market places inter-mediated by agents (FM [23]). Different groups
are looking for the development of electronic market places in Europe ([29,6,
49]). The European Union has funded several projects with this objective in
mind: MEMO, ACTIVE, AIMEDIA, and GAVEL.

Negotiation. Perhaps the most fundamental and powerful mechanism for ma-
naging inter-agent dependencies at run time is negotiation. This is so because
negotiation can be used to co-ordinate or share limited resources between two or
more autonomous self-interested entities. In other words, an acquaintance needs
to be convinced to act in a particular way (e.g. accept a deal). Since the agents
have no direct control over one another, they must persuade their acquaintances
to act in particular ways (they cannot simply instruct them). That is, agents
have to engage in negotiation - a process by which a joint decision is made by
two or more parties. The parties first verbalize contradictory demands and then
move towards agreement by a process of concession making or search for new
alternatives [45].

Different European groups are looking at this mechanism from different per-
spectives: models for negotiation [43,39,33,50], argumentation [42] or simulation
[27].

Negotiation problems can be categorized in many ways (see also [34]). One
way to classify these problems is according to the underlying incentive and in-
formation structures:

1. The actual size of the limited resource to be shared is unknown (e.g. two
agents must agree to split a “cake” the size of which is unknown at the time
of signing of contracts)

2. The set of agents who are, or may be, interested in the limited resource is
unknown.

3. The set of agents is known, but their characteristics are unknown (e.g. agents
bargaining with deadlines which are private information, or several agents
competing for buying an object the worth of which is private information).

4. Everything is known but the strategy: For example, two agents with known
time preferences bargain over how to split a dollar.

Depending on the category in which our problem fits, a different negotiation
model may be applied. When building an autonomous agent which is capable
of flexible and sophisticated negotiation, three broad areas are considered in
defining such a negotiation model [37]: what negotiation protocol will be used,
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what are the issues over which negotiation takes place, and what reasoning mo-
del will the agents employ. Papers describing research in this area focus on one
or more of the above aspects. For instance, [22] concentrates predominantly on
the final point and presents a formal account of a negotiating agent’s reasoning
component. In particular, it concentrates on the processes of evaluating incoming
proposals and generating counter proposals. The model specifies the key structu-
res and processes involved in this endeavor and defines their inter-relationships.
The model was shaped by practical considerations and insights emanating from
the development of a system of negotiating agents for business process mana-
gement (see [32] for details). In addition, some convergence and experimental
results of certain types of negotiation using this model have been reported [50,
22]. Also, in [39] a reinforcement learning algorithm has been designed to enable
agents to adapt themselves according to the changing environment, including
the competitor agents.

This research area is receiving an increasing interest in the recent years, the
NSF initiative for ’Negotiation technologies’, or the specialised workshops during
the last two years are clear evidences.

Protocols. One of the key determinants of interactions is the interaction pro-
tocol. That is, the ways interacting participants are allowed to progress towards
deals. Agents may interact in order to reach agreements in many different ways:
they may privately communicate their preferences to a third party that finds
an acceptable deal for both sides, they can offer and counteroffer proposals in
an iterative way, they can reach agreements on an issue by issue basis or on all
issues at the same time, etc. The design of protocols, or mechanisms —in game
theoretical terminology, is extremely important from the point of view of effi-
ciency. The company Enersearch [18] is a good European referent with respect to
the design of efficient market-protocols, mainly for power management. A very
interesting approach using Petri nets can be found in [33].

3.2 Applications

There is a rich variety of interests in application domains. Applications range
from market places, electricity management (Enersearch AB [18]), business
(ADEPT project), banking, telecommunications, finance, marketing, insurance
(DIALS project), and shopping assistants. In spite of such diversity, probably
the most common application domain is retailing. An important aspect of retai-
ling is to optimise targeted advertising. Companies are interested in producing
the most appropriate advertising to increase the efficiency of their commerce.
Techniques like data mining (to cluster shoppers) or profiling (to permit perso-
nalised communication) belong to the technological repertoire that the European
projects MIMIC, NECTAR and AIMEDIA and the University of Torino [51] are
using. In this book both [14] and [2] report on how agents can be used to per-
sonalize business transactions over the Internet. Case-based reasoning is being
used in the project WEBSELL to design shopping assistants. The NECTAR
project also uses agent technology to design virtual shops.
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3.3 Engineering

Different groups are following a deliberative approach to agent design, like mo-
deling agents that use BDI, goals, plans, persuasion. Different approaches to
agent architectures are used, for instance using case-based reasoning or fuzzy
rules [35].

Currently, there are several platform developments in Europe. We have al-
ready mentioned different European projects like AIMEDIA, whose objective
is to end up with a product to be commercialised in the short term. In their
case a kind of electronic “one-stop shop” that will provide users with profile
managers, shopping agents and shopping assistants. The ZEUS agent toolkit,
developed at BT Labs, permits programmers to develop agents to participate in
market places [9]. At the Swedish Institute of Computer Science an agent-based
market infrastructure has been developed that includes facilities for signing con-
tracts, advertising, searching, brokering, matchmaking and negotiating [19]. At
the Artificial Intelligence Research Institute (IIIA, [29]) of the Spanish Scien-
tific Research Council a platform for designing electronic auction houses has
been developed. It permits the use of different auction strategies and provides
programmers with templates to define agents [47].

Different European research groups have applied formal techniques to the
analysis of interaction protocols, mainly π-calculus [4], and dynamic logic [43,
31].

3.4 Products

Most of the engineering work is still confined to the laboratories of the research
organisations and Universities and the R&D departments of (large) companies.
However, there are already several software products oriented to the definition
of agent applications in general. Some in Europe, like Grasshopper [30], a mobile
agent platform specialised in tele-command internet applications; Mole 3.0 [36]
that was the first mobile agent platform developed in Java at the University
of Stuttgart; or FM 1.0 [23] a free platform for the creation of auction houses.
No product specifically oriented at electronic commerce exists as yet, although
several research products are aiming at generating such products and commer-
cialising them (e.g. AIMEDIA [1], CASBA [7,56]).

3.5 Standards

There is a commonly shared belief within Europe on the importance of pro-
ducing standards and specification environments as outcomes of current rese-
arch. To this end, FIPA (the foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents - see
http://www.fipa.org/) with its agenda for developing open interoperability stan-
dards for agents, is currently the main focus of attention.

3.6 Security

While companies, banks, and administration organizations presumably take care
of their security features themselves, customers use commercial tools to parti-
cipate in electronic commerce. If these tools do not provide effective security
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features, electronic commerce will not receive a global acceptance from indivi-
dual customers.

The reason is clear: all known security threats apply to electronic commerce
systems and especially to agent mediated electronic commerce systems: disclo-
sure, alteration, copy and replay, denial of service, repudiation, spoofing and
masquerading. However, the good news is that the security techniques for de-
fending such attacks are known: authentication, access control, encryption, sig-
natures, auditing and traceability, public key infrastructure and certification.

On the other hand, the need for mobile agents is acknowledged by many
groups [24]. Many researchers and developers see agents as programs roaming
a network to collect business-related data in order to help users to buy goods.
The research efforts concentrate on how to guarantee termination, security or
exactly-once protocols. To protect agents against malicious hosts agents should
contain time-limit validity, and electronic money with expiration date, apart
from the need for third parties to provide security for transactions. Proposals
have been made to provide anonymity in transactions and off-line trusted third
parties for secure contract signing [17]. Projects like MULTIPLECX look for
secure transactions that can be scalable over the Internet. Among the results
obtained so far we could mention the Mole software developed at the University
of Stuttgart [36]. In this book the issue of security in the light of mobile agents
is explicitly addressed in [48].

From the point of view of trust, certification services can nowadays guarantee
the identity of the sellers. It appears that the eBay method is not good enough.
A number of services like TRUSTe [55], ConsumerInfo.com [10] or a Better
Business Bureau like BBBOnLine [5] or WAB [60] guarantees the honesty of the
other party, or escrow [20] services like iescrow.com [28], Trade-direct.com [53]
act as third parties for the delivery of goods and money. Trade-direct charges
5-6% of the contract price as escrow fee.

3.7 Legal Issues and Privacy

There are different companies delivering software for personalisation, like Bro-
advision, Net Perceptions or Vignette. Others, bundle online shopping and per-
sonalisation, like Interworld, or inTouch.

The modelling of user preferences is essential if an agent is to be instructed
to perform an automated mediation task. The agent will be faced with different
choices and it must be able to establish preferences among them. Different tech-
niques to model profiles, like for instance rough sets (VUA, [58]), are being used.
As already said before, data mining is another candidate for profile generation
being explored in projects like MIMIC and AIMEDIA. A similar approach is
being taken within the project TREVI to determine the relevance of informa-
tion.

There are several European Directives that regulate the protection of indi-
viduals with regard to the processing of personal data, on the free movement of
data and on misleading advertising. These different Directives together with the
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different national laws give shape to the legal framework within which agent-
mediated electronic commerce must be placed. Current research projects take
into account this framework in the specification of the management of data by
agents.
A completely different question is the legality of contracts that are a result of
interactions between agents. Another question is who is liable for the obligations
following from these contracts. A project giving legal assistance to agent deve-
lopment projects is ECLIP (Electronic Commerce Legal Issue Platform) which
studies the legal implications and limitations of personalised communication over
Internet.

4 Research and Development Perspectives

As can be deduced from the previous section, we are witnessing the use of agents
in the first stages of commerce, that is product and merchant brokering. This is
why agent mediated electronic commerce has been closely related to information
gathering. The short term development of the field will move a step forward and
involve moving into real trading, that is, negotiating deals and making purchases.
In order to facilitate this development the researchers and developers are facing
a series of challenges:

– Relate ideal and actual agent behaviour with respect to aspects such as
rationality, autonomy, situatedness and optimality.

– Relate roles of agents and their inherent qualities: identity, delegability, lia-
bility, and reliability (be they software representatives or mediators).

– Generate ontologies, interaction standards and social conventions: market
institutions; insurance, financial and certification instruments; acceptable
interactions and trading conventions.

– Generate new products, services and practices: market-specific agent shells
vs. more generic trading tools; payment and contracting methods; risk-
assesment and coverage; quality, prestige and performance certification.

4.1 Interaction

In order to give an answer to all these challenges researchers are looking at
different fields that have faced the basic problem of interaction: game theory,
economy, sociology. It is commonly believed that economic models will be use-
ful for agents in e-commerce scenarios. And when the restrictions of a game
theoretic or economic model are met, we will be better off by following the re-
commendations given by these fields. However, most theoretical models from
economics are not valid for multiple-encounter types of interaction, which is a
more than probable scenario for agent-mediated electronic commerce. There is
thus a view that useful techniques will also come from other fields, such as the
social sciences.
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It can be argued that the real impact of electronic commerce will be on a
dramatic change of supply chains. If a consumer can directly contact the produ-
cer instead of a reseller it might produce an increase in efficiency of the overall
distribution chain. This increase in efficiency will obviously produce a decrease in
customer’s prices and then an increase of electronic commerce as a whole. These
changes are still to come in many cases, we have only witnessed the creation of
electronic versions of resellers on books and CDs. The direct relation between
customers and producers will be permitted by the massive use of agent techno-
logy. These changes in the supply chains will permit new markets to appear, and
old markets to change and permit the participation of new players.

Clear areas, where we will see many applications in the short term, will be
those where the traded goods are commodities whose consumption cannot be
well estimated in advance and for which trade must be done very often (e.g.
power, telephone, bandwidth). The amounts traded at each occasion are very
small and it is impossible to imagine a manual trade for them. Software agents
will be mandatory here. In order for these applications to bloom, research results
for very fast markets are still necessary.

Auctions. In the very near future we may expect, similarly to what happened
over internet, an expansion of agent-mediated auctions. The four main types
of auctions will be made available as protocols for agents to interact with the
auction house, and the agents will come equipped with a series of parametric
bidding strategies. The agent technology available now is sufficient to permit
the deployment of such agent-mediated auction houses. Academic examples of
them are Auctionbot [3] and FM [23]. Different European projects will deliver
products supporting agent-mediated auctions during the year 2000.

Negotiation. The use of auctions is limited to certain types of products. More
flexible interaction will be necessary as general types of interaction. Negotiation,
understood in its more wide form as a process by which groups of agents commu-
nicate with one another to try and come with mutually acceptable agreements
on some matter, is still to be wittnessed in real applications. Second generation
eCommerce tools are going to provide this possibility.

We can envisage that agents will initially be used to explore the set of possible
agreements, but will not be authorized to sign the contract. Agents will then pass
this information (which could be a number of possible final contracts the agent
was able to provisionally agree with its counterpart) to the user, who will then
make the decision.

The first application domains, where we will see agent-mediated electronic
commerce applications with fully automated negotiation, will have some of the
following characteristics:

– Interactions are very fast. For instance for bandwidth trade. There is no time
to go back to the user between trading rounds.
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– Interactions are repeated with either (a) high communication overheads, or
(b) the domain is limited, hence learning by the agent about the user beha-
viour is effective. Many B2B areas fall within this category.

– Each trade is of relative small value. If each transaction is of relatively small
value it is possible to monitor the process and stop the automatic trade after
some time without significant losses. It is important to stress the importance
of relatively here. A small value for a company is completely different from
a small value for a private consumer. This implies that most likely we will
first see AMEC in business to business settings.

– The process is repeated over long times. The reason for this is two-fold:
• There must be a significant gain in order to justify investments in soft-

ware, hardware, and/or training.
• Automatic agent learning of customer preferences is highly desirable as

explicit preference elicitation is a very time consuming business.
– The product is relatively easy to specify. A number of traditional difficult

computer science problems pose major difficulties to negotiations over com-
plex objects. Such problems are mainly related to semantics of the commu-
nication. This is also related to preference elicitation. It is simply too time
consuming to tune huge numbers of different parameters.

The challenges in the near future for agent mediated negotiation are:

– Trust
Many aspects that will require the attention of the researchers for the next
generation of systems refer to a reliable communication channel between
participants in trade, mainly confidentiality, integrity, authentication and
non-repudiation. Also, safe payment and delivery will be a foccus of atten-
tion.
The first generation of agent-mediated electronic commerce systems covering
the negotiation phase will be most probably a brokered service, where the
contact between buyers and sellers will be supervised, following a very strict
protocol and with a total control by the institution acting as broker. Later
on, as robust trust mechanisms become available, direct contacts between
buyer and sellers, with less structured transactions, will be possible.
Reputation could also be achieved via external reviewers [46], or generated
by peer rating, as is done at eBay and Amazon auctions. However, these
systems are very vulnerable to manipulation. Reviews must be substantiated
in some way to avoid false reviews. In open markets, agents must know as
much about trust issues as about actual buying and selling.
We see an important role to be played by chambers of commerce in this
issue. The concept of an agent-based electronic chamber of commerce has
been explored by Software Technology Group (Cambridge Consultants Li-
mited [8]). Chambers of commerce will play an increasingly important role
in mediation. They have a tremendous experience with it and will use their
tradition of trust guarants to act as catalyst of electronic commerce, mainly
in b2b scenarios.
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– Protocol Engineering
We (scientists and industry) must agree on conventions of communications
at the strategic level. For example, agents will have to signal to each other
the type of negotiation problem they think they are facing (known/unknown
size of pie, etc.), and agree on the most appropriate negotiation protocol to
follow.

– Preference models
The modelling of preferences is essential to give an agent the capability of
acting according to a user model when negotiating. The challenges we are
facing correspond not only to the way of modelling preferences, but also
models which indicate the preferences of the opponent, as this may reveal
important aspects of its strategy. Different lines of research will help with
this task: data mining, fuzzy logic and learning, to cite just a few. Re-using of
profiles through case based reasoning techniques seems a promising approach
as well.
Near future challenges include:
• Dynamics of preferences. Interests and preferences of consumers change

over time. AI approaches like learning, induction algorithms, believe re-
vision techniques, or modal logic will become increasingly poignant in
dealing with this challenge.

• Different ontologies. Providers and customers will probably use diffe-
rent ontologies to characterize products and interests. Different reasoning
techniques and models to match providers and customers are necessary
to move away from the requirement of a common ontology.

• Fuzziness. Preferences are by no means clear cut but fuzzy (uninteresting,
interesting, very interesting). The use of fuzzy logic and statistics to
model users’ preferences is one of the techniques to explore.

• Learning. In order to construct a model of the user preferences without
direct query it is necessary to develop appropriate techniques to observe
the user behaviour to, for instance, present products in appropriate ways,
or make appropriate suggestions.

– Argumentation Many problems cannot be solved by a simple offer/counter
offer negotiation protocol. In order to persuade an acquaintance it is ne-
cessary to use arguments to support our proposals. Protocols permitting
critiques to these arguments are hence necessary. Reasoning models to ge-
nerate arguments, rebut and undercut them, and models of preference for
arguments adapted to the area of electronic commerce are also needed.

Protocols. The question of further investigating the ‘rules for dialogues’ in
different settings and establishing a right balance between fixed protocols and
free dialogues remains open. Again, we envisage a smooth transition from fixed,
supervised types of protocol, that will very soon be happening, to completely
free types of interaction in the mid to long term range.

We will see agents negotiating about the protocol of the interaction. In order
to do so, we’ll have to study ways of formalising protocol definition, knowledge
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about the goodness and badness of particular protocols and argumentative me-
ans to convince our acquaintances about which protocol to follow. As we all
know from economics literature, the choice of a particular protocol can be of
fundamental importance to get the right deal at the end. Arguing about pro-
tocols, or seeking advice to a specialist agent on what protocol to follow is a
challenging research line.

4.2 Applications

Travel agencies and retailing industry will be the primary application domains
benefiting from agent technology.

In the retail industry it is necessary to obtain a new model for on-line shop-
ping, especially when compared to present mailer order business (catalogue ba-
sed). We need to answer questions like: How to efficiently browse a large catalo-
gue. How to present products (a tree structure aisle/shelf/range ?). How to find
the product(s) the user is looking for (search tools) and how to guide the user
through the site.

Agents can help on answering these questions: with search functions, guiding
the customer, or helping in navigation. An example of this is SmartClient [52],
specially when the products are configurable, as in travel planning. The techno-
logy used in SmartClient is Constraint Satisfaction algorithms over the product
configuration constraints and the user preferences.

There is a number of applications to be developed during the year 2000.
Among them an agent mediated auction house for general trading [54] and a
negotiation house for travel packages [26]. Also several applications for retailing
using agents are under development by J. Sainsbury in the UK and Otto Versand
in Germany.

Of special interest will be the use of agents for the interaction with Public
administrations. The European Union has a long tradition on helping citizens on
the interaction with Public Administrations. For instance, the IDA (Interchange
of Data between Administrations) programme aimed to enable EU agencies to
interchange administrative documentation, or SIMAP, an electronic procure-
ment programme. Projects like SUPPLYPOINT propose building virtual supply
chains to help SME’s to participate in public procurement. Inter-mediation by
means of autonomous agents is one of the elements to be supported within the
fifth Framework Programme. The use of agents for (public or private) procu-
rement will be a way of decreasing the costs of procurement by automatising
the reception of offers and the decision process. As an example, all of the Me-
xican government’s procurement is achieved via the web with plans to move
into agent-mediated procurement in the near future. The Mexican procurement
system won the 1999 Bangeman’s challenge for the Information Society.

4.3 Engineering

From the practical point of view, there is a common agreement in that agents
will necessarily have to be adaptive. Mobility will be, also, in the long term, an
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essential issue. The modelling of trust, the creation of virtual enterprises and
the enormous variety of legal issues that the community has to face will become
crucial in the upcoming years.

From the point of view of engineering the crucial point of agent markets
is whether the markets will be open or not. By an open market we mean one
that allows interactions between agents that are not specifically designed by the
owners of the market. An open market might not even have an owner. It might
simply be the result of an interaction protocol that allows agents to locate each
other and exchange information and offers. The first developments will be based
on closed markets and then, once issues about security, privacy and trust are
fixed, we will quickly move to the engineering of agent servers implementing
open markets. Full autonomy will be linked, most probably, to the openness of
markets. Buyers will be reluctant to permit their agents to sign up contracts
when the agents are not under their complete control, even less if the market is
under the control of the vendor they want to do business with.

Research on institutions will also have an impact on agent technology. Accor-
ding to North [38], human interactions are guided by institutions, which provide
a structure for everyday life. Institutions represent the rules of the game in a
society, including any (formal or informal) form of constraint that human beings
devise to shape human interaction. Consequently, establishing a stable structure
for human interaction appears as the core issue of institutions.

Considering agent societies, it would also be desirable to have similar me-
chanisms that help us shape agent interaction. Therefore, when designing infra-
structures for open agent societies, we can adopt a mimetic strategy by trying
to borrow and adapt well-known social mechanisms that have proven valuable
when employed for articulating human societies. There are four characteristics
desirable to be modelled in any agent society: Heterogeneity, Trust and scalabi-
lity, Exception handling and Societal change. Human societies deal with these
issues by deploying institutions that determine forbidden and permitted indivi-
dual action, and the severity of the punishment to be enacted, and which evolve
and are altered by human beings. It is therefore evident that the contact between
Sociology and Computer Science [25,11] is currently becoming more and more
important in the specification and development of multi-agent systems.

4.4 Products

The systems generated up to now are stand-alone applications used for product
or merchant brokering. The new products (market places and agent servers) to
appear soon will incorporate the necessary negotiation capabilities and will offer
integrated services such as electronic payment, banking possibilities and transfer
and storage of products.

4.5 Standards

The need for standards is crucial for the engineering of systems. There will
be clear advances in the near future in this direction. For instance, W3C [59]
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committee is studying an update of P3P [40] profiling standard in order to in-
corporate some of the ideas covered by the European directives on privacy. Also,
software customers will require the agent-based software be compliant with re-
spect to those de facto standards appearing in scene. For instance, the recent
incorporation of big players like SUN or IBM into FIPA, makes this a natural
focus of attention for all agent developers. Also, FIPA and OMG (defining MA-
SIF) recently agreed on a liaison in order to harmonise their standardisation
efforts.

4.6 Security

Up to now most of the electronic commerce transactions over the Internet refer
to low-value commodities (books, CD’s, . . . ). As security guarantees increase
high value goods will become object of trade through electronic means. Its auto-
mated trade through agents will depend on the security that software providers
will include in the strategies embedded in agents. In the meantime, agents will
perform tentative agreements ratified by humans.

Keeping preferences private seems a very important issue in order to increase
trust on trading platforms. Protocols will have to guarantee this. P3P is the most
outstanding ongoing innitiative in this direction.

There are several challenges concerning security:

– Definition of security levels and interaction protocols to negotiate security
levels.

– Public key server and signature assignment managed by the agent manage-
ment systems.

– A trusted broker agent architecture to guarantee anonymous customer access
to company agents.

4.7 Legal Issues and Privacy

Markets use information about participants. This information must be protected.
All developments of agent-mediated electronic commerce will have to satisfy
the requirements established by the EU directive 95/46 [16] concerning privacy.
Some international standards are being revised to become compliant with this
directive.

5 Vision

We expect to face a basic re-organisation challenge for businesses: to put the
customer at the heart of the business (sharing information on the customer from
different departments, — marketing, sales, ...) in order to carry out agent-enabled
personalisation. In the area of B2B We will witness the outsourcing of what is
not at the heart of the business (such as delivery in the retail business, ...).

Also, a series of technological developments and economical changes will pro-
duce a dramatic impact on the use of agents for electronic commerce during the
next decade:
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– Mobile devices The computer industry is slowly bringing the computa-
tion devices to the individual. In the beginning of this century we’ll witness
many different low-weight devices to be worn by individuals. Electronic com-
merce has to be adapted to that. For instance by having agents knowing our
preferences that warn us when we are close to a specialised shop in a city,
or asking for instructions to close urgent deals while having dinner. Agent
technology will be central to permit these new functionalities.

– Context perception
One of the big challenges for technology is the detection of the context where
a human being is placed. This information will be the necessary complement
to the profile of a user. Knowing a user’s context will permit more intelligent
interaction between trading agents and human beings. For instance, we’d like
our mobile devices to detect that we are in a restaurant and automatically
switch into a mode where we are not going to receive messages unless they
are very urgent (that is, we will not like to be interrupted by our PDA (or
whatever mobile device we are wearing) to be offered a new tomato sauce
from our usual eSupermarket in such a context, but we might be interested
in being asked to close a deal of several millions.) When moving out of the
restaurant we can then receive those that were less important. Learning of
behaviours in different contexts will be an essential technique.

– Deregulation
The deregulation process that we are facing at the end of the century, in most
areas of trade, opens enormous possibilities for interaction with new players.
In many occasions, areas being recently monopolistic are now populated with
many different companies. We’ll need to develop new mechanisms to establish
the interaction rules among them. In some of these areas the negotiation
characteristics mentioned in this paper fully apply: telecommunications and
power. We expect to see lots of agent-based markets to permit the interaction
among the participants in such markets.

– Disappearing computer
Voice recognition, emotion detection, movement and mood detection mecha-
nisms will be essential in the improvement of the perception capabilities of
the computing devices we will have in a few years. These sensing capabili-
ties will be placed in a computer infrastructure more and more distributed
around us. The use of networking in house building and the possibility of
having cheap computing devices associated to electric appliances and good
items will open a new world of potential applications for agent-mediated
electronic commerce. For instance, devices that will be able to connect the
self-stock aware fridge with the local retailer to satisfy the needs of the ow-
ners of a flat, or negotiations between the different appliances on when to
consume power after negotiation with the different power providers in order
to minimize the power bill.
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6 Conclusions

In this roadmap we have tried to give both an overview of current developments
in agent mediated electronic commerce as well as some perspective on future
research in this area.

Just like ordinary people have many different roles and need different capa-
cities in transacting business, agents will also play many different roles and need
different capacities in transacting electronic commerce. They range from infor-
mation seeking and filtering to negotiation and actually conducting transactions.
It is difficult to place all developments that are going on in both agent research
as well as in EC research in this one overview. Therefore we have chosen to limit
ourselves to the developments currently taking place in Europe.

We believe that this roadmap gives a clear view of the developments in Eu-
rope. The rest of the papers in this volume will concentrate on some particular
aspects of this roadmap, indicating both results already obtained as well as in-
teresting (and urgent) questions to be answered for future development of this
area. Of course, any overview cannot pretend to be complete, but we hope that
this roadmap is challenging enough for those people that feel that their area is
not represented in this roadmap to actively participate in future developments
in AgentLink and other international platforms.
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Abstract. In the last few years we have witnessed a surge of business-to-
consumer and business-to-business commerce operated on the Internet.
However many of these systems are often nothing more than electronic
catalogues on which the user can choose a product which is made avai-
lable for a fixed price. This modus operandi is clearly failing to exploit
the full potential of electronic commerce. Against this background, we
argue here that in the next few years we will see a new generation of sy-
stems emerge, based on automatic negotiation. In this paper we identify
the main parameters on which any automatic negotiation depends. This
classification schema is then used to categorise the subsequent papers in
this book that focus on automatic negotiation.

1 Introduction

The term “electronic commerce” (e-commerce) generally denotes an advanced
step of modern commerce in which the figures of buyer and seller are replaced
by electronic entities [1]. It is widely believed that e-commerce will reduce costs
for enterprises and provide customers with better bargaining tools. For exam-
ple, automation can exploit short-terms contracts in combinatorially complex
settings [31] and allow extensive comparisons to be performed between a wide
variety of goods. Recent estimates put revenues of e-commerce at US$95 billion
for the year 1999 with a forecast of US$1.3 trillion by 2003 [28].

Given the nature of the tasks involved in e-commerce, it has been suggested
that agent technology [38] will play an important role in its development (see [11]
for a survey). In such settings, agents will play the roles of buyer, seller, mediator
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[29], facilitator, and information provider. In so doing, agents will automate part
or all the business tasks involved in e-commerce.

Most current e-commerce applications (servers and clients) may be classi-
fied as first-generation systems. That is, servers are connected to the Internet
and they let the user browse through catalogues containing well-defined com-
modities (e.g., flights, books, compact discs, computer components, etc.) and
make purchases typically by means of a credit card transaction. In this case
the system’s client can be any basic Internet browser and therefore the users’
actions, being reduced to select/accept choices, are somewhat limited. However
several more advanced forms of first generation clients, such as Jango [14] and
Bargainfinder [3], have also been introduced. The main feature of these clients,
frequently called shopping assistants, is the ability to perform merchant broke-
ring on behalf of the user. Merchant brokering is the stage in the consumer
buying behaviour where the buyer has chosen the product and is looking for the
best deal to purchase it1.

Other shopping assistants (e.g., PersonaLogic [26], Firefly [8]) offer their ser-
vices earlier in the transaction by helping the buyer in the product brokering
stage. This is the stage in the consumer buying behaviour where a decision is
made about what product the buyer needs. Yet more advanced shopping agents,
notably Tete-a-Tete [34], attempt to follow the buyer in more than one phase of
the transaction by performing both product brokering, merchant brokering, and
even some primitive forms of negotiation.

A key problem with all of these first-generation systems, however, is that
they are too focused on one aspect of the transaction: price. Although price is
clearly important, it is very often the case that neither customers nor enterprises
have price as their only concern. Enterprises usually aim to acquire or maintain
regular customers, whilst these customers are, in turn, often interested in non-
price aspects of the purchase (such as warranty, delivery time, and past-record
of the company). To cope with this need, more advanced forms of shopping
assistant are required. Such software will have to deal with (interact over) the
complete range of issues that are relevant to their user.

When faced with the need to reach agreement on a variety of issues, humans
make use of negotiation. Similarly, we believe that automated negotiation will
become the dominant mode of operation for shopping assistant agents. This au-
tomation of negotiation can significantly reduce negotiation time (making large
volumes of transactions possible in small amounts of time) and can also remove
some of the reticence of humans to engage in negotiation (e.g., because of embar-
rassment, personality, etc.). For these reasons, the formalisation of negotiation
has received a great deal of attention from the multi-agent systems community
throughout the past two decades [5,16,17,30]. Through such endeavours, it is be-
coming possible to develop practical automated negotiators. This will, in turn,

1 The six main stages of consumer buying behaviour can be broadly thought of as:
need identification, product brokering, merchant brokering, negotiation, payment
and delivery, and service and evaluation. See [20,13,6,2] for more details on consumer
buying behaviour.
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facilitate the development of fully-fledged shopping assistants that are able to
perform negotiation on behalf of users.

Negotiation strategies and their corresponding properties depend heavily on
the specific characteristics of the scenarios under consideration. For example,
economists and game theorists distinguish between scenarios in which the value
of a good is common to all the agents (for example a typical shrink-wrapped good
such as a CD), and those in which it is a private characteristic, which differs from
agent to agent (such as a painting, which different agents may value differently)
[23]. Whether a good has a common value, or whether its value differs from agent
to agent, the valuations themselves may be common knowledge or private. These
are but two illustrations of parameters upon which any negotiation mechanism
crucially depends. However, as we shall see, many other parameters also play a
key role in shaping the negotiation. Against this background, the principle aim
of this paper is to define (for the first time) the negotiation space for electronic
commerce. That is, we aim to identify the possible parameters that can be used
to classify any negotiation mechanism for electronic commerce. Such a classifi-
cation is an important step for the development of more sophisticated shopping
assistants because it defines and delimits the design space for agent interactions.
Thus, the classification in this paper should be seen from an analytical point of
view. It does not offer any immediate practical application, but, instead, it aims
at providing a conceptual framework on which protocols and strategies for ne-
gotiation can be classified and reasoned about. We argue that the components
of the negotiation space that we identify constitute a complex space of possi-
ble games; indeed, we have so far been unable to find two distinct negotiation
scenarios that would be described in the same manner in the classification. We
illustrate our taxonomy by classifying the other papers in this volume that deal
with negotiation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss
and classify the main variables upon which a negotiation for electronic commerce
depends. In section 3 we classify the papers in this volume according to our
taxonomy. We conclude in section 4 with some discussion on the future direction
of automated negotiation in e-commerce.

2 Negotiation Space

In its broadest sense, automated negotiation involves the design of the high-level
protocols for agent interaction. The theme of negotiation is present in many
different fields and, as a result, several definitions have been proposed in the
literature [30,19]. It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the merits
of these definitions, and so we simply adopt the following definition:

Negotiation is the process by which group of agents communicate with
one another to try and come to a mutually acceptable agreement on
some matter.
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Two basic components are important when designing an automatic negotia-
tion system: the negotiation protocol and the negotiation strategies. The former
specifies the “rules of encounter” between the negotiation participants. That is,
the protocol defines the circumstances under which the interaction between the
agents takes place: what deals can be made and what sequences of offers are
allowed. In general, agents must reach agreement on the negotiation protocol
to use before negotiation proper begins. Reaching agreement on a negotiation
strategy may itself be done by meta-level negotiation, but we do not consider
this process here.

An agent’s negotiation strategy is the specification of the sequence of actions
(usually offers or responses) the agent plans to make during the negotiation.
There will usually be very many strategies that are compatible with a particu-
lar protocol, each of which may produce a very different outcome. For example,
an agent could concede at the first round or bargain very hard throughout the
negotiation until its private timeout is reached. It follows that the negotiation
strategy that an agent employs is crucial with respect to the outcome of the ne-
gotiation. It should also be clear that strategies which perform well with certain
protocols will not necessarily do so with others: the choice of strategy to use is
thus a function not just of the specifics of the negotiation scenario, but also of
the protocol in use.

A negotiation mechanism consists of a negotiation protocol together with the
negotiation strategies for the agents involved. There are some properties that are
generally considered desirable for a negotiation mechanism (cf. [31, pp12–14] and
[30, pp20–22]).

Computational efficiency: Ideally we seek a negotiation mechanism that is
computationally efficient. Although users constantly have at their disposal
faster machines, there will be little scope for negotiation algorithms that are,
say, exptime-complete2.

Communication efficiency: All things being equal, we would rather have a
mechanism that handles communication among the agents in an efficient
way. Broadcasting to all the agents in the system, for example, may not be
ideal with this respect.

Individual rationality: A mechanism should be individually rational for all
the agents involved. In other words, it should be in an agent’s independent
interest to participate in negotiation — otherwise, a rational agent will not.
If considerations of group utility need to be taken into account, they can be
made a component of each agent’s private utility.

Distribution of computation: Mechanisms that distribute the computation
over the agents involved are preferable to ones in which one server is perfor-
ming all the computation for the whole system. This is preferred for many

2 One should be careful not to confuse the computational complexity associated with
designing a negotiation strategy compared to the complexity of executing a strategy.
The former can usefully be carried out offline beforehand, thereby reducing the
computational costs of the agents. The latter obviously needs to be carried out at
run-time and must therefore be manageable.
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reasons, including the desire to avoid the disruptive effects of a single point
of failure, and performance bottlenecks.

Pareto efficiency: An outcome is Pareto efficient if there is no other outcome
that improves the lot of one agent without making another agent worse off.
All other things being equal, Pareto efficient solutions are preferred over
those that are not.

Symmetry: Generally in e-commerce settings, no one agent has complete con-
trol of the game. Therefore we prefer mechanisms that guarantee symmetry
in terms of power of the agents.

Even with these broad guidelines in mind, many different mechanisms can be
designed. These mechanisms very much depend on the specific characteristics of
the negotiation space, i.e., the set of all possible negotiation games. In the next
section we investigate this space in more detail in order to try and separate out
the key orthogonal components.

2.1 Parameters of the Negotiation Space

As already noted, the design of an appropriate negotiation scenario crucially
depends on a number of parameters, which can be seen to generate a space
of possible negotiation scenarios. A preliminary attempt to classify this space
has already been proposed by Wurman et al. [39]. In particular, they identify
variables upon which auction servers can be designed. Some of the parameters
introduced there are also present in our classification; but since we are not only
concerned with auctions, our classification is more general.

We divide the parameters on which the negotiation can take place into the
following broad characteristics:

– cardinality of the negotiation;
– agent characteristics;
– environment and goods characteristics;
– event parameters;
– information parameters; and
– allocation parameters.

Under this characterisation, an agent’s negotiation strategy is simply one of
its characteristics. We structure the characteristics of the protocol by analysing
in more detail some key parameters such as events, information parameters, and
allocation. The protocol as a whole results from the definition of all these.

Cardinality of the negotiation. We can distinguish between the cardinali-
ties of the negotiation domain itself, and of the interactions that take place, as
follows:

– negotiation domain: single-issue or multiple-issue; and
– interactions: one-to-one, many-to-one, many-to-many.
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The domain of negotiation can be thought of as simply the set of tuples
over which the agents negotiate. These tuples represent the issues on which an
agreement is to be made. Elements of these tuples correspond to issues such
as price, quality, warranties, delivery time, and so on (see for example [10]). In
the case of single-issue negotiation (for example where the only issue is price)
the tuples are singletons. In the case of multiple-issue negotiation, the different
issues might be related by some publicly agreed utility function. This makes the
process of bid formulation easier because each agent is then able to compute the
utility function of each agent involved in the negotiation [36].

Interactions between agents can be classified in terms of the number of agents
participating in the negotiation. One-to-one negotiation (where one agent is ne-
gotiating with exactly one other agent) is important for both theoretical and
practical reasons. Theoretically, it is important because of the technical difficul-
ties that this apparently simple setting provides; for example most games that
result from one-to-one negotiation can be proven to have multiple equilibria
[23], and a naive application of game-theoretical tools is therefore not possible.
Practically, it is important because of the emerging role of one-to-one relations
associated with business-to-business e-commerce scenarios.

Many-to-one negotiation (where many agents negotiate with just one agent)
is the standard setting of auctions, which have been popular on the Internet for
some time now [27,7]. In this setting one agent plays the role of the seller, while
the many play the role of the buyers.

Finally, many-to-many negotiation (where many agents negotiate with many
other agents) constitutes the most complex scenario. The continuous double-
auction is the most complex of these scenarios that is actually in use [9].

Note that whether a given negotiation is one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-
to-many is not determined simply by the number of agents. For example, it
is conceivable to have a large set of agents, but arrange them such that any
negotiation takes place on a one-to-one basis.

Agents characteristics. Agents are the computational entities that participate
in the negotiation process. Each agent is assumed to be capable of rating its
preferences, so that it can evaluate and choose between different deals. We can
further characterise agents depending on their:

– role;
– rationality;
– knowledge;
– commitment;
– social behaviour; and
– bidding strategy.

Agents can interact in the negotiation as buyers, sellers, or both (as in a
continuous double-action). This is their type: the role they play in the negotia-
tion. For most negotiation domains, buyers and sellers are obviously the leading
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figures, but in other scenarios, (auctions for example), intermediaries can have
an important role.

Rationality can be perfect or bounded [23]. The assumption of perfect ratio-
nality generally amounts to the agents being able to perform arbitrarily large
computations in constant time. In all practical scenarios agents do not have the
computational power (or the ability) to perform such calculations, and they are
forced to bid or withdraw on the basis of finite computations. Thus, negotiation
models that assume perfect rationality (e.g., many of those coming from game
theory) have to use approximations in practice, whereas models that explicitly
assume bounded rationality are more realistic in this sense.

Agents have knowledge about the goods they bid for, and possibly some kno-
wledge about how other agents value the same and other goods. Depending on
how such knowledge is distributed, agents may choose different bidding stra-
tegies. Whether or not agents hold private information is crucially important
to design the agent’s bidding strategy. For example, internal deadlines, and the
valuation of the opponent’s utility functions can be important parameters of an
agent strategy.

Various levels of commitment can be present. For example, after having made
an offer, agents might be obliged to stop bidding for similar goods until an accep-
tance or counter offer is received. Alternatively, agents can have the mechanism
and process for reneging upon contracts built into the original negotiation (e.g.,
[31,10]).

Agents can act as individually self-interested entities, as altruistic units of
a society, or they can strike a balance somewhere in between. Furthermore,
whatever their attitude, they can play as distinct entities or effectively pursue
team-formation in order to get better deals when convenient [36]. Another pos-
sibility is for agents to form coalitions — such coalitions can be a powerful tool
for obtaining better deals in some domains.

An agent’s bidding strategy is ultimately the component that decides about
placing or accepting offers, making counter offers or withdrawing from negotia-
tion. Although conceptually independent from the other parameters, it is reason-
able to imagine the bidding strategy to be somehow related to the commitment,
the knowledge, the rationality, and the social behaviour of an agent [10]. A stan-
dard assumption is that agents are individually rational, in that their bidding
strategy would be against accepting deals that result in making them worse off.

Environments and goods characteristics. The negotiation environment can
either be static or dynamic. A static environment is one whose variables (e.g.,
prices of important commodities) are constant over time; a dynamic environment
is one in which these change over time. Clearly, there are various degrees of how
static or dynamic environments can be, and this is only a simplification. Even so,
the dynamicity of the environment might affect the design of the utility function
of the agents in a subtle way. The utility functions of the agents reflect their
preferences; so, while in a static environment one can imagine an agent that
does not learn during the process and maintains a fixed utility function, this
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behaviour would be less likely to produce a positive payoff in a very dynamic
environment.

The characteristics of the goods also crucially define the negotiation protocol:

– private/public value of the goods; and
– nature of the goods.

Agents can value the good differently depending on whether it is intended for
private use (e.g., a cake) or whether its value depends on how the other agents
value it (e.g., bonds). Frequently, both private and public valuations play a part.
For example, when buying a car one has to consider both one’s own preferences
and how the car will preserve its value over time in case one should be interested
in selling it.

The object of the negotiation can either be a discrete or continuous set (of
goods). For example, a negotiation over a deadline (delivery dates, completion of
contracts, etc.) is a negotiation over an uncountable set because time is intrinsi-
cally continuous. Usually, a simplification is made with respect to the granularity
of the domain, and countable or even finite sets are used. For example, with a
deadline one could use, days, hours, or minutes, depending on how fine the model
needs to be. This simplification considerably reduces the size of the negotiation
space. The simplest case arises when the set is a singleton.

Events parameters. The negotiation protocol is mainly influenced by the ways
in which the offers and other events that take place during the negotiation are
regulated. Indeed, what follows forms an important part of the specification of
the protocol of the negotiation. We can distinguish between:

– bid validity;
– bid visibility;
– clearing schedule and timeouts; and
– quotes schedule.

The first item specifies an important part of the protocol: the criteria for
validity of the bids. To be valid, bids often have to be offered at an appropriate
time and must satisfy some constraints on their value. For example, in an English
auction bids can be made when the auctioneer is calling for bids and must be
progressively higher in value. Similarly, procedures for placing bids might be
present during a negotiation.

The visibility of the bids is only relevant in the case of many-to-one or many-
to-many negotiations. At the extremes, bids can be private messages passed
between buyer and seller, or broadcast to all agents. Alternatively, we can have
configurations in which only subsets of agents see some selected messages (espe-
cially useful if coalition formation is permissible).

A “clear” is the event producing a (temporary) allocation between buyer and
seller. Clears can be scheduled at random times or following some other events
(such as the first offer matching the buyer’s request). For example, during the
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bidding phase of an English auction each round terminates with a temporary
allocation of the good being auctioned to the prospective buyer that meets the
auctioneer’s call.

Timeouts determine the closing of the negotiation, therefore they transform
clears into “final clears”, i.e., a final agreement between buyer and seller about
the transaction. Clears and timeouts also depend on the allocation parameters
(see below).

If third-party quotes are generated during the negotiation process, their num-
ber and frequency are also part of the events and they need to be regulated. In-
tuitively, an excessive number of request for quotes can significantly slow down
the negotiation mechanism.

Information parameters. Both before and during negotiation, information
other than bids may pass between the negotiation participants. These messages
are either information that can help buyers and sellers reach agreements, or
information that can help limit the noise produced by agents trying to buy and
sell goods. Such messages can be beneficial in order to save computational time
of the agents.

Among the many possible useful messages, we can distinguish between:

– price quotes; and
– transaction history.

Quotes generated by prospective buyers requesting an indicative price from
a seller before starting a negotiation can be useful to all parties, as they can
reduce negotiation time.

The history of similar transactions can also be requested, or unilaterally
provided, by a seller agent in order to give credibility to the information it is
offering to potential buyer agents. It can be guaranteed by trusted third-parties.
Together with third-party quotes, transaction histories can form the basis for
argumentation-based negotiation. Such protocols [33,18] aim to bridge the gap
between how negotiation is performed in human and artificial societies. In the
former, expert human negotiators often focus on the reasons why an offer is not
acceptable and try and persuade their counterpart of the characteristics that an
agreement will have to include. In the latter, artificial negotiators traditionally
are only able to propose offers to the counterpart without being explicitly able
to motivate an agreement. This is often seen as a severe limitation and can limit
the flexibility of the negotiation.

Allocation parameters. The allocation parameters only apply in many-to-one
and many-to-many scenarios. They govern the winner of an auction when more
than one agent has shown an interest in the good.

Allocation is studied in auction theory [35]. The Mth and (M + 1)-th price
allocation policies cover most scenarios, where M is the number of received bids.
Note that if the negotiation is multi-issue, in order for this mechanism to work
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there has to be a commonly agreed function that “weights” the different issues
producing a value of utility. Without this, it would not be possible to order the
offers as required by the allocation policy.

3 Papers in This Volume

This section briefly reviews the papers contained in this volume in terms of the
conceptual schema we have developed.

Paurobally and Cunningham [25]

Paurobally and Cunningham [25] present a formal model of e-commerce systems
in which a phase of automatic negotiation is present. The model uses the machi-
nery of dynamic logic [12] to represent the states and processes of a negotiation
system.

Dynamic logic has the advantage of providing a precise and unambiguous
language for representing and reasoning about actions and states. For this reason,
the framework presented in [25] is very general and can be applied to a variety of
different settings. The contribution of the paper, therefore, does not lie in a new
negotiation strategy for a certain protocol, but, rather, it provides a language for
performing inconsistency checks in the specification and in investigating issues
such as concurrency.

Nevertheless, the framework does commit itself to a particular subset of all
the negotiation games: it deals with one-to-one negotiation and it focuses on a
single issue of negotiation.

Vetter and Pitsch [37]

Vetter and Pitsch [37] present CASBA [4], a project devoted to designing and
implementing a flexible and highly automated electronic marketplace. Techni-
cally the CASBA system consists of a server and three applets, all written in
JAVA. The client-server communication is implemented in CORBA and XML.

Vetter and Pitsch recognise that current e-commerce systems do not address
all the stages of consumer buying behaviour (see above), and their proposal
should be seen as a preliminary attempt to bridge this gap. As previously men-
tioned, one of the stages of consumer buying behaviour that is not usually covered
is that of negotiation.

– The negotiation protocol described in [37] is one of alternating offers. CASBA
allows full parallel many-to-many negotiations over multiple attributes.

– Agents’ roles are defined in advance (buyers or sellers) and the agents are
assumed to be able to evaluate an offer by computing its value in terms
of a given (private) utility function. Agents have private information in the
sense that their utility function is not necessarily known to other negotiation
participants. Agents’ commitment is total; the protocol guarantees that a
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deal that has been agreed upon by two parties can no longer be negotiated
upon. A feature of the CASBA system is that the agents’ bidding strategy
can be programmed via an expert-system shell, or chosen in advance from a
set of pre-programmed strategies.

– The environment is static; indeed, the utility functions are not assumed to
change during the negotiation process. This reflects the fact that the value of
the attributes of the goods being traded is constant. The value of the goods,
which are multi-attribute, is private.

– No timeouts or requests for information are present and bids are private.

Oliveira and Rocha [24]

Oliveira and Rocha [24] present an e-commerce architecture in which special
attention is reserved for the negotiation phase. The architecture focuses on a
multi-agent system in which a designed agent, called market agent, plays the
role of the market coordinator. The other entities are either buyers or sellers.

What is particularly interesting in this work is that the decision making
apparatus of the agents is built on a reinforcement learning algorithm. This ap-
proach builds upon previous work by the authors [22,21] in which Q-Learning
algorithms [32] are developed and tested in market scenarios. The main contri-
bution of [24] is to lay the foundation for a Q-Learning mechanism suitable for
multi-attribute negotiations in e-commerce settings.

The protocol of negotiation can succinctly be described as turn-based alter-
nating offer, in which the market agent initiates the negotiation by announcing
the need for a product together with a deadline. In response to this announce-
ment, agents can submit bids to the market agent. Bids are computed by the
agent’s reinforcement learning mechanism, and are private. Upon receipt of the
bids, the market mechanism computes the most valuable and sends feedback
to the agents on how to improve their bids. This process continues until the
deadline is reached or a bid has been judged as acceptable.

In terms of our schema:

– The negotiation domain is multiple, as any offer consists of a variety of
issues. Agents interact on a many-to-one basis. One agent is offering a good,
through the market agent, and the others bid for it.

– The role of the agents can be of three different types: buyer, seller, or market
agent. Agents have bounded rationality and they have private information
(each agent’s utility function is private). The agents are self-interested and
bid according to a Q-Learning algorithm described in the paper. The com-
mitment of the agents to follow the agreement is ensured by the protocol.

– The environment is constant, i.e., the value of the goods does not depend on
external time dependent factors.

– Goods have private value. They can be discrete or continuous in nature. In
general, they have more than a single attribute.

– The validity of the bids produced by the agents is guaranteed by the market
agent. When bids are put forward, they are visible only to the market agent.
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Timeouts for completion of a negotiation are public and announced by the
market agent at the beginning of the negotiation. Clears are produced and
sent to the appropriate agent.

4 Conclusions

The last few years have witnessed an unprecedented expansion of business car-
ried out online. While these systems perform automatic transactions, thereby
reducing costs, it is often the case that they amount to little more than electro-
nic catalogues on which credit card payments can be arranged online. However a
new, more flexible, class of e-commerce systems are starting to emerge. In such
systems, automated software agents participate in trading activities on behalf
of their user. A key aspect of these systems is the richness and flexibility of the
inter-agent interactions. Here we focused specifically on automated negotiation
since we consider this to be the key type of interaction in such systems. Auto-
mated negotiation, like its human analogue, is a very broad and encompassing
discipline. For this reason, it is important to understand the dimensions and
range of options that are available. As a preliminary step in this direction, we
have developed a classification scheme that is specifically targeted at automated
negotiation for e-commerce settings. This classification scheme was illustrated on
the papers contained in this volume and the results are summarised in Table 1.

Having specified the negotiation design space, the next step is to identify the
tools and techniques that are appropriate for specific regions of this space. Thus,
we believe that no one technique or method of approach will come to dominate in
this field [15]. Rather, there will be a range of alternatives that may be selected
according to domain circumstances. The act of mapping the negotiation space in
this manner will produce a design repository for interactions in agent-mediated
electronic commerce. This repository will then constitute a valuable resource that
will enable design expertise and know-how to be shared between developers.
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1 Negotiation Protocols for Electronic Commerce

1.1 Introduction

The most widespread and studied approach for managing negotiation between agents
in a setting like electronic commerce relies on negotiation protocols. They are a set of
guidelines that the agents of the system have to follow and that structure message passing.
This enables agents to communicate knowing the types of messages they can receive,
the types of messages they can send and at what time. Given their knowledge bases,
what they perceive from the outside world, and the possible messages they receive from
the other agents, they communicate among them through message passing according to
a pre-established sequencing that has been possibly (and hopefully) validated. In this
article, negotiation is exclusively tackled from the angle of protocols as they can be
found in electronic commerce applications.

As recalled in the chapter entitled Formal Models for Negotiation Using Dynamic
Logic by S. Paurobally and J. Cunningham, “For electronic commerce to flourish we
need to expedite negotiations and provide standardized protocols and methods for the
automation or partial automation of negotiation. Negotiation can arise in several cases
during a shopping process, such as negotiating on price and availability, on the payment
method or on the after-sales services. A negotiation process is a joint process between
a number of agents and there are various negotiation states that represent the degrees
of co-operation, commitment and agreement.”

Such electronic commerce transactions may take place in electronic marketplaces
where agents can buy or sell goods such as the Fishmarket (see the chapter entitled
On the Formal Specification of Electronic Institutions), and more generally in virtual
organizations such as Kraft (see the chapter entitled KRAFT: Supporting Virtual Orga-
nizations through Knowledge Fusion by A. Preece, K. Hui and P. Gray). As stated in F.
Dignum’s chapter entitled Agents, Markets, Institutions and Protocols, “the institution
determines the way that the parties can conduct the transaction and provides an infra-
structure to do it”. Such an infrastructure facilitates the negotiation process. The issue
raised in that chapter is about the development of institutions and agents to make the
? Parts of this article are reproduced with permission from the Proceedings of the 13th European
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electronic marketplace really work. In the present chapter we only tackle one aspect of
this question, i.e., the building of possible interaction protocols that can be used within
the negotiation phase.

1.2 Negotiation Protocols

In electronic institutions a negotiation process translates into interactions among agents.
Interaction is more than an exchange of messages. Issues associated with it, are: models
of agents (beliefs, goals, representation and reasoning), interaction protocols (an interac-
tion regime that guides the agents) and interaction languages (languages that introduce
standard message types that all agents interpret identically). One way to structure mes-
sage passing during agent communication is through protocols. By protocol, one may
envision various stages.

• It can be a synonymous with etiquette, i.e. rules related to an agent’s behavior. For
instance, depending on a particular agent’s role s/he is first—or is not—granted the
right to speak. We will not consider this as actual protocols.

• It can deal with a recurring high level communication type. Thus, it better corre-
sponds to the description of a communication phase. For instance, during negotia-
tion, agents may first propose assertions in order to make their respective situation
known, then they may discuss the various assertions, and finally the last phase would
be to reach a consensus.

• It can also be a classical protocol of distributed artificial intelligence [26,5] (often
called an interaction protocol), a speech acts sequence, conveyed by low level mes-
sage passing. For instance, after a request-type message comes a message of type
answer or counter-request.

We will deal with these two protocol levels: simple and rather constrained protocols,
where a request awaits an answer or another request for instance; and, protocols of a
higher level corresponding more to negotiation phases.

As in Paurobally and Cunningham’s Chapter, negotiation protocols are viewed here
as a set of public rules that dictate the conduct of an agent towards other agents when
carrying out some negotiation. Agents involved in the same negotiation need to comply
to a common negotiation protocol to ensure that they and all other participants following
the same rule will coordinate meaningfully. In their chapter they present some models
which show the relationship between the states of a negotiation process and permitted
transitions between states. Here in the present chapter one is placed a step before, when
the electronic institution’s designer is building the negotiation protocol.

1.3 Outline of the Chapter

In the remainder of this paper, we will provide a detailed four-step approach leading to
the building of a state transition diagram of a negotiation protocol. Such a work can be
compared to the four layers given by [3] that distinguishes (1) the structure/syntax of
messages, (2) the message types, (3) the procedures for preparing messages to send and
for processing received messages, (4) the protocols as frameworks for dialogue.Actually
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that approach is completely different in its scope compared to ours since it discusses
low level communication issues (layer 1 and 3), that we do not touch since we start
with a given interaction language (see section 2.2). That article is more concerned with
interaction (i.e., with the sending and processing of messages) than communication (i.e.,
the various states the agents can reach while communicating).

Throughout this article, we will show by means of an example how our four steps
unfold and follow from each other. In the final section of the paper we discuss the critical
phases of this procedure and present some future work.

First, this paper provides some help for the design of a protocol once its specifications
have been defined. It proposes an integrated fashion to test the protocol.

The remaining of this article is divided as follows. The design and testing stages
are presented according to a negotiation protocol perspective for electronic commerce.
We attempt to provide an operational answer to both stages. In conclusion, limits of
the approach are discussed and general perspectives applied to the context of electronic
commerce are given.

2 The Design Stage

2.1 Phases in the Design of Protocols

In the context of electronic institutions dedicated to electronic commerce it is of good
practice to follow a method for designing interaction protocols based on four phases
going from the definition of message types all the way to the production of a protocol
represented by means of a state transition diagram. Such a method lies within the scope of
an agent centered approach where the electronic institution’s designer chooses the agents
architecture prior to the definition of its interaction module. In contrast, an interaction
centered approach first of all defines the interaction and then the agents [27].

The advertised procedure for properly designing interaction protocols — once the
agents have been defined (phase 0) — consists in (1) identifying the message types that
are going to be handled, (2) explaining the possible message sequences between agents
and defining the groups of agents that are going to receive those messages, (3) identifying
the various agents’ internal conversational states, and (4) making out the corresponding
state transition diagram of the protocol.

2.2 Some Definitions and Notations

First of all, let us see some definitions. Each agent involved in a negotiation has their own
target objective—or that which one would like to see ideally accomplished—as well as
a cushion around the objective in which we would still be “on target” with the project.
The purpose of this cushion is to give room to maneuver in our negotiations. Negotiation
processes aim at building a compromise, an agreement between agents. Through such
interactions, the ultimate goal is to identify (or find) solutions agreeable to all parties
and lying within the target or cushion areas.

As shown in the Chapter Formal Models for Negotiation Using Dynamic Logic, the
“bilateral negotiation model defines the protocol followed by two parties looking for an
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agreement concerning a subject of negotiation. The negotiation is over one issue called
the negotiation subject. In bilateral negotiation, we can think of a world inhabited by two
negotiating agents, a negotiation process in a particular state, a model of negotiation
and a subject of negotiation. There are a number of possible worlds that are accessible
from the current world and some of these possible worlds have a successful negotiation
state.

A typical negotiation progress may encompass the following steps. First, each agent
advocates an initial proposal which usually corresponds to their own objective. Then,
this proposal is being discussed and new ones crop up. Finally, the best of all is accepted.
If it lies within all the agents’cushion area, negotiation has succeeded. On the other hand,
if this proposal does not suit some agent, one is faced with partial or total failure.

Let us see now, some notations.Oi, the ith agent’s objective, is a particular proposal.
From the agent’s standpoint this is the ideal solution to the problem being discussed in
the negotiation. Ci, the ith agent’s cushion area, is a set of proposals that are close to
Oi to some degree. It represents the agent’s accepted tolerance as far as the distance
between the final solution of the negotiation and the objective. Such distance may be
defined as a fuzzy measure. Si is the set of still possible proposals for the ith agent, that
is Ci minus the subset of proposals already put forward during the negotiation process.

Phase 0: Specification of the Agents Interaction Module. In an agent centered de-
sign approach, the preliminary phase for a protocol life cycle consists in specifying the
interaction part of the agents that will be brought to play in the system. Let us recall that
one supposes an open electronic institution. This means it is very important to carefully
list the characteristics the agents should own in order to fully communicate by means
of interaction protocols. That is, external agents might interfere during the course of the
problem solving. Furthermore, agents need to be of cognitive type, i.e., agents capable
of a representation of themselves and others and endowed with reasoning mechanisms.
A typical case for the building of such protocols is that of negotiation protocols.

Any agent should be capable of handling the interaction protocol(s) the system is to
follow. After receiving a message an agent must be able to supply the types of answers
the current protocol permits. Among other things this means that the agent’s knowledge
base must allow for storing the various proposals exchanged by the agents during the
negotiation process as well as storing the agents’ point of view. An agent’s knowledge
base KBi must be able to keep track of the list of proposals previously sent by all the
agents during the negotiation process and some related pieces of information such as
their author, the other agents’standpoint as far as each of the proposals, and their intrinsic
quality. Such quality may first assess (function eval1) the degree to which a proposal
is compatible with all the objectives of the agents altogether. For example, this can be
the percentage of agents whose proposals fit in the cushion area around the objective.
Second, it could assess (function eval2) the degree of adequacy with the ith agent’s
objective.

As an example, let us see part of an agent’s knowledge base in a negotiation process
between three agents A1 to A3. At a given time, KB2 may look like in table 1.

This table provides a list of the various agents’opinion for each proposal. For instance,
P0 has been put forward by agentA2, accepted byA1, andA3 has put forward proposal
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Table 1. Example of agent A2’s knowledge base.

eval2 1 0 0 1 0 1
eval1 .66 .66 .33 .66 .33 .33

GU SA P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 . . .
A1 accept accept propose refuse accept ?
A2 propose refuse P3 modify refuse propose

X A3 P1 modify P4 accept modify ?

P1 that stems fromP0.P5 has been put forward byA2, andA1 has not given any opinion
about it yet. Furthermore, one notices that agent A3 gave up negotiating after proposal
P4 was put forward. This is mentioned in row GU (set of agents who have quit the
negotiation table), and of course no opinion is recorded thereafter for A3. Apart from
that, no agent reported a break in their putting forward proposals (row SA: set of stopped
agents).

Functions eval1 and eval2 assess the quality of the proposals. Eval1 tells the rate of
agents whose proposals fit in the cushion area around the objective. Eval2 assesses the
degree to which the proposal matches the first agent’s objective since we deal with KB1. If
P lies within the first agent’s cushion area then eval2(P ) = 1, if not then eval2(P ) = 0.

Because of its knowledge base an agent is capable of providing other services such
as searching for the best proposals recorded in the negotiation history.

Insofar as one is interested in the taking into account of a protocol by an agent, this
phase may have deep consequences on the very capabilities of the agent’s reasoning
module. Indeed, depending on the expression power of the protocol to be handled, the
agent’s interaction capabilities will have to be more or less advanced.

Phase 1: Identification of the Possible Message Types. While negotiating, agents
need to put forward new candidate proposals for solving the problem discussed during
the current negotiation. Likewise, they must be able to accept, refuse or modify the
proposals. They also need to point out whenever they do not have anymore proposal to
put forward, or whenever they decide for some reason to give up negotiating. Finally, in
order to drive the negotiation process to a close, agents must be able to tell whether they
have detected an agreement on a proposal, or a failure according to some criteria which
need to be defined when describing the agent’s behavior.

Here are various messages we chose for our negotiation process example:

Propose(P): An agent wants to put forward proposal P that suits them.
Accept(P): An agent wants to accept proposal P.
Refuse(P): An agent wants to refuse proposal P.
Modify(P,Q): An agent wants to change proposal P into proposal Q that suits him. This

is equivalent to Refuse(P) & Propose(Q) where Q is build from P.
No-Proposal: An agent wants to indicate he has no new proposal to put forward.
Abort: An agent quits negotiating.
Report-Agreement(P): An agent has detected a general agreement on proposal P.
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Report-Failure(SBP): An agent has detected the negotiation broke down. SBP is the
Set of the Best Proposals—according to function eval1—encountered prior to ne-
gotiation brake down.

In order to support such interaction between agents, one makes use of a language
traditionally based on message passing, like ACL for instance [17]. This aspect being
out of this article’s scope, it is not detailed here (see [8] for example).

This technique has been developed both at a formal and applied level for quite
some time in the MAGMA team (see [11] and [10] for a detailed review on this). In
a few words, let us say that a message is divided into three general fields, one dea-
ling with communication technicalities (<sender>, <receiver>, message <id>, com-
munication <mode>), one dealing with multiagent interaction issues related to speech
acts theory [24] (message <type>, message <force>, message <nature>, current
<protocol>, <position> within that protocol), and one dealing with the application
domain (<matter>, <proposal>).

Several of those sub-fields can be readily instantiated for all messages (see table 2).
The sender is the sending agent. Since it is a broadcast, all the other agents are receivers.
The type of message is inform, meaning no answer will be awaited (unlike request). The
involved protocol will be the one currently under development.

Some features are also characteristic of each message. A message force can be seen
as a type of priority [4], where warning conveys a higher message force than expressing
which is itself higher than information-seeking. With the above basic forces all types of
primitive messages that are used in protocols can be described. However, one could also
have relied on illocutionnary types [25] as it is used in [6] or [13].

Table 2. Partial instantiation of message fields.

Message types <force> <matter> <proposal>

Propose information-seeking propose P
Modify information-seeking modify P, Q
Accept expressing accept P
Refuse expressing refuse P
No-Proposal expressing no-proposal none
Abort expressing abort none
Report-Agreement warning report-agreement P
Report-Failure warning report-failure SBP

The message sub-field <position> indicates the internal state of the receiving agent
after the message has been received. We have not detailed the various states an agent can
take yet. This will take place when modeling the negotiation protocol as a state transition
diagram.

In a way, this phase makes an inventory the notions to be handled by the protocol
and thus allows for preparing the coming phase that aims at establishing their possible
sequencing in time.
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Agent’s Behavior. Let us first outline the behavior of the agents that will be part of the
negotiation protocol one wants to infer.

In case of distributed/decentralized negotiation, agents are distant from one another
and work asynchronously. Let us precisely detail the behavior of an agent through a
realistic negotiation example.

At the beginning of a negotiation process, agents decide whether or not they quit or
keep on negotiating. If they do so they check their mailbox for new messages. When
empty, they send a Propose(P) type of message, where P is a proposal belonging to
Si (their set of possible proposals) that is the closest to Oi (i.e., to the first objective
of the agent). If on the other hand, their mailbox contains one or more messages, they
choose whatever message with the highest force degree. They then derive the answer.
The agent refers to the negotiation protocol by looking up the <position> field in
the message. From this field the agent derives the various possible sorts of answers.
According to their own criteria, agents choose one of the possible answers and fill out
the <proposal> field according to their criteria as well. The now complete message can
be sent allowing agents to check their mailbox again, and so on.

Figure 1 exemplifies the quite complex corresponding flow chart along with the
criteria an agent makes use of in order to select among several possibilities as well as
the way they build their proposal. Updates of the knowledge base are left implicit.

In figure 1, boxes labeled SELECT, PROPOSE, and MODIFY(Q) as well as agreement
and failure criteria are not made explicit. Although it is not too complicated to define,
for space reasons we will not deal with this in the paper.

Phase 2: Explaining All Possible Message Sequences. Now the design of the negotia-
tion protocol really takes place. Let us begin with conveying possible message sequences
according to the agents’ behavior and messages that are to be used. This is the first step
toward a complete protocol description although it is not mandatory for designing an
interaction protocol. But it enables to view the message exchanges at a macroscopic
level.

It is difficult to convey all possible message series that start at the negotiation process
beginning and that lead to its ending, all at once. Indeed, such series must take into
account how agents process the various proposals. However, agents process messages
(embodying the proposals) they receive in whatever order that suits them. This thus leads
to a combinatoric explosion with regard to the number of possible series.

But, if one deals with possible message sequences related to a given proposal, then
expressing all of them becomes feasible. Such sequences start when a new proposal
appears and end when agents run out of (outgoing) messages related to this proposal.
Needless to say that during a negotiation process, several such sequences take place in
parallel. Indeed, several proposals are discussed by the agents at the same time.

As a matter of fact, any messages series starting at the beginning of the negotiation
process and reaching its end, is the result of overlapping smaller messages sequences
each related to some proposal that appeared in the process. This overlapping depends
on the order messages are dealt with by agents.

As an example, let us consider three agentsA1,A2 andA3 that are part of a negotiation
process where two proposals P1 and P2 crop up. P1 is put forward by A1, refused by
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Fig. 1. Simplified behavior of agents.

A3 and modified byA2 into P2. P2 is then agreed upon by all three agents. The possible
message sequences dealing with P1 and P2 could be for instance:

• dealing with P1:
1. [A1: propose(P1), A2: modify(P1, P2), A3: refuse(P1)] or
2. [A1: propose(P1), A2: refuse(P1), A3: modify(P1, P2)]

• dealing with P2:
1. [A2: modify(P1, P2), A3: accept(P2), A1: accept(P2), (A1,
A2 or A3): report-agreement(P2)] or

2. [A2: modify(P1, P2), A1: accept(P2), A3: accept(P2), (A1,
A2 or A3): report-agreement(P2)] or
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Now, what are the possible message series that start at the process beginning and
close at the end? Let us assume that the real message sequences dealing with proposals
P1 and P2 are:

• dealing with P1:
[A1: propose(P1), A2: modify(P1, P2), A3: refuse(P1)]

• dealing with P2:
[A2: modify(P1, P2), A3: accept(P2), A1: accept(P2), (A1, A2
or A3): report-agreement(P2)]

The possible series are:

1. [A1: propose(P1), A2: modify(P1, P2), A3: accept(P2), A3:
refuse(P1), A1: accept(P2), A3: report-agreement(P2)]

2. [A1: propose(P1), A2: modify(P1, P2), A3: refuse(P1), A3:
accept(P2), A1: accept(P2), A3: report-agreement(P2)]

In figure 1, one easily notices that any sequence of messages related to a particular
proposal (any sequence encompassing Propose(P), Modify(P,Q), Accept(P), Refuse(P)
or Report-Agreement(P)) starts with a “Propose” or “Modify” message since the agents
deal with brand new proposals. For following up, one needs to look at the agent’s
behavior for the particular message selected from the mailbox. Table 3 shows this in an
array format.

Table 3. Sequence of messages used in the negotiation protocol.

After selecting this message. . . . . . an agent sends that message

“Propose” or “Modify” “Accept”, “Refuse” or “Modify”
“Accept” “Report-Agreement” or none
“Refuse” none

“Report-Agreement” none

Figure 2 is a graph description of possible message sequences for proposal Q. It is
a macroscopic view of the various message exchanges in the electronic institution. It is
meant for all agents without any specification of the sender or receiver.

Any occurrence of message Modify(Q,?) triggers another message sequence related
to a new proposal (proposal ‘?’).

One may notice in figure 1 that any sequence of messages that is not related to a
proposal (sequence encompassing No-Proposal, Abort or Report-Failure(SBP)) starts
with a “No-Proposal” or “Abort” message. Then, agents send a “Report-Failure(SBP)”
message and end the sequence or do not send any message at all. Figure 3 shows a
corresponding graph of possible message sequences.
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Modify(Q,?) Refuse(Q)

Report-Agreement(Q)

Propose(Q) Modify(P,Q)

End of sequence

Beginning of sequence

Accept(Q)

Fig. 2. Possible sequences of messages dealing with proposal Q.

End of sequence

No-Proposal

Beginning of sequence

Abort

Report-Failure(SBP)

Fig. 3. Possible sequences of messages dealing with no specific proposal.

Phase 3: Identification of the Agent’s Internal Conversational States. Prior to ma-
king out the state transition diagram of a protocol, one needs to know the states it will
be composed of. Those states form a subset of the set of the various conversational sta-
tes the agents can be in, and which were derived in the preceding phase. They are the
agent’s internal states. For example, by looking at the agent’s behavior that comes from
the graphs of the possible message series found (only one has been given above) one
can identify five separate activities linked together by the messages sent or the external
messages read. Here are those activities:

• The initial activity is triggered when negotiation starts and also whenever no other
activities are triggered.
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• The activity of putting forward an opinion on a new proposal is triggered as soon
as a “Propose” or “Modify” message is read.

• The activity of searching for a sign of agreement is triggered after reading an “Ac-
cept” message.

• Similarly, the activity of searching for a sign of failure is triggered after reading a
“No-Proposal” or “Abort” message.

• The final activity is triggered after reading a “Report-Agreement” or “Report-
Failure” message.

Deriving an agent’s internal states boils down to naming the state the agent enters
when a particular activity is triggered. Therefore, the five activities just seen correspond
to five internal states which can respectively be called: “init”, “opinion?”, “agreement?”,
“failure?”, and “end”.

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of figure 1 with divisions into activities which directly
identify the five states.

Phase 4: Building the Protocol State Transition Diagram. Now let us establish a state
transition diagram that exemplifies the agent’s behavior. In order to do so one needs to
find which actions allow for going from one state to the other. There are three types of
actions: a message is sent (performing a speech act), a message is read after checking
the mailbox, and no message is sent.

Figure 5 shows such a state graph where arrows are labeled with the name of an
action. They go from the state the agent is in prior to executing the action to the state
the agent reaches after executing the action. The messages sent are in bold and the
messages read are between brackets []. When no message is sent the action is written
between parentheses ().

In section 2.2, the remaining message field called <position> was left uninstantia-
ted. Now the diagram shown in figure 5 gives the state an agent enters when receiving
a message, i.e. the state resulting from reading such message. See table 4.

Table 4. Instantiation of the “position” message field.

Message types <position>

Propose state “opinion?”
Modify state “opinion?”
Accept state “agreement?”
Refuse state “init”
No-Proposal state “failure?”
Abort state “failure?”
Report-Agreement state “end”
Report-Failure state “end”

Let us represent the resulting protocol by means of a state transition diagram where
states represent an agent’s internal state, and transitions represent the sending of a mes-
sage by an agent. It is important to point out that in such a graph arrows go from the
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Fig. 4. Identification of an agent’s internal states out of the representation of its behavior.

sending agent’s state prior to sending a message and end on a state the addressed agent(s)
reach after receiving the message (in other words, this is the state indicated in the mes-
sage <position> field). The obtained state transition diagram of the protocol is given
in figure 6.

This concludes the interaction protocol design stage.
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Fig. 6. State transition diagram of our negotiation protocol.

3 The Test Stage

Now that the design of a negotiation protocol for an electronic institution has been
tackled, we will take up validation techniques used so far in the domain of communication
protocols in networks [12] and prototyping of distributed systems [15]. We will adapt a
similar method for the pre-validation of negotiation protocols in electronic institutions.
The phrase pre-validity is used in this chapter instead of validity since one is not interested
in proving a complete validity of the negotiation protocol but rather a partial one, i.e.,
checking the satisfaction of some elementary properties.
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First of all, we will rely on Petri nets in order to model such protocols. For lack
of space we will briefly introduce related work both in the domain of communication
networks and the domain of electronic institutions.

Second, we will move to a protocol validation stage through the analysis of a Petri
net model. We will also give a very brief presentation of a software tool that enabled
us on one hand to run the analysis, and on the other hand to simulate the unfolding of
typical scenarios for sequences of exchanged messages.

Finally, we will extract the global protocol properties and we will infer consequences
on its (pre-)validity.

In the field of electronic commerce a similar approach has recently been taken in [20]
which presents how to design and simulate a trade procedure and check the properties
of such a protocol.

3.1 Petri Nets and Their Use in Multiagent Systems

Modeling an interaction between two agents of a multiagent systems comes down to
building a per-agent Petri sub-net as well as a sub-net for the virtual medium, i.e.,
modeling the overall service that enable to rout messages between agents.

In [16], Ferber discusses a Petri net modeling of an interaction between two agents.
It shows how agentA can ask agentB to provide a service. There are at least two reasons
for criticizing that approach.

• The protocol that is described only deals with two agents that cannot play a symme-
tric role. Their statute is different; one requests and the other answers the request.

• The exchanged messages modeled by tokens in the Petri net represent hypotheses
or proposals. When a hypothesis is modified by an agent the original one is lost even
though its processing by the agents is not over. This stems from the fact that there
is a given number of tokens that circulate in the net: one per agent which conveys
its internal state and one and only one for the message that is being processed. As
a consequence, this Petri net does not model a simultaneous processing of several
proposals derived from one initial hypothesis.

A real interaction protocol provides a detailed description of the possible interactions
between n (more than two) agents. But there is no clear approach in the DAI literature
for modeling interactions that take place between more than two agents at one time. This
is probably due to the fact that interaction between agents in DAI are rather grounded
on Speech Acts theory than on distributed systems, which constitutes a serious bias in
our point of view. As an example, the cooperative learning protocol given in [26] only
deals with interactions among two agents.

Other uses of Petri nets in Distributed Artificial Intelligence include planning. In
[14] a formalization of concurrent plans is proposed based on recursive Petri nets which
is a suitable formalism for distributed planning. They also tackle there the management
of potentially shared and conflicting resources through a recursive model.

In the field of electronic commerce, Petri nets have also been tried. [20] makes use
of documentary Petri nets to describe international trade procedures.
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3.2 Petri Nets for Representing Negotiation Protocols

This section addresses the modeling of interactions between agents in a multiagent
system by building a Petri sub-net per agent and a Petri sub-net that represents the
virtual medium.

Models of Virtual Mediums Linking Communicating Entities. Let us first model a
perfect virtual medium linking n communicating entities. In a perfect virtual medium
the possible loss of messages is not modeled and the transmission capacity is infinite.
Such medium must offer the n entities the capability to send and receive several sorts of
messages. Figure 7 exemplifies the modeling of such a medium for 3 entities A, B and
C that allows each of them to receive and send two different types of messages.

In a similarmedium linking n entities and capable of exchangingm different sorts of
messages, the number of links would be n · (n−1) ·m. Clearly this modeling technique
is not suitable for a great many entities. The virtual medium’s complexity should not
depend on the number of communicating entities or at least not be proportional to its
square. One could also rely on the bus communication principle, where there is a bus
type line of transmission for any kind of message. Figure 8 shows a bus type virtual
medium that links three communication entities and enables the exchange of two types
of messages.

Box (i, j) carries out the following functions:

• collect j-type messages sent by entity i and propagate them on line j in both direc-
tions, i.e., toward box (i− 1, j) and box (i+ 1, j).

• transmit j-type messages coming from box (i−1, j) to box (i+1, j) and vice versa,
while duplicating them for entity i.

Figure 9 details box (i, j).
Such a virtual medium liking n entities that is capable of exchanging m different

sorts of messages, consists ofm lines like those shown in figure 8. Hence, the medium’s
complexity does not depend on the number of communicating entities. The drawback
with such a medium is that receivers of a message do not get it simultaneously. However,
this is no problem when modeling asynchronous interactions.

As a summary, there are two techniques for modeling communication mediums
that link n entities and support m different sorts of messages. One provides a loosely
structured model whose complexity is O(m · n2) links. The other provides a structured
one whose complexity is O(m) links (or O(m · n) boxes).

Petri Net Models for Assistant Agents. In a Petri sub-net that models a communicating
entity [16], places represent internal states of those entities, transitions correspond to
either the synchronizing of the reception of messages or actions agents perform, e.g.,
sending a message as a speech act.

In our framework [10], the agents’ internal states and the actions the agents can
accomplish are gathered in a state transition graph that describe their behavior. While
Ferber’s approach focuses on internal states we focus on behavioral states. See for
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a detailed approach on the designing of interaction protocols in multiagent systems.
Figure 6 exemplifies a state transition graph for a simple negotiation protocol.

In this graph arrows go from the sending agent’s state prior to sending a message
and end on a state the addressed agent(s) reach after receiving the message. In its initial
(“Init”) state an agent can send a proposal (“propose”) which makes the receiving agent
enter state “Opinion?”.When an agent receives an modification (respectively acceptance)
of proposal from another agent that is in state “Opinion” (respectively “Agreement?”),
then it enters state “Opinion?” (respectively “Agreement?”) too. In the “Opinion?” state
an agent can also “refuse” a proposal which makes the receiving agent go to state
“Agreement?”. When the agents come to an agreement or want to abort the current
negotiation they can stop negotiating (“report end”) which makes the receiving agent
enter state “End”.
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Let us see now the Petri sub-net model for agents whose behavior corresponds to the
use of such a negotiation protocol.

Places are as follows:

• For internal states: P:init, P:opinion?, and P:end (for the sake of simplicity of
figure 10 we have merged states “Init” in state “Agreement?”).

• For the receiving and storing of messages: P:S-propose, P:S-accept,
P:S-refuse, P:S-modify, and P:S-report-end.

Transitions are:

• For the sending messages: T:propose, T:accept, T:refuse, T:modify, and
T:report-end.

• For the reading of a received message: T:R-propose, T:R-accept, T:R-refuse,
T:R-modify, and T:R-report-end.

An agent is in state s if the place that corresponds to this state holds a mark (token).
This mark that is unique to each agent will be called a state-mark. It can only go to
places denoting the agent’s internal state.

The other kind of mark that is present denotes the messages sent. They are only
located in places where messages can be received. Hence, in such a place there is as
many marks as messages of that type received and not yet read by the agent.

At this point, places, transitions and marks are identified. A Petri sub-net modeling
the agent can be built. Places and transitions need to be linked by an arc so that a change
of internal state caused by various actions matches the description of an agent’s behavior
(figure 7). Figure 10 shows the corresponding Petri sub-net.

T:propose
P:R-propose

P:R-modify

P:opinion?

T:R-modify

T:R-propose

P:init

T:R-accept

T:modifyT:accept T:refuse P:R-accept
P:R-refuse

T:report-end
P:R-report-end

P:end

T:R-refuse

T:R-report-end

Fig. 10. Petri sub-net modeling an agent that makes use of the negotiation protocol.

There must be one token in the P:init agent’s place—the state mark. This indicates
the agent is in its initial state. From there, the agent is able to choose which action to
perform and which transition to fire. This current Petri sub-net does not specify the way
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the transition to fire is chosen. As a matter of fact, interaction protocols do not provide
this kind of information since this is the concern of the agent’s decision. It falls within
the application domain.

Complete Negotiation Protocol Model. A global Petri net can now be built in order to
model our negotiation protocol. Petri sub-nets that correspond to agents have been defi-
ned. The virtual medium still needs to be chosen. Modeling the protocol and performing
validation tests on a real application (with more than two agents) does not depend on
the type of virtual medium. When there are very few communicating entities the loosely
structured model whose complexity isO(m ·n2) links is bearable (see figure 7). On the
other hand, for simulation reasons, when agents are complex and numerous there is a
need for the simplest possible medium (i.e., bus type medium).

For space reason, no example of a final Petri net is shown here. But let us just mention
that with a perfect virtual medium (the loosely structured one) places for getting and
storing messages prior to their reading and storing by the agent, like P:S-propose,
P:S-modify, etc. (see figure 10) belong in fact to the medium. Indeed, as shown in
figure 7, the medium contains one place per agent and per type of message received.
With a bus type medium, those places also belong to the medium and are duplicated in
each of its boxes (see figure 8 and 9).

What is the theoretical significance of this complete negotiation protocol modeling?
A protocol is a language L whose vocabulary V is the set of possible messages. V ∗

denotes the set of V ’s elements combinations, i.e., the set of all message sequences. The
languageL associated with the protocol is a sub-set ofV ∗. Given these definitions, we are
building an automataA1 by means of a Petri net, and whose language L(A) is such that
L(A) ⊆ L. In fact L(A) is the restriction of L to a special case where n communicating
entities are concerned. However, L(A) can be viewed as a good approximation for L.
The protocol validation can thus be carried out with the n communicating entities.

3.3 Protocol Pre-validation

Theoretical Approach. Performing a protocol validation boils down to conveying ex-
pected services and then check whether there is adequacy between those services and
the ones the protocol really supplies. This article narrows to elementary services an
interaction protocol must supply. Those services correspond to general properties that
should characterize any “good” protocol. They are not semantic properties that would
be attached to the application domain.

Figure 11 explains the theoretical approach for verifying protocol properties. The
first step is to go through a formal modeling of the protocol given in figure 6. This has
been done in the previous section. Let us now convey the expected elementary services
as far as our negotiation protocol. This amounts to check whether it satisfies general
properties necessary to any protocol [12,7].

• The first property one may wish is that the global protocol model, represented as a
Petri net, be bounded. Indeed, a not bounded model means the protocol leads to a
process with an infinite number of states.
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• The second property is that the global protocol model be quasi-livable. If such a
property is satisfied, all the model’s transitions are fireable starting from the initial
marking. This ensures all protocol’s messages are used.

• Thirdly, it is important to know whether the protocol leads to deadlocks and if so
what they are. Obviously in case of a negotiation protocol, all markings associated
with a model’s deadlock1 (or sink state) must contain a token in each of the agents’
“End” state.

• The last property one may wish to see satisfied is that the protocol’s model must
enable ending with the desired sink state situations. In other words, the negotiation
process inferred by the protocol must end.

This analysis being done let us express the expected elementary services:

(a) The negotiation process leads to a finite number of states.
(b) Every kind of protocol message is used.
(c) Every kind of sink state inferred by the protocol corresponds to the end of the

negotiation process.
(d) The negotiation process always reaches one of these sink states situations.

A number of other properties can be subjected to verification. However, these are
specific to negotiation.

1 A deadlock is a marking such that no transition is enabled.
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Once the expected elementary services are set forth, there it still remains to check
whether they are actually provided. Having discussed the theoretical issues of a protocol’s
pre-validation principles, we will now detail more computational aspects

Use of a Simulation/Validation Tool. Editing the Petri nets that model negotiation
protocols and analyzing certain general properties related to the net’s structure have
been carried out by means of a software tool [22]. Among other things, this tool allows
for a graphical representation of Petri nets, their simulation, and the search for properties.
In order to verify the properties, this software conducts an analysis of the net by means
of its states; the state of a Petri net being given by its marking. At first, the software
sets up the graph of reachable markings, i.e., the list of states the net can reach and the
sequences of fireable transitions to go from one state to another.

The graph of markings may be infinite and therefore cannot be built. It is thus
necessary to build the coverability graph which is some condensed version of the graph
of markings. The purpose of such a graph is to obtain a sub-set of states that gives enough
information on the set of reachable states, especially when it is infinite [9].

Subsequently, seeking properties consists in examining the coverability graph ac-
cording to a procedure specific to each of the properties.

Properties and Validity. Properties of the Petri net that model our negotiation protocol
are given in the appendix of this article. In this section we discuss the properties found
and infer the elementary services actually provided by the protocol.

1. The net is bounded. This implies that (1) this Petri net leads to a finite number of
states. In other words, the negotiation process thus modeled has a finite number of
states. Furthermore, there is no infinite sequence of transitions in this net. This does
not help us identify the final states of these sequences. On the other hand, it implies
that (2) the negotiation process does not enter cyclic or infinite sequences but
always reach a terminal state.

2. In the final Petri net that model our negotiation protocol with three agents, we have
made several hypotheses in order to restrict the number of reachable states (for a
simulation purpose): agent 1 is the only one to send a proposal (agents 2 and 3
cannot “propose”: T:propose-2, T:propose-3), agents 2 and 3 can only send
modifications (agent 1 do not “modify”: T:modify-1), and agent 1 is the only
agent allowed to end the negotiation process (agents 2 and 3 do not “report end”:
T:report-end-1, T:report-end-2). Consequently, agent 1 does not receive and
therefore read any “propose” message (T:R-propose). Indeed, messages are not
sent to the sending agent even when in broadcast mode.
Thus, the only non quasi-live transitions are those six transitions. In particular, to
each forbidden transition in an agent there corresponds an equivalent transition in
a neighbor agent that is not forbidden and quasi-live. Had we not precluded some
transitions on purpose, all would have been quasi-live. Thus, (3) the protocol leads
to negotiation processes in which no message is unused.

3. The expression of the terminal states with the coverability graph shows that the
terminal markings have a common feature: none have a mark in place P:init-x
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and all have a mark in place P:end-x. In other words, the three agents reach their
internal state “end” when the net is in a terminal state. Thus, (4) all the net’s terminal
states correspond to the end of the negotiation process.

4. Places P:init-x, P:opinion?-x and P:end-x are in mutual exclusion (i.e, it is
impossible to have more than one mark in those places) and actually, there is always
one mark in either of these places. Thus, (5) at one time, agents (modeled in figure
10) have a unique internal state, and are never in a state different from “init”,
“opinion?” and “end”.

All four expected elementary services (given in section 3.3) are achieved: conclusion
(1) implies service (a) is achieved, conclusions (2) and (4) implies services (c) and (d)
are achieved, and conclusion (3) implies service (b) is achieved.

4 Discussion : A Formal Description Language Alternative to
Designing and Testing

It is relevant to model the interaction process inferred by the user defined protocol
with formal description techniques [21]. In [19] we have worked with Lotos which is
a specification language built upon a process algebra as defined for CCS or CSP [1].
The use of abstract types provides an even higher degree of abstraction. This language’s
formal definition has been recognized as a standard ISO8807.

Lotos enables to model multiprocess systems. Each process has synchronization
gates through which sending or receiving messages is possible. Lotos is thus composed
of a data part (typed messages) and a control part (processes). The distinctive feature of
this language is that it can easily be transformed into a finite state automaton. It is then
possible to make use of verification tools in order to validate certain properties based on
the automaton’s diagram.

[19] details how this translating of an interaction protocol into Lotos could be auto-
mated. First of all, a logical model for the interaction protocols has been put forward.
Such a model allows to identify the various protocol components. Then, based on a
prototypical Lotos code that a protocol description should end up in, this code is divi-
ded into five portions (specification of the set of Lotos gates, instantiation of the agent
processes, instantiation of the medium processes, definition of the medium processes,
definition of the agent processes) in order to facilitate the translation stage. Finally, for
each of these identified pieces of code an algorithm is devised in order to transform each
of the protocol characteristics into a piece of Lotos code. Once these five algorithms
have been defined, the complete translation of a protocol into a Lotos description can
be undertaken by successively calling each of them. We have given the whole procedure
and detailed the functions for transforming a logical system representing an interaction
protocol into a Lotos specification.

A lot of powerful tools are available and allow to verify all sorts of properties on a
Lotos specification. The CADP tool box [18] has been used for this purpose. Thanks to
its embedded compilers it is capable of transforming Lotos specifications into a finite
state automaton. It also enables to verify that the Lotos formal description of the protocol
is correct.
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Such tools bear out the use of formal description languages such as Lotos to model
interaction protocols in multiagent systems, all the more since it has been thoroughly
tried and tested with communication protocols in the field of distributed systems.

5 Summary and Future Work

This chapter details two stages in the negotiation protocol life cycle: design and tests.
The design stage studied in section 2 puts forward a division into four phases that allow
an electronic institution designer to define a negotiation protocol and thus resulting in a
state transition diagram. The test stage studied in section 3 presents what the validation
of a negotiation protocol consists of.

As far as future development, several areas need further work. The first one deals
with the nature of properties to be verified. We have only touched on rather general
properties that one wants to find in any negotiation protocol. Those properties do not
depend on the application. We are interested now in expressing and verifying semantic
properties that are proper to the protocol given an application.

The second one deals with automating the protocol design process in order to end
up at an implementable protocol that an electronic institution can actually run among its
agents. Obviously step 0 is to be defined by hand by the electronic institution’s designer.
We are currently developing a tool that will help infer the last four steps.

This general tool helps design a negotiation protocol through a graphical user inter-
face and generates a formal description of the protocol whose structure complies with
the protocol description language (PDL) introduced in [23] and extended in [2]. Such
language expounds a universal language that can be used to describe a set of protocols.
It has been shown to be generic enough to describe a number of protocols that have been
presented in the literature. The PDL allows the coexistence of different versions of the
same protocol. This introduces dynamics to the protocols used in the society, since they
can be improved.

This formal description is then translated by a code generator into primitives the
agents will use in order to exploit the protocol. With such a general tool settling a
negotiation protocol comes down to executing the following algorithm:

BEGIN
REPEAT
. designing the protocol by means of the graphical interface;
. generation its formal description;
. validation of the protocol;

UNTIL all expected properties be verified;
Generate the agents’ primitives for handling the protocol;

END

Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank G. François and E. Vialle who
contributed ideas to this chapter.
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Appendix

Here is the file produced by PAPetri software for the seeking of properties in the Petri
net modeling our interaction protocol.

+=======================================+
COVERING GRAPH

P. FRAISSE and C.JOHNEN
+=======================================+
1 - Diagnosis
2 - Unbounded places
3 - Non quasi-live transitions
4 - Home states
5 - Live transitions
6 - Termination
7 - Fireable sequence from initial state
8 - Reachable state
9 - Expression of a state

10 - Mutual exclusion
11 - Print the net
12 - End of program
*****************************************
Your choice: 1

The net admits 9000 states
It is bounded.
It does not admit infinite firing sequences.
*****************************************
Your choice: 2
All the places are bounded.
*****************************************
Your choice: 3

Non quasi-live transitions:
T:modify-1 T:report-end-1 T:R-propose-1
T:propose-2 T:report-end-2
T:propose-3 T:R-report-end-3
*****************************************
No home state.
*****************************************
Your choice: 5
No live transition.
*****************************************
Your choice: 6
There are 1194 terminal components.

Component 1
States 18

(...)
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Component 1194
States 8977

*****************************************
Your choice: 10
Enter groups of place names separated by a comma,
Enter a semicolon to end.

P:init-1,P:opinion?-1,P:end-1;

There is mutual exclusion and a group is always marked
*****************************************
Your choice: 10
Enter groups of place names separated by a comma,
Enter a semicolon to end.
P:init-2,P:opinion?-2,P:end-2;

There is mutual exclusion and a group is always marked
*****************************************
Your choice: 10
Enter groups of place names separated by a comma,
Enter a semicolon to end.

P:init-3,P:opinion?-3,P:end-3;

There is mutual exclusion and a group is always marked
+=======================================+

INITIAL MARKING
+=======================================+
Place P:init-1, color black: 1
Place P:init-2, color black: 1
Place P:init-3, color black: 1
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Abstract. Negotiation can be considered to be an important aspect of
commerce.  It is part of those wider dynamic processes whereby commercial
goals are achieved by the parties to a contract.  Overt negotiation, as deal
making, is often suppressed by agreed rules of encounter, but it is rarely absent
altogether.  In this paper, while recognising the need for more complete logics
to represent both states and processes with abstraction, we start to build a more
formal link between negotiation and Artificial Intelligence.  We illustrate the use
of dynamic logic to specify a shopping scenario between a retailer and a
customer agent.  The negotiation that arises in such a scenario can follow one
of the negotiation models described. From a given negotiation model we obtain
the corresponding negotiation protocol.  These formulations have allowed us to
remove inconsistencies and ambiguities in less formal models and to suppress
issues such as concurrency.  Finally, we  discuss how an agent, given that it has
mental states and a library of plans, can find a path for negotiation that will not
only be successful in achieving its goal but also be optimal.

Keywords: negotiation, electronic commerce, goals, dynamic logic.

1 Introduction

Studies in various sectors indicate technical features needed for successful interactive
electronic commerce: security, privacy, payment, auditing and notary services,
negotiation, brokering as well as human expertise (Cunningham et al 1998).  Current
on-line trading systems do not support all of these features, although there tends to be
provision for security and payment.  Users, providers and software developers also
need interoperability protocols so that systems can interact with components in
different domains and enable service providers and customers to coordinate and
converge towards mutually satisfactory deals.  In an open market, customers have to
be able to inspect service offers regardless of the specific tool used to publish them.
Standardised access to catalogues must be coupled with complete, up-to-date
distribution and inspection of information to allow greater choices, wider user access,
on-line enrolment and compatibility with other catalogues.  Then, with each party
having their own model of what makes a good deal and a bad deal, negotiation
mechanisms can allow interaction between consumers and providers towards the
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resolution of an agreement.  An agreement between parties must be established,
drafted as a contract and subsequently engaged.  A contract is a conceptually shared
structure that binds parties together in a set of mutual obligations such as the
exchange of commercial services. Finally, customer retention, service quality and
competitiveness of on-line service delivery are key aspects of relationship
management, involving long term interaction between provider and customer.

So for electronic commerce to flourish we need to expedite negotiations and provide
standardised protocols and methods for the automation or partial automation of
negotiation as a step towards agreement resolution.  For example, negotiation can
arise in several cases during a shopping process, when negotiating on price and
availability, on the payment method or on the after-sales services.  A negotiation
process is a joint process between a number of agents, where there are various
negotiation states that represent the degrees of co-operation, commitment and
agreement.  In this paper, we present a shopping scenario between a retailer and a
customer agent and its representation in a dynamic logic.  From the shopping scenario
we can see where negotiation processes arise and that these negotiations may comply
with a negotiation model.  We also provide an abstract theory of the states involved in
the shopping scenario and derive the paths leading to a particular shopping state.  We
then give several negotiation models that can be followed by agents engaged in a
negotiation process.  The possible paths of a negotiation are derived from the
diagrammatic specification of the negotiation models using dynamic logic.  A
negotiation can follow a possible set of paths to reach a goal state.  Finally we discuss
the question of how an agent can find a successful negotiation path given it has
mental states and it complies with the negotiation model.

2 Representing States and Processes

It is difficult to find notation where processes and states are given equal status, let
alone form the basis for a simple and rational calculus for an executable system.
Traditional imperative programming languages, such a C and Pascal leave reasoning
about programs to external axiomizations which impose complexity and
incompleteness.  Object oriented languages provide otherwise missing capacity for
data abstraction, but without solving the problems of the need for a rational calculus.
Process calculi like CCS (Milner 1989) do not consider state, while specification
languages like Z are removed from executable systems.  In logic programming, we
see demonstration of the practical capacity of predicate logic to define and combine
data to give more abstract properties through which one can reason about machine
state, but at some cost in confusing state transition processes with inference itself.
Dynamic logic (Pratt 1976) is rare in providing reasoning about the effect of
processes on states of affairs, but in its primitive form it lacks process abstraction, and
has no seriously executable form as a programming system.

Thus there is no established notation to even represent both the states and processes of
an active agent, let alone a calculus for deciding why a particular negotiation should
achieve the mutual goals.  Instead we shall improvise, conceptually treating an agent
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as capable of atomic actions, each constituting a primitive process which may be
combined in more complex ones.  Dynamic logics of action fit naturally with a multi-
modal theory of agent beliefs, goals and intentions.  A suitably rich first order logic
with action terms and variables appears capable of a practical reasoning system which
can relate processes to goal states.

Informal Syntax of the Logic
Our syntax is an adaption of the program logic described in (Goldblatt 1987).  We
associate an agent with processes by prefixing the process with an agent in the same
way an object is suffixed by its methods.  So the party executing a process and the
process itself are separated with a full stop, e.g., r:retailer.display means  retailer r
executes the display process.   Usually we omit the agent category and denote a joint
process between two parties with ‘∩‘ as in (c ∩ r).shopping.  A process, whether joint
or not, may be decomposed into a sequence of sub-processes each coupled with the
agent or agents executing that sub-process.  An action is an atomic process.  The
process denoted by a;b is composed of a followed by b in sequence, a* denotes zero
or more iterations and a+, one or more iterations e.g. {r  ∩  c }. shopping =
r:retailer.display ; c:customer.browse+; c:customer .choose*
A state test operator ? allows sequential composition to follow only if successful.  For
example c.browse? ; c.choose is the process c.choose if c.browse is true, otherwise it
fails.  We remark at this stage that conventional program-like if … then…,  repeat …
until …  commands could be more intuitive than the primitive test, union and iteration
operators, ?, ∩, *, +, borrowed from dynamic logic for task composition, but we
reserve judgement on notation because there are tougher criteria in relating successful
task composition to the goals and constraints of the agents.

When we specify the informal models of negotiation presented in section 4 we
introduce additional connectives to give a logic that applies to a list of propositions.
We use the prolog style for denoting lists, so that an empty list is [ ], a singleton list is
[X] and a list containing at least one proposition is [X|T].  Thus ‘none_of’ is a
connective that takes a list of propositions and returns true if all the propositions are
false, ‘one_of’ takes a list of propositions and returns true if exactly one of the
propositions is true.  Formally,
none_of ( [ ] ) ↔ true,  none_of ( [ H | T ] ) ↔ ¬ H ∧ none_of ( T ).
one_of ( [ ] ) ↔ false ,  one_of ([ H|T ]) ↔ (H ∧ none_of (T)) ∨ (¬ H ∧ one_of (T)).
For example none_of ( [ A, B, C ] ) ↔ ¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬C, while
one_of ( [ A, B, C] ) ↔ (A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬C) ∨ (¬A ∧ B ∧ ¬C) ∨ (¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ C).

3 Tasks of a Shopping Scenario

Consider the interaction between a retailer and a consumer, familiar to all as
shopping.  One can envisage a simple retail agent as seeking to maximise a long term
profitability goal by wise buying, efficient distribution and stock management, and
successful sales.  In contrast, the goals of a retail customer are more subtle, involving,
say maintenance of a personally adequate supply of garments, foods, or other
consumables, through purchase within a fixed budget.  The joint shopping process is
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illustrated in Figure 1 by an incomplete hierarchical JSD diagram (Jackson 1975),
where task sequencing is left to right, iteration is loosely indicated by the symbol *,
and shading distinguishes the activities of different or joint agents.  Note that at the
lowest level each task is attributed to a single agent, but it is not yet necessarily
atomic.

make
transaction

choose
purchase

Display
goods

shopping*

deliverypaymentagree price
and

availability

pay by
chosen mode

accept
payment

mode

offer payment
mode

*
*

*

retailer

customer

joint

Figure 1: Shopping Process JSD

The shopping process is a joint process which can be decomposed into abstract parts
done by either one agent or both agents at a time.  First the retail agent displays the
goods being offered, perhaps in the form of a catalogue or an event sent on an event
channel to broadcast what is proposed.  The customer then browses through the offers
and chooses what he/she wants to purchase.  At this stage there has not been any
interaction between the two agents except for the sequencing itself, and synchronising
this is a suppressed detail.  The process of making a transaction will embody greater
interaction between the two agents. In figure 1, the make transaction joint process has
been broken down into three joint processes.  These three processes can themselves be
further broken down into sequential actions done jointly by the two agents or by a
single agent.  The illustrated decomposition is by no means definite and is just one of
many possible decompositions.

Using the process operations we can compose the hierarchical shopping task as a joint
process:

(retailer∩customer).shopping=(r:retailer.display_goods;
c:customer.choose_purchase; {r ∩ c}.make_transaction)*

{r : retailer ∩ c : customer }. make_transaction = {r ∩ c}.
(agree_price_and_availability ; payment ;  delivery )

{r:retailer ∩ c:customer}.payment = (r.offer_payment_mode (m);
c.accept_payment_mode(m))+; c.pay_by_mode(m)
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{r:retailer ∩ c:customer}.agree_price_and_availability =   
c.within_budget(r.advertised_price) ?;  r.in_stock? null.

The first composition that expresses the shopping process is a joint process between
the retailer and customer agents and consists of three sequential processes: the retailer
display goods, the customer choose purchase and the joint make_transaction process.
The joint process of agreeing on price and availability is composed from two
sequential test conditions.  If the condition that the retailer’s advertised price is within
the customer’s budget succeeds then the next condition of the service being in stock at
the retailer is tested.  Although a faithful representation of the joint processes implicit
in the JSD diagram, this is itself an idealisation which ignores abnormal termination,
such as when the customer makes no choice.

4 Joint States of the Shopping Scenario

If we consider the effects of the actions of the agents on the states of the shopping
process we can represent them in a shopping state transition diagram whose essence is
a dual of the above Jackson Diagram.  We use a notation similar to Harel’s statechart
notation (Harel and Namad 1996).  Abnormal transitions can be portrayed
conveniently in this notation, so it supplements the state transitions implicit in figure
1. Whereas figure 1 is portraying joint tasks and process hierarchy of the shopping
process and of the agents, figure 2 is a high-level state transition model that portrays
the hierarchy of joint states for the shopping process linked by the abstract display
goods, choose purchase and make_ transaction tasks.  We can derive the essential
structure of the state transition diagrams from the coloured JSD and vice versa,
provided we ignore abnormal transitions.  Through a JSD to represent the process
hierarchy and a collection of diagrams for the implicit state transitions, we can
suppress the full complexity of potentially concurrent interaction processes.

           c.choose                        transact
         c.no_            reject
        choice

  open_transaction                                       closed_trans.

shopping restart

browsed chosen delivered

r.display

rejected

c.browse

displayed

on_show

Figure 2: First Level State Transition Diagram of the Shopping Process
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In figure 2, the parent state on_show is the overall state condition.  The shopping
substate is entered by the customer browsing.  The substates of the shopping state are
open_transaction and closed_transaction which themselves include other substates.
Rejected and delivered are terminal substates that may be the subgoals of the agents.
Possible ways for achieving these goals and subgoals are discussed in section 6.  The
on_show state is entered by the retailer making a display, leading to the displayed
state.  Then, the entrance of a customer through browsing leads to an
open_transaction.  Various state transitions change the substates of open_transaction
and eventually terminate in the closed_transaction state.  From the closed_transaction
state, the customer or the retailer can restart a transaction, shown in figure 2 by the
restart transition and shown in figure 1 by the iteration of the shopping process.

The high level state transition transact (make_transaction in figure 1) can be further
broken down as required by the JSD to show negotiation over the price and
availability, the mode of payment and the delivery.  The negotiation over price may
follow the state transition model of something like figure 3, leading to a closed state.
Likewise, after the retailer has offered goods for a certain price and the customer has
agreed to this offer, negotiation on the payment mode can follow the same negotiating
model but be parameterised for a different issue i.e. the mode of payment.  Eventually
the state of negotiation on payment mode changes from open to agreed, a substate of
the closed  state.

Each state in the joint shopping model may also imply certain consequential states of
affairs on each party’s side.  For example in the displayed state of the shopping
process we may infer a parent state of the retailer having certain goods for sale.
Similarly the chosen state of the shopping process may imply a need for a customer
state of has enough money.  So the state transition diagram in figure 2 represents the
joint states of the shopping process but implies states of the involved agents.  By
speaking of joint states, we are supposing that the corresponding distinct states of the
individual agents are implicitly known and controlled by lower level protocols for
interaction.  We do not discuss these assumptions here.  In a distributed system they
must be ensured by task and session management.

4.1 A Logical Theory of the State Transition Diagram

We can express the relation between parent states, their substates, and the state
transitions, by using dynamic logic.  The logical theory shown here is that of the high
level state diagram in figure 3.  It describes the relations between the high level states.
The state transitions can themselves be decomposed into more detail. For example,
the transact transition can follow some negotiation model with its corresponding
theory.

The first three equivalencies show the relation between the parent and the substates.
For example the first one says that the shopping state consists of disjoint
open_transaction and closed_transaction substates, so if the current state is either
open_transaction or the closed_transaction state then the shopping state is valid.  The
relation between open_transaction and  closed_transaction states and their substates
are similarly represented:
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shopping ↔ one_of  [ open_transaction,  closed_transaction ]
closed_transaction ↔ one_of  [ delivered , rejected ]
open_transaction ↔ one_of  [ browsed, chosen ]
on_show ↔ one_of  [ displayed, shopping ]

The actions performing state transitions can also be characterised by equivalences:
¬ on_show ↔ [r.display ] displayed    (1)
displayed ↔ [c.browse] browsed    (2)
browsed ↔ one_of [ [c.no_choice]  rejected, [c.choose] chosen]    (3)
chosen ↔ one_of [ [{r ∩ c }. reject] rejected , [{r ∩ c }. transact] delivered ]      (4)
closed_transaction ↔ restart [ open_transaction ]    (5)

According to action condition 1, provided the retailer was not already involved in an
on_show state, when the retailer makes a display action, the state changes to
displayed.  The entrance of the customer by browsing, in condition 2, leads to the
browsed state which is a substate of open_transaction and shopping states.

Likewise for equivalence 3, if the current state is browsed, either the customer does
not choose and triggers the state of the shopping to the rejected state or the customer
invokes a choose transition to the chosen state.  The terminal closed_transaction
states, rejected and delivered can be entered from the chosen source state by the
customer or the retailer making a reject or after a successful joint transact state
transition.

4.2 The Paths of the Shopping Process

We can consider the shopping process as a graph whose nodes are the states and
edges are the state transitions.  The logical theory above represents the shopping
process graph. Condition 1 gives the entry edges and conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5 the
internal edges of the graph.  The delivered node or state is the goal.  We need to find
paths to get from an entry node to the goal node.  Here we can use the ‘?’ notation to
test whether we are able to find a path to a certain node or state and check if that state
holds.

For example the paths to an open_transaction state are the union of the following sets
of paths
• the customer entering the open_transaction  through a browse action
• paths to the closed_transaction state in sequence with the edge of either the

customer or the retailer restarting the transaction.
• paths to the chosen state

From our earlier presumption that an open transaction state is either a browsed or a
chosen state we can infer the paths to the closed_transaction state and thus the paths
to an agent’s goal.  Let p0 be paths to open_transaction and pc be paths to
closed_transaction.  Then p0 and pc can be derived from the above conditions.
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p0 =  pc ; restart ∩ ( (¬ on_show )? r.display ; c.browse )    (6)
pc = p0 ; (( chosen ? transact ∩ reject) ∩ (browsed ?; c.choose; (transact ∩ reject) ∩
c.no_choice))    (7)

Eliminating p0 by substitution in (7) gives:
pc = ( pc ; restart ∩ ( (¬ shopping )? r.display ; c.browse )) ; ( ( chosen ? transact ∩
reject) ∩ (browsed?; ( c.choose ; ( transact ∩ reject ) ∩ c.no_choice))    (8)

Let entries = (¬ on_show )? r.display ; c.browse and exits = ( chosen ? transact ∩
reject) ∩ (browsed ?; c.choose ; ( transact ∩ reject ) ∩ c.no_choice).   We thus have:
pc = pc ; restart ; exits ∩ entries; exits, whence:    (9)
pc = entry_points; exits ∩ ( restart ; exits ) *  (10)

So a path to the closed_transaction state consists of entry to the open_transaction
state followed by exit paths from that state with optional reiterations by restarting the
transaction followed by exit paths.  The recursive path equation (9) is solved as (10) in
the regular algebra of paths, when viewing the state transition diagram as a graph, by
postulating the inference rule:

(x = x ; A ∩ B) ⇒ (x = B;A*).
 See (Backhouse and Carre 1973).

5 Bilateral Negotiation Models

Following our illustration of task analysis for the first level processes and states of the
joint shopping  process, we find that details of the transaction involve a sequence of
negotiations over price, payment and delivery.  These too can have similar
representation and analysis.

A negotiation protocol is the set of public rules that dictate the conduct of an agent
towards other agents when carrying out some negotiation.  Agents involved in the
same negotiation need to comply to a common negotiation protocol to ensure that
they and all other participants following the same rule will coordinate meaningfully.
The models presented here show the relationships between the states of a negotiation
process and permitted transitions between the states, so implicitly define a negotiation
protocol which is made explicit in the logical theory of the model.  A group of agents
involved in a negotiation process can invoke state transitions to achieve terminal
states or goal states.  If the goal state is to reach an agreement, and it is achieved, an
engagement process can be launched for achieving commitment and for setting up
contracts between the agents.  These models can form the basis for further
customisation into more specific negotiation models.  Negotiation may also be on
various issues that could be a concurrent execution of single-issue models or another
compound model.
In a negotiation process, there are constraints on joining the negotiation and on the
disclosure of information. An agent who is not involved in a particular negotiation
cannot become a member or join in without authorisation.  An agent may be involved
in several concurrent negotiations.  In each, an agent has a task to negotiate.  It
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associates the negotiation process with its participants, the subject and model of
negotiation.  So an agent is able to distinguish between its possibly multiple
negotiations to decide the current negotiation state and in choosing the appropriate
action.  Implicitly each negotiation state is characterised with a tuple (negotiation
process, participants, negotiation model, negotiation subject) and each negotiation
action is implicitly subscripted with the tuple (negotiation process, perpetrator of that
action, negotiation model, negotiation subject).

5.1 Bilateral Negotiation Models

The bilateral negotiation model defines a protocol followed by two parties looking for
an agreement.  The negotiation is over one issue called the negotiation subject.  In
bilateral negotiation, we can think of a world inhabited by two negotiating agents, a
negotiation process in a particular state, a model of negotiation and a subject of
negotiation.  There are a number of possible world/s that are accessible from the
current world state and some of these possible states have a successful negotiation
state.  We describe two bilateral negotiation models, a generic one and an expanded
one.

Generic Bilateral Negotiation
Abstract open states in a bilateral negotiation are:
offered: In this state, the subject of negotiation cannot be changed and can only be
agreed to or rejected. The offering party is committed to the offer.
proposed: proposed is a sub-state of offered and may be agreed to, or the subject can
be further changed by transition to a requested state.
requested: This state allows a respondent to change the subject of a negotiation and
the other party to respond with propose, offer or suggest.

A user initiates the negotiation process in either a proposed, requested or offered state.
The bilateral negotiation model, shown in figure 3, is derived from a proposal to the
Object Management Group (OSM SARL 1998).  It incorporates corrections of the
ambiguities emerging from our methods.
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rejected
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Figure 3: Generic Bilateral Negotiation Model
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The logical theory of the model:
negotiating ↔ one_of ( [ open, closed ] )
open ↔ one_of ( [ requested, offered ] )
closed ↔ one_of ( [ agreed, rejected, timeout ] )
proposed(X) → offered(X)

Thus the negotiating state condition holds if and only if it is an open or closed
negotiation state.  Similarly it is in an open state only if it is a requested or offered
state.  The closed state consists of the agreed, rejected and timedout substates.  If
agents X and Y are involved in such a bilateral negotiation, the primitive actions
leading to the states are:

¬ negotiating ↔ [X.initial_request] requested
¬ negotiating ↔ [X.initial_offer] offered(X)               3 entry points
¬ negotiating ↔ [X.initial_propose] proposed(X)
offered(X) ↔ [Y.agree] agreed ∧ ¬(X= Y).
requested ↔ one_of ( [ [Y.offer] offered(Y) , [Y.propose] proposed(Y), [Y.suggest]
requested ]) .
proposed(X) ↔ [Y.request] requested ∧ ¬(X=Y).
open ↔ one_of ( [ [(X ∩ Y).reject] rejected , [timeout] timedout , [offered(X)?
Y.agree] agreed ]) ∧ ¬(X=Y).

Here, for simplicity, the parameterisation is suggestive but incomplete.

On entering the negotiation, an initial_request action by agent X leads to the
requested state.  There are three transitions that can be performed by Y from this
requested state – an offer leading to the offered state, a propose leading to the
proposed state and the suggest leading to the requested state.  From state offered
triggered by X, an agree action by Y leads to the agreed state.  From the open state, a
reject by both agents or a timeout action may occur.

Expanded Bilateral Negotiation
In some cases we may need a richer model of negotiation that allows more
interactions and allows the parties to be able to do more than restricted primary
actions.  In an expanded model, we include capabilities for the agents to seek answers
to questions and to use argumentation and persuasion to influence agent beliefs and to
achieve their goals.  Not everything here has a simple logical theory.  In the
investigating state, expert advice may be asked and given by the involved agents or by
third parties.  This state can co-exist with the state reached in the enclosing
negotiation and finally exits to continue that negotiation.  One party can partly-reject
an issue it dislikes but can still continue negotiating, with both parties keeping in
mind not to use the rejected issue again.

In a business to business negotiation scenario we may need to be able to break a
negotiation into sub-negotiations that are solved before going back to the
encompassing negotiation.  This allows the nesting of negotiations and the ability to
change dimension in negotiating, first dealing with subgoals and subsequently
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negotiating about the main issue.  When one of the agents needs to delay the
negotiation process, the negotiation state changes to pending.  The state chart in figure
4 allows for simultaneous negotiation processes to take place, where an agent A
negotiates with agent B on multiple processes giving rise to several negotiation
threads in a negotiable state.  An agent A may also negotiate with other agents in
parallel with agent B.  Agent A can then use the proceedings of its other negotiations
to influence the negotiation with agent B.

This negotiation model is an attempt to show richer interactions between agents as
compared to a generic bilateral negotiation.  A formal theory for this expanded
negotiation model can be expressed as before but there are several open issues that
still need to be clarified in this model.

5.2 Other Negotiation Models – Auction, Multi-lateral and Promissory

Auction
A popular model of negotiation for open multilateral bidding is an auction, of which
there are several protocols for bidding and disclosure, including English auctions,
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Dutch auctions, sealed bid auctions and Vickrey.  Auctions specify the boundaries of
the negotiation process and therefore are a quite simple form of negotiation to
implement.  There are automated, semi-automated and manual auctions currently
online.  The bargaining is restricted to price and the seller’s strategy to assign awards
is made known.  Figure 5 shows a basic model for English auctions.

    auctioneer.post

                  auctioneer.quit

           bidder.bid

auctioneer.
going1st        timeout

    bidder.bid
            bidder.bid

     auctioneer
             .sell

       
              auctioneer.going2nd
        open     closed

notsold

timedout
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Gone2ndGone1st

bidden

posted

auctioning

Figure 5: Simple English Auctioning Model

Multilateral Negotiation
A multilateral negotiation model defines the protocol relevant for submitting motions
in a quorum, for seconding and amending these motions, and for subsequent voting
within a community of two or more agents.  A participant initiates the process by
raising a motion on a subject.  The pending state follows under which the initiator can
withdraw the motion or the motion may time out leading to a withdrawn state or
another participant can second the motion leading to a seconded state.  In the
seconded state, the countdown to a vote timeout is activated.  In this state, any user
may invoke the amend transition to change the subject of negotiation or may call a
transition to the voting state leading to an agreed or rejected state.  Other models for
multilateral negotiation provide for one to many parties and for many-to-many parties,
as in protocols for channel communication.

  count
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Motioned     amend

    second vote
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closed
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Figure 6: Multilateral Negotiation Model
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Promissory Negotiation
Promissory models specify promises to execute a process, the right of one party to
call on a promise and the obligation to fulfil a promise, for example by engaging into
contract or by fulfilling the contract. The promissory negotiation process is initialised
when a provider either makes a promise resulting in the consumer having a right to
call upon the promise, or when the provider makes a commit which results in a
pending obligation of the provider.  In the promised state, the consumer can call upon
the promise and request a transition for his right to be fulfilled.  This leads to a
pending obligation of the provider.  The right of the consumer can timeout and lead to
the terminal expired state.  From the pending state, either the provider fulfils her/his
obligation by calling the fulfil compound transition or the pending state times out and
leads to the overdue sub-state.  The fulfil transition launches a bilateral negotiation
between the two agents and the result of the bilateral negotiation determines the result
of the promissory negotiation.  A waive transition may be invoked by either the
consumer or the provider.
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Figure 7: Promissory Model

6 Finding a Path for Negotiation

The expanded bilateral, auctioning, promissory and multilateral negotiation models
can be expressed in dynamic logic in the same way as for the generic bilateral
negotiation model.  Negotiating agents can use the formal theories as inference
engines in order to comply to a negotiation protocol.  From such specification, the
abstract rule of a particular negotiation protocol emerges.  For example, in the
bilateral negotiation, where the most abstract state is negotiating, the abstract process
negotiate represents all the paths leading to a closed state of negotiation.  This can be
represented as: ¬ negotiating ↔ [negotiate] closed

The negotiate process is the set of paths that the retailer and the customer can take to
reach their goal state.  Negotiating agents must use a subpath of the abstract path
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negotiate such that from an open state, entered by a initial_request, initial_offer or
initial_propose, they seek an agreed state that satisfies their goal.  Thus ∃ p:path
<open? p > agreed asserts that from open, there is a path p leading to agreed, a
possible outcome of negotiate.  The paths may themselves be represented in dynamic
logic, deduced from the logical theory of the negotiation paths, or may form part of
the library of an agent’s plans of actions.  A rational agent will seek to derive a path
that will lead it to an agreed state. An abstract negotiating state like agreed has
significance for an agent because the agreed state represents a subgoal of the agent,
moving it closer to its greater goal.

Referring back to the scenario of the shopping process in section 3, the stages of
offering and accepting a payment mode can follow a bilateral negotiation model.  The
retailer and customer will use an instance of the abstract process negotiate.  An
example of a path for  {r:retailer,c:customer}.negotiate_payment is:
r.propose_mode(m); (c.request_mode(n) ;(r.propose_mode(x) ; c.request_mode(y) ) *
; r.offer_mode(z) )≤1 ; (c.accept_mode(z) | c.reject_mode(z)).

6.1 Gaining the Maximum Utility

Although, each agent has its own goal – to make a profit and to buy a service at a
certain price respectively – when making a transaction, two agents will negotiate and
converge to some final set of values that satisfies both goals.  A rational agent will not
only seek to achieve its goal of finding an agreed negotiation state.  It will also try to
achieve such a goal in a manner that will be most cost effective for it, so will
negotiate with the subgoal of closing the negotiation in an agreed state at the
minimum cost.  If we define the utility of a goal as the difference between the worth
of the goal and the cost of attaining the goal, and suppose that the worth to be the
maximum cost that an agent is willing to pay to achieve its goal, we can consider each
agent to have a partially ordered set of goal utility values. Different agents can have
differing utility orderings and mutual knowledge of each other’s utility values may be
incomplete. The agent goal may be the maximum utility, but its decisions can only be
based on estimates of how to achieve this.

The agent has to comply with the negotiation protocol and the external and internal
constraints of the environment.  As shown in section 4, an agent can infer the set of
the paths leading to a particularly state when it is given the logical theory of the state
transitions and conditions.  Likewise, given the relations between states and substates
and the primitive actions leading to these states from negotiation models, the paths
towards an agreed state can be derived.  We have seen that using the algebra of paths,
a set of paths can be composed in terms of other paths and edges with ∩, ;, etc, but an
agent has to choose its goals, utilities and thus its paths.  The cost of the goal may be a
fixed cost of the path to get to that goal state or some estimated cost in a heuristic or
statistical scheme.  In order to choose between paths, build a plan of action, and
eventually make its response, an agent can use assignments of estimated utility for
each element of a path, then use some computational rationale to compose utility or
estimated utility.  For example, for a optimal choice of single path:
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• utility( path to state_a) is utility( state_a ) if path to state_a does not consist of
subpaths

• utility( path_a ; path_b ) is utility( path_a ) + utility( path_b).
• utility( path_a ∩ path_b) is maximum ( utility( path_a) , utility (path_b) ).
• utility( ε ), the null path, is utility of value 0.
• utility( φ ), the empty set of paths, is utility of value - ∞.
• utility( a* ) is maximum ( 0 , utility( a ) + utility( a* )).

In such an idealised case, we may assign a full worth to desired (goal) states and zero
worth to unsuccessful terminal states such as rejected in the shopping process of
figure 2.  It may also be required that the cost of each transition to be positive in order
that the utility of a loop is ultimately negative.  However the actual cost of a transition
such as transact will include the price of the chosen goods, which depends on
successful choice, while the success of the transact sub-negotiation may depend on
this choice and the strategy of the retailer. Thus more realistic computations must
replace the third and sixth utility axioms above by probability estimates for a set of
paths, for example, the estimated utility of a set of terminating paths starting with
c.browse and ending in a closed transaction, and thus incur more complex
computations for statistical estimation.

An agent must thus have a library of negotiation plans, each providing a set of paths
that enable it to interact with and respond to other agents with the aim of satisfying its
goals.  These plans will reflect the agent’s individual beliefs about utility, the
common beliefs of the agents about negotiation paths and estimates of the beliefs or
behaviour of other agents.

7 Related Work

Parsons, Sierra and Jennings (1998) present a formal model of argumentation-based
reasoning and negotiation for autonomous agents.  They show how agents can
construct arguments to help guide their proposals, how agents can critique proposals
and how agents can exchange arguments to help guide their problem solving
behaviour towards acceptable solutions.  In an article by Oliveira and Rocha (1999),
multiple criteria and distributed constraint formalisms are used to construct a
negotiation protocol and to select organisations to become members of a virtual
organisation.  Their multi-agent architecture has a coordinator agent to help in the
virtual organisation formation process.  The agents also use learning algorithms to
adapt to changes in the environment.  Negotiations in the CASBA system (Vetter and
Pitsch 1999) are parallel and follow pre-defined rule-based strategies which can be
adapted by the user and evolve through learning methods.  Agents agree to only one
offer and must notify each other if they agree to the last offer made by the other agent.
Then both agents submit their agreement information to an administrator agent for
checking the deal.  Four types of auctions are supported in this system and agreements
are implied by posting the service and by bidding.  For a more game theoretic analysis
see Rosenchein and Zlotkin 1994.
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Noriega and Sierra (1996) also use a form of dynamic logic (CDDL) to specify
multiagent systems, in their case an extension of concurrent dynamic logic.  An agent
has layered architectures and is represented in CDDL as a collection of formal
theories in potentially different languages, and with bridge-rules to model the
interactions between the formal theories. In their multi-agent system, exchanges
between agents are performed according to a dialogical framework.  The latter
determines the set of illocutions and predicates that can be used between the agents. A
set of bridge rules also models the translation between different communication
languages and ontologies of the agents.  As an example of their framework, the
Spanish Fish market auction is specified in CDDL.

8 Conclusion

Information and communication technologies have given birth to Electronic
Commerce.  However, to escalate from web surfing to interactive online trading, an
open architecture needs to support requirements amongst which automated
negotiation is a major one.  One can think of scenarios where user agents will have
goals to be satisfied and will negotiate on behalf of their owners with other agents on
a market-place. To do so, the agents need to have negotiation models which dictate
the public protocols for effective cooperation between the agents and enable eventual
convergence towards a state that satisfy the agents goals.  In these models, an agent
joins an instance of negotiation by establishing a member role, and interacts in the
negotiation by operations to apply and invoke transitions and commands on states.
Models of negotiation can be further customised following the patterns presented in
this paper.  Even if their private negotiation models differ, two agents must agree to a
common negotiation model.  This common negotiation model must form part of the
belief of each agent and is a common belief. Thus the mutual beliefs of the agents
include the negotiation protocol itself, the current state of the negotiation, and the
goals.

From an attempt to represent a scenario of negotiation in a shopping process, we have
exposed a need for notation whereby processes and states are both represented.  Using
dynamic logic, we have illustrated the construction of a logical theory for a shopping
process and similar interactions.  We have found that this theory construction process
can expose errors in less formal definitions.  At an abstract level, from an initial state,
an agent can follow a set of execution paths to perform the negotiation process and
end in a state that satisfies its goal.  Stored paths form the plans of the agent.  When
constrained by the model of negotiation an agent should still in principle find a path
leading to desirable states.  The individual goals and intentions of the agent will
determine the chosen paths. When a provider and a customer negotiate there is
already some common knowledge that each agent has about each other.  The customer
knows the provider’s goal is to sell his goods.  This common knowledge of the other’s
intentions also plays some part in the choice of the optimal path.  As the negotiation
progresses, each agent can build up more beliefs about the other agents. With its
beliefs and goals, an agent will need both logical and statistical analysis of paths to
seek the best way to satisfy its goal.
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Agents Advanced Features for Negotiation in Electronic
Commerce and Virtual Organisations Formation Process

Eugénio Oliveira and Ana Paula Rocha

LIACC, Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto

Abstract. Electronic Commerce technology has changed the way traditional
business is being done. Transactions’ complexity is increased due both to the
huge amount of available information and also to the environment dynamics.
Moreover, Electronic Commerce has enabled the arising of new economical
structures, as it is the case of Virtual Organisations.
Our research aims at providing flexible and general-purpose systems for
intelligent negotiation, both for Electronic Commerce and Virtual Organisation
formation.
This paper proposes an Electronic Market architecture implemented through a
Multi-Agent system. This architecture includes both a specific market agent
which plays the role of market coordinator, as well as agents representing the
individual business partners with their own goals and strategies. We also
include a sophisticated negotiation protocol through multi-criteria and
distributed constraint formalisms. An online, continuous reinforcement
learning algorithm has been designed to enable agents to adapt themselves
according to the changing environment, including the competitor agents.

1   Introduction

Electronic Commerce was often identified, in the recent past, with the capabilities of
making available and/or searching for product information in electronic format
through inter and intra nets.

Last years research efforts gave birth to new computer frameworks and platforms
making it possible for electronic agents, acting as individual or business organisations
delegates, to automatically negotiate through the internet. However, most of the
current available systems still are inflexible under several perspectives: language,
strategic behaviour, adaptability, specific purpose. Electronic commerce techniques
have to be seen as enabling technologies for more advanced inter-organisational
relationships leading to the effective creation of virtual organisations.
A Virtual Organisation (VO) is an aggregation of autonomous and independent
organisations connected through a network (possibly a public network like WWW)
and brought together to deliver a product or service in response to a customer need.
Virtual Organisation management should be supported by efficient information and
communication technology. This aggregation of organisations is advantageous in the
sense that it will reduce complexity – today’s products and services are increasingly
complex and requires close coordination across many different disciplines – and most
important, will enable the response to rapidly changing requirements. The Virtual
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Organisation will only exist for a temporary time limit, that is the time needed to
satisfy its purpose.

The VO life cycle is decomposed in four phases (Faisst, 1997) (Fischer, 1996),
namely:

• Identification of Needs: Description of the product or service to be delivered
by the VO, which guides the conceptual design of the VO.

• Partners Selection: Rational selection of the individual organisations
(partners) which will compose the VO, based in its specific knowledge,
skills, resources, costs and availability.

• Operation: Control and monitoring of the partners’ processes, including
resolution of conflicts, and possible VO reconfiguration due to partial
failures.

• Dissolution: Breaking up the VO, distribution of the obtained profits and
storage of relevant information.

Our work is currently focused on the second above mentioned phase (partners
selection), and our proposal concerns the development of a Multi-Agent System
(MAS) architecture to model the Electronic Market that supports the automatization
of the VO.

In the process of virtual organisation formation, goals representing the future
virtual organisation purpose have to be described along several issues and made
available to all those single organisations (enterprises) that are connected to the
market. In order to compete, trying to bring their own specific competencies to the
future consortium, agents representing organisations are endowed with several
different possible behaviour tactics and higher level strategies for negotiating in a
multi-dimensional space. In fact, price is no longer the solely characteristic of
importance for the consortium.

Moreover, those negotiable issues may not be independent and mutual constraints
are often attached to more than one issue the potential partners have to agree upon.
Agents representing those partners (enterprises, customers, suppliers, buyers and
sellers) have to be able to gradually approximate their own proposals taking into
account a complex graph of inter-relationships between different variables.

Another aspect we are paying attention to is the agents’ capability to automatically
adapt to the market’s dynamics. Static behaviours, although ingenious, can easily be
beaten either by other agents constantly adapting their own behaviour, or by the rapid
change of other environment factors.

An online, continuous reinforcement learning algorithm (an adaptation of Q-
learning) is being tested in a number of scenarios aiming at proving that adaptive
agents may easily become winners when competing with agents using fixed
behaviours.

To apply these learning methods as well as multi-criteria and constraint based
policies to agents representing either organisations or individuals searching for an
agreement in a future action is what we intend to deliver through our multi-agent
based system suitable for electronic commerce and virtual organisation formation.

In the following section, we will introduce our proposed MAS architecture to
model the Electronic Market, focusing our description in the agent’s structure and
behaviour. A brief survey on agent-based architectures for electronic commerce can
be found in (Guttman, 1998). Then we describe a negotiation protocol that includes
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both multi-criteria and constraint-based formalisms. We also detail the negotiation
decision’ making, in particular the multi-criteria evaluation function and the
reinforcement learning algorithm (Q-learning) for which we include some
experimental results from preliminary related work. We finalise the paper with some
conclusions and directions for future work.

2   Electronic Market Architecture

Economic organisations are forced to respond to increasingly more complex and
rapidly changing requirements. Virtual Organisations can satisfy these new
challenges, as they combine the core competencies of several autonomous and
heterogeneous organisations aggregated in a temporary network, presenting high
flexibility and agility.

An Electronic Market infrastructure can efficiently support VO formation and
operation. An Electronic Market (Bakos, 1998) can be seen as the virtual marketplace
where business participants that are geographically distributed and possibly not
known in advance can meet each other and cooperate in order to achieve a common
business goal. An electronic network is used as an information and communication
infrastructure, in order to link these distributed entities. In our proposed Electronic
Market, autonomous organisations are the participants and the common business goal
is the formation of a VO as the most favorable group of organisations that can satisfy
a specific need. Besides individual organisations, other participants operate in the
Electronic Market, whose role is to facilitate a set of auxiliary market functionalities
like searching for goods or participants, filtering information or helping in
negotiation.

Agents are autonomous or semi-autonomous entities that can perform tasks in
complex and dynamically changing environments. Agent technology seems to be an
appropriate paradigm for use in modelling individual organisations that participate in
the Electronic Market, since they exhibit some relevant capabilities like autonomy,
adaptability and ability to interact with others.

A Multi Agent System (MAS) – see (O’Hare 1996) for a general survey – consists
of a group of agents that combine their specific competencies and cooperate in order
to achieve a common goal. Efficient cooperation as well as coordination procedures
between agents endow a MAS with a capability higher than the sum of the individual
agent’s capabilities.

We therefore propose a Multi-Agent System architecture to model the Electronic
Market that supports the establishment of the VO (see Figure 1). This MAS includes
several heterogeneous and semi-autonomous intelligent agents representing the
different independent organisations, and also a special agent called Market Agent
that helps in the VO formation process. Each one of these organisations are then
represented by means of two kinds of agents: the organisation itself which is
responsible for the “Identification of Needs” phase (which will not be dealt with here
in this paper), and the organisation representative agent for that specific previously
identified need (which is called Organisation Agent).
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We will now describe in more detail the structure and functionality of these agents.

Fig. 1. Electronic Market architecture

2.1   Market Agent

When a specific consumer’s need is identified (a consumer being either a human or an
organisation), a new special agent, which is called Market Agent, is created and
included in the Electronic Market system. This agent plays the role of coordinator in
the Electronic Market where it is placed and its main goal is the Virtual Organisation
formation. The Market Agent structure includes two principal modules: “Goal
Descriptor” and “Virtual Organisation Selector” (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Market Agent structure

We assume, for now, that the “Goal Descriptor” module is instantiated by the
consumer. This module includes the description of the goal to achieve, which is
decomposed in a set of sub-goals.

Goal
Descriptor

Virtual
Organisation

Market Agent
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Each sub-goal (SGD) is described by means of a deadline and price value, and also
a list of attributes. These attributes may not be defined by absolute values but instead
they may be restricted to a set of preferable values in pre-defined domains. Values’
preference is measured in a qualitative manner, based in the order by which attribute
values are defined in the structure. Most favorable values (sub-domains values)
should be defined as first elements of the ordered attributes’ domain, and least
favorable ones as last elements. Attributes’ preference is defined in a qualitative
manner similar to that of attribute values’ preference, so attributes should be included
in the structure description by its order of preference.

A sub-goal description is then represented by the following structure:

SGD = ( SGId, D, LAt )

SGId: Sub-goal identification.
D: Deadline for sub-goal achievement.
LAt: List of evaluation attributes that (always) includes the price as a

default attribute. This list should be ordered by attributes’
preference. Each element of the list has the following structure:

     Ati = ( AtId, Type, Dom )
AtId: Attribute identification.
Type: Identifies the type of the attribute values domain, that is,

continuous or discrete.
Dom: Attribute values domain. These values are elements of a

list ordered by preference. Each element of the list is either
a single value (case of a discrete domain), or an interval of
values (case of a continuous domain).

The sub-goals themselves may be related to each other through constraints attached
to their attribute values. This is represented by a set of structures like the following:

constraint ( SG, At, V, SGc, Atc, Vc )

SG: Constraining sub-goal identification.
At: Constraining attribute identification.
V: Constraining attribute (domain) value(s).
The ‘c’ index in SGc, Atc and Vc, refer to similar information concerning

now the constrained issues.

The “Virtual Organisation Selector” module is responsible for the rational
selection of the VO partners. In a first step, a set of invitations (one for every sub-goal
described in “Goal Descriptor” module) is send to the Electronic Market system. The
market Agent second step leads to the evaluation of the received proposals. Senders
of the most favorable ones are then selected and committed as partners of the VO. VO
partners selection is done through multi-criteria evaluation and constraint-based
negotiation protocols described later in this paper.

2.2   Organisation Agent

In order to be competitive in today’s economic markets, organisations need not only
to be efficient in their business field, but also to be able to quickly react and adapt to
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new environments as well as to interact with other organisations. The control
architecture adopted for the design of an organisation agent should meet these
requirements. Figure 3 describes our proposed organisation agent structure.

Fig. 3. Organisation Agent structure

An Organisation Agent’s structure comprises three functional modules:
Communication, Decision Making and Coordination, and Execution modules, plus
two knowledge-based modules: Individual Knowledge and Virtual Organisation
Knowledge module.

The “Communication module” is responsible for all processes related with
messages handling. Incoming messages are filtered and the ones that are not relevant
for this specific agent are ignored. The relevant messages are then ordered by degree
of importance. Outcome messages are sent out only to those agents that are known to
be possibly interested in that particular piece of information. Agents use KQML -
Knowledge Query Manipulation Language – (Finin, 1996) to exchange messages
between them.

The “Decision Making and Coordination module” is the most complex one. Its
role is to manage local tasks and cooperative behaviour. For our current presentation,
the most relevant issue of this module includes the process to formulate a bid in
response to an announcement (e.g., a proposal for becoming a VO partner). The bid
formulation process uses a reinforcement learning technique to (re)formulate a
response in each negotiation round. The learning process is done in a continuous way
along the negotiation process. A detailed explanation of this process is given later in
this paper (section 4.1).

The “Execution module” is the intelligent system responsible for the execution of
local tasks an agent is committed to.

Information related to organisational and operational rules defined by the VO, is
included in “Virtual Organisation Knowledge”. This module contains also
information concerning individual organisation’s rights and duties. This module is to
be filled in during the VO formation phase, and can be modified during the VO
operation as new organisations join the VO and partners leave the VO.
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The “Individual Knowledge” contains information about the agent itself: agent’s
own capabilities and current workload, as well as information related to other agents:
other agents commitments and capabilities. Agent’s own capabilities are represented
by the following structures:

has_capability ( GId, D, LAt )

GId: Goal identification.
D: Relative deadline for goal achievement.
LAt: List of evaluation attributes. This information is similar to that

included in the Goal Descriptor module of the Market Agent (see
2.1).

Each one of the agent’s goals can constrain other goals (achieved by this one or
other agents) by improving possible values to some attributes. This fact is mapped in
a set of structures like the following:

constraint ( SG, At, V, SGc, Atc, Vc )

SG: Constraining sub-goal identification.
At: Constraining attribute identification.
V: Constraining attribute (domain) value(s).
The remaining parameters with ‘c’ index refer to similar information

concerning now the constrained issues.

The Organisation Agent is a template supplied by the Electronic Market that, once
being filled according to the individual organisation’s specific tactics and strategies,
will represent that particular organisation in the market.

Although only the VO formation issue is being discussed here, the Organisation
Agent structure proposed is able to support all phases of the VO life cycle.

3   Negotiation Protocol

Several examples of intelligent agent-based systems suitable for electronic market
operations already exist (Chavez, 1996) (Tsvetovatyy, 1997). Moreover, electronic
market functionalities available in existing systems, vary from searching for goods to
either simple purchasing or selling goods, or even to more complex negotiation of
goods. It is this negotiation process between participants in an electronic market that
becomes our main concern in this paper.

Auctions (Vulkan, 1998), game theory (Rosenschein, 1994) and intelligent agent
technology (Jennings, 1996) are paradigms used in many automated negotiation
systems. Auction mechanisms are very popular due to its simplicity and well pre-
defined rules, but only involve single criteria negotiations. Game theory mechanisms
can only be applied in contexts with perfect information and perfect rationality.
Intelligent agents technology is a more flexible paradigm suitable for dynamic and
open environments, since agents can effectively cope with the complexity and large
amount of information. Intelligent agents technology seems to be an appropriate
paradigm to use in our case, since VO operates in very dynamic and complex
environments.
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A VO combines competencies derived from several heterogeneous and
independent organisations present in the Electronic Market. A negotiation protocol
has to be defined in order to select the individual organisations that, based on its
capabilities and availability, will become members of the VO. In VO formation
process, two important issues have to be considered:

� A multi-criteria evaluation is used to select the most favorable candidates:
lower cost, higher quality, higher availability, etc, have to be taken into
account.

� Organisation’s competencies may be inter-related by constraints attached to
their attributes’ values which leads to a kind of distributed constraints
problem.

Attaching utility values to different criteria helps to solve the problem of multi-
criteria evaluation. Generally, an evaluation formula is a linear combination of the
current attributes’ values weighted by their corresponding utility values (Oliveira,
1999) (Matos, 1998). However, in some cases, it can be a very difficult task to attach
absolute values to attributes’ utilities. A more natural and realistic situation is to
simply impose a preference order over attributes’ values and/or attributes itself.
Contrary to the work mentioned above, we have adopted a multi-criteria evaluation
based on a qualitative, not quantitative, measure.

Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems (Yokoo, 1992) are defined by a set of
variables (x1,x2,…,xn) which can take values from domains D1,D2,…,Dn respectively,
and a set of constraints on their values. Here, in our scenario, variables are distributed
among organisations in the Electronic Market and instantiations of the variables must
satisfy these inter-organisation constraints.

In this paper we propose a multi-criteria negotiation protocol that uses
Reinforcement Learning techniques for the selection of VO partners. We also include
a simple algorithm for the resolution of constraint-based problems that can arise in
this VO formation process.

Figure 4 illustrates the negotiation protocol. The Market Agent plays the role of
coordinator in the VO formation process through its “Virtual Organisation Selector”
module. This agent knows VO sub-goals that are described in the “Goal Descriptor”
module. For each one of them, Market Agent sends out an announcement message to
all organisations present in the Electronic Market. Organisations Agents reply with
bid messages. Received bids are then evaluated using a multi-criteria function and the
most favorable are selected. The negotiation process involves several rounds, and
ends when a deadline is reached or when the Market Agent evaluates the current
proposal(s) as acceptable. Those organisations that have sent out winning proposals
become VO members and are committed to the respective goal achievement.
Meanwhile, if different bids include attributes’ values that are incompatible, the
respective organisations’ agents activate a negotiation process searching for an
agreement through a set of compatible values.

3.1   Announcement

The Market Agent sends out an announcement message for each of the VO sub-goals
that are described in its “Goal Descriptor” module. The announcement, made by the
Market Agent, will initiate the negotiation process. These messages are delivered to
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all organisations existing in the Electronic Market, and contain the following
structure:

announcement ( MAg, GId, D )

MAg: Market Agent identification.
GId: Goal identification.
D: Deadline value for goal achievement.

Fig. 4. Negotiation protocol

3.2   Bid Formulation

In response to an announcement message or in response to a new negotiation round,
the Organisation Agent formulates a bid based in its own capabilities, current
availability, past experience (if possible) and Market Agent feedback. A
reinforcement learning algorithm that enables continuous learning along the current
negotiation process is used to formulate an agent bid. The message with the proposal
is then sent out to the Market Agent, using the following structure:

Market
Agent
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…
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proposal ( OAg, PId, GId, T, LAt )

OAg: Organisation Agent identification.
PId: Proposal identification.
GId: Goal identification.
T: Time due for goal achievement.
LAt: List of attributes’ values. Each element of the list has the following

structure:
     Ati = ( AtId, V ), where:

AtId: Attribute identification.
V: Attribute value.

Some constraints on other sub-goals’ attribute values may result from accepting a
particular agent’s bid. This information is sent out to the Market Agent in one or
possibly more messages including the following structure:

constraint ( OAg, PId, G, At, V, Gc, Atc , Vc )

OAg: Organisation Agent identification.
PId: Proposal identification.
G: Constraining goal identification.
At: Constraining attribute identification.
V: Constraining attribute (domain) value(s).
The remaining parameters with ‘c’ index refers to similar information

concerning now the constrained issues.

3.3   Bids Evaluation

The Market Agent through its “Virtual Organisation Selector” module evaluates all
bids received in the current negotiation round (for each one of the announced goals)
based on a multi-criteria function. The organisation agent that presents the most
valuable bid is informed that its bid is the selected one in the current negotiation
round. A message is then sent out by the Market Agent to this organisation agent:

reply_proposal ( PId, winning_round )

To other agents that participate in this round and are currently loosing, an advice in
order to improve future proposals is also sent out:

reply_proposal ( PId, loosing_round, Reason )

This message informs the respective Organisation Agents that Market Agent has
received a better proposal, and their current bids are loosing the negotiation.
Moreover, this message also includes the reason why this particular bid was not
chosen, that is, what attributes were not considered good enough and how they can be
improved.

After that, a new negotiation round begins and Organisation Agents will send new
proposals to Market Agent, who will then reply accordingly. After a deadline is
reached or a satisfactory proposal is received, the Market Agent will end the
negotiation episode and organisations that have formulated the winning bids are
informed that they are included in and committed to the new created VO:
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request ( GId, PId )

If an admissible bids set cannot be found because some attributes values are
mutually incompatible, a constraint satisfaction resolution process is activated. This
process is described in the following section.

3.4   Constraint Satisfaction Problem Resolution

Here, in our scenario, variables (describing attributes of goals) are distributed among
organisations in the virtual marketplace and instantiations of those variables must
satisfy existent inter-organisation constraints.

We propose a distributed constraint based algorithm that tries to obtain a global
solution that satisfies all constraints and is optimal for the set of organisations
included in it.

In response to the Market Agent, the Organisation Agent formulates a proposal in
order to become a VO partner. This proposal message includes a list of attributes’
values the organisation is willing to deliver according to its own self-interested
objectives. If this particular proposal puts constraints on other sub-goals’ attribute
values, that same information is then sent to the Market Agent1.

If the Market Agent receives proposals that include mutually incompatible
attributes’ values, it sends out that information to the respective constrained agents.
The Market Agent job is to put in touch mutually constrained agents. It does not
participate any more in the constraint problem resolution.

Constrained agents have to negotiate between them in order to agree in a set of
admissible values for their constrained attributes. The initial proposal that a particular
agent have made is its best local solution at that moment. We will call it solution s*.
In order to solve the constraint problem and reach an agreement, agents change
possible local solutions. Choosing the local solution sk (necessarily different from the
best solution s*) implies decreasing the agent’ utility value, if compared to the best
solution for the agent. We will call this difference the decreasing utility value (duk),
which can be calculated as the difference between the evaluation values2 of either
solutions:

duk = Ev(s*) - Ev(sk)

Each local solution proposed by an agent to other(s) during the constraint
resolution process should include the decreasing utility of that particular solution to
that agent. Agents will agree in a final solution that presents the lowest global
decreasing utility value (that is, the minimum sum of all constrained agents’
decreasing utility). When this agreement is reached, the final solution for formulating
an acceptable proposal is sent out to Market Agent.

Next we describe the procedure adopted in the resolution of the distributed
constraint satisfaction problem:

                                                          
1 As a simple example, suppose that a VO has to be formed in order to deliver a specific type of car. The
attribute “dimension” of the component “wheel” may restrict the values of the attribute “material” of the
component “screw”.
2 In section 4.2, we present a formula for calculating a bid (solution) evaluation value. For now, we will
only refer that evaluation values are defined in the domain [0,1].
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(1) An agent receives a set of bids that are the most favorable for the senders.
These sender agents also indicate the decreasing utility value of the
proposed solutions. Among the solutions proposed, the receiver agent then
selects the most favorable one according to its own objectives, and
calculates its decreasing utility value. The receiver agent also calculates the
decreasing utility values for the proposed solutions received, and send out
this information to sender agents.

(2) Receiver agent selects, within the solution space, the most favorable
solution that has not been proposed yet. The local agent decreasing utility
value for participating in this new solution is also calculated.

(3) Receiver agent chooses between solution obtained in (1), solution obtained
in (2) and the better solution already proposed in the past. The solution that
presents lower decreasing utility value is selected. Notice that we are
comparing different decreasing utility values: total decreasing utility for
solution (1) and local agent decreasing utility for solution (2). If the
solution selected is the one already presented in the past or the one
obtained in (1), then this is the final solution (the proposal that is mutually
acceptable in accordance to the constraints). If the solution selected is the
one obtained in (2), then it is sent out to constrained agent(s) participating
in the negotiation and the constraint resolution process continues.

Usually, an organisation does not want to reveal its private information. In the
procedure described above, not all possible variable domain values are made available
since the beginning to other organisations in the system. Instead, this variable domain
values is made available to others only when necessary, in order to reach an
agreement, as the negotiation continues. Another aspect that we want to emphasise is
the fact that solution utilities values, exchanged between organisations during the
negotiation process, does not represent the real utility. Instead, agents exchange just
utilities deviations (offset values).

Figure 5 illustrates how the distributed constraint based procedure is executed.
Suppose the existence of two organisations O1 and O2 and a VO objective

described by means of goals Gx (with attributes Ax1, Ax2, …, Axn) and Gy (with
attributes Ay1, Ay2, …, Aym). Organisation O1 knows how to achieve goal Gx and
Organisation O2 knows how to achieve goal Gy. Possible values for attribute Ax1 are
represented as x1, x2, ..., x5 (by O1’s order of preference). Possible values for attribute
Ay2 are represented as y1, y2, ..., y6 (by O2’s order of preference). Attributes Ax1 and Ay2

are mutually constrained, as illustrated by the closed lines in figure 5. The evaluation
value associated with particular solutions is enclosed in brackets.

Organisations O1 and O2 establish the following set of conversations:

• O1 proposes

( A1=x1 , A2=y3 )  ,  O1 du  = 0

( A1=x1 , A2=y6 )  ,  O1 du = 0
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Fig. 5. Constraint space solution

• O2 evaluates solutions proposed by O1, and sent out that information as a bid to
O1

( A1=x1 , A2=y3 )  ,  total du = 0.04 (0.04=0.66-0.62)

( A1=x1 , A2=y6 )  ,  total du = 0.1

O2 proposes

( A2=y1 , A1=x3 )  ,  O2 du = 0

• O1 evaluates solution proposed by O2, and sent out that information as a bid to
O2

( A2=y1 , A1=x3 )  ,  total du = 0.08

O1 proposes

( A1=x2 , A2=y4 )  ,  O1 du = 0.03

• O2 evaluates solution proposed by O1, and send that information as a bid to O1

( A1=x2 , A2=y4 )  ,  total du = 0.09

O2 proposes

( A2=y2 , A1=x5 )  ,  O2 du = 0.02

• O1 evaluates solution proposed by O2, and send that information as a bid to O2

• ( A2=y2 , A1=x5 )  ,  total du = 0.18

O1 accepts the solution already proposed in the past

( A1=x1 , A2=y3 )  ,  total du = 0.04

The final solution is the last proposal, which besides being in accordance with
mutual constraints has the lowest total decreasing utility value.
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4   Decision Making for Negotiation

4.1   Bid Formulation

Organisation Agents formulate bids for the goal satisfaction in response to an
announcement message (or feedback messages from previous bids) sent by the
Market Agent. The bid formulation process uses a Q-learning algorithm endowing the
agent with the capability to learn on-line along the negotiation process. After each
negotiation round, the Market Agent will reply to individual organisation agents by
telling them how their bids could be improved in next rounds.

Reinforcement learning (RL) systems learn how to behave through trial-and-error
interactions with its environment. Unlike supervised learning, no samples input-
output pairs from the function to be learned are required, but instead the system
receives a scalar evaluation from the environment for each action selected in a
specific situation. RL is based in the idea of rewarding actions that produce good
results and punishing those that produce bad results.

Q-learning is a reinforcement learning algorithm that maps state-action pairs to
values, called Q-values. When an agent in current state s, performs action a, receives
reward r and arrives at next state s’, the correspondent Q-value is updated as follows
(Sutton, 1998):
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where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (learning rate)  and  0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 (discount factor).

The discount factor is used to decrease the weight of reinforcements received in the
future. It causes immediate reinforcements to have more importance than future
reinforcements.

An agent is faced with a dilemma in order to choose what action to perform in each
specific situation. Should it choose the most promising one? Or should it try to
explore new states? If no exploration is made, the agent although using a greedy
strategy, may miss the dynamics of the market. If too much exploration is made, the
agent can make a lot of poor choices. It is necessary to ensure that sufficient
exploration is made while choosing actions with high known Q-values (Boltzmann
exploration):
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where t ≥ 0 (temperature)

p(a) is the probability of choosing action a and t is a parameter that controls the
amount of exploration (it is usually decreased over time to decrease exploration).
When a high temperature value is used, all actions are chosen with approximately
equal probability. When a low temperature value is used, more highly evaluated
actions are chosen.

We have adapted the Boltzmann exploration formula to our application domain, by
not exploring all the possible actions but reducing the exploration to set A of those
actions which are constrained by means of the Market Agent feedback to past bids.
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In our application domain, a state is defined by the n-uple:
s = (V1, V2, … Vn) , Vi is the value for attribute i

The state will also represent the bid sent to the Market Agent.
We define an action by the n-uple:

 a = (A1, A2, …, An), , Ai ∈ {increase, decrease, maintain}

Continuous attributes’ values can be increased (decreased) by pre-defined amount
steps. Discrete attributes’ values can be increased (decreased) by moving to the next
(previous) element in the enumerated domain.

When an Organisation Agent receives a feedback message from the Market Agent
to its previous bid (this bid represents the state s that results from performing action ap

in state sp), it tries to formulate a new bid following the procedure:

 (1) Calculate a reward value for the previous bid (that also defines the current
state s). This reward value is calculated using the qualitative evaluation
included in the received feedback message:

winnernotif,

winnerif,

∑−=
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ipenaltyn
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, 0 ≤ penalty ≤ 1

In the above formula, penalty is a parameter that decreases the reward value
for bids with low evaluated values (remember that bids were evaluated by the
Market Agent). This parameter should be defined by each organisation agent
according to its own criteria and its value increases with the evaluations’
category: low/high, very_low/very_lhigh, extremely_low/extremely_high. In
this formula, attributes should appear in the same order they apper in the
feedback message sent by the Market Agent (in this feedback message,
attributes are ordered by Market Agent’s order of importance).

 (2) Update the pair state/action Q-value ( Q(sp,ap) ) using the Q-learning formula
presented above.

 (3) Store the current sate s, and its associated reward value r.

 (4) Derive all new promising actions a’ taking into account that specific feedback
message. For instance if the feedback message evaluates attribute_2 as
too_low, one possible promising action is to increase attribute_2 and maintain
all the others.
Store pairs s/a’ with a default Q-value ( Q(s,a’) = default ).

 (5) Move to the state s* with greatest reward value.

 (6) Choose the action a* with greatest probability value, according to the
Boltzmann exploration formula, (note that actions not ever tried are stored in
that state s* with Q-value=default).

 (7) Perform action a* and send the new bid (state) out to the Market Agent.
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4.2   Bids Evaluation

In order to select the most promising partners in the VO formation (or, in a more
general electronic market environment, the most favorable buyers/sellers for a
business transaction) a negotiation process is started by the Market Agent. This
negotiation process comprises several rounds, starting when the Market Agent sends
an announcement for all agents registered in the electronic market. The negotiation
ends when a deadline is reached or a satisfactory proposal is received. At each
negotiation round bids are evaluated, and the one with the greatest evaluation value is
considered the winner in current round. Received bids comprise a solution to a
specific needed goal, and includes proposed values for multiple issues.

Bid evaluation is done through a multi-criteria function that encodes the attributes’
and attributes values’ preferences initially stipulated by the Market Agent and defined
in its “Goal Descriptor” module. This multi-criteria evaluation function is defined by
the following formula:
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where n = number of attributes for a specific goal.

In the formula above, each parcel should be presented in increasing order of
preference. Attribute identified by number 1 (i=1) is the one that Market Agent
classifies as the least important, and attribute identified by number n (i=n) is the most
important.

The function dif(PrefVi,Vi) quantifies for an attribute i, the degree of acceptability
of the current value (Vi) proposed by a specific organisation agent when compared to
its preferable value (PrefVi) for the Market Agent. If the attribute values domain is of
continuous values, this quantification simply is a normalised difference between the
two values Vi and PrefVi. If the attribute values domain is of discrete values, the result
of the dif(PrefVi,Vi) function is now calculated as a normalised difference between the
preference attached to Vi and PrefVI, which can be calculated as the difference
between the relative position of the two values in the enumerate domain values
specification3.

The winner bid in the current round is selected as the one that presents the highest
evaluation value, since it is the solution that contains attributes values closer to the
preferable values. The winner bid in this current round is compared with the winner
bid in all past rounds, and the best one is selected.

All other bids are compared to the winner bid in order to inform the respective
agents about the reason why their bids were not selected. A comparison is made for
the values proposed for the most important attributes (from Market Agent point of
view, of course). These values are then classified in a qualitative way: low/high,
very_low/very_high, extremely_low /extremely_high.

                                                          
3 In the “Goal Descriptor” module of the Market Agent, the domain values of a discrete attribute are
defined in a list ordered by preference (see 2.1).
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Let us suppose that δi (i=1,2) splits the domain into the three mentioned regions,
and w is the winner bid.

For all bids k≠w, do
For all most important attributes i, do

                       ∆i,k = dif(Vi,k,Vi,w)
                       If ∆i,k < δ1 then Evaluation = low (high)
                      Else If ∆i,k < δ2 then Evaluation = very_low (very_high)
                      Else Evaluation = extremely_low (extremely_high)

This information is included in the message that is sent out to all bidding agents
except the currently winning agent, as a reason why their bids have not been selected.
Such information is a list where each element is a pair (AtId, Evaluation), where AtId
means the attribute identification. Agents will receive this information and will
formulate new bids to send to Market Agent in the next negotiation round.

The negotiation process ends when:

• Market Agent receives a bid which has a satisfactory evaluation value (Ev).
This bid is the winner bid.

• A deadline is reached. The winner bid is the one that presents the highest
evaluation value among all bids received until then.

4.3   Preliminary Work with Q-Learning

Our previous work with Q-learning was experimented in a electronic market where
different agents (sellers) try to sell their services (available time) to different buyers
(announcing tasks to be executed at a particular time in the future) using a first-price
sealed bid auction. Sellers can only serve one customer at a time. Our simulation
scenario is inspired by a real-world application in which several physical resources
such as excavators, trucks, workers, etc, compete to win tasks in an open electronic
market (Oliveira, 1997).

One of the several experiments made (Oliveira, 1999b) includes adaptive agents,
using different α values, and a “step changing price agent” (SCPA). We have studied
the influence of parameter α on agent’s adaptive behaviour. Figure 6 shows the
performance of the agents using different alpha values (α=0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5) when
compared with SCPA. As expected, a lower value for α leads to a slower reaction to
market changes and a higher value for α leads to a faster reaction. However, a fast
reaction does not automatically mean better results. Actually, the results of the
different adaptive agents are broadly similar but the agent using α=0.25 obtains the
best cash flow (utility) results. Initially, and after each SCPA change, the α=0.5 agent
obtains the best results (highest slope on the cash flow curve) because it is the fastest
to propose the ideal price. However in the long run, its over reaction in the face of
sporadic positive or negative results leads to losses that are caused by inappropriate
bids.
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We are confident that using the Q-learning techniques presented in previous
sections, that includes not single criteria problems (like the results presented above)
but multi-criteria problems will conduct to similar results.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between different adaptation coefficients.

5   Conclusions and Work in Progress

Virtual Organisations are of increasing importance mainly due to its flexibility, agility
and efficiency. These main characteristics enable VO successful behaviour in
dynamic and complex business environments.

In this paper we propose the use of intelligent agent technology for Electronic
Commerce and VO formation.

In the KRAFT system (Preece, 1999) agent-based technology is also used to
support VO formation and operation through a simple constraint fusion mechanism.
KRAFT supports VO operation where members with heterogeneous knowledge and
data models exchange information in the form of constraints. Instead, our proposal
includes a more complex and powerful negotiation protocol suitable both for VO
formation and Electronic Commerce in general. This new protocol includes resolution
of multi-criteria and distributed constraint-based problems. We also show how agents
can efficiently compete in a dynamic market by adapting themselves to market
changing, due to their continuous on-line learning capabilities.
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A Multi-Agent System architecture was also proposed as a support for the
implementation of the Electronic Market where individual business partners meet
each other, negotiate and cooperate.

A prototype featuring all the mentioned characteristics is being developed for
future experimentation.
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1 Introduction

Thinking about agent mediated electronic commerce usually two situations come to
one’s mind. The first is agents that shop on the Internet and find the best bargain
(Jango (http://www.jango.com/) (Doorenbos et.al., 1996), Bargainfinder
(http://bf.cstar.ac.com), etc.) and the second is that of electronic marketplaces where
agents can buy and/or sell goods. Some good examples are Kasbah (Chavez & Maes
1996), the Fishmarket project (Rodriguez 1997) and AuctionBot (Wurman 1998).
Although the agents in the first case play a role in electronic commerce their actual
role is that of searching the Internet in an intelligent way. These types of agents are
not supposed to interact with agents at the selling side and strike bargains with these
agents. The scenario assumes that prices are fixed and can be found by searching the
WWW.

In the scenario of the electronic marketplaces, both sides play an active role. In most
cases the selling agents advertise their products in the market. They indicate a price,
but this price does not have to be the final selling price. In case of an auction model
the price indicated by the seller is the reserved price. It will not sell its products for
less than that price.

In these electronic marketplaces the agents have the task to "bargain" about the price
of the products and try to find the best deal. An easy way to organize the bargaining is
by way of auctioning the products. This way of bargaining is very structured and can
easily be done automatically. Of course, the strategies of the participating agents are
not trivial and much work is done in trying to find so-called "dominant" strategies for
certain types of auctions (see e.g. Varian 1995; Huberman & Hogg, 1995;
Rosenschein & Zlotkin 1994; Sandholm 1996). These strategies are guaranteed to give
the best result no matter what the other agents do. Unfortunately very little situations
arise where a dominant strategy really exists.

Although auctions become increasingly popular as a means to organize electronic
marketplaces, they are certainly not suitable for all types of electronic commerce
transactions. They do not function very well in cases where the buyer needs a
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customized product or requires other conditions to be fulfilled. In these cases, the
negotiation that takes place is more complex and usually is a one-on-one negotiation.

In this paper we want to discuss in a more systematic way, which types of (electronic)
commerce transactions can be distinguished and what the role of agents is for these
types. Depending on the role of the agents they should meet certain requirements.
Specifically we will look at the requirements on the ability of the agent to
communicate with its environment. In section 2 we will take a look at some theory
about markets and institutions. In section 3 we will look at the interactions of the
agents within these electronic institutions. In section 4 we will look at the future roles
that agents can fulfil in electronic commerce transactions and which research
questions are of interest in this context.

2   Markets and Institutions

In this section we will look at the role of institutions in (electronic) transactions.
Although the transactions can have many different forms, in general they all follow
the following pattern (see also e.g. Kalakota & Whinston, 1996)):

1. determine needs

2. exchange information on products and companies

3. negotiation / price discovery

4. establish (legal) contract

5. contract fulfillment

6. guarantee and feedback

Depending on the type of market (product and participants) there will be more
emphasis on one or the other phase. The role of institutions is to facilitate the
transactions. An institution only is useful if it improves the performance or quality of
the transactions in some sense. In (van Heck 1997) it is argued that an (electronic)
institution is only viable if the stakeholders have converging interests in using the
institution. I.e. if both buyers and sellers have some advantage in using the institution
and the intermediary that manages the institution also has some benefit. This can be
the quick fixing of decent prices, enhancing trust in partners (through securities),
opening new markets, preventing information asymmetry, etc.

In the next section we will discuss the two main transaction mechanisms and the
influence of product and company characteristics on the choice of mechanism. In
section 2.2. we will discuss the basic elements of institutions and the role of
institutions in the market mechanisms.
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2.1 Markets

Economic transactions can be organized through two mechanisms: hierarchy or
market (see also (Malone 1987) for an analysis). In the hierarchical mechanism the
buying and selling party have a "special" (usually longstanding) relationship. This can
be because they are part of the same company or because they have a frame contract
that covers the transaction. In this situation the negotiation phase (price discovery) can
be skipped during the individual transaction. All negotiation is done at the time the
parties enter into the frame contract. The situation is relatively static and most suitable
for EDI applications. One of the big advantages of this mechanism is that it is possible
to make a tight integration between the production processes of the buyer and seller.
Something that is very important in just-in-time production in e.g. the car
manufacturing industry. A disadvantage is the dependence on a few suppliers and/or
buyers. If one of the suppliers fails to deliver (or goes bankrupt) it immediately creates
a problem in the production line.

The second mechanism to organize transactions is the market mechanism. The main
idea is that there are many providers of a product and many clients that want to
purchase the product. The parameters of the transaction (like the price of the product)
are not fixed for a long period of time, but determined for each single transaction. In
general it holds that the coordination costs for this mechanism are higher than that of
the hierarchy mechanism. However, because of the economy of scale and growing
competition the production costs are usually lower. Tight coupling of production
processes is harder using the market mechanism, because of the fact that suppliers will
change regularly.

In general one could say that there is a trade-of between the coordination costs and the
production costs. If a complete product is manufactured within one company the
coordination costs are very small and optimal logistics can be achieved because all is
under control of one party. However, the production itself is more expensive because
some parts could be produced much more efficient by other parties. If on the other
hand the manufacturing and assembly of all parts of a product are out-sourced then
maximal efficiency can be achieved in the production processes. However, the costs
of coordinating these different parties are much higher.

Some characteristics of products, companies and markets influence the decision on
whether the products should be traded through a hierarchy mechanism or through a
market mechanism. The first characteristic is the asset specificity of a product. For
instance, if a product is very location specific (i.e. produced only at a specific place
and relatively difficult to transport) then it will be more difficult to trade the product
through a market mechanism because it is more difficult to choose freely between
different producers (or consumers). A good example is the car manufacturing industry.
Because this industry is very competitive they try to lower costs as much as possible.
One way to achieve this is by reducing stocks. In order to accomplish this the factories
only start manufacturing a car after it has been ordered. Moreover they only want the
parts to arrive when they are needed in the production process. As a consequence the
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factories depend on the fact that their suppliers are located in the vicinity of the
manufacturing plant such that parts can be reliably delivered just-in-time. In this
situation a hierarchy mechanism is more efficient than a market mechanism. The extra
costs that are incurred because the company is tied to a few suppliers are easily
outweighed by the benefits of the just-in-time delivery.

Another example of asset specificity is the fact that a product can be related to a
specific type of customers and/or producers. For example, if a symphony orchestra is
needed for a concert than the quality of the orchestra is very dependant of the people
playing in it. One cannot easily substitute one orchestra for another. On the other hand
some products are completely geared towards a small market, like operation tools for
surgeons. Also for these types of products a hierarchical model is usually preferable to
a market model.

Also products that are difficult to specify are not so easily traded through a market
mechanism, because it is hard to compare products from different producers. So, it is
not about the complexity of a product but about how easy it is to specify. E.g. a car is
very complex, but is relatively easy to specify, because most parts are standardized.
However, a business insurance policy is very difficult to describe accurately, because
there are no standards at all.

Finally, the players that are in the market for a certain type of products play a role in
the choice between market or hierarchy mechanisms. If there are only a few suppliers
in the market, like e.g. in rail transport, telephones or large building constructions,
then a market mechanism does not work properly, because the suppliers can easily
collude to manipulate the market. E.g. if the government puts out a call for offers on a
large bridge and only three or four companies are able to build it, they can collude and
agree not to make a bid below a certain price. They may split the difference after the
project is awarded or take turns in other big projects.

To conclude, it can be said that there are products for which the market mechanism is
the obvious choice. E.g. commodities like books and CD’s. There are also products
and markets where the hierarchical mechanism seems natural. E.g. specialized tools
for industries with only a few (but large) companies. However, there is also a whole
range of products and markets for which the choice is not obvious. For this area it can
be said that the use of information technology reduces the coordination costs in all
cases and therefore more products in these markets will be traded through some form
of market mechanism. In principle this is very promising with respect to support of
these transactions. It seems that the market mechanism is easier to support (and even
automate) than the establishment of a hierarchical mechanism. (note that the situation
is almost reversed once the hierarchy has been established. In that case EDI can be
used and much of the logistics supported efficiently). If all products could be
exchanged using a market mechanism then we could devise some auction mechanism
to support it and fully automate the exchange. However, we do not believe that this
will be feasible for all situations. The main question at this moment is what type of
support can be offered (and what role do agents play) if no pure market mechanism
like the auction mechanism can be used?
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2.2 Institutions

In the previous section we described two main mechanisms for economic transactions
between organizations. Our main interest lays in how the transactions can be
supported when they are performed electronically. Especially of interest is the role of
(electronic) institutions to support the transactions. In general one might say that
institutions play two roles:

1. They enhance the efficiency of the transaction between the partners

2. They enhance the trust that the parties have in a proper performance of the
transaction.

The efficiency of the transaction is enhanced by providing e.g. an efficient price
discovery mechanism and a standard transaction protocol.

The role of enhancing trust in the transaction is often underestimated. In many cases
though institutions have evolved from in order to remedy a lack of trust in the market.
The institution can enhance trust e.g. by providing trusted information on potential
partners (Like Chambers of Commerce). They can also provide regulations for the
behaviour of the parties during the transactions and ways to enforce that behaviour.
They can enforce for instance guarantees of the parties on payment and/or credit.
Often the institutions also provide a legal back up for the contracts that are closed
within the institution. E.g. in the form of standard legal contracts that cover all
transactions within the institution.

The emphasis on which role is played will be different when market transactions are
supported and when hierarchical transactions are supported. In case of hierarchical
transactions the institution can play a role in establishing a relationship between the
parties (the contracting phase), but usually the negotiation phase is far more
complicated and involves much more than just price discovery. During the fulfillment
phase of the contract, the role might be in monitoring the workflow and assisting in
case of disputes. In case of the use of a market mechanism for the transaction the role
of the institution will be to structure the way buyers and sellers can interact on the
market. E.g. by providing an efficient means for price discovery (like an auction
mechanism).

Institutions are determined by two things. First the infrastructure that they provide and
secondly the type of interactions that are supported by the institution (see also
(Tsvetovatyy 1997)). E.g. an institution might provide both an auction as well as a
shopping mall.

2.2.1 Infrastructure

The infrastructure for electronic institutions should at least contain banking facilities,
communication facilities and an ontology. In any transaction at some stage one party
has to pay the other party. This can be done very simple by giving a credit card
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number or very complicated by setting up some letter of credit or other financial
security. An institution should provide different ways of payment such that the parties
can always find a common way to pay. It is very awkward if a whole transaction is
concluded but a payment cannot be made because one side can only pay with a Visa
card and the other party only accepts Digital cash. Preferably the institution has some
back-up such that it can convert itself between different methods of payment.

Of course the payment should be safe and guaranteed. This means e.g. that credit
cards should be checked but also that the communication of the credit card number is
encrypted in a secure way.

The communication facilities have two aspects. The first is that the communication
should be confidential, integrity should be guaranteed, authentication of messages
possible and repudiation of messages impossible. These are all measures of security
that should be taken such that parties that do business through the institution can
communicate in a secure and reliable way. The second aspect of the communication
facilities is the provision of protocols and languages that can be used during the
(formal) interaction between the parties. A good example is an auction protocol like
the descending bids protocol. Finally there should be a common ontology available for
the parties in the institution. This is needed such that they can check whether they are
referring to the same objects when they use specific terms. E.g. it might state that a
"monitor" refers to a 14" color monitor unless specifically stated otherwise. Also it
might state that a "contract" refers to a legally binding contract according to a certain
statute of the law.

2.2.2 Transaction Types

The transactions that are performed between two parties can be performed either
directly or through some broker. In the case that the transaction takes place through
the hierarchy mechanism the transaction is almost always performed direct. This
means that the contacts are between the parties themselves directly and no third party
plays an intermediary role.

However, the most common example of direct trading is "shopping". Producers
expose their products in some way and customers can compare by entering several
shops. After the customer makes a choice the transaction is performed directly with
the shopkeeper. Another good example of direct trading is the use of classified ads. Of
course the cases where the parties enter into a direct negotiation without interference
of an arbitrator is also an example of direct trading.

The most common example of indirect trading are the auctions. In that case the
producers deliver their products at the auction house and the consumers can buy the
products using some predefined auction mechanism. In this case the broker brings
buyer and seller together and helps the market to set a fair price. Another way of
indirect trading is through distributors, which actually buy the products themselves
first and later on resell it to the customers.
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Although this is not the place to present a detailed analysis of the roles of the broker in
indirect trading (see e.g. (Choi 1997)), it is good to at least sketch some of its
functions. Although it might seem that brokers and institutions are the same (namely
intermediaries in the trading process) we want to stress that they have different
functions. An institution is facilitating the trading process and is usually not seen as an
extra link in the supply chain. A broker is an extra link in the chain between supplier
and customer.

Brokers can have many functions. First of all they might have information about
products and/or companies that are not easily available to the potential customers. In
that case they can play a role in matching the interests of customers and suppliers.

Usually brokers do not actually provide a mechanism for price discovery. However,
they can be involved in price discovery in at least two ways. First of all they can
provide information about current (and/or fair prices) to customers and suppliers,
therewith in effect influencing that price if the market is quickly changing (e.g. stock
brokers) or very opaque (e.g. house brokers). Secondly, they can operate as
distributor, thus first buying the products from the suppliers and later on selling them
to the customers. By operating this way, the broker actually determines a price
together with the suppliers and customers. This can be beneficial for both sides
because of the economy of scale that a distributor can realize. Therefore it can claim a
lower prize than normal customers from the supplier. The difference in price is usually
large enough such that the customers also profit from the intermediary and still can get
a lower price.

A third function of the broker is that of organizing the logistics more efficient. This
can e.g. be done through keeping stock in a central place.

Another function of a broker is as trusted party in the contracting phase. The broker
can organize the contract and validate it against industry standards. Also the broker
might have specific knowledge about procedures that should be followed in the
process.

In general it can be said that the function of the broker is to provide knowledge for
those phases of the transaction where it is not economical for the parties to obtain that
knowledge themselves and to provide economies of scale in those cases where that is
profitable for both suppliers and customers. See (Moss 1998) for an economical
analysis of the profitability of establishing a broker in a market.

There seem to be at least two cases in which direct trading is the most profitable way
of trading. First is the case where there is a "good market". I.e. a market with many
buyers and sellers, which can easily get into contact and which have enough
information to compare parties and products. A good example are the commodity
markets. In these markets the existence of brokers is usually not profitable. The
second case where direct trading is the most profitable is where direct contact between
buyer and seller is important. This can be important because the contract is
complicated and very personal, but also because the product is "personalized" or
feedback on the products is very important.
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2.3 The Role of Institutions

The role of the (electronic) institution in direct transactions is naturally smaller than in
indirect trading. Because in direct trading the contacts are directly between supplier
and customer, the institution has little control over the content of the contract and the
transaction. However, the institution can provide facilities to the parties to support
their contact. E.g. it can provide payment methods, standard contracts, common
ontology, etc. One of the main roles of an institution in direct trading will be to reduce
the costs and time of the coordination during the establishment of the hierarchy.
However, another important role will be to establish the necessary trust between the
parties in order to conclude the transaction. This can be achieved by providing
securities to the parties with respect to the information they get (e.g. through
certificates on data), providing standard internationally recognized contracts,
providing settlement constructions, etc.

In the indirect trading the role of the institution will be an intermediary between the
two parties. In fact it will support many of the functions that were described for
brokers as well. From this role it follows that the institution has more power to control
the whole transaction. It can determine the protocol through which the interaction
takes place. This tighter control possibilities make it easier to automate parts of these
brokered transactions. For instance, an auction protocol can be implemented . It is
easy to write software that can operate with the auction protocol and automatically sell
or buy products. This situation is different for the direct transactions. It is more
difficult to automate a free negotiation than an auction mechanism. Of course many
aspects can be supported in direct transactions as well. E.g. the information exchange
and even price discovery can be supported by shopping agents and shopping malls.

3 Institutions and Agents

In this section we discuss the roles that agents might have in electronic commerce and
more specific how they can be combined with the use of electronic institutions. Before
going into this discussion we will reiterate the key properties of agents and indicate
which type of tasks agents are particularly suitable for.

3.1 Agents

A commonly used definition of intelligent agents states that they are software systems
that should be autonomous, pro-active, reactive and sociable (Wooldridge 1999).

The first property (autonomousness) means that the agents should be relatively
independent in executing their functions. It means that agents will not be dependent on
input of the user for every decision they have to take. In the other hand an agent
cannot be controlled in the way objects are controlled. When sending a message to an
object this will evoke a method of the object that is executed whenever the message is
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of the right type and the sender had the right authority (the center of control lays with
the requesting object). In the case of agents, the agent will determine itself when it
receives the message whether it will respond to the message or not (the center of
control lays with the receiving agent).

The last property (sociability) has as consequence that an agent should be able to
communicate with its environment and is able to cooperate with it (including other
agents). This means that an agent is not completely autonomous, but can be influenced
by other agents and the user.

The property of pro-activeness means that agents have their own (in-built) goals that
they try to achieve. Therefore they do not rely on explicit commands of a user to start
operating.

Finally, the reactiveness of agents means that they can react to changes in the
environment. This property balances the pro-activeness somewhat. It prevents that
agents only try to achieve a certain goal without looking whether the goal is still
achievable, whether the current plan is the best one, etc.

Some other properties that agents can have are mobility and learnability. The first
indicates that agents might move themselves from one machine to another (instead of
sending messages) and the second indicates that agents can adapt their behavior on the
basis of their experiences.

Unfortunately the practical, implemented agents of today do not have all the properties
sketched above. However, we will use these properties to see for what type of tasks
agents can be most useful.

The first task that comes to mind is that of collecting and filtering information. Agents
can move over networks to gather information, compare it and filter the best
information based on the past appreciation of the user.

A second type of task that agents are good in is to negotiate in simple ways over
resources and other tasks to be performed. A good example is the use of the Contract
Net protocol to divide tasks among a set of agents.

A third task that agents can do very well is to distributedly solve a complex problem.

A last task that agents can perform well is to guide and monitor longterm processes
that need frequent attention and have a life span of several hours to several months.

3.2 Agents and Electronic Commerce

Agents can play several roles in the (electronic) commerce transactions. At least one
should distinguish a role of agents where they support one or both parties in the
trading process and a role of the agent as representative of a party in the trading
process. Agents will only be used as user representative if the benefits of using an
agent are high and the trust that an agent will realize them are high enough. Practically
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this means that agents can more easily be used in this role if the value of the
transaction is relatively low (and thus the loss incurred in the case of not getting an
optimal deal are not very important) and when the procedure followed in the
transaction is well defined. If the user knows exactly which steps are followed, the
user will more easily trust that an agent will get an optimal deal.

However, even when the process steps are clear the process itself might still be vague.
First of all the product might be difficult to specify. In that case the consumer or
supplier might want to start with a vague (or incomplete) description and fill it in
during the negotiation. This uncertainty about the actual product makes it very
difficult to delegate the trading to an agent, which needs a clear goal to operate
reliably. A second major problem is that the user does not always know on forehand
what he will accept as a good deal. It is clear that a consumer wants the price to be as
low as possible if he negotiates about price only. However, when negotiations are
performed over multiple attributes, the relative importance of the attributes is usually
not fixed at the start. E.g. when negotiating about price and guarantee a customer can
indicate that it finds price very important and guarantee hardly (say they get an
importance mark of 90 vs. 10%). However, he might find during negotiation that
whenever the price drops below a certain level no guarantee can be given at all.
Although it might be that the utility, calculated on the basis of the scales and relative
importance he gave earlier, is maximal at that price he still wants some guarantee on
the product and decides to go for a sub-optimal price. The main point here is that
people usually do not foresee the consequences of their choices for the utilities of the
attributes on the final outcome.

Besides the above points that prohibit an easy delegation of the trading process to
agents, it might also be that the trading process itself is either not very clear or very
complex and context dependent. E.g. if the negotiation is very complex with several
parties at the same time or about many interrelated issues, it is not very likely that a
customer will delegate this task to an agent.

The representative role is most likely to occur when market mechanisms are used for
trading. For the market mechanism there are at least a number of cases where the trust
needed is relatively low, the procedures are quite simple and clear and thus the
advantage of delegating this task to an agent can be high.

In the other hand setting up a hierarchical relationship is a complicated process that
requires the building up of trust between the parties. This will not easily be delegated
to a piece of software.  However, also in a hierarchy agents can have an important
role. First of all the agents can be used to assist in setting up the hierarchy. In the past
this was a complicated process, where many agreements had to be made. However,
with the advent of "virtual enterprises" where different independent organizations
form a company for a specific project or purpose, it becomes more easy to couple
several organizations into a hierarchical relation. In cases where the interactions
between different organizations are well defined this might be automated using agents
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(something that is not feasible at this moment yet, due to the fact that exactly those
interactions between organizations are usually not formally defined).

Agents can also be used to support the logistics in a hierarchical relation (see Nissen
1999). Of course one could think of using a traditional ERP package like SAP or
Baan, or a Work Flow Management package to streamline the logistics. However,
these software packages start from the idea that all the logistics is controlled through
one organization. It means that the control of the logistics process is centralized as
well. In the case of a hierarchical relation between companies this is not (always) the
case. Each company is at least to some extend autonomous. Therefore resource
allocations as made in the traditional Work Flow Management and ERP packages
cannot be made in this case. The use of autonomous agents to represent departments
and organizations might solve this problem. Instead of just allocating a task to a
resource, the allocation is done through a request that can be negotiated by the agents.

As said before the role of agents is most clear in case a market mechanism is used to
perform the transactions. In this case agents can be used to compare products of
several producers and help to find the best bargain, but they can also be used to
perform the actual transaction. Only in the last case do we speak of actual agent
mediated electronic commerce. If a direct trading procedure is followed, agents of
producers and consumers should negotiate the deal and inform their users. In case the
negotiation is very simple (or not existing as in the case of fixed price markets) this
can be done without the use of an institution. E.g. an agent can buy a CD at CD-now,
because the transaction is completely specified and simple. However, in most cases a
certain context is needed in which the transaction can be performed. This context can
be formed by an institution. In the next section we will discuss what role institutions
can play when agents are used for electronic commerce.

3.3 Agents and Institutions

The institution determines the way that the parties can conduct the transaction and
provides an infrastructure to do it. Good examples are Kasbah and AuctionBot, market
places where agents can buy and sell goods. They give a predefined structure for
specifying the product and also facilitate the negotiation process (about the price of
the product).

As said before, in the case of indirect trading there exists a natural institution in the
form of the broker that mediates in the transaction. In case of an auction, this is the
auction house. The auction house determines the procedure through which products
can be delivered at the auction as well as an auction mechanism that determines the
way products can be bought.

In all cases holds that the more elements of a transaction protocol are determined by
the institution the more efficient the transaction can be performed. That is, the
interaction between the agents is more determined and thus the communication
complexity reduced. However, it also holds that the more elements of the transaction
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protocol are determined by the institution the less flexibility there is to "negotiate" a
deal. E.g. in an auction every item is traded separately and basically on price only. It is
not possible to buy a whole package of products at once for a lower price.

Institutions that employ very rigid and well-defined protocols for the interactions are
the best context for the use of agents in electronic commerce at this moment. First of
all the users can trust the agents more easily if the procedures are well defined and
rigid. Also the agents that enter the institution can be very simple in terms of
communication. Their model of the outside world can be limited to those elements
that are relevant for the protocol and also they do not have to adjust to unexpected
events in the outside world (all events are determined by the rigid protocols). All the
intelligence can be put in the modules that determine the best strategy under the fixed
protocol for the transaction process. Therefore the trust of the user in the delegation of
the task to the agent is bigger.

One of the disadvantages of institutions that employ rigid protocols for the trading
procedure is that many current procedures cannot be captured in that rigid way (yet).
In fact one of the few procedures that can easily be formally modeled and
implemented is the auction model. For each of the auction types one can very
precisely and formally define the procedure to which the participants must adhere.
This is one of the main reasons why auctions became a popular form of electronic
commerce.

One way of extending the use of institutions and agents is to formalize richer trading
procedures such that they can also be handled in the same way as auctions. For
instance, multi attribute auctions are an example, as well as multiple linked auctions.
Although some first attempts are made in these directions (see e.g. Gutman 1998;
Matos 1998), little formal theory is available to make adequate models for the
protocols needed in these situations and especially for the strategies that should be
used for the agents in these situations.

It is also possible to look at institutions that do not fix the entire transaction procedure,
but only give some boundaries or support. For instance, it is well known that the
negotiation process itself is very complicated. However, the institution might support
(or enforce) certain types of negotiations that are still feasible for agents. The main
question is, how to extend the negotiation possibilities. Which type of products are
traded that need these types of negotiations? If these products are mainly traded
through the hierarchy mechanism it might not be very useful to develop such a market
mechanism.

Another way of extending the use of institutions is to just let them give support to the
trading process without having them dictate the protocol used. E.g. in the negotiation
phase the institution might keep track of all commitments that are made so far and that
cannot be reneiged. It can also set the boundaries in between which negotiation can
take place, such that the negotiation is fair for both sides. This can be achieved by
indicating the norms that both parties have to adhere to while interacting through the
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institution. These types of extensions are also useful in the cases where the parties are
trading directly, but need a trusted third party to secure the trading process.

Two things have to be done for these types of extensions of institutions to work. First,
the institutions should be described formally. Whenever institutions adhere to strict
protocols like the auction mechanism, the description of the institution can be given in
terms of several finite state machines that are linked. One finite state machine
describes the auction itself, the others describe the payment procedure, entering the
institution, etc. Finally one finite state machine describes how one gets from one
"scene" to another. E.g. from registration to auction and subsequently to settlement or
exit.

However, when the protocols within the institution are not that rigid, it is also not
possible to define the working of the complete institution as a set of protocols
anymore. What is needed is a normative description of the boundaries of the behavior
of the participants within the institution and possibly the penalties incurred when those
norms are violated. One way of achieving this is through the use of deontic logic as
used in e.g. (Dignum 1999; Meyer & Wieringa 1993)

The second element to be adjusted are the agents that operate within these institutions.
Because the protocols are not all fixed anymore, it is important that the agents know
what protocol they are following when interacting with other agents. So, the agents
must also have a representation of different types of protocols to be used and their
abilities to follow those protocols. E.g. there might be agents that can only negotiate
about prices using a common haggling protocol of alternating bids that converge to a
compromise. Other agents, however, might negotiate about the price using arguments
for each bid. Or agents might negotiate over many aspects of the product at the same
time. There should at least be a "uniform" way to specify the abilities of the agents to
handle all types of different protocols.

The next question is how to develop the institutions and agents together to make it
really work. The agent should know both the protocol of the institution, which can be
still very precisely specified and definite as well as the possible protocols that can be
used within the different phases of the trading procedure.

The ideal situation would be an institution where all types of agents could trade their
products. The "simple" agents only accept a very simple transaction protocol. They
might miss the very best bargain, but could be very efficient. The "complex" agents
can accept both the simple as well as the complicated protocols and can thus trade
with simple agents but also try to conduct real negotiations with other complex agents.
This means that the protocols for negotiation should be built in a modular version
where each module can be seen as an extension of the basic module.

All of the above actually assumes that there is one institution where all agents meet.
But in an open environment there will be many different institutions. So, for the future
it seems important that agents are able to move to different institutions and compare
the products and processes at those institutions. E.g. some auctions may use a
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descending bidding protocol while others use an ascending bidding protocol. How
should an agent determine in which auction to participate to get the best bargain? Is it
possible to participate in both auctions in parallel and use that as an advantage?
Although the institutions give a context in which to perform a transaction, the
existence of multiple institutions creates new possibilities and problems for agents
again.

Of course, it does not seem very feasible for user agents to know how to choose the
best institution and trading procedure. This requires specialized "trading" knowledge,
which cannot be required from the agents at the user sites that actually just want to
buy or sell a product and only have specialized product knowledge. One way to
remedy this problem is through the development of specialized "trading agents" that
have knowledge how best to trade in certain institutions. If an agent wants to buy a
product it will give a description and a price limit to a trading agent. This trading
agent will find the best institution to suit your needs and negotiate the best deal within
that institution. Although there is a general tendency in electronic commerce to
abolish intermediaries, it seems that this is a viable area for a new type of
intermediary!

A possible architecture of such a trading agent is given in the following figure. It is
based on (Tsvetovatyy, 1997; Verharen, 1997; Dignum et.al., 1997; Norman et.al.,
1997).

Fig. 1. Trading agent architecture
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The knowledge base consists of several parts: the financial knowledge (about ways of
payment), institutional knowledge (about the protocols and norms of institutions),
market knowledge (about the type of market that is suitable for which type of product)
and strategy knowledge (about strategies for interacting most profitable within an
institution).

The communication manager takes care of all communication with other agents within
and outside institutions. It also receives all messages from other agents and sends it to
the most appropriate module. It incorporates some knowledge on communication
protocols that it should follow (outside institutional protocols). Messages can be
anything from bidding on a product, to a payment order to the bank.

The contract manager has control over the negotiation phase in the sense that it keeps
track which negotiation strategy is followed, how successful it is and finally which
commitments (contracts) have been made. Once a contract has been made, the
contract manager keeps track of the fulfillment of the contract. I.e. it will initiate
payment at the right moment, check delivery, etc.

The situation assessment module is the decision module of the agent. In this module
all knowledge of the agent is consulted and a decision is made about where to sell or
buy a product, when to start, when to quit negotiations, etc. This module also contains
the goals of the agent as set by the clients. E.g. sell this product as quick as possible,
but not below a certain price.

The task manager is a module that plans all actions of the agent. It schedules the
actions based on all commitments and resource availability.

4 Conclusions

Agents can be used in many ways in the electronic commerce process. In order to use
them as mediators it is almost always necessary to create a context in which the
trading of the agents takes place. Only when the procedures of the trading are well
defined it is feasible to delegate the actual trading to an agent. This context can be
provided in the form of an institution. So, institutions can function in two ways. They
can be instruments for intermediaries and used to support the function of the
intermediary party in the trading process (indirect trading). Institutions can also be
used to create a trusted and well-defined environment for direct trading parties.

At the moment agents are mainly used in the indirect trading processes, because in
those processes there are well defined protocols and institutions that are dictated by
the intermediaries of the trading process (the most famous one being the auction
houses). In order to use agents in more complex trading processes, the institutions
should be extended to allow more types and more flexible protocols. Only when these
can be formally defined and the boundaries of the behavior of agents within the
institutions is clearly defined can agents successfully be employed in these more
complex trading processes.
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The institutions should be flexible enough to provide different types of scenarios.
Depending on the type of product and market situation a certain type of trading can be
chosen. This means that agents should be able to select the proper (most efficient or
profitable) trading procedure for the case in hand. If the chosen procedure allows
some freedom within the interaction (e.g. negotiating in different ways) the agent
should agree with the other party on a common acceptable way of interacting. One
cannot expect all agents to have the same capabilities, therefore agents should be
designed in such a way that they can deal with both simple and complex agents in the
context of the same institution.

A new challenge will be to design trading agents that function as intermediaries for
the trading procedure. They have specialized knowledge on strategies and trading
protocols, such that the agents of the trading parties only have to have product and
market knowledge and can leave the burden of finding the suitable trading procedure
to the trading agent.
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Abstract. The Electronic Commerce is one of the areas in which the technology
of intelligent agents can be successfully applied, and maybe, the only way to
allow consumers to deal with the complexity and diversity of the electronic
services offered and in particular in environments like the Internet. While there
are many Web services, which help users find things to buy, there are few that
help buyers and sellers. The purpose of this paper is to present a model for a
virtual electronic Market Place more flexible than the existing on the Web,
where users create autonomous agents to buy and sell goods on their behalf.
Four stages of the Consumer Buying Behaviour (CBB) model are addressed.

1 Introduction

With the increasing importance of electronic commerce across the Internet the need
for agents to support both customers and suppliers in buying and selling goods or
services is growing rapidly. Today there are several Web sites where people can look
for a specific good or service [1][2][3][4] but most of them does not take advantage of
the intelligent systems and knowledge technology to automate the process and few
help buyers and sellers. The traditional electronic commerce systems on the Internet
require a large effort from users and include searching for parties interested in selling
or buying what users want to buy or sell, comparing prices and other features of the
good or service in order to make an optimal purchase decision. Neither dynamic price
according to the actual demand nor customer specific offers are possible. The
customer and the supplier cannot negotiate the details of a deal. The comparison with
competitors like in markets is not supported by these systems.

Agents can help people on consumption activities [5]. In the past, agents were used
successfully to execute a set of tasks like information search, information selection,
execution of repetitive procedures, decisions making based on a specific criterion, etc.
Agents technology seems to be the best to use in electronic commerce, since agents
can sell, buy and represent the interests of their owners, whether they are customers or
suppliers. On Electronic Commerce agents used like intermediates are going to
revolutionise this kind of commerce and we believe that the use of agents can reduce
transaction costs involved in electronic commerce, in general, and in consumer-to-
consumer transactions, in particular.

Most of current commerce agents like "shopping bots" only support the Product or
Merchant Brokering stages, only two of the six stages of the CBB model [6] that is
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used to explain the different stages of a deal. Few systems go into the negotiation part
and even fewer help anticipate consumer needs (Need Identification stage) and
provide paths into the subsequent CBB stages. But a flexible market place needs to
support more stages to be successful.

The goal of this work is to give a contribution to create a market place more
flexible than the existing electronic commerce places, including four stages of the
CBB model. We will present a model for a virtual market place on the Web where
users create autonomous agents to buy and to sell goods or services. The intelligent
agents automate the time consuming process of looking for partners (buyers and
sellers) and have the ability to negotiate with other agents in order to obtain the best
deal. There is the need for some data mining and knowledge discovery techniques to
build customer/supplier profiles, to permit customer/seller group identification and to
do forecasting.

Our model has many providers for a product or service and many clients that want
to purchase the product or service. Any transaction has specific parameters and is
based in items like price, available stock, delivery policies, terms of guarantee,
satisfaction with certain providers, etc. Dynamic pricing according to the actual
demand and customers offers is possible too.

2 Agents as Mediators in Electronic Commerce Applications

The traditional electronic commerce approach requires a direct communication
between the potential buyer and seller. The buyer collects information about a product
by directly accessing the information provided by the seller. If the offer satisfies his
needs he negotiates directly with the seller of the product. Negotiation, delivery and
payment are usually done manually.

The traditional approach has the following disadvantages:

- It requires a long time to gather the necessary amount of information about a
product or service, since all information sources have to be accessed manually;

- The growing number of similar goods and services available further increases this
problem. The buyer is forced to compare a number of products before he is able
to make a decision to buy;

- For the seller of products or services it becomes increasingly difficult to get
potential buyers to notice his products. He is forced to spend more time and
money on advertising than necessary;

- Information deficits on the side of the buyer or seller can lead to pricing
inefficiencies.

An agent-based architecture for electronic commerce allows the creation of a
virtual market place in which a number of autonomous or semi-autonomous agents
trade services and goods. This approach offers a number of new opportunities to
reduce or even eliminate the disadvantages mentioned above. Agents are able to
examine a large number of products before making a decision to buy or sell. This not
only eliminates the need for manually collected information about products but also
allows negotiating an optimal deal with the various sellers of a good.
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Software agents will play an increasing variety of roles as mediators in electronic
commerce. The personalised, continuously running autonomous nature of agents
make them well suited for mediating the consumer behaviours involving information
filtering and retrieval, personalised evaluations, complex coordinations, and time-
based interactions [6]. These roles correspond to Product Brokering, Merchant
Brokering and Negotiation stages of the CBB model.

2.1 Actors

We need intelligent agents to buy and sell goods or services on their behalf. Shopping
agents are software agents that represent users and their goals in online shopping.
Early shopping agents behave like information agents. They only were able to collect
price and available information for a certain good or service [1]. Improved systems
can also make recommendations [7]. Other systems introduced more sophisticated
agents, which could autonomously negotiate about price in order to obtain the best
deal [8]. Negotiation about price is sufficient only if there are no other properties to
consider when buying or selling goods or services. But we can think in other
properties that are relevant in a deal like: short delivery times; extended terms of
guarantee; satisfaction with certain providers. Interestingly, simulation results have
been reported, showing that well-informed shopping agents concentrating on price
comparisons solely can lead to disastrous price wars [9]. Price wars force suppliers to
concentrate only on goods for the mass market in order to compensate lower profit by
much higher sales rates. Suppliers with more specialised range of goods or services
coupled with additional terms have either to conform to the simple price-comparing
process or to draw back from the online market. The customer will find a reduced
number of different online suppliers and a decreasing diversity of goods and services.

We need agents that can do negotiation taking into account multiple interdependent
attributes specified by the users.

"The negotiation process requires a state space and utility functions [10], the state
space describes what the parameters of negotiation are and how they are measured. A
buyer and seller who cannot agree on a price/delivery date combination may see
things quite differently when credit terms are entered into the negotiation as an extra
dimension. The utility functions determine how happy a participant is with a certain
location in the state space. For example, a buyer would have higher utility for a low
price, and a seller would have a utility function that works differently". The state
space expands as new issues come up, and the utility functions are refined as a person
has a "gut feeling" reaction to a proposed deal. This approach tries to find new points
in the solution space that benefit both buyers and sellers.

When a user creates a selling agent, he gives it a correct description of the item to
sell. The user needs to specify a set of attributes when creates the seller agent like:

- Description of the item;
- Desired price;
- Lowest acceptable price;
- Stock available;
- Desired date to sell the item;
- Delivery times (Physical goods);
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- Terms of guarantee;
- Authorisation to do the transaction / need user approval;
- Other relevant parameters.

The user needs to specify his preferences and a range of preferred values and some
measurement for the interdependencies between the attributes.

Basically, the agent goes to the market place, contacting interested parties (buying
agents) and negotiating with them the best possible deal taking into account the
attributes specified by the user and the corresponding preferences.

The agent goal is to sell the item in question. The user can change the initial
parameters at any time. The user can check on its selling agents, see which other
agents they have talked to, and what prices they have been offered. This information
can imply changes like decreasing the price, if they see that the offers are lower than
expected. But this agent has to take into account the different attributes and
preferences specified by them (only concentrating in the price if it is the user choice).

When they obtain their objectives, they have to notify their owners. At this level
two situations are possible: the agent has a previous authorisation to do the transaction
and only has to notify the user; or the user has the final decision, and agents have to
communicate the possibilities being considered. The agent can show his opinion, but
the user has the final decision.

In contrast there are the buying agents, which job is to buy goods on behalf of
users. When a user creates a buying agent, a correct description of the item that he
wants to buy must be given. Basically, the agent goes to the market place, contacting
interested parties (selling agents) and negotiating with them the best possible deal
taking into account different users preferences. The user needs to specify a set of
attributes when he creates the buyer agent like:
- Description of the item;
- Desired price;
- Highest acceptable price;
- Desired date to buy the item;
- Terms of guarantee;
- Satisfaction with certain providers;
- Delivery times acceptable (Physical goods);
- Authorisation to do the transaction / need user approval;
- Other parameters.

The user needs to specify too their preferences and a range of preferred values and
some measurement for the interdependencies between the attributes.

The agent goal is the negotiation with selling agents, trying to make the best deal,
taking into account the attributes specified by the user and the corresponding
preferences.

When they obtain their objectives, they have to notify their owners too. At this
level we also have two possible situations: the agent has a previous authorisation to
do the transaction and only has to notify the user; or the user has the final decision,
and agents have to communicate the possibilities being considered.

The users can specify more parameters than those mentioned above. The agents
negotiate with each other by using strategies based on rule systems and utility
functions defined by the individual user.

Once a buying and selling agent has a deal and their respective user approval, then
the transaction can occur.
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2.2 Number of Actors

The number of partners on a Market for a specific good or service can be one-to-one,
one-to-many or many-to-many.

One-to-one, single seller for single buyer, negotiation between one seller and one
buyer and can involve various aspects of a deal. This relation is the simplest model
possible.

One-to-many, we can have a single seller for multiple buyers or we can have a
single buyer for multiple sellers at any time for a certain good or service in the market
place. Auctions are an example of this kind of relationship where there are negotiation
between one seller and many buyers, but an auction reduces the negotiation to a single
variable: the price and they do not function very well in cases where the buyer needs a
customised product or service. Another problem is that bids in auctions are usually
binding and therefore the user has to trust his agent.

Agents can have two different roles in to online auctions. They can participate in
auctions selected by the user, being responsible for the bidding process or they can
select the auctions by themselves but for this they need knowledge about what to buy.

Many-to-many, we can have many buyers for many sellers for a specific good or
service at any time. This model is more complex because there are negotiations and
transactions in parallel. The parameters of the transaction are not fixed for a long
period of time, but determined for each single transaction. This situation increases the
market competition, what can be good in order to implement dynamic pricing
according to the actual demand and customers offers. Unfortunately deadlocks may
occur when the demand for some resources exceeds supply.

One-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many is not determined simply by the
number of agents. We can have agents that represent buyers associations and agents
that represent sellers associations. For example, some web sites offer buyers the
opportunity to make grouped orders to get a better price.

The rules of the game, the used protocols, and the number of parties and players
can be different but the outcome should remain the same, a negotiation deal which
will satisfy the participants.

3 Market Place Objectives

Agents can be used in many ways in the electronic commerce applications and for this
it will be necessary to create a scenario where they can interact with each other.

The Market Place function is to permit and facilitate the interaction between the
agents. We support the idea of a Web site where users go to sell and buy things. All
agents are notified by the market about existing buying agents and selling agents and
about what they want sell and what they want buy. We expect that we have agents
interested in buying and selling the same kind of things.

We can have at any time a variable number of partners in our Market and every
transaction has specific parameters.

A language support for inter-agent communication has to be defined; we need to
ensure that all the agents participating in the market use the same language, or that the
languages in use can be translated.
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Another objective is supporting some of the stages of CBB model:

Need Identification, "the consumer can be stimulated through product
information". Although all the buyers agents are notified by the market about existing
selling agents and about their products, the Market Place needs some additional
functions like a database with information about last deals and users profiles. This
data can be worked by data mining techniques to have more information available.
The system can use this information to notify the users about products available based
on their profiles and last deals.

Product Brokering, "the evaluation of product alternatives based on consumer-
provided criteria." The agents system must be able to assist consumers in deciding
which products best fit their personal criteria, they must act as recommendation
agents, make predictions based on profile and "business intelligence", possibly
derived by data mining techniques.

Merchant Brokering, "who to buy from, includes the evaluation of merchant
alternatives based on consumer-provided criteria". The customer agent must be able
to find several providers for each item, taking into account different user preferences
and based in past events and users satisfaction with certain providers (this information
can be available in the mentioned database).

Negotiation, "This stage is about how to determine the terms of the transaction".
The agents negotiate with each other by using strategies based on rule systems and
users criteria. Searching for an agreement on multiple goals and considering tradeoffs
between the goals.

4 A Model for an Electronic Market Place

The model is going to implement two different perspectives: the one of customers and
the other of suppliers. In the customer centred view, the system must act as a decision
support system, helping and advising the user where and how to buy the items he or
she is looking for. The customer’s agent must be able to find several providers for
each item taking into account different users preferences and have the ability to assist
consumers in deciding which products best fit their personal criteria. They must act as
recommendation agents, make predictions based on profile and "business
intelligence", possibly derived by data mining techniques. Learning is an important
characteristic of this agent, since it must remember past events and users satisfaction
with certain providers.

From the provider point of view, there is the need too for some data mining
techniques to build customer profiles and to permit customer group identification.
Another important issue is the ability to "spy" its competitors in which concerns
prices, payments, delivery policies and available products. There is the need for some
simulation techniques, namely the well known "what if" simulation capability, which
can be very advantageous, in order to allow to test the implications of introducing
new measures like: new product prices, news products, etc.

In real physical commerce the employees of the companies selling goods have the
sensibility for the business based in a long experience in the interaction with clients.
When we move to the electronic commerce paradigm this sensibility is lost since we
have a kind of blind negotiation (we may not keep the profile of the client). This is the
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reason why data mining and knowledge discovery is so important in electronic
commerce in order to deal with aspects like client clustering, forecasting, etc. On the
other hand in physical commerce, clients are able to learn by their own experience
which companies are reliable, where to look for personalised goods or services and
how to handle the negotiation process. When we pass our competencies to agents this
knowledge can be lost and data mining is also important here. Electronic market
needs much more agility than traditional market. In order to react to competitors or in
order to gain advantage over them. Electronic agents will need to take decisions.
However, the possible impact of decisions needs to be studied and simulation
techniques are important for this purpose. Some features of Decision Support Systems,
like "What if" simulation, are adequate for our agents. Figure 1 presents the
architecture of the agents Market Place.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Agents Market Place

The architecture is modularised, so that changes in one component would cause at
most minimal changes to be made to the others, and comprises three primary
components:

Interface: Front-end of the application, it consists of a set of Web pages located on
a Web server. The combination of Multi-Agent systems and World Wide Web
technologies provides the means to develop high level interfaces, being able to
support process interaction among Internet users and remote Multi-Agent system
applications [11]. The current WWW tools, their abilities and potentialities, give an
excellent support to reduce the efforts of developing and using interfaces, to simplify
interface maintenance, and to create better communication channels among
distributed applications.

We need a clear set of forms because the success of our model is directly
depending on the "rich" and precisely information given by the users. A clear message
should explain what this data will be used for.
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Back-End: The application engine, can be implemented in Java. Conceptually it is
the place where agents "live" and interact with others, trying to find the best deal.

This component has a database and an administrator agent.
The database (DB) has information about registered users, users profile, users

needs, last deals, customer satisfaction with certain providers, products available,
running agents and other relevant information. The information about user profiles are
obtained through the answers to questionnaires, from purchase history or extracted
and inferred from a statistical analysis.

The administrator agent (AdmAgent) is responsible for the management of
different running agents and the market place.

This component is also responsible for creating the buyers (BAgent) and sellers
(SAgent) agents for a given user and responsible for the implementation of different
negotiation strategies. Each agent can be involved in negotiations with many other
agents at the same time.

We need to include agents that represent buyers associations (BA) and agents that
represent sellers associations (SA) in order to represent real physic commerce in
electronic commerce applications.

Support: There are also several auxiliary components that warrant a good function
of the system: email server, data mining and simulation technology.

The Email server is used to inform system users about new buyers and sellers
agents and new products or to send out notification to users about agents actions.

The data mining tool is for discovering of new knowledge. In order to support
some stages of the CBB model the market needs a database with information about all
the players, this data can be worked by data mining techniques to have more
information available (like dynamic clustering of sellers and buyers). This
information can be used by the agent users and by the administrator agent. Dynamic
clustering of sellers and buyers offer to buyers the opportunity to make grouped
orders to get a better price. Figure 2 presents the function of data mining tool.

With Simulation technology we will be able to known the possible impact of some
new decisions, like new products or new prices, this information can be used to
advertised the different agents.

Fig. 2. Data Mining Tool
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The Interface sends requests to the Back-End, the Back-End is the component with
the responsibility to give an answer to the user, and for which it might use auxiliary
components (support), sending back the answer to the client.

A client can be a potential seller or buyer or also a user that only wants a piece of
information.

The agents can have answers to their functions on the local system or they have the
ability to be mobile.

Because the architecture that we present here has agents that represent buyers and
others that represent sellers, one important issue is the security of the on-line queries.
In order to preserve the information about users, it is expected that agents
representing the sellers have access to additional buyers information only if they are
authorised, otherwise the information is inaccessible or available only to a specific
seller. The system must explain clearly what will do with the information collected
through a questionnaire.

In order to do their functions the agents must have some capabilities like
personality, being autonomous; "smart"; sensitive; mobile; cooperative; informative;
accurate; responsible.

The characteristics that we choose try to guarantee that our agents are able to do
their functions.

Personality, agents operate on behalf of their users, and hence can be equipped
with a personal profile to better reflect their owner preferences;

Autonomy, the big advantage that agents bring is their ability to automate
previously manual operations. This can be used to advantage by employing agents to
look for buyers or sellers and attempting to find the best deal, these autonomous
agents differ from common retrieval and filtering agents, like shopping agents, in
their ability to do negotiations with other agents.

"Smart" agents refers to their ability to learn as they react or interact with their
environment and other agents and indicates that agents can adapt their behaviour on
the basis of their experiences. An agent capable of learning should perform better
over time, and in Electronic Commerce this may be equivalent to "making more
money" for its user (buyer or seller).

Sensibility is the ability to act using stimulus/response type of behaviour by
responding to the present state of the environment in which they are embedded.

Mobility, warrant the ability to move around some networks in order to carry out
their functions.

Cooperation is the ability to cooperate with other agents in order to perform their
tasks (associations of agents to make for example group orders to get a better price),
for the kind of agents with social ability, i.e. the ability to interact with other agents
and possibly humans, a communication language is necessary. This ability can be
used to facilitate the agent negotiation on prices, services and transactions.

Information warrant the ability to search information across the "world" by means
of "Web Robots", "Spiders" [12], etc, in order to have more information available.

Accuracy and Responsiveness, are characteristics important and which assure that
they execute their tasks faithfully.

The agents have the above mentioned characteristics and many functions, but in
general they represent owners, and for this they will interact in order to solve their
tasks. When they obtain their objectives, they have to notify their owners. At this
level there can be two situations: the agent has a previous authorisation to do the
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transaction and only has to notify the user; or the user has the final decision, and
agents have to communicate the existent possibilities. The agent can show his
opinion, but the user has the final decision.

To do their functions the agents have the capacity to communicate with others and
with the system. In this work we have adopted as communicating language the
standard, at the moment, KQML [13]. On a semantic point of view the utilisation of
shared ontologies warrant the inter-relation between heterogeneous agents.

5  Conclusions

Today there are several Web sites where people can look for a specific good or
service, but most of them only serve a small part of the transaction process as it is
defined in the CBB model. We believe that by using agents technology, data mining,
knowledge discovery tools and simulation techniques we can solve many of the
problems presented. We had presented a model for a virtual Market place where users
create autonomous agents to buy and to sell goods or services and represent the
interests of their owners. The intelligent agents automate the time consuming process
of looking for buyers or sellers and can negotiate in order to obtain the best deal.

Our model has many providers for a product or service and many clients that want
purchase the product or service. Any transaction has specific parameters and is based
in items like price, available stock, delivery policies, terms of guarantee, satisfaction
with certain providers, etc. Dynamic pricing according to the actual demand and
customers offers is possible too. Four stages of the CBB model are addressed.

Agents are well suited for use in applications that involve distributed computation
or communication between components. Agent technology is well suited for use in
applications that reason about the messages or objects received over a network. This
explains why agent-based approaches are so adequate in applications that use the
Internet, like electronic commerce. Multi-agent-systems are also suited for
applications that require distributed concurrent processing capabilities.

The analysis that we have made lead to the development of the present model for a
Market place. It will be necessary to implement this model and analyse its behaviour
to conclude about its effectiveness, efficiency and security. As future work we will
implement a prototype Market place based on the presented model, to evaluate the
chosen technology and as a means to obtain feedback from possible users. In addition
more sophisticated negotiation strategies are envisaged and further development work
will include the stage five, "Purchase and Delivery", and the stage six, "Product
Service and Evaluation" from the CBB model.

We also want to explore some implementation details such as the communication
language between the agents and the system, and the ontology problem. Even if a
universal communication language were to be adopted, the participating agents would
still only be using a common syntax. Another important question is about security at
the on-line queries and in the system in general.
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Abstract. In this article we argue that open agent organisations can
be effectively designed and implemented as institutionalized electronic
organisations (electronic institutions) composed of a vast amount of he-
terogeneous (human and software) agents playing different roles and in-
teracting by means of speech acts. Here we take the view that the design
and development of electronic institutions must be guided by a prin-
cipled methodology. Along this direction, we advocate for the presence
of an underlying formal method that underpins the use of structured
design techniques and formal analysis, facilitating development, compo-
sition and reuse. For this purpose we propose a specification formalism
for electronic institutions that founds their design, analysis and develop-
ment.

1 Introduction

According to [20], human interactions are guided by institutions, which provide
a structure to everyday life. Institutions represent the rules of the game in a
society, including any (formal or informal) form of constraint that human beings
devise to shape human interaction. Therefore, they are the framework within
which human interaction takes place, defining what individuals are forbidden
and permitted and under what conditions. Institutions must be created (f.i. the
Constitution), and may evolve over time (f.i. the common law). A distinguishing
feature of institutions is the clear distinction drawn between the rules and the
players. Establishing a stable structure to human interaction appears as the
raison d’être of institutions.

At this point it is convenient to refer to the crucial distinction between insti-
tutions and organisations. Following the rational view of organisations provided
by [10] “organisations are social units (or human groupings) deliberately con-
structed and reconstructed to seek specific goals”. Organisations include politi-
cal, economic, social and educational bodies (f.i. political parties, trade unions,
clubs, universities). In [24] goal specificity and formalization are identified as the
two main characteristics of organisations, meaning by formalization the attempt
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to standardize and regulate the behavior of the roles interacting within an or-
ganization. Therefore roles are understood as standardized patterns of behavior
required of all agents playing a part in a given functional relationship in the
context of an organization.

The way organisations are created and how they evolve are fundamentally
influenced by the institutional framework, and, in turn they influence how the
institutional framework evolves. Organisations must conform to the rules of in-
stitutions in order to receive legitimacy and support.

In this paper we adopt as a main goal the design and development of efficient
and robust open agent organisations. At the outset we wonder whether we can
follow a mimetic strategy that permits us to borrow and adapt well-know social
mechanisms and concepts that have proven valuable when employed for articula-
ting human societies. For this purpose, we firstly make explicit the major issues
arising in our principal task taking inspiration on the analysis already presented
in [8].

– Heterogeneity. The society must be capable of coping with and supporting
heterogeneous agents, i.e. agents developed in different languages, with dif-
ferent purposes (objectives) and preferences, and endowed with varying de-
grees of sophistication.

– Trust and Accountability. Agents are not always expected to reliably follow
the rules of the society due to multiple reasons (bugs, bounded rationality,
etc.), and therefore the society must be equipped with the appropriate me-
chanisms for monitoring and conveniently managing malicious, fraudulent
agent behavior.

– Exception Handling. We must contemplate the capability of detecting, pre-
venting, and recovering from failures resulting from unintended disfunctional
behaviors that may jeopardize the overall functioning of the society.

– Societal change. Agent societies are not static; they may evolve over time by
altering, eliminating or incorporating rules. Hence the need of demanding
flexible agent societies capable of accommodating future changes.

We observe that indeed human societies successfully deal with the issues
above by deploying institutions that:

– determine what individuals are prohibited from doing and what are permit-
ted to undertake;

– costlinessly ascertain violations and the severity of the punishment to be
enacted; and

– evolve and are altered by human beings.

We uphold that agent organisations can be effectively designed and imple-
mented as institutionalized agent organisations —that henceforth we shall term
electronic institutions, or e-institutions for shorter. From this follows that one of
our main purposes will be to model the creation, evolution, and consequences of
the rules defining institutions and their incorporation into agent organisations.
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Notice that the kind of electronic institutions that we will be considering
are populated by a vast amount of heterogeneous (human and software) agents
playing different roles and interacting by means of speech acts [25]. In other
words, we make the assumption that any interacting activity taking place within
our electronic institutions is purely dialogic.

Throughout this paper, we focus on the macro-level (societal) aspects refer-
ring to the infrastructure of electronic institutions, instead of the micro-level
(internal) aspects of agents. Such a task is widely admitted by the multi-agent
community as highly delicate [18]. This fact makes us advocate for adopting
a principled, engineering approach founded on a formal specification of elec-
tronic institutions, continuing the work presented in [22,26], that founds their
design, analysis and development of architecturally-neutral electronic institu-
tions. As the most salient result, we obtain a graphical specification language
that is intended to be embedded into a development environment that assists
e-institutions’ designers at all the stages of the development cycle.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we argue on the need
of a formal method that underpins the specification, analysis and development
of electronic institutions. Next, in Section 3 we provide a mathematically sound,
unambiguous, abstract definition of electronic institutions. In order to illustrate
how to specify in practice electronic institutions, we offer in Section 4 an example
corresponding to the fish market an electronic auction house. In Section 5 we
summarize and highlight the major benefits arising from our contribution, and
discuss the open issues that can be faced taking our proposal as the starting
point.

2 A Formal Specification Approach

Formal methods in software building comprise two main activities, namely formal
specification and verified design, that is the precise specification of the behaviour
of a piece of software, so that such software can be subsequently produced, and
the proof of whether the implementation complies with the specification. Thus,
the role of any formal method is to provide a clear and precise description of what
a system is supposed to do, rather than a formulation of how it operates [9]. The
presence of an underlying formal model will support the use of structured design
techniques and formal analysis, facilitating development, composition and reuse.

In this section we take such formal approach with the purpose of specifying
software infrastructures for electronic institutions. Our formal specification will
be based on a purposely devised specification language enabled to produce both
visual and textual specifications of infrastructures for electronic institutions.
In other words, such specification language shall serve to produce sound an
unambiguous specifications of the rules of the game of an electronic institution.
It is apparent that at a further stage the specification language can be extended
in order to allow for the specification of the players of the game. Such extension
is expected to support the specification of micro (internal) aspects of agents,
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i.e. their architectures and logics. As a result, it would be possible the complete
specification (infrastructure and agents) of an electronic institution.

In this work we solely focus on the specification of infrastructures. As a first
step, we identify the core notions on which our current conception of electronic
institution, and so our specification language, is to be founded:

– Agents and Roles. Agents are the players in an electronic institution, interac-
ting by the exchange of speech acts, whereas roles are defined as standardized
patterns of behaviour. The identification and regulation of roles is conside-
red as part of the formalization process of any organisation [24]. Any agent
within an electronic institution is required to adopt some role(s). A major ad-
vantage of using roles is that they can be updated without having to update
the actions for every agent on an individual basis. Recently, the concept of
role is becoming increasingly studied by software engineering researchers [21,
16], and even more recently by researchers in the agents’ community [4,17,
28,6,5].

– Dialogic framework. Some aspects of an institution such as the objects of the
world and the language employed for communicating are fixed, constituting
the context or framework of interaction amongst agents. In a dialogic institu-
tion, agents interact trough speech acts. Institutions establish the acceptable
speech acts by defining the ontology (vocabulary) —the common language to
represent the ”world”— and the common language for communication and
knowledge representation which are bundled in what we call dialogic frame-
work. By sharing a dialogic framework, we enable heterogeneous agents to
exchange knowledge with other agents.

– Scene. Interactions between agents are articulated through agent group mee-
tings, which we call scenes, with a well-defined communication protocol. We
consider the protocol of a scene to be the possible dialogues agents may have.

– Performative structure. Scenes can be connected, composing a network of
scenes, the so-called performative structure, which captures the existing re-
lationships among scenes. The specification of a peformative structure con-
tains a description of how the different roles can legally move from scene to
scene. Agents within a performative structure may be possibly participating
in different scenes, with different roles, and at the same time.

– Normative Rules. Agent actions in the context of an institution may have
consequences that either limit or enlarge its subsequent acting possibilities.
Such consequences will impose obligations to the agents and affect its pos-
sible paths within the performative structure.

Next, in Section 3 we offer a detailed analysis of the notions introduced
above that helps us gradually construct a formal specification of an electronic
institution infrastructure.

3 Electronic Institutions’ Structure

First of all, and for notational purposes, we introduce some definitions that will
apply henceforth. Let Agents = {a1, . . . , an} be a finite set of agent identifiers,
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and Roles = {r1, . . . , rm} a finite set of role identifiers respectively. At the
specification level we regard agents and roles simply as symbols and type names.
Then by ai : rj we mean that agent ai is of type rj . Moreover, we define the sets
VA = {x1, . . . , xA} and VR = {ρ1, . . . , ρR} as a finite set of agent variables and
a finite set of role variables respectively.

3.1 Roles

We have already identified the notion of role as central in the specification of el-
ectronic institutions. Roles allow us to abstract from the individuals, the agents,
that get involved in an institution’s activities. In order to take part in an elec-
tronic institution, an agent is obliged to adopt some role(s). Thereafter an agent
playing a given role must conform to the pattern of behaviour attached to that
particular role. Therefore, all agents adopting a very same role are guaranteed
to have the same rights, duties and opportunities. Notice that we can think of
roles as agent types. More precisely, we define a role as a finite set of dialogic
actions. Such actions are intended to represent the capabilities of the role. For
instance, an agent playing the buyer role is capable of submitting bids and an
agent playing the auctioneer role can offer goods at auction.

There are several issues concerning role/role relationships. As an agent may
possibly play several roles at the same time, role/role associations standing for
conflict of interests must be defined with the purpose of protecting the institution
against an agent’s malicious behaviour.

Thus, in general, the management of agent/role and role/role relationships
becomes a fundamental issue for electronic institutions. Role-based Access Con-
trol Models (RBAC) [23] developed in the computer security arena offer well-
founded mechanisms for handling both types of relationships. Fundamentally,
RBAC has been successfully employed for managing the security administration
of organisations [3,2]. But more interestingly, RBAC has been accurately forma-
lized [12,14,13]. In order to solve the agent/role and role/role relationships, we
borrow and adapt the formalisation of the rules for RBAC offered by the NIST
RBAC model [14,13,12], which extends the basic RBAC model by adding role
hierarchies, cardinality, and conflict of interests relationships.

Although RBAC manages three types of associations, namely associations
between users (agents) and roles, associations between roles, and associations
between roles and permissions[12], in this section we solely concentrate on the
role/role associations.

When analysing human institutions we observe that the roles played by hu-
mans are hierarchically organised. There are many ways of constructing of a
role hierarchy to express different types of relationships among roles. Here we
consider that roles are organised as a partially ordered set (poset), represented
as a pair R = 〈Roles,�〉, reflecting a role hierarchy. Then if r � r′ holds we say
that r subsumes r′ or an agent playing role r is also enabled to play role r′.

We also realise that there are conflicting roles within an institution. For
instance, in the fish market the boss and buyer roles are mutually exclusive in
the sense that no one can ever act as the boss of the market and as a buyer. In
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a bank, the teller and auditor roles are also considered as mutually exclusive.
We define a policy of static separation of duty (ssd) to mean that roles specified
as mutually exclusive cannot be both authorised to an agent.

We represent the static separation of duties as the relation ssd ⊆ Roles ×
Roles. A pair (r, r′) ∈ ssd denotes that r, r′ cannot be authorised to the very
same agent. Observe that the static separation of duties will be considered when
assigning roles to an agent entering the institution and it restricts the possible
assignations of roles to an agent.

Summarising, the adoption of a policy of separation of duties will allow us to
express constraints on the role/role associations indicating conflicts of interests.
It seems obvious that ssd must satisfy some constraints respect to the relation
�.

Finally, we explicitly state the requirements identified so far as necessary for
managing the role/role relationships:

(i) The static separation of duties relation is symmetric. Formally, for all ri, rj ∈
Roles (ri, rj) ∈ ssd ⇒ (rj , ri) ∈ ssd.

(ii) If a role subsumes another role, and that role is in static separation of duties
with a third role, then the first role is in static separation of duties with the
third one. Formally, for all r, ri, rj ∈ Roles, r � ri, (ri, rj) ∈ ssd ⇒ (r, rj) ∈
ssd.

(iii) If a role subsumes another role, then the two roles cannot be in static sepa-
ration of duties. Formally, ri � rj ⇒ (ri, rj) 6∈ ssd.

Observe that from the last requirements the following properties can be in-
ferred:

(i) For all r ∈ Roles ⇒ (r, r) 6∈ ssd since the � relation is reflexive.
(ii) If (ri, rj) ∈ ssd then for all r � ri and for all s � rj ⇒ (r, s) ∈ ssd.

(iii) If exists r such that r � ri and r � rj ⇒ (ri, rj) /∈ ssd.

3.2 Dialogic Framework

In the most general case, each agent immersed in a multi-agent environment
is endowed with its own inner language and ontology. In order to allow agents
to successfully interact with other agents we must address the fundamental is-
sue of putting their languages and ontologies in relation. For this purpose, we
propose that agents share when communicating what we call the dialogic fra-
mework [19], composed of a communication language, a representation language
for domain content and an ontology. By sharing a dialogic framework, we enable
heterogeneous agents to exchange knowledge with other agents.

Definition 1. We define a dialogic framework as a tuple DF = 〈O,L, I, CL,
T ime〉 where

– O stands for an ontology (vocabulary);
– L stands for a representation language for domain content;
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– I is the set of illocutionary particles;
– CL is the (agent) communication language;
– Time is a discrete and partially ordered set of instants.

Within a dialogic framework the representation language (KIF [15], first-
order logic, etc.) allows for the encoding of the knowledge to be exchanged among
agents using the vocabulary offered by the O ontology. The propositions built
with the aid of L, the “inner” language, are embedded into an “outer language”,
CL, which expresses the intentions of the utterance by means of the illocutionary
particles in I. We take this approach in accord to speech act theory [25], which
postulates that utterances are not simply propositions that are true or false, but
attempts on the part of the speaker that succeed or fail.

We consider that CL expressions are constructed as formula of the type
ι(αi : ρi, αj : ρj , ϕ, τ) where ι ∈ I, αi and αj are terms which can be either
agent variables or agent identifiers, ρi and ρj are terms which can be either
role variables or role identifiers, ϕ ∈ L and τ is a term which can be either a
time variable or a value in Time. We say that a CL expression is an illocution
when αi, αj are agent identifiers, ρi and ρj are role identifiers and τ is a value in
Time time-stamping the illocution. We say that a CL expression is an illocution
scheme when some of the terms corresponds to a variable. This distinction will
be valuable when specifying scenes in the following section.

During the execution of a scene, variables in CL expressions will be bound
to concrete values. For the purpose of allowing to change the value of a bound
variable, we will denote it differently. By t̃ we denote that once bound t it can
be assigned new values. In this way, we provide a way of representing that the
value of a variable can be overwritten.

Henceforth we shall employ question marks to differentiate variables in CL
expressions, including the expression corresponding to the contents, from other
terms.

Next we present examples of CL expressions:

– request(?xi : pra, ?xj : pra, appointment(?t), ?t′) is an illocution scheme.
– request(KQLAT : pra,marc : pra, appointment(tomorrow), 5) is an illocu-

tion that instantiates the schema above. We interpret this CL expression as
a request sent by agent KQLAT playing the pra (personal representative
assistant) role to agent marc playing the same pra role for arranging an
appointment to meet tomorrow.

Finally, we would like to stress the importance of the dialogic framework as
the component containing the ontologic elements on the basis of which any agent
interaction can be specified as illustrated next when introducing the notion of
scene. Thus, a dialogic framework must be regarded as a necessary ingredient to
specify scenes.

3.3 Scene

Before formally defining a scene, we must precisely understand what a scene
is. Recall that the whole activity within an electronic institution was described
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above as a composition of multiple, well-separated, and possibly concurrent,
dialogic activities, each one involving different groups of agents playing different
roles. For each activity, interactions between agents are articulated through agent
group meetings, which we call scenes, that follow well-defined communication
protocols. In fact, no agent interaction within an institution takes place out of
the context of a scene. We consider the protocol of each scene to model the
possible dialogic interactions between roles instead of agents. In other words,
scene protocols are patterns of multi-role conversation.

A scene protocol is specified by a graph where the nodes of the graph repre-
sent the different states of the conversation and the arcs connecting the nodes
are labelled with illocution schemes that make scene state change. The graph
has a single initial state (non-reachable once left) and a set of final states repre-
senting the different endings of the conversation. There is no arc connecting a
final state to some other state.

Normally the correct evolution of a conversation protocol requires a certain
number of agents for each role involved in it. Then a minimum and maximum
number of agents for role is defined and the number of agents playing each role
has to be always between them.

Because we aim at modelling multi-agent conversations whose set of partici-
pants may dynamically vary, scenes will allow that agents either join in or leave
at some particular moments during an ongoing conversation. For this purpose,
we differentiate for each role the sets of access and exit states. The incorpora-
tion or exit of agents has to satisfy the restriction mentioned above about the
number of agents for role. Obviously, the final states have to be an exit state
for each role, in order to allow all the agents to leave when the scene is finished.
On the other hand, the initial state has to be an access state for the roles whose
minimum is greater than zero, in order to start the scene.

Definition 2. Formally, a scene is a tuple 1:

S = 〈R,DF,W,w0,Wf , (WAr)r∈R, (WEr)r∈R, Θ, λ,min,Max〉

where

– R is the set of roles of the scene;
– DF is a dialogic framework;
– W is a finite, non-empty set of scene states;
– w0 ∈ W is the initial state;
– Wf ⊆ W is the non-empty set of final states;
– (WAr)r∈R ⊆ W is a family of non-empty sets such that WAr stands for the

set of access states for the role r ∈ R;
– (WEr)r∈R ⊆ W is a family of non-empty sets such that WEr stands for the

set of exit states for the role r ∈ R;
– Θ ⊆ W ×W is a set of directed edges;

1 When we need to differentiate the elements of two scenes s and s′ we will use a
superindex s or s′.
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– λ : Θ −→ CL is a labelling function;
– min,Max : R −→ IN min(r) and Max(r) return respectively the minimum

and maximum number of agents that must and can play the role r ∈ R;

Notice that not every illocution scheme is valid to label an arc. In general, a
CL expression ι(αi : ρi, αj : ρj , ϕ, τ) can label an arc if it satisfies:

– αi and αj are agent variables;
– ρi and ρj are either role variables or role identifiers in Rs; and
– τ is a time variable;

These variables will be bound to concrete values during the execution of
the scene. For example, agent variables in an illocution scheme will be bound
respectively to the identifier of the agent that has uttered the illocution and to
the identifier of the agent who has received the illocution. Then at each moment
the bindings of the variables will be the context of the scene execution.

Next, we describe an example of a scene extracted from the case of study
presented in Section 4, that we subsequently employ to illustrate how designers
can construct graphical specifications of scenes.

Case Study. We have selected as example, the scene representing the main
activity within the marketplace: the auctioning of goods in the auction room.
This scene is governed by the auctioneer making use of the downward bidding
protocol (DBP) that next we state explicitly:

[Step 1 ] The auctioneer chooses a good out of a lot of goods that is sorted
according to the order in which sellers deliver their goods to the sellers’
admitter.

[Step 2 ] With a chosen good, the auctioneer opens a bidding round by quo-
ting offers downward from the good’s starting price, previously fixed by the
sellers’ admitter, as long as these price quotations are above a reserve price
set by the seller.

[Step 3 ] For each price called by the auctioneer, several situations might arise
during the open round:
Multiple bids. Several buyers submit their bids at the current price. In

this case, a collision comes about, the good is not sold to any buyer,
and the auctioneer restarts the round at a higher price. Nevertheless,
the auctioneer tracks whether a given number of successive collisions is
reached, in order to avoid an infinite collision loop. This loop is broken
by randomly selecting one buyer out of the set of colliding bidders.

One bid. Only one buyer submits a bid at the current price. The good is
sold to this buyer if his credit can support his bid. Whenever there is
an unsupported bid the round is restarted by the auctioneer at a higher
price, the unsuccessful bidder is punished with a fine, and he is expelled
out from the auction room unless such fine is paid off.
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No bids. No buyer submits a bid at the current price. If the reserve price
has not been reached yet, the auctioneer quotes a new price which is
obtained by decreasing the current price according to a price step. If the
reserve price is reached, the auctioneer declares the good withdrawn and
closes the round.

[Step 4 ] The first three steps repeat until there are no more goods left.

Graphical Representation. The purpose of the formal definition above is
to give a a mathematically sound definition of scene. However in practice sce-
nes will be graphically specified. For instance, Figure 1 depicts the graphical
specifications of the scene presented above.

As to the auction scene (see Figure 1), we observe that the specification of the
role set requires the participation of exactly one auctioneer(A) and, at least, two
buyers(b)(min), although up to ten buyers might be allowed to participate(Max).
The graph depicts the states of the scene, along with the edges representing the
legal transitions between scene states, and labelled with illocution schemes of the
communication language of the dialogic framework. The information contents of
such schemes is expressed in first-order logic (FOL) making use of the concepts
in the e-auctions ontology. The type of performative is specified in the set I —
which contains the types of performatives identified in [7]— listed in the Particles
area.

Notice that some states are identified as access and exit states. Apart from
the initial and final states, the w1 state is labelled as an access and exit state for
buyers —meaning that after either a collision, sanction or expulsion, new buyers
might be admitted into the scene— while ω3 is uniquely an access state.

3.4 Performative Structure

The notion of performative structure is the most complex and interesting of this
formalism, since it models the relationships among scenes. Notice that although
conversations (scenes) are currently admitted as the unit of communication bet-
ween agents, limited work has been done concerning the modelling of the rela-
tionships among different scenes. This issue arises when these conversations are
embedded in a broader context, such as, for instance, organisations and institu-
tions. If this is the case, it does make sense to capture the relationships among
scenes. Thus, while a scene models a particular multi-agent dialogic activity,
more complex activities can be specified by establishing relationships among
scenes that allow:

– to capture causal dependencies among scenes (f.i. a patient cannot undergo
an operation without being previously diagnosed by a doctor);

– to define synchronisation mechanisms involving scenes (f.i. within an ex-
change house, we might synchronise traders before allowing them to start
off a negotiation scene);
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Auction Scene

ω2

2

1. inform(?x:a,all:b,open_auction(?n))
2. inform(?x:a,all:b,open_round(?r))
3. inform(?x:a,all:b,to_sell(?good_id))
4. inform(?x:a,all:b,buyers(?b1,...,bn))
5. inform(?x:a,all:b,offer(?good_id,?price))
6. inform(?x:a,all:b,offer(?good_id,?price))
7. commit(?y:b,x:a,bid(?good_id,?price))
8. inform(?x:a,all:b,withdrawn(?good_id,?price))
9. inform(?x:a,all:b,collision(?price))
10. inform(?x:a,all:b,sanction(?buyer_id))
11. inform(?x:a,all:b,expulsion(?buyer_id))
12. inform(?x:a,all:b,sold(?good_id,?price,?buyer_id)
13,14. inform(?x:a,all:b,end_round(?r))
15. inform(?x:a,all:b,end_auction(?n))
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Fig. 1. Graphical Specification of an Auction Scene

– to establish parallelism mechanisms involving scenes (f.i. in an auction house,
several auctions might be run at the same time);

– to define choice points that allow roles leaving a scene to choose their desti-
nation (f.i. an agent attending a conference is expected to opt for one of
various, simultaneous talks);

– to establish the role flow policy among scenes, i.e. which paths can be fol-
lowed by the roles leaving a scene and which target scenes they can reach.
In a conference centre, a speaker, after finishing off his talk, is permitted
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to leave the conference room and make it for another conference room to
attend an ongoing talk. Notice that, for this particular case, the migration
of this speaker also involves the adoption of another role.

In general, the activity represented by a performative structure can be depic-
ted as a collection of multiple, concurrent scenes. Agents navigate from scene to
scene constrained by the rules defining the relationships among scenes. Moreover,
the very same agent can be possibly participating in multiple scenes at the same
time. Hence, it is our purpose to propose a formal specification of performative
structures expressive enough to facilitate the specification of such rules.

From a structural point of view, performative structures’ specifications must
be regarded as networks of scenes. At execution time, a performative structure
becomes populated by agents that make it evolve whenever these comply with
the rules encoded by the specification. Concretely, an agent participating in the
execution of a performative structure devotes his time to jointly start new scene
executions, to enter active scenes where the agent interacts with other agents,
to leave active scenes to possibly enter other scenes, and finally to abandon the
performative structure.

At this point we must notice that the way agents move from scene to scene
depends on the type of relationship holding among the source and target scenes.
As mentioned above, sometimes we might be interested in forcing agents to
synchronise before jumping into either new or existing scene executions, or offer
choice points so that an agent can decide which target scene to incorporate into,
and so on. Summarising, in order to capture the type of relationships listed above
we consider that any performative structure contains a special elements that we
call transition, devoted to mediate different types of connections among scenes.
Each scene may be connected to multiple transitions, and in turn each transition
may be connected to multiple scenes. In both cases, the connection between a
scene and a transition is made by means of a directed arc. Then we can refer
to the source and target of each arc. And given either a scene or a transition,
we shall distinguish between its incoming and outgoing arcs. Notice that there
is no direct connection between two scenes, or, in other words, all connections
between scenes are mediated by transitions. We do not allow also the connection
of transitions.

Agents will be moving from a scene instance (execution) to another by tra-
versing the transition connecting the scenes and following the arcs that connect
transitions and scenes. Transitions must be regarded as a kind of routers that
contain local information about the scene instances that they connect. Therefore,
instead of modelling some activity, they are intended to route agents towards
their destinations in different ways, depending on the type of transition.

The arcs connecting transitions to scenes play also a fundamental role. Notice
that as there might be multiple (or perhaps none) scene executions of a target
scene, it should be specified whether the agents following the arcs are allowed
to start a new scene execution, whether they can choose a single or a subset of
scenes to incorporate into, or whether they must enter all the available scene
executions.
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Fig. 2. Graphical Elements of a Performative Structure

We define a set of different types of transitions and arcs whose semantics will
highly constrain the mobility of agents among the scene instances (the ongoing
activities) of a performative structure. The differences between the diverse types
of transitions that we consider are based on how they allow to progress the agents
that they receive towards other scenes. Let us divide each transition into two
parts: the input, through which it receives agents from the incoming arcs, and
the output, through which agents leave following the outgoing arcs towards other
scenes. Then, the following classification of transitions is based on the behaviour
that they exhibit on their input and output sides:

– And/And: They establish synchronisation and parallelism points since
agents are forced to synchronise at their input to subsequently follow the
outgoing arcs in parallel.

– Or/Or: They behave in an asynchronous way at the input (agents are not
required to wait for others in order to progress through), and as choice points
at the output (agents are permitted to select which outgoing arc, which path,
to follow when leaving).

– And/Or: They are a hybrid of the two types of transitions above: on the one
hand, likewise and/and transitions, they force agents to synchronise on the
input side, while on the other hand, likewise or/or transitions, they permit
agents to individually make the choice of which path to follow when leaving.

– Or/And: They are also a hybrid of and/and and or/or transitions. Agents
are not required to wait for others on the input side, but they are forced to
follow all the possible outgoing arcs.

According to this classification, we define T = {and/and, or/or, and/or, or/and}
as a set of transition types.

Depending on the path followed by the agents when traversing a transition,
they may either start scenes or incorporate to one or more ongoing scenes. Thus
there are also different types of paths, arcs, for reaching scenes after traversing
transitions. We define E = {1, some, all, ∗} as the set of arc types. Following
a 1-arc constrains agents to enter a single scene instance of the target scene,
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whereas a some-arc is less restrictive and allows the agents to choose a subset
of scene instances to enter, and an all arc forces the agents to enter all the scene
instances to which the paths lead. Finally, a *- arc fires the creation of a new
scene instance of the target scene. Furthermore, each arc will be labelled with
the collection of roles that are allowed to follow the arc.

Within the transitions agents are informed about current active scenes and
request for their destination. Thus they constitute an intermediate state for
agents that move from scene to scene. Transitions are employed by the insti-
tution for brokering purposes between agents and the active scenes connected
to the transition. Thus within transitions agents will be informed about the ac-
tive scenes that they can reach so that they choose their destination, i.e. either
some active scene to join or some scene to be started. Each transition has an
institutional agent that interact with arriving agents. The dialogue in transition
can be specified as the dialogue in the scenes with the vision of the institutional
agent and one arriving agent i.e. as a conversation with the institutional agent
and another agent. When an agent arrives it is informed about its possibilities
that depend on the type of the transition and the type of the arcs connecting
the transition to the target scene(s). The difference between a transition and the
rest of the scenes is that there is not a global state of the transition and any
agent can be in a different state2 . For example, new agents after arrive are in
the initial state while other agents are in a middle state after been informed of
their destination or waiting to synchronize with other agents or some agents can
be in a final state waiting to move to their destinations. Agents requesting to
move to a transition are always accepted and they are incorporated to the initial
state. After they have selected their target scenes they wait in a final state until
the target scene(s) arrives to an access state when.

Figure 2 depicts the graphical representations that we will employ to repre-
sent the performative structure’s components introduced so far. From the point
of view of the modeller, such graphical components are the pieces that serve to
construct graphical specifications of performative structures.

Before stating a concrete definition of performative structure, there is a last
element to be considered. Notice that although two scenes may be connected
by a transition, the eventual migration of agents from a source scene instance
to a target scene instance not only depends on the role of the agents but also
on the results achieved by agents in the source scene. Thus, for instance, in the
fish market, although a registration scene is connected to an auction scene, the
access of a buying agent to the execution of the auction scene is forbidden if
it has not successfully completed the registration process when going through
a registration scene. In a conference centre environment, two agents are not
allowed to meet to talk at a meeting room unless they have previously arranged
and committed to some appointment. This fact motivates the introduction of
constraints over the arcs connecting scenes and transitions. We will require that
agents satisfy the constraints, conditions, over the arc solicited to be followed

2 Transitions can be seen as scenes where the state of the scene is the Cartesian
product of the state of each agent
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when attempting to reach a destination scene. Therefore, conditions must also
appear in our formal definition of performative structure.

Finally, we bundle all the elements introduced above to provide a formal
definition of a performative structure specification:

Definition 3. Formally, given a meta-language ML, a performative structure
is a tuple

PS = 〈S, T, s0, sΩ , E, fL, fT , fS , fE , C, µ〉
where

– S is a finite, non-empty set of scenes;
– T is a finite and non-empty set of transitions;
– s0 ∈ S is the root scene;
– sΩ ∈ S is the output scene;
– E = EI

⋃
EO is a set of arc identifiers where EI ⊆ (WES)×T is a set of ed-

ges from exit states of scenes to transitions where WES =
⋃

s∈S

⋃
r∈RWEs

r ,
and EO ⊆ T × S is a set of edges from transitions to scenes;

– fL : E −→ 2VA×R is the labelling function;
– fT : T −→ T maps each transition to its type;
– fE : E −→ E maps each arc to its type;
– C : E −→ ML maps each arc to a meta-language expression of type boolean,

i.e. a predicate, representing the arc’s constraints;
– µ : S −→ IN sets the upper bound on the number of allowed simultaneous

scenes for the scene scheme represented by each scene node.

In order to present the requirements to be satisfied by the elements above, some
previous definitions are needed. Let s ∈ S be a scene such that s = 〈R, DF,W,
w0,Wf , (WAr)r∈R, (WEr)r∈R, Θ, L,min,Max〉. Let var and roles be two func-
tions over arcs, defined respectively as var : E −→ 2VA and roles : E −→ 2Roles,
which return for each arc the set of variables and the set of roles contained in the
arc label. Then the following requirements must be satisfied by every performative
structure:

(i) All the agent variables labelling the incoming arcs of a given transition
must also appear on the outgoing arcs of the transition: for any t ∈ T⋃

(s,t)∈EI var((s, t)) =
⋃

(t,s′)∈EO var((t, s
′))

(ii) For every scene there is a path from the root transition to the output
scene passing through the scene. For all s ∈ S there is a path s0, t1, . . . ,
, sm, tm, sΩ such that (si, ti) ∈ EI , (ti, si+1) ∈ EO ∀i = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and
si = s for some i.

(iii) For every scene, the roles labelling its outgoing arcs must belong to its
role set and for every role in its role set there is at least one outgoing arc
labelled with it, i.e. for all s ∈ S

⋃
(s,t)∈EI roles((s, t)) = Rs.

(iv) For every scene, the roles labelling its incoming arcs must belong to its
role set and for every role of its role set there is at least one incoming arc
labelled with it, i.e. for every scene s ∈ S

⋃
(t,s)∈EO roles((t, s)) = Rs.
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(v) For every scene, there must be at least one access state for every role
labelling an incoming arc, i.e. for every arc (t, s) ∈ EO, and for every role
r ∈ roles((t, s)) there is an access state w ∈ WAs

r where WAs
r is the set

of access states for the role r in the scene s.
(vi) For every and/and transition, every outgoing arc has to be connected

to a scene containing at least one access state for all the roles labelling
the arc. More formally, for every (t, s) such that fT (t) = and/and then⋂

r∈roles((t,s))
WAr 6= ∅.

(vii) For every arc of type ∗ the initial state of the scene must belong to the set of
access states for each role labelling the arc. Formally, for each arc (t, s) ∈
EO such that fE((t, s)) = ∗ we require that w0 ∈ ⋂r∈roles((t,s))WAr.

(viii) Agents will not be allowed to progress through an arc of type ∗ if the number
of instances of this scene has reached its maximum.

From the definition above, we can simply view a performative structure as
a network of scenes interconnected by different types of transitions. The specifi-
cation of a performative structure amounts to select a collection of scenes, and
next create sound connections among them. Complementarity, the limits on the
number of scenes, µ, need to be defined. Figure 3 shows how the graphical ele-
ments in Figure 2 are combined in order to produce the graphical specification
of the performative structure corresponding to the fish market. Observe that
the scene that Figure 1 represents, appears in the resulting specification as a
particular node.

Notice that we demand any performative structure to contain a root and an
output scene. The output scene does not model any activity, and so it must be
regarded as the exit point of the performative structure. As to the root scene, it
must be regarded as the starting point of any agent accessing the performative
structure. Departing from the root scene, agents will make for other scenes within
the performative structure.

3.5 Normative Rules

Such as depicted, a peformative structure constrains the behaviour of any par-
ticipating agents at two levels:

(i) intra-scene: Scene protocols dictate for each agent role within a scene what
can be said, by whom, to whom, and when.

(ii) inter-scene: The connections among the scenes of a performative structure
define the possible paths that agents may follow depending on their roles.
Furthermore, the constraints over output arcs impose additional limitations
to the agents when attempting to reach a target scene.

And yet, we understand that an agent’s actions within a scene may have
consequences that either limit or enlarge its subsequent acting possibilities out
of the scope of the scene.

Such consequences have effect along two different directions. On the one
hand some actions will introduce subsequent acting commitments that have to
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be interpreted as acting obligations. On the other hand, other consequences
occurring locally within a scene may vary the paths that an agent can follow in
the performative structure because they affect the satisfaction and dissatisfaction
of the constraints labelling paths. Both types of consequences will be required
to be kept by an institution for each agent on an individual basis. In general,
for a given agent we shall refer to such consequences as the agent context within
the institution.

For instance, a trading agent winning a bidding round within an auction
house is obliged to subsequently pay for the acquired good. Considering the
performative structure in Figure 3 that implies that the trading agent has to
move at some time to the buyers’ settlements scene to pay for the acquired
good. Notice that although the auction scene is connected to the output scene,
the path is disallowed to agents unless they fulfil their pending payments.

In order to represent the deontic notion of obligation, we set out the predicate
obliged as follows:

– obliged(x, ψ, s) = agent x is obliged to do ψ in scene s.

where φ is taken to be, in both cases, an illocution scheme.
Next we introduce a special type of rules, the so-called normative rules in

order to capture which agent actions (illocutions) have consequences that need
to be kept in its context. Given a performative structure and a metalanguage,
the normative rules will have the following schema:

(s1, γ1) ∧ . . . ∧ (smγm) ∧ φ1 . . . φn ⇒ φn+1 ∧ . . . ∧ φr

where (s1, γ1), . . . , (sm, γm) are pairs of illocution schemes and scenes, and φ1 ∧
. . . ∧ φr are meta-language predicates. Notice that some of these rules will be
devoted to the triggering of obligations, while others will be used for inferring
facts that will be subsequently employed to determine the access of an agent to
other scenes.

Let us consider the following example that will help us illustrate how nor-
mative rules are specified3:

(auction room, commit(?x : a, ?y : b, sell(?good, ?y, ?price, ?round))) ⇒
obliged(?y, commit(?y : b, ?z : c, pay(?good, ?price, ?card), buyers settlements)

(1)

If an auctioneer commits to sell the good at auction at a given buyer, this is
obliged to commit to a buyers’ accountant in a settlements scene to pay for the
good.

Summarising the deployment of normative rules is motivated by the need of
an institution to infer agents’ obligations as well as the consequences of agents’
local actions (within scenes) that have effect out of the scope of a scene.
3 a, b, c stand respectively for the auctioneer, buyer and accountant roles.
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3.6 Electronic Institution

Finally, we can define an electronic institution choosing a performative struc-
ture and defining the rest of its components. These are the institutional roles,
the hierarchy between roles, the policy of duties and the normative rules. The
institutional roles define a set of roles that can not be played by the external
agents. They are like the workers in a human institution. In the case of the hier-
archy of roles and the ssd we can to take into account that both are applied to
the set of roles of the institution which are all the roles appearing in the different
scenes of the performative structure.

Definition 4. An electronic institution is defined as a tuple

〈PS, IR,�, ssd,NPS〉
where

– PS stands for a performative structure;
– IR is a subset of roles representing the institutional roles;
– � stands for the hierarchy partial order over the roles;
– ssd is the set of static separation of duties between roles; and
– NPS stands for a set of normative rules.

Notice that the specification of an electronic institution must be regarded
as a compositional activity to be undertaken by the institution designer. We
can consider that specifications of dialogic frameworks, scenes and peformative
structures are to be naturally organised into specification libraries.

Once completed a specification, it must go through a validation process that
checks its well-formedness. Ultimately, if such a specification proves to be correct,
its equivalent textual representation must be generated in order to be manipu-
lated by the agents intending to participate in the institution. Moreover, the
generated textual representations can be also employed for brokering purposes.

In the light of the complexity of the whole process, it is apparent the need
of tools that assist the institution designer through the specification, validation,
and translation of an electronic institution into a machine-readable format so
that it can be easily parsed by agents.

4 Practical Specifications

The purpose of this section is to practically illustrate how to specify electronic
institutions. For this purpose we concentrate on the modelling of the fish market
an electronic auction house, whose complete graphical specification is shown in
Figure 3.

If we look at the example in figure 3 we can see that there are five scenes
apart from the root and the output scene. We can observe the different paths
that agents can follow depending on their role. Each scene is created by an
institutional agent: buyer admitter, seller admitter, auctioneer, buyer accountant
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Fig. 3. Graphical Specification of the Fishmarket Performative Structure.

and seller accountant. This agents start one of the scenes and are in charge of
it. They will dialogue with the external agents coming to the institutions.

We have two roles that external agents can play, the buyer and the seller
roles. Both of them and also the institutional agents go for the root scene when
entering the institutions. From the root scene we can see that buyers and sellers
have different paths. On the one hand, buyers after entering in the root scene they
can only go to the buyer admission scene. There they have to pass the admission
process that is mediated by the buyer admitter who will ask the buyer for his
login and password. If he is admitted, then he can go to the auction scene. As
it can be some auction rooms at the same time, maybe each one auctioning a
different kind of goods, he can choose a subset of them to go. For that reason
the arc connecting the transition and the auction room is labelled of type some.
When a buyer wants to leave the auction room it have two possibilities, to go to
the output scene and leave the institution or to go to the buyer settlements. If he
has won a round he must go to the buyer settlements to pay for the goods and
the path going to the output scene is disabled for him. At the buyers settlements
he has to pay for the goods corresponding to the round(s) that he has won and
then he can leave the institution going to the output scene.

On the other hand, from the root scene sellers can only go to the seller
admission scene. There they identify themselves with the sellers admitter and
deliver their goods for being auctioned. From there they can go to the seller
settlements scene where they receive the money for their goods after they have
been auctioned at the auction scene. After receiving the money they can leave
the institution moving from the seller settlements scene to the output scene.
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5 Summary

In agree with [11], although organisational design is widely admitted as a fun-
damental issue in multi-agent systems, social concepts have been introduced in
a rather informal way. Hence the need for formally incorporating organisational
terms and concepts into multi-agent systems.

In this paper we have argued that agent societies can be effectively designed
and constructed as electronic institutions. Then we have adopted a formal ap-
proach to specify electronic institutions. But why a formal technique? We believe
that the following tip [1](page 215) answers the question:

Use a formal technique when we cannot afford to have the requirements
misunderstood.

An this is our case if we consider the high complexity of what we have identified as
our main goal: the design and development of architecturally- neutral electronic
institutions inhabited by heterogeneous (human and software) agents. In general,
the presence of an underlying formal method underpins the use of structured
design techniques and formal analysis, facilitating development, composition and
reuse. Thus, we defend that successful methodologies must rely on unambiguous
formal semantics, though developers are not aware of the existence of such a
semantics as pointed out in [27].

Thus, we consider that the development of an electronic institution must be
preceded by a precise specification that fully characterise the institution’s rules.
Some important advantages derive from the creation of specifications (models)
of electronic institutions:
– An electronic institution model is a description of the modelled institution

that can be used either as a specification or as a presentation. Such a model
allows to investigate a new institution before being constructed. This possibi-
lity is particularly useful for institutions where design errors may jeopardise
security or be expensive to correct.

– Graphical specifications are extremely easy to understand. They are similar
to the informal diagrams employed by engineers and designers while desi-
gning, constructing and analysing a system.

– An electronic institution’s specification offers an explicit description of both
states and actions, in contrast to most description languages which describe
either the states or the actions.

– The behaviour of an electronic institution model can be analysed, either by
means of simulation or by means of more formal analysis methods.

– The process of creating the description and performing the analysis allows
the modeller to gain a dramatically improved understanding of the modelled
institution.
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Abstract. The CASBA [1] project is developing an electronic marketplace to
improve the quality of existing electronic commerce services, by introducing a
higher flexibility and automating trading processes. This is achieved through
the use of intelligent agent technology, enabling the market framework to offer
timesaving automation of auctions and flexibility through negotiations among
the agents. The main objective is to expand the range of business models and
transaction scenarios which may be handled online beyond those which are
commonplace today and thus enabling a more flexible trading process on the
whole. All six stages of the Consumer Buying Behaviour model (CBB) including
merchant brokering and payment are addressed.

1   Introduction

With today’s wide availability of adequate security mechanisms there is a growing
number of electronic commerce applications on the Internet. Most of these applica-
tions are shops with electronic product catalogues or electronic malls which allow
online orders and secure electronic payment transactions. However, these applications
have several shortcomings. One of these shortcomings is the lack of flexibility of the
trading process.

The main objective of the CASBA system is to expand the range of business mod-
els and transactions beyond those that are commonly found on the Internet today.
Instead of only supporting transactions that are limited to fixed price, single
seller/buyer relationships or simple non-automated auctions, the CASBA system will
offer automated negotiations with a wide range of transaction types including broker-
age and a variety of agent driven automated auction types [5].

In the following chapters we will first describe our view on the flexible trading pro-
cess, then how CASBA supports the different CBB stages and the architecture of the
system including database access, commerce model and the trading models them
selves. A short view on the developed prototype and the currently developed pilot
applications concludes the work.
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2   A Flexible Trading Process

In the online markets of today it is not possible to dynamically price a good according
to the actual demand or to customise offers to a certain customer (apart from the sim-
ple price negotiation in live auctions that are recently spreading on the Internet). The
details of the deal cannot be negotiated by the customer and the vendor and the com-
parison with competitors is usually not supported by these systems.

One goal of our work is to improve the quality of existing electronic commerce
services by providing a flexible electronic market place. More complex ways of buy-
ing and selling goods like automated auctions and parallel negotiations are supported.
Intelligent agent technology is used to automate the time consuming process of look-
ing for business partners and negotiating the details of a deal. The agents can execute
routine tasks more efficiently. These autonomous agents differ from common retrieval
and filtering agents (shopping bots) in their ability to negotiate with other agents. This
will improve online business performance by better addressing the customers needs
and by fast adaptation of prices to the market situation. However, we believe that this
will not lead to price-wars as sketched in [12], since the CASBA agents have a mem-
ory of  offers and the price is not the only attribute that is being negotiated.

In addition, most of the current commerce agent systems only support the product
and/or merchant brokering stages of the six stages of the Consumer Buying Behaviour
(CBB) model [4] that is used to explain the different stages in a deal. Few are going
into the negotiation part. But a flexible marketplace tool has to take as many stages
into account as it can to be successful. The CASBA system addresses all 6 stages of
the CBB model (more or less thoroughly) including the need identification, pay-
ment/delivery and service evaluation stages for a better handling of the users needs in
e-commerce.

3   Complete CBB Support

The goal of CASBA is to support all stages of the CBB model (at least to some extend
for  each stage), with the main parts being the stages 3 and 4, while also including
parts of the stages 1, 2, 5 and 6.

The need identification stage is supported with notification and advertisement
features, keeping the consumer up to date with new products and goods available on
the market and in current or future auctions, corresponding with the consumers interest
profile.

Product brokering is achieved by matching user-set attribute priorities with avail-
able products. Related and alternative products can be offered by the sell agents, ac-
cording to the users preferences.

The merchant brokering stage, as one of the main functions of the system, is us-
ing the central database in which all agents are registered. Each buy order request is
matched with sell agents claiming to supply the desired product. The buyer can then
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pre-select the sellers he wants to negotiate with, using user-set filtering rules. The buy
agent also selects auctions to bid on, if they offer the desired product.

In the negotiation stage the agents negotiate with each other, using pre-defined
strategies selected by the individual user. The agents can also use strategies when
bidding in auctions, depending on the auction type. Auctions in CASBA can be used
for fast and efficient prize allocation in certain market types.

The payment and delivery stage is supported by using online payment systems.
Actual online delivery of the good is possible if the product is in electronic form.
Physical goods are shipped the traditional way by the sellers themselves.

Finally, the service and evaluation stage is addressed by adding a feedback func-
tionality through which the users can give feedback to the market (evaluating the
quality of a deal, including partner reliability and related matters) and the seller di-
rectly (providing feedback about the quality of the good and the service). This feed-
back is voluntarily but in the user’s interest in order to be better protected from fraud.

From stage 6 there is a feedback loop towards stage 1 since the seller is able to in-
form the buyer about new products and goods once a contact between them is estab-
lished.

Fig.1: Consumer Buying Behaviour Model

4   CASBA Architecture

CASBA has a distributed open architecture, utilising technology like CORBA, Java
and JavaScript. Interfaces to e-commerce components such as payment servers allow
the CASBA server to be integrated into existing e-commerce solutions. The email
server is used to inform subscribed users about new products or auctions on the mar-
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ket. Furthermore notifications about important actions of the agents can be send via
email if the user is not using the CASBA client often.

Fig.2: CASBA Architecture

The users of the system have two ways of accessing the CASBA server itself. The
first way is via a web-client, using Java-applets and HTML/JavaScript-Interfaces. In
contrast to this somewhat limited web-client (where the private user cannot customise
everything, since the real agent code is running on the server) there is the agent-client
that can be programmed by the professional user himself, using the CORBA methods
provided by the CASBA server. This allows companies to compete on the market
using their own negotiation strategies and to connect their agents to their ERP system.
Furthermore 3rd party service providers could offer advanced agent functionality with
access to the market to other users. CORBA was chosen to enable client implementa-
tions in different programming languages.

The formerly pursued idea of having the web-client access the server via a CORBA
interface has been revoked. Sending CORBA messages through a firewall that most
companies use today would require a tunneling process via a CORBA gatekeeper.
From a users standpoint it is not acceptable to be forced to install such a gatekeeper
(that even would cost extra money). Instead the web-client now uses a Java-Script or
Java interface that communicates via the usual HTTP connection, using technologies
like servlets, CGI, etc. on the web server.

We evaluated the Grasshopper agent framework which was one of the few com-
mercial tools but decided not to use it because mobile agents still have unsolved secu-
rity problems. Furthermore we did not want to impose a special tool for the imple-
mentation of the agent client.
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4.1 Database Access

In CASBA there are two automated ways for business customers (sellers and buyers)
to bring their order data to the market, a static process and a dynamic process. This
is more efficient for large numbers of orders than specifying each order manually with
the web client.

Fig.3: DB connection in CASBA

In the static process the customer exports the relevant data from his database using
an XML-template converting the data into the XML structured ontology used on the
CASBA market. The data is then stored in the CASBA database. The benefit of this
method is that the customers do not need to have an online database available all the
time. The trade-off however is that the product data is not up-to-date all the time.

In the dynamic process the customer has an online database available 24 hours a
day. The CASBA agent connects via a special database agent with the external data-
base of the customer using the XML-template to match the structured ontology of the
CASBA market to the customers own structure in his database. This enables up-to-
date information like product availability, instant product updates and a better tie-in
with the whole logistics process. However the product categories and agents of this
customer still need to be registered in the CASBA database to enable the matching by
the administrator agent.

4.2   CASBA Commerce Model

To fulfil a deal in the CASBA commerce model we need two separate agreement
notifications, one from the buyer and one from the seller.

In negotiations agents notify each other if they agree to the last offer made by the
other agent. Both agents then proceed to submit their agreement information to the
AdministratorAgent, who checks the agreement information. If they match the deal is
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given to the payment server for completion. The payment server then sends the pay-
ment result back to the AdministratorAgent (paid or non-paid) and the Administrator-
Agent sends the information of the completed (or not completed) deal to the partici-
pating agents. There is only one AdministratorAgent per market server but it is multi-
threaded and therefore can handle many requests in parallel.

In case of auctions one of the agreements is automatically given by the agent that
places the auction order on the market. The second agreement is automatically given
in each bid a participant in an auction makes. This way we don’t need to get the sepa-
rate agreements after the auction is over and the bids are legally binding as is the ini-
tial auction offer.

If the user instructed the agent to not act fully autonomously (i.e. the users confir-
mation is needed to really make a deal) the agent can only submit a pending agree-
ment, this can be either accept by the other agent or not. The pending time is subject
to negotiation, but will most likely be the lowest accepted time among the two agents.

The negotiated payment method may involve late payments (not instantaneously,
i.e. credit card charge occurs when the product is actually shipped off by the seller).
This is also handled by the payment server. The administrator is only notified that the
payment agreement has been confirmed via the payment server.

Fig.4: CASBA Commerce Model

4.3   Auctions within CASBA

The CASBA system support four types of auctions, which are the most commonly
used auction types on today’s markets [2]. Additional auction types can be imple-
mented on the server side by extending the framework using inheritance.
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In the English auction, the auctioneer begins with the low starting price and pro-
ceeds to solicit successively higher bids from the buyers until no one increases the bid
any more. The item is sold to the highest bidder at the price of the last bid.

In the Dutch auction, bidding starts at an extremely high price and is progressively
lowered until a buyer claims an item by calling the price. When multiple units are
auctioned, normally more takers are present. The first winner takes his prize and pays
his price and later winners pay less. When the goods are exhausted, the bidding is
over.

In the first-price sealed bid auction (one unit up for sale) each bidder submits one
bid in ignorance of all other submitted bids. The highest bidder wins and pays the
amount he bid. In the discriminatory subtype multiple units of the good are available.
The bids are sorted from high to low and the units are sold to the bidders (starting with
the highest) until the supply is exhausted. Each bidder has to pay the amount he bid,
resulting in different prices for the winners.

Like the first-price sealed bid auction, the Vickrey auction (also knows as uni-
form second-price) is working with sealed bids. The difference is that in the Vickrey
auction the bidder who made the highest bid gets the good at the price of the highest
non-winning bid. If multiple units are being auctioned, all winners pay the price of the
highest non-winning bid.

The choice for the different auction styles resides in the hand of the seller. He can
chose the type of auction depending on the good he wants to sell as different goods ask
for different methods. Unique and rare goods for example would usually be sold in an
English auction but almost never in a Dutch style.

The following diagram shows a sample interaction chart for the Vickrey-auction
type as implemented in the CASBA system, describing the information flow [6].

Fig.5: CASBA Interaction Chart; Vickrey
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4.4   Negotiations within CASBA

Negotiation as the traditional way of allocation can be a tedious and long lasting proc-
ess if the participating parties are human, since human negotiators tend to include non-
subject related preferences in their negotiation processes, like pride, ego and culture
[3]. However, agents following rule based strategies can be used to maximise the users
gain from a negotiation without incorporating such tendencies.

CASBA supports full parallel negotiations, where all the negotiable details are
evaluated at once rather then being negotiated sequentially, which would be time-
consuming and, most importantly,  impractical due to the relations between the attrib-
utes. It is possible in sequential negotiations that a potential deal is not reached be-
cause some attributes are already fixed to the wrong values and cannot be changed any
more when negotiating about other attributes.

Negotiable attributes can be classified into two sets. General attributes such as
price, payment date, delivery date, quantity, etc. are applicable to almost all sorts of
goods because they refer to the contract conditions. Specific attributes in contrast
describe the properties of the product itself. They can be used to enable product bro-
kering or to negotiate about variants of a good.

The negotiations follow rule-based strategies, which can be adapted by the user and
will evolve through learning methods. The strategies are usually computed on the
server but can also be implemented in special agent clients. The use of rules allows a
simpler coordination of  1:n or m:n negotiation scenarios than a strictly procedural
approach. Combined with calculation functions the rules determine when to accept or
reject an offer from an other agent and when to create a new counter offer. One exam-
ple rule is waiting for a certain number of competing offers from other agents (unless
a timeout is reached) before it creates a new offer. Learning will adapt the parameters
and weights that are used in the strategy functions to changing market situations and to
better cope with other agents behaviour.

The basis for a strategy is the utility function that evaluates each offer and counter
offer. Based on the user’s order input the utilities for each attribute value are calcu-
lated separately and combined with a weighted arithmetic mean function. For the use
in a domain where only certain combinations of attribute values are useful special
utility functions need to be defined. In addition special attribute types that do not have
monotonous utility functions (e.g. strings) also require the implementation of new
classes. The framework is designed to be easily extensible cope with these problems.

Special rules determine the conditions for these ongoing negotiations, taking into
account risk factors, domain knowledge, dependencies between attributes as well as
positive (agreement) and negative (termination of negotiation) end conditions. Some-
one who is willing to take a high risk of not getting a desired product for the specified
conditions can use a tougher negotiation strategy to get a better deal.

Each agent has exactly one order to fulfil (either to sell or buy) but can be involved
in negotiations with many other agents at the same time. However, it can only give its
(pending or final) agreement to exactly one offer regarding the object of its order.
Special cases erupt when an agent is making various deals to fulfil one order, i.e. in
order to buy 50 pieces of a good it has to buy them in smaller chunks if no seller is
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able to deliver the asked amount. Here a co-ordination routine prevents the agent from
overbuying his amount.

The agent can be either thoroughly instructed on how to complete its order in re-
gard to the used trade technique (auction or negotiation, what type of auction, etc.) and
strategy or the user can leave that decision to the agent itself, which will then use the
default values and react to the current market situation using the best strategy applica-
ble.

The following diagram shows the interaction chart for a negotiation cycle as im-
plemented in the CASBA system, describing the information flow. The method names
are inspired by the FIPA agent communication language but do not conform strictly to
their specification. This scenario is buyer centric where a single buyer has the choice
between several sellers. The number of negotiation steps (propose) is usually much
larger than shown here.

Fig.6: CASBA Negotiation Interaction chart

4.4.1   A Sample Strategy

The negotiation strategies in CASBA are similar to the ones described in [13]. We
also use a combination of several tactics that take available resources and time into
account. However we do not apply the tactic functions on each attribute but on the
utility of the complete offer. This way an agreement is more likely when imitating
tactics are used. The difficulty with this approach is to calculate an optimal set of
attribute values that has the desired utility. The details of the strategy will most likely
be non-public to avoid exploitation by other parties and negotiation partners. Third
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party developers can implement their own strategies and compete with the standard
CASBA agents.

To illustrate the use of a negotiation strategy in CASBA we present the following
simple imitating strategy which imitates the opponents behaviour in a 1:1 scenario.
Note that this is just an example and is in no form intended to be comprehensive. More
sophisticated strategies would include relations between attributes and their respective
values among other things.

Each good has a number of negotiable attributes (AT1 to ATn) that have assigned a
priority number in form of percentages of their contribution to the total utility function
output value (UFOV). To clarify which attribute value belongs to whose offer, we use
the indices A (our agent’s offer) and B (counter offer). So the value of ATA1 is the first
attribute in our agent’s offer.

The new offer is calculated on the basis of the last two counteroffers our agent re-
ceived, while incorporating a risk value factor (RVF) for different strategic ap-
proaches (high, medium and low risk). Since this strategy really starts developing at
t=2 we need a starting constant (StartConst) for the initial negotiation step.

// for t=0 the initial order values are used
// Offer is our agent’s offer
// COffer is the received counter offer
t=1
FOR n=1 to NrNegoAttrib
{
   ATAn(t) = ATAn(t-1) + StartConst * RVF
}
REPEAT
{
   t=t+1
   FOR n=1 to NrNegoAttrib
   {
      ATAn(t) = ATAn(t-1) + (ATBn(t-2)- ATBn(t-1)) * RVF
   }
}
UNTIL ( (UFOV(COffer(t)) > UpperThreshld)
    or ((UFOV(Offer(t)) - UFOV(COffer(t))) ≤ DiffThreshld)
    or (UFOV(COffer(t)) ≥ UFOV(Offer(t)))
    or (t == MaxSteps) )

There are three positive (agreeing) end conditions in this strategy upon which an
agreement is reached. UpperThreshld sets an upper UFOV limit, DiffThreshld defines
an UFOV window and if the counteroffer’s UFOV is higher then the last own UFOV
the third condition is met. The single negative (termination) end condition is triggered
when a predefined number of negotiation steps has been reached without an agree-
ment.
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5   CASBA Prototype and Pilots

A prototype has been developed by the CASBA consortium to evaluate the chosen
technology and as a means to obtain feedback from possible users. The prototype
consists of a server application and three Applets. These components were written in
Java, using CORBA for the client-server communication, and an expert system shell
for implementing the rules of a negotiation strategy.

Fig.7: CASBA Prototype Negotiation Applet

The prototype consists of the following three applets that can access the agent server:

• The auction applet was specially designed to handle (last minute) airline tickets, a
good that has a clear ontology and therefore is well suited for automated auctions.

• The negotiation applet (fig. 7) in contrast can be used with any kind of good. It is
used to demonstrate the specification of orders for negotiations between agents,
using complex ontologies that need to be defined for each marketplace (e.g. elec-
tronic parts). New ontologies for different goods are dynamically loaded from the
server.

• The administration applet can display the administrative issues on a CASBA mar-
ket server, like information about registered users, available markets, running
agents and completed deals.

The experiences made with the prototype helped designing the pilot applications
that are currently under development by the consortium partners and showcase a vari-
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ety of possibilities of the CASBA system. The first pilot (see fig. 8) is focussing on
negotiating deals on online advertising space for an Internet provider in Greece, the
second is an extension to the airline ticket prototype used in Germany and the third
will be a full grown online auction house with sequential English auctions added to an
Internet market system in England.

Fig.8: CASBA “The Advertising space” pilot application

6   Related Work

There are several research projects addressing the problems of online electronic com-
merce, often using agent technology as well. The following paragraphs describe the
projects that are closely related to CASBA. However most of them only negotiate
about price.

The Michigan Internet AuctionBot [7] is a project at the University of Michigan,
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. It sees itself as an information service, that collects
the bids, determines the resulting price (using the auction-specific rules) and notifies
the participating parties about the outcome. It does not support transactions of any
kind or the exchange of the goods. However, the AuctionBot has an API that can be
accessed from interested parties to ’include’ AuctionBot into their own market solu-
tions.

The Fishmarket [8] project is another approach at recreating real-life auctions on
the internet via agents. Originally using the Dutch auction method, the Fishmarket
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now supports various kinds like English, Vickrey and others. Currently the system is
used for evaluating competing strategies in a form of contest.

The MAGMA [9] (now with a slightly different focus known as MAGNET) proj-
ect at the University of Minnesota uses agents that can negotiate among themselves.
The system consists of trader agents, communicating with each other via a relay
server. MAGMA supports direct price negotiation as well as brokered negotiation
among agents.

The KASBAH project of the AmEC Initiative [10] at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology introduced agents that were negotiating about price following three time-
constrained rules. The system itself was designed to be one huge double auction and it
is now running under the name Market Maker with some improved functions for the
use of the MIT students.

The Tete-@-Tete [11] project at MIT is the closest project comparable to CASBA
that we know of. Tete-@-Tete is a research project following the widely known Kas-
bah project. It incorporates the idea of value comparison rather then just simple prize
comparison. The value comparison is achieved with a utility function to maximise the
individual users needs, using a multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT). The authors
mention distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) solving as a possible tech-
nique for negotiation.

For more information about mediating agents see the chapter "Modelling User
Preferences and Mediating Agents in Electronic Commerce", for an alternative
framework design see the chapter "A Model for an Electronic MarketPlace" and for
more about negotiation among agents and in electronic commerce see the chapters
"Automated Negotiation and Electronic Commerce" and "Formal Models for
Negotiation Using Dynamic Logic" in this book.

7   Conclusion

The CASBA market system incorporates the benefits of multiple intelligent agents in
an electronic marketplace. The agents automate routine tasks and allow flexible mar-
ket mechanisms such as auctions and integrative negotiations following evolving
strategies. By spanning all stages of the CBB model this automated marketplace offers
a comprehensive and flexible way of trading over the internet.

During the project it became obvious that a lot of work still needs to be done on a
product specifications standard. While the tools to develop and implement such a
standard are available today, no single standard has yet emerged.

Further development work will enable more sophisticated negotiation strategies
using probabilities and AI learning technology to improve the agents performance.
Simulation results will be used to find the best choices for the many parameters and
weights of the strategy functions. We are also investigating how the strategy of the
negotiation partner could be recognized and how this knowledge could be used.
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Abstract. An important ingredient in agent-mediated Electronic Commerce is
the presence of intelligent mediating agents that assist Electronic Commerce
participants (e.g., individual users, other agents, organisations). These
mediating agents are in principle autonomous agents that will interact with
their environments (e.g. other agents and web-servers) on behalf of participants
who have delegated tasks to them. For mediating agents a (preference) model of
participants is indispensable. In this paper, a generic mediating agent
architecture is introduced. Furthermore, we discuss our view of user preference
modeling and its need in agent-mediated electronic commerce. We survey the
state of the art in the field of preference modeling and suggest that the
preferences of electronic commerce participants can be modelled by learning
from their behaviour. In particular, we employ an existing machine learning
method called inductive logic programming (ILP). We argue that this method
can be used by mediating agents to detect regularities in the behaviour of the
involved participants and induce hypotheses about their preferences
automatically. Finally, we discuss some advantages and disadvantages of using
inductive logic programming as a method for learning user preferences and
compare this method with other approaches.

1  Introduction
The explosive growth of electronic markets and retail Electronic Commerce has
resulted in an overload of online information and products. The effectivity and success
of this market depends on the amount of automated Electronic Commerce processes
and services that are available online. Finding, comparing, buying, selling and
customising items via the World Wide Web, automatic negotiation and personalised
recommendation services are examples of such processes and services. Some of these
processes and services are already available on the World Wide Web though in limited
forms. For example, search engines like Altavista and Yahoo help people to locate
items on the web and online shop sites such as Jango [44], Amazon [39] and
Moviefinder [46] offer personal recommendation services to advise their customers
about products that may be interesting to them. Also, online auction sites such as eBay
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[42] and AuctionBot [40] provide automatic bid proposal services such that a
customer needs not to be online during a chosen auction. Finally, in the forthcoming
marketplaces such as MarketMaker [45] users can create agents and delegate various
tasks such as buying, selling, and searching items to them. These agents are able to
negotiate with each other in order to perform delegated tasks. These services help
customers to avoid the large search space of available items or the need to be involved
in all required activities.

In general, to support users on the World Wide Web, various types of agents can be
developed. For example, to support brokering processes in electronic commerce,
agents can be developed that support a user offering products (or services) at the
World Wide Web. Also, agents can be developed that support a user searching for
information or products within the scope of user’s interest. Of course, agents can be
developed to combine both functionalities as well. Moreover, mediating agents can be
developed that communicate with both agents, i.e. with agents that provide
information or products and with agents that ask for information or products. Recently
a few applications of mediating agents have been addressed for this area; for example,
see [9], [10], [22], [27], [33], [35]. In general, applications like these are implemented
in an ad hoc fashion without an explicit design at a conceptual level.

The aim of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, a generic agent architecture for
mediating agents acting in brokering processes is introduced which has been designed
in a principled manner, using the compositional development method for multi-agent
systems DESIRE. The agent architecture can be instantiated by adding specific types
of knowledge to support functionalities and behaviour required. Depending on the
choice of these requirements, an agent is created for a specific application by
including the appropriate types of knowledge. For example, a search agent with
functionality restricted to (incidental) search for information upon a user’s request can
be built by adding only knowledge needed for this task. Such an agent, for example, is
not able to store and maintain the user’s query or information that has been found, nor
is it able to provide information to other agents. If these functionalities are required as
well, the necessary types of knowledge have to be added. On the other hand, we
present an overview of some existing approaches in preference modeling and briefly
discuss them. It is discussed that each approach is appropriate for certain classes of
applications. Finally, we explore in more detail the use of Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) as a possible method for automatic preference modeling. We
explain how this method can be employed in order to induce preference models. The
(dis)advantages of this method are discussed and some experimental results are
presented.

In Section 2 an example problem domain for brokering processes is sketched.
Section 3 introduces the design of the generic architecture for mediating agents. The
different types of knowledge are presented in Section 4. In Section 5 the behaviour of
the system is analysed by giving an overview of which types of knowledge are needed
for which types of basic functionalities. In Section 6 an overview is given of recent
literature on preference modeling, showing the need for an automatic approach to user
preference modeling. Finally, Section 7 shows that Inductive Logic Programming is a
possible technique for constructing preference models and may be useful as an
algorithm for the production of a classification tree that can be used to match products
against preferences.
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2  Electronic Commerce and Brokering
The process of brokering as often occurs in Electronic Commerce involves a number
of agents. A provider agent that provides information about products to other (human
or computer) agents may support a user offering products. A user looking for products
may be supported by a personal assistant agent that takes its user’s queries and
contacts other agents or looks at the Web directly to find information on products
within the user’s scope of interest. Such a personal assistant agent may contact either
provider agents immediately, or mediating agents, which in turn have contact with
provider agents, or other mediating agents. Depending on the application, the chain of
agents involved may include zero or more mediating agents.

The domain analysed for the agent architecture presented here is the domain of
brokering (scientific) papers. Although this domain might not be considered as a real
electronic commerce application (for instance because electronic commerce
applications usually involve money as an important attribute of domain items), we
have chosen it because of the easy access to data needed to do experiments. Moreover,
we believe that our approach is general and thus can be applied to any domain
consisting of any set of attributes. In particular, we will show that both proposed
learning method and the agent architecture are flexible enough to be applied to real
electronic commerce applications.

The domain of scientific papers has a number of aspects in common with other
domains within the area of electronic commerce. The task of a provider agent is to
inform other researchers on papers available on Internet (a marketing aspect). For
example, an agent related to a Web site of a research group announces new papers
included in their Web site. If a researcher is looking for a paper with certain
characteristics (scope), a personal assistant agent can ask other agents for information
on papers with these characteristics. To be able to tune the information provided to
users, a number of scopes of interest can be maintained for each of the users. For
example, one of the users may be interested in papers on certain topics, such as work
flow management systems, but also in papers on agents and the World Wide Web.

Topics can be basic (e.g., ‘work flow management systems’, or ‘agents’, or ‘World
Wide Web’), or a combination of a number of topics (e.g., ‘agents and World Wide
Web’). In the latter case the user interest is limited to papers which address both
topics. Moreover, if it is added that the user is only interested in papers from the years
1995 to 1997, then either year in the range 1995-1997 is meant. Topics can be
matched with, for instance, the set of keywords of a paper, or with the abstract, or the
paper as a whole. In some disciplines, such as Medicine, an ontology of topics has
been developed that serves more or less as a standard. Besides topics also other
attributes of papers can be used to define a scope of interest, for example an author, a
year, a research group, et cetera. These attributes can also be used in combination with
each other. For this example, a shared ontology of topics is assumed. All agents in the
brokering process express their information and interests using this shared ontology. It
is assumed that the following attributes of a paper are available and can be used: title,
authors, affiliation(s) of the authors, location on the World Wide Web where it can be
found, topics covered by the paper, abstract, year, and reference. This information can
be used to identify papers that are of interest to a user, but also forms the source for
the information that can be provided to a user when a paper is proposed to him or her.
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3  Design of the Generic Mediating Agent

The generic mediating agent presented in this paper offers a reusable agent that can be
applied (reused) in the context of a multi-agent system which can take different forms.
One simple possibility is that the mediating agent serves as a personal assistant
representing a buyer and communicates with this user and with other software agents
that represent sellers. The generic mediating agent supports the user profiling
involved, but also maintenance of information on sellers. More complex possibilities
can involve, in addition, communication between buyer personal assistant agents, for
example, to combine requests and form coalitions. The generic mediating agent does
not exclude this possibility, but no explicit structures have been added yet to support
this. Another possibility is to use the generic mediating agent as the basis for a broker
agent which communicates both with buyer representative agents and seller
representative agents.

For the design of the generic mediating agent the following main aspects are
considered: process composition, knowledge composition, and relations between
knowledge and process composition, as discussed in [6]. A compositional generic
agent model (introduced in [8]), supporting the weak agency notion (cf. [37]) is used.
At the highest abstraction level within an agent, a number of processes can be
distinguished that support interaction with the other agents. First, a process that
manages communication with other agents, modelled by the component agent
interaction management in Figure 1. This component analyses incoming information
and determines which other processes within the agent need the communicated
information. Moreover, outgoing communication is prepared. Next, the agent needs to
maintain information (including indications of specific interests and preference
models built over time) on the other agents with whom it co-operates: maintenance of
agent information. The component maintenance of world information is included to
store world information (e.g., information on attributes of products). The process own
process control defines different characteristics of the agent and determines foci for
behaviour. The component world interaction management is included to model
interaction with the world (with the World Wide Web world, in the example
application domain): initiating observations and receiving observation results.

The agent processes discussed above are generic agent processes. Many agents
perform these processes. In addition, often agent-specific processes are needed: to
perform tasks specific to one agent, for example directly related to a specific domain
of application. In the current example the agent has to determine proposals for other
agents. In this process information on available products (communicated by
information providing agents and kept in the component maintenance of world
information), and about the interests of agents and their preference models (kept in the
component maintenance of agent information), is combined to determine which agents
might be interested in which products. For the mediating agent this agent-specific task
is called determine proposals. Figure 1 depicts how the mediating agent is composed
of its components.
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Fig. 1. Composition at the highest level within the mediating agent

Part of the exchange of information within the generic agent model can be
described as follows. The mediating agent needs input about interests, put forward by
agents, and information about attributes and evaluations of available products that are
communicated by information providing agents. It produces output for information
agents about proposed products and the attributes of these products. Moreover, it
produces output for information provider agents about interests. In the information
structures (called information types) that express communication information, the
subject of the communication and the agent from or to whom the communication is
directed are expressed. This means that communication information consists of
statements about the subjects that are communicated.

Within the mediating agent, the component own process control uses belief input
information and generates focus information: to focus on a scope of interest to be
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given a preferential treatment, i.e., pro-active behaviour will be shown with respect to
this focus. The component agent interaction management has the same input
information as the agent (incoming communication), extended with belief info and
focus info. The output generated includes part of the output for the agent as a whole
(outgoing communication), extended with maintenance info (information on the world
and other agents that is to be stored within the agent), which is used to prepare the
storage of communicated world and agent information. Information on attributes of
products is stored in the component maintenance of world information. In the same
manner, the beliefs of the agent with respect to other agents’ profiles (provider
attribute info, preference model info, and interests) are stored in maintenance of agent
information. The agent specific task determine proposal uses information on product
attributes, preference models, and agent interests as input to generate proposals as
output. For reasons of space limitation the generic and domain-specific information
types within the agent model are not presented; for more details [19].

4 Generic and Domain Specific Knowledge

The different knowledge abstraction levels introduced for information types can also
be exploited to structure the knowledge. Abstract knowledge can be formulated in
terms of scopes, abstracting from attributes and values. Other more specific
knowledge is used to perform the abstraction step: it can be used to derive conclusions
in terms of scopes from input in terms of attributes and values. The knowledge bases
are discussed below in the context of the component in which they are used.
Knowledge bases not specified in this paper can be found in [19].

4.1  Agent Specific Task: Determine Proposals

To determine proposals fitting a given scope of interest, information on products has
to be compared to this scope of interest. To this end, the information on products,
expressed in terms of their attributes has to be aggregated to information in terms of
scopes. This can be derived using two knowledge bases, attribute and scope kb, which
defines the relations between attributes and scopes in general, and product scope
abstraction kb, which identifies for which scope(s) a product is relevant. The
composition of the knowledge in these two knowledge bases supports reuse. For
example, if in one of the two knowledge bases, modifications are made, the other
knowledge base still can be used. Moreover, the first knowledge base is specified
independent of knowledge about products. It can be (re)used within the component
maintenance of agent information as well, as will be shown below. Given information
on the scopes of products, by the knowledge base strict match kb it is defined how
proposals to agents can be generated by matching the scopes of products and the
scopes in which an agent is interested. For strict matching it consists of only one
element.

Knowledge base strict match kb
if interested_in(A:AGENT, S:SCOPE)
   and in_scope(P:PRODUCT, S:SCOPE)
then is_possibly_interesting_for(P:PRODUCT, A:AGENT, S:SCOPE)
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This knowledge simply states that if a product is in a scope an agent is interested in,
then this product is possibly interesting for this agent. Alternative knowledge bases
can be used for non-strict matching. Using a method to determine a predicted rating
(e.g., the classification tree that is constructed by the learning algorithm described in
Section 7), the products that are possibly interesting for a user are classified with a
predicted rating. In a selection phase only those products that have a sufficiently high
predicted rating are presented to the user.

Knowledge base proposal_selection kb
if is_possibly_interesting_for(P:PRODUCT, A:AGENT, S:SCOPE)
   andhas_acceptable_predicted_rating(P:PRODUCT, A:AGENT)
then is_interesting_for(P:PRODUCT, A:AGENT, S:SCOPE)
By adapting the predicted rating to his or her own preferences the user influences

the learning method contained within the component maintenance of agent
information and thereby indirectly influences the predicted rating knowledge (e.g., the
form of the classification tree discussed in Section 7) used within the current
component (determine proposals).

4.2  Agent Interaction Management

The component agent interaction management makes use of five knowledge bases: (1)
for incoming communication from agents asking for information on products, (2)
incoming communication from agents giving their evaluation of products (necessary
for constructing preference models), (3) incoming communication from agents
providing information, (4) outgoing communication to agents interested in information
on products, and (5) outgoing communication to agents providing information.

4.2.1  Incoming Communication
If an agent communicates her or his interests to a mediating agent, then this
information is identified as new agent interest information that is currently believed
(which can be forgotten after the agent has reacted on it: knowledge base agent
interest identification kb) or that has to be stored (in which case it can be remembered
later: knowledge base agent interest maintenance identification kb). A condition for
storage of interests information is that the type of contract is persistent. For agents
with a weaker type of contract no requests are stored, and instead of building a user
specific preference model a default preference model can be used.

Knowledge base  agent interest maintenance identification kb

if communicated_by(interest(S:SCOPE), V:SIGN, A:AGENT)
   andbelief(has_contract(A:AGENT, contract_type(persistent, Y)), pos)
then new_agent_info(interested_in(A:AGENT, S:SCOPE), V:SIGN)
If an agent communicates that he or she wants to subscribe for a contract of a

certain type, then this information is identified as new contract information that has to
be stored. This identification makes use of the following knowledge base.

Knowledge base  subscription identification kb
if communicated_by(subscription_for(C:CONTRACT_TYPE),

 V:SIGN, A:AGENT)
then new_agent_info(has_contract(A:AGENT, C:CONTRACT_TYPE), V:SIGN)
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If an agent has a persistent type of contract with the mediating agent, then
evaluations of products given by that agent have to be identified, so that they can be
used in the maintenance of his/her preference model.

Knowledge base  agent preference information identification kb
if communicated_by(is_rated_as(P: PRODUCT, R: RATING),

V:SIGN, A:AGENT)
   andbelief(has_contract(A:AGENT, contract_type(persistent, Y)), pos)
then new_agent_info(is_rated_as_by(P: PRODUCT, R: RATING, A:AGENT),

V:SIGN)
If an agent communicates information about products it provides, this incoming

information is analysed, new world information is identified as new information that
can be used immediately and forgotten afterwards (knowledge base provider info
identification kb), or has to be stored (knowledge base provider info maintenance
identification kb). If an agent communicates information about products it provides,
this incoming information can also be analysed, in order to obtain new agent
information on the scopes of the information the agent (apparently) can provide. This
is expressed by:

Knowledge base provider scope maintenance identification kb:
if communicated_by(attribute_has_value(P:PRODUCT,

 A:ATTRIBUTE, V:VALUE), pos, A:INFO_PROVIDER)
then new_agent_info(can_provide(A:INFO_PROVIDER, A:ATTRIBUTE,

 V:VALUE), pos)

4.2.2  Outgoing Communication
New information (product identification, scope, predicted rating, or attribute
information) on a product that may be interesting for an agent is communicated to this
agent. This is expressed in the following knowledge base:

Knowledge base proposal communication kb:
if belief (is_interesting_for(P:PRODUCT, A:AGENT, S:SCOPE), pos)
   andbelief(attribute_has_value(P:PRODUCT, A:ATTRIBUTE, V:VALUE), pos)
   andbelief(product_has_predicted_rating_for(P:PRODUCT, R: RATING,

A: AGENT), pos)
then to_be_communicated _to(is_interesting(P:PRODUCT, S:SCOPE), pos,

 A:AGENT)
   and to_be_communicated_to(attribute_has_value(P:PRODUCT,

A:ATTRIBUTE, V:VALUE), pos, A:AGENT)
   and to_be_communicated_to(product_has_predicted_rating(P:PRODUCT,

R: RATING), pos, A: AGENT)
The agent only communicates to an information provider if a scope has been taken

as a focus, and if the information provider can provide products on this scope. This is
expressed by:

Knowledge base info provider request kb

if in_search_focus(S:SCOPE)
   andbelief(can_provide_scope(A:AGENT, S:SCOPE), pos)
then to_be_communicated _to(interest(S:SCOPE), pos, A:AGENT)
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4.3  Own Process Control

The types of proposals to be determined and the scopes on which to focus search are
determined by means of the knowledge base focus kb, as indicated by the following
knowledge base. The knowledge base focus kb is used within own process control
component. For example, in the first knowledge element it is expressed that for an
agent with a contract of any type, proposals will be determined that fit the agent’s
interests. This is in contrast with, for example, the second knowledge element which
expresses that only for agents with a persistent contract type, their scopes of interests
will be chosen as persisting search foci (otherwise these scopes of interest will be
forgotten after being handled).

Knowledge base focus kb
if belief(has_contract(A:AGENT, C:CONTRACT:TYPE))
   andbelief(interested_in (A:AGENT, S:SCOPE), pos)
then product_to_be determined(in_scope (P:PRODUCT, S:SCOPE))
   andproposal_to_be determined(is_interesting_for(P:PRODUCT, A:AGENT,

S:SCOPE))

if belief(has_contract(A:AGENT, contract_type(persisting, search_for_info)))
   andbelief(interested_in (A:AGENT, S:SCOPE), pos)
then in_persisting_search_focus(S:SCOPE)

if belief(has_contract(A:AGENT, contract_type(incidental, search_for_info)))
   andbelief(interested_in (A:AGENT, S:SCOPE), pos)
   andnot  search_focus_processed_for(S:SCOPE, A:AGENT)
then in_incidental_search_focus(S:SCOPE)
   andsearch_focus_chosen_for(S:SCOPE, A:AGENT)

if in_persistent_search_focus(S:SCOPE)
then in_ search_focus(S:SCOPE)

if in_incidental_search_focus(S:SCOPE)
then in_ search_focus(S:SCOPE)

if in_ search_focus(S:SCOPE)
then provider_to_be_determined_for(S:SCOPE)

4.4 World Interaction Management

The component world interaction management allows the agent to look for
information by observation. This entails generation of observations to be performed
and obtaining the observation results. The obtained observation results can be used
incidentally after which the information is forgotten (using knowledge base
observation info identification kb) or maintained to be used later as well (using
knowledge base observation maintenance identification kb), similar to agent
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interaction management. The agent only observes if a scope has been taken as a focus.
This is expressed using knowledge base observation initiative kb.

Knowledge base observation initiative kb
if in_search_focus(S:SCOPE)
then to_be_observed(S:SCOPE)
The actual execution of the observation does not take place within the agent, but in

the external world. As part of the external world an engine can be used to search for
products matching the pattern defined by the specified scope. The result of such an
observation will be all information of any product that matches the scope. The
knowledge base specified above is kept rather simple. To avoid too frequent repetition
of observation, more sophisticated knowledge can be specified.

4.5  Maintenance of World and Maintenance of Agent Information

In principle, the components maintenance of world information and maintenance of
agent information store information. The knowledge base attribute and scope kb
defined above is also used in the component maintenance of agent information. In
addition, the knowledge base provider scope abstraction kb is defined; it is similar to
the knowledge base product scope abstraction kb mentioned above. But most
importantly with respect to user preference modeling, the product evaluations (as
given by the user in response to products presented to him/her) are used to adapt the
user preference model within the component maintenance of agent information. An
example of a technique to be used is described in Section 7.

5  The Behaviour

The behaviour of the mediating agent can be analysed in different ways. One way is to
consider its basic functionalities with respect to its brokering task, and use these as
building blocks to obtain behaviour. For example, its behaviour in terms of the weak
notions of agency (autonomy, social ability, reactivity, and pro-activity) can be
determined in terms of basic functionalities. Moreover, basic functionalities can be
related to knowledge bases that are available within the agent. Using these two
relationships, a relation can be identified between behaviour and available knowledge
within the agent.

5.1 Basic Functionalities Depending on the Agent’s Knowledge

The mediating agent shows behaviour depending on certain basic functionalities. For
the agent model presented, these basic functionalities have been specified in a
declarative manner by the agent’s knowledge. For each of the basic properties of the
agent it has been established which knowledge bases are required. By varying the
choice of knowledge for the agent, different types of agents can be designed.

1.  Observation of information available within a certain part of the world
Observation requires the ability to initiate observations, specified in the knowledge

base observation initiative kb, and the ability to identify the information resulting from
an observation, specified in the knowledge base observation info identification kb. Both
knowledge bases can be used within the component world interaction management.
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2.  Communication with agents asking for information on products
The basic functionality to communicate with agents asking for information on

products requires the processing of incoming communication of asking agents and
preparation of outgoing information. The incoming information may refer to scopes of
interests of the asking agent, evaluations of products, or to subscription. The
communicated scopes of interest are identified using the knowledge base agent
interest identification kb. That an agent is providing feedback information regarding
products is identified using knowledge base agent preference information identification
kb. Incoming communication on subscription is identified using knowledge base
subscription identification kb. Outgoing communication containing product
information to agents that ask for information is prepared using knowledge base
proposal communication info. All these knowledge bases are used within the
component agent interaction management.

3.  Communication with agents providing information on products
Communicated information on products can be processed in two different ways.

First, the product information can be identified, using knowledge base provider info
identification kb. Second, from the fact that information is provided on a product with
certain characteristics, it can be abstracted (from the given product) that this provider
is able to offer (at least some) products with these characteristics in general. This is
done using knowledge base provider scope identification kb. Communication to an
agent that may be able to provide information is prepared using knowledge base
provider request kb. All these knowledge bases are used within component agent
interaction management.

4.  Maintenance of acquired information on products
The agent can identify that all communicated information on products has to be

stored, using knowledge base provider info maintenance identification kb within
component agent interaction management. Moreover, by knowledge base observation
info maintenance identification kb, within component world interaction management,
new observation results on products to be stored can be identified.

5.  Maintenance of scopes of interest of agents and the preference models
The agent can identify that the incoming requests of agents are to be maintained.

This functionality is specified by the knowledge base agent interest maintenance
identification, used within component agent interaction management. Feedback
information regarding products is identified using knowledge base agent preference
information identification kb, this knowledge base is also used within component agent
interaction management. The feedback information itself is used for the maintenance
of user preference models; for an example see Section 7.

6.  Maintenance of scopes of products agents can provide
Scopes of information agents can provide are stored, if the incoming

communication is handled in an appropriate way using knowledge base provider scope
maintenance identification kb, used within component agent interaction management.

7.  Own control
Control of the agent’s own processes is defined by the knowledge base focus kb,

used within component own process control.
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8.  Determining matches between products and scopes of interests
To determine matches between products and scopes of interest the agent can use

the knowledge bases attribute and scope kb, product scope abstraction kb, proposal
selection kb, and strict match kb within component determine proposals.

basic functionality knowledge specifying
functionality

in
component

1. observation observation initiative kb
observation info identification kb

WIM
WIM

2. communication with
agents
    asking for information

agent interest identification kb
subscription identification kb
proposal communication kb
agent preference information
identification kb

AIM
AIM
AIM
AIM

3. communication with
agents
    providing information

provider info identification kb
provider scope identification kb
provider request kb

AIM
AIM
AIM

4. maintenance of product
information

observation info maintenance
identification kb
provider info maintenance
identification kb

WIM
AIM
AIM

5. maintenance of scopes
of interest and preference
models

agent interest maintenance
identification kb
agent preference information
identification kb

AIM
AIM

6. maintenance of scopes
of
    products agents can provide

provider scope maintenance
identification kb
provider scope abstraction kb
attribute and scope kb

AIM
MAI
MAI

7. own control Focus kb OPC

8. match between products
and
    scopes of interests

attribute and scope kb
product scope abstraction kb
strict match kb
proposal selection kb

DP
DP
DP
DP

Fig. 2. Relation between basic functionalities and knowledge required

Combinations of these functionalities define specific types of agents. For example,
if a provider agent is designed, functionalities 2, 4, 5, 8 may be desired, whereas
functionalities 1, 3, 6, 7 could be left out of consideration. If an agent is designed to
support a user in finding information on products within a certain scope,
functionalities 1, 3, 6, 8 (and perhaps 4) may be desired, whereas 2 and 5 may be less
relevant. For a mediating agent, or for an agent that has to play different roles, almost
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all functionalities (i.e., 1 to 8) may be desired. The generic agent architecture
introduced in Sections 3 and 4 can be instantiated in different manners to obtain,
among others, the types of agents mentioned. The relation between the agent’s basic
functionalities, its knowledge, and where the knowledge is used is summarised in the
table in Figure 2.

5.2 Reactive, Pro-active, and Other Forms of Behaviour

Depending on the choices made, the mediating agent can show reactive behaviour
towards agents asking for information on products and provider agents.

In reaction to an agent that asks for products within a certain scope, the mediating
agent determines which of the products it knows, fit to this scope, using either an
already known preference model for that agent, or a default preference model. The
available information on the resulting products is communicated to the agent (e.g.,
author, title, year, topics, abstract, location, and reference).

Once an agent interest is known to the mediating agent, it is reactive with respect to
any information providing agent that announces a product that fits the agent’s scope,
and has a sufficiently high predicted rating. In such a case the information on this
product is communicated to this agent (i.e., to all relevant agents).

Pro-active behaviour occurs when the mediating agent has as a characteristic that it
is pro-active with respect to certain agents. A pro-active mediating agent, from time to
time, takes the initiative to ask provider agents for information on products which
match some of its subscribed request profiles. It may focus on an agent’s scopes of
interest and actively select information providing agents and ask them whether they
have products that fit in one of these scopes.

The behaviour of the mediating agent may depend on other characteristics of the
mediating agent as well. In the above example, the knowledge used within own
process control was kept rather simple. It is not difficult to extend this knowledge in
such a way that more complex forms of pro-active social behaviour are initiated and
controlled. For example, it is also possible that the mediating agent pro-actively
determines an expected scope of interest of an agent and proposes products that fit this
expected scope of interest.

6 Preference Modeling

In this section, we survey the field of user preference modeling and discuss some
existing approaches and related working systems. Basically, the preference model of a
user can be used to determine how interesting is an item to that user. The preference
model of a user can thus be used to select and prioritise items that may be interesting
to that user. For example, a user may like French or German cars and prefer to have a
German car above a French car. The structure and properties of preference models
depend on the application area in which they are used. For example, in multi-attribute
decision systems (see [2],[21],[29],[36]) the user preference (utility) for an item is
determined in terms of values of various attributes of the item and the preferences of
the user towards those attributes (i.e., the importance of those attributes). In other
application areas such as recommendation systems, the preference model may be
defined either in terms of statistical correlation between users and their rated items or
in terms of a set of attribute values that describe the items.
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In general, the preferences of a user towards a set of items can be defined in terms
of information concerning either the content of the items (content information) or the
use of the items by a society of users (collaborative or social information). Roughly
speaking, in the content-based approach a user is thought to like an item if the item is
similar to other items that are liked by the user while in the collaborative-based
approach a user is thought to like an item if the user is similar to other users who like
the item. In the following, we use the term content-based preference model to indicate
user preference models that are defined in terms of the content of items, and the term
collaborative-based preference model to refer to user preference models that are
defined in terms of collaborative information. In this paper, we assume that both the
content information as well as the collaborative information can be used to construct
user preference models for various kinds of applications, included automated
negotiation in multi-agent systems where a model of user preferences is indispensable.

The construction of a preference model is usually a time consuming and
cumbersome job. In applications such as information retrieval, information filtering,
or automated integrative negotiation, the user has to express her preferences towards
various (combinations of) attributes and attribute values. In other applications such as
recommendation systems, a user may be asked to rate several, sometimes hundreds, of
items before an item can be recommended. There are various methods to acquire
information concerning user preferences. For example, in some systems a user may be
asked to fill-out a form consisting of questions (usually a large number of questions)
about her preferences every time she uses the system. Instead of forms, systems may
also ask a user to answer consecutive multiple-choice questions in an interview-like
interaction. Yet, other systems (see [14]) derive the preferences of a user by
suggesting an item to the user and ask her to correct this suggestion. The user corrects
system’s suggestion by indicating why the suggested item does not match her needs.
Based on these corrections, preference models of users are constructed or updated.
Finally, some systems employ methods to induce the preferences of a user by
observing the behaviour of that user over time (see [17],[23],[26],[30]). These
methods are usually not intended to fully model user preferences, but to model the
more frequent and predictable user preferences. It should be noted that applications
that require huge efforts from their users risk to become ineffective and useless (see
[24],[25]). Therefore, to model user preferences in an application a balance is to be
found between the amount of interaction with the user and the necessary effectiveness
of the constructed user profile.

Modeling user preferences on the basis of content or collaborative information
can be considered as a learning problem where the aim is to learn the so-called
preference function for a certain user. The preference function for a user maps items
from a certain domain to some values that express the importance of those items for
that user. In this way, the structure of the chosen range is imposed on domain items. It
is important to note that various types of preference functions may exist. The type of a
preference function characterises the structure of preference model (see [21],[36]). For
example, the range of one preference function may be the set of real numbers where
the order of real numbers reflects the degree of user interest. The range of another
preference function may be the set consisting of two elements: LIKE and DISLIKE.
In the first case, a partial order structure is imposed on the items and in the second
case a nominal structure is imposed on the items, i.e. the preference function is a
classification function.
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6.1 Collaborative-Based Preference Modeling

In the collaborative approach the preference model of a user is constructed on the
basis of the items that are previously used and rated by that user and the preferences of
other users represented as sets of rated items. Intuitively, in the collaborative approach
an item is thought to be interesting for a user if other users who have similar taste are
interested in that item too. The taste similarity of users is determined by a statistical
correlation between users and their rated items. In this way, a group of users that rate
items similarly are considered as having similar taste or interest. This approach to user
preference modeling is often called “word of mouth” propagation. For example,
consider the following data table representing the rating (a number between 1 and 10)
that four users U1,…, U4 have assigned to three papers P1,…, P3. An empty cell in the
table indicates that the rating of a person for an item is unknown.

U1 U2 U3 U4

P1
4 - 5 9

P2
1 9 - 8

P3
8 1 7 2

It should be clear that persons U1 and U 3 have similar rating and therefore can be
considered as having similar taste. Likewise, U 2 and U 4 show similar taste. These
similarities can be used to predict the interest of users towards papers for which the
rating is unknown. For example, the taste similarity between U 1 and U 3 suggests that
the interest of U 3 towards the second paper is low, while the taste similarity between
U 2 and U 4 may suggest that the interest of U 2 towards the first paper is high.

Collaborative-based preference models have been used in retrieval and filtering
systems to, respectively, retrieve and filter available items for certain users. In fact,
the purpose of these systems is to assist a user by selecting, prioritising, and delivering
available items according to the preferences of that user. In this way, the selected
items are presented to a user in the order of their relevance for that user. These
retrieval and filtering systems are often used as recommendation systems where users
are informed about items that may be interesting to them. There have been several
collaborative-based recommendation systems introduced in which the preferences of
users are modelled automatically. Examples of online recommendation systems that
employ collaborative approach are MovieFinder [46] and FireFly [43]. The
preferences of a user are modelled automatically by observing the behaviour of that
user and applying different statistical methods to the observed behaviour (see
[3],[17],[18],[34]).

In collaborative-based recommendation systems, an item can be recommended to a
user if the user has already rated a subset of items and thereby has expressed some of
her preferences. For this reason, these recommendation systems construct an initial
preference model for a new user by asking the user to rate a pre-selected set of items.
However, a serious disadvantage of these systems is that new items cannot be
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recommended to anyone since items are recommended to users only when they are
rated by some users. Note also that the quality of recommendations by systems that
are based on collaborative approach increases as the number of users and the number
of rated items increase.

6.2 Content-Based Preference Modeling

The content-based approach provides the preference model of a user on the basis of
properties and attribute values of the items. Using content-based approach, an item is
thought to be interesting for a user if that item has properties or attribute values as
predicted by the preference model. It is important to note that, in contrast to the
collaborative approach, the content-based approach can be applied only when items
can be described in terms of properties and attribute values. Like collaborative-based
preference models, the content-based preference models have been used in online
recommendation systems such as BargainFinder [41] and Jango [44]. However, unlike
collaborative-based preference models, the content-based preference models are also
used in applications such as integrative negotiation where the utility function is
defined in terms of user preferences towards various attribute values (see
[2],[16],[21],[26],[36]).

In general, content-based preference models are constituted by a set of attributes.
For example, the set M = {Topic, Author, Year} of paper attributes may constitute the
preference model of users for scientific papers. Given a set of attributes constituting
the user preference model, the preferences of a user are often modelled by providing
some values and rates for each attribute. First, for each attribute a rate may be given to
indicate how important is an attribute. Then, for each attribute a set of possible
attribute values should be given. Moreover, a rate should be assigned to each possible
attribute value to indicate how preferred is that value. The assignment of rates to
attribute values depends on the type of attribute values (e.g. nominal, ordinal, interval,
and ratio). In fact, for nominal and ordinal attribute values a rate is assigned to each
attribute value while for interval and ratio attribute values the inherent order of those
values can be used to assign a rate to only a subset of those attribute values. The rate
for other attribute values can then be derived by means of the inherent order of
attribute values and the assigned rates to the subset of attribute values. For example,
given the above set M of paper attributes, the preferences of a user may be modelled
by the following set:

{Topic:9 = <Agent:9 , Negotiation:6 , AI:4>,
Author:7 = <Jennings:8 , Zlotkin:8 , Maes:6>,
Year:4 = <1999:9 , 1984:4> }
The numbers attached to attribute names and attribute values indicate user’s rates

for those attributes names and attribute values, respectively. In this example, the
values of the first two attributes (i.e. Topic and Author) have nominal type whereas
the values of the third attribute (i.e. Year) have an interval type. Therefore, based on
the rate of the two year values (i.e. 1999:9 and 1984:4) and given the internal interval
order of year values the rate of other year values can be derived (e.g. 1987:5, 1990:6,
1993:7, etc.).

As the values of attributes may not always be known to a user, the user may also be
asked to represent compensation values for the unknown attribute values, i.e. the loss
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of an attribute value is compensated by gain in the value of another attribute. The
following table is an example of compensation values between paper attributes.

Topi
c

Auth
or

Year

Topi
c

- 0.9 0.3

Auth
or

0.8 - 0.4

Year 0.5 0.5 -

Basically, this table shows how the loss of an attribute value should be gained in
terms of other attribute. In this way, the compensation values can be considered as
representing user preferences towards interdependencies between various attributes
and can be used to determine the user preference towards an item for which some
attribute values are missing. Note that these scenarios are quite usual in automated
integrative negotiation system (see [2]).

Although content-based preference models play an essential role in both
recommendation systems as well as automated negotiation and decision theory, there
is little attention in these studies for modeling, especially automated modeling, of
content-based user preferences. An obvious and non-automatic way to model user
preferences is the so-called “deep interview” approach. In this approach, the user is
asked to answer consecutive multiple-choice questions by means of which  item
attributes and their values are rated.

A more interesting and semi-automatic way to model user preferences is the so-
called “suggestion-correction” approach. This approach assumes a partial preference
model of user which may be a default model  in the worse case, i.e. when user is new
to the system such that nothing is known about user except some default knowledge.
For example, in applications such as computer selling systems or a travel agency
systems some default knowledge about user such as “need-a-computer” or “want-to-
go-to-holiday” can be assumed. Based on partial user preference model the system
may suggest an item to that user and, if needed, the user corrects this suggestion by
indicating why the suggested item does not satisfy her needs. In the case that the
suggested item satisfies the needs of user the system stops. Otherwise, based on user’s
correction response the system updates the preference model and suggests a new item,
etc. This approach is employed in Eugene et. al. (see [14]) where user’s correction
responses are considered as constraints. The constraints are then linked together to
form a network of constraints. The resulting network of constraints represents the
preference model of user. Consequently, an item is thought to be interesting for a user
when it satisfies the network of constraints that represents the preference model of that
user.

Finally, a fully automatic content-based approach to model user preferences is by
discovering regularities among properties and attribute values of the used and rated
items. Neural networks, genetic algorithms, principle component analysis, and all
kinds of inductive learning methods are alternative techniques in automatic content-
based preference modeling. Although the systems that employ automatic methods
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usually expect little effort from users, a new user is expected to make some effort and
provide feedback to the system in order to ensure reasonable performance from the
start. This is also true for the systems that are based on collaborative-based user
preference models. It should also be noted that automatic methods to model user
preferences is not only interesting for minimising the effort of users, but it may also be
interesting for discovering the preferences of other involved participants. This is
especially important for intelligent mediating agents that have to discover the
preference models of other involved agents automatically (see Sections 3,4, and 5).
Also, in cooperative multi-agent negotiation processes where an agent, who does not
have a direct access to the preferences of her negotiating agent, likes to propose a bid
that may be interesting to the negotiating agent as well.

In the content-based approach preferences can be modelled independent of
preference models of other involved participants. In fact, the preference model of a
user can be constructed on the basis of the descriptions of the items for which the user
preference are known. Moreover, the quality of the content-based preference models
that are provided by automated methods depends on the number of items for which the
user preferences are known. This quality is, however, independent of the number of
other users or their preferences, as it is the case in collaborative approach. Another
characteristic of the content-based approach, in contrast to the collaborative approach,
is that a new item can immediately be decided to be interesting for a user without the
need of being rated by other users.

6.3 An Integrated Approach

The collaborative-based and content-based approaches do not exclude each other and
in fact they can be combined into an integrated approach to model user preferences
(see [1]). Such a user preference model will be called integrated user preference
model. An integrated user preference model is thus defined in terms of both
collaborative as well as content information. In particular, an integrated user
preference model is constructed in terms of a predefined set of attributes, as it is the
case with the content-based user preference models. However, unlike the content-
based preference models, there are two attributes in the integrated approach which are
defined in terms of collaborative information. These attributes are called collaborative
attributes. One collaborative attribute characterises a user and the second collaborative
attribute characterises an item.

In order to construct automatically the integrated preference model of a user, an
inductive learning method is applied to a set of data entries (see [1]). Each data entry
is an n-tuple of attribute values and represents the information about one user and one
item that is liked by that user. Note that one may also consider the set of data entries
in which an entry represents the information about one user and one item that is
disliked by that user. The value of the collaborative attribute that characterises a user
is a set of items that is liked/disliked by that user and the value of the collaborative
attribute that characterises an item is a set of users that like/dislike that item. Note that
the values of the collaborative attributes are set values: their values are sets instead of
individuals. In contrast to the collaborative attribute values, the values of other (non-
collaborative) attributes are individual values. Given n users U1 ,…, Un and m
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scientific papers P1 ,…, Pm , the following is an example of a set of paper entries on
which an inductive method can be applied.

{ < Agent , Jennings , 1997 , {P2 , P4 , P9 } , {U1 , U7}    > ,
  < Negotiation , Zlotkin , 1994 , { P1 , P9 , P3, P5} , { U4, U2} > ,
   < AI , Maes , 1995 , {P2} , { U7, U4, U1} > }
The sets containing scientific papers are values of the collaborative attribute that

characterises a user and the sets containing users are values of the collaborative
attribute that characterises a paper. In this way, collaborative information, which is
translated into attribute values, together with content-based information, which is also
represented as attribute values, constitute the data to which an inductive learning
method is applied to extract user preferences. It is important to note that the values of
collaborative attributes can be very large sets when the numbers of users and items get
large. This is a serious disadvantage of this integrated method.

6.4 Effectiveness of Preference Models

The effectivity of collaborative-based and content-based preference models depends
on the applications they are used in. For example, collaborative-based preference
models are effective for applications where either it is unrealistic to collect a large
amount of information about the preferences of an individual user, or the number of
users is too large. Using collaborative-based preference models is also effective for
applications where the content of the items neither is available nor can be analysed
automatically by a machine (e.g. items like a picture, video, sound, etc.). However, the
collaborative-based preference models are less effective for applications like
integrative negotiation (see [2],[15],[29]) in retail Electronic Commerce where
negotiation is considered to be a decision making process over items that are described
as multiple interdependent attributes. As explained, collaborative-based preference
models are not defined in terms of attribute values and therefore they are less effective
for applications like integrative negotiation.

On the other hand, content-based preference models are effective in applications
where data are represented in terms of attribute values such that no more information
than available is required. Also, content-based preference models provide sound
results even in situations where there is only one single user. When a content-based
preference model is constructed automatically, it will provide sound results if it is
constructed on the basis of a set of rated items that is large enough. Note that
collaborative-based preference models will fail to provide sound results in such a case.
Content-based preference models are thus appropriate for applications like integrative
negotiation since they are in terms of various attribute values. Moreover, since the
preference model of a certain user is in terms of attribute values, a new items which is
not rated by any other users can be decided to be interesting for that particular user. As
we mentioned above, providing a preference model by a user in terms of various
item’s attributes is a time consuming activity. Therefore, we believe that in these
applications user preferences should be modelled automatically. In order to achieve
this goal in a multi-agent setting, we employ inductive logic programming which
enables an agent to induce the preferences of a user in terms of item’s attributes
during its interactions with the user.
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7  Automatic Preference Modeling with Inductive Logic
Programming

Inductive logic programming (see [28]) lies at the intersection of machine learning
and computational logic, as used in logic programming.  It combines inductive
machine learning with the representations of computational logic.  Computational
logic (a subset of first order logic) is a more powerful representation language than the
classical attribute-value representation typically used in machine learning.  This
representational power is useful in the context of learning user preference models,
because in this way more complex types of user preferences can be detected and
described.  Another advantage of inductive logic programming is that it enables the
use of background knowledge (in the form of Prolog programs) in the induction
process. Given the fact that DESIRE uses first order logic as knowledge
representation formalism, this allows for an easy integration of both systems.

An ILP system takes as input examples and background knowledge and produces
hypotheses as output. There are two common used ILP settings which differ in the
representation of these data: learning from entailment ([11] compares different
settings) and learning from interpretation (see [12]). We will use the second setting
because of the time efficiency of this setting. In learning from interpretations, an
example or observation of actions performed by the user — in this application
requesting and rating a paper — can be viewed as a small relational database,
consisting of a number of facts (such as ‘author(Smith)’ or ‘interest(high)’) that
describe the specific properties of the example. An example may contain multiple
facts about multiple relations. This contrasts with the attribute value representations
where an example always corresponds to a single tuple for a single relation. We will
show later that the extra flexibility gained with the learning from interpretations
setting is very useful in user preference modeling (see Section 6).

The background knowledge takes the form of a Prolog program. Using this Prolog
program, it is possible to derive additional properties from the examples. Let us
illustrate this by showing how we can introduce a taxonomy using background
knowledge:

topic(T)  ←  papertopic(T).
topic(T)  ←  isa(It,T), topic(It).
isa(agentsemantics,agent).
isa(agentarchitecture,agent).
isa(agent,artificial_intelligence).

This Prolog program recursively defines the topic-relation: a paper has topic T if
either T is the topic directly related to the paper (through the papertopic-relation) or T
is above It (defined with the isa/2 relation), an other topic related to the paper, in the
taxonomy-lattice. By introducing the above background information the system adds
to each example automatically all topic information: if we observe the user rating a
paper with as topic agentarchitecture, the learning system adds that agentarchitecture,
agent and artificial_intelligence are topics for this paper and will use this information
when learning hypotheses.

There are two forms of induction: predictive and descriptive induction.  Predictive
induction starts from a set of classified examples and a background theory, and the
aim is to induce a theory that will classify all the examples in the appropriate class. On
the other hand, descriptive induction starts from a set of unclassified examples, and
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aims at finding a set of regularities that hold for the examples. In the situation of a
paper mediating agent, predictive induction could be used to predict the interest of a
user in a paper. Descriptive induction on the other hand would try to find all
regularities that hold in the set of examples, and would find rules such as:

  If the author is Jennings and the user is interested, then the co-author is
Wooldridge

Notice that these types of rules — although maybe revealing interesting and
unknown knowledge — are not useful for predicting the user’s interest.  Since our aim
is to predict the user’s preference for unseen objects, we focus on predictive induction
in the learning from interpretations setting, because in this system the focus is on
finding rules useful for classification. This task can more formally be expressed as
follows:

Given:
a set of classes C,
a set of classified examples E,
a background theory B
Find a hypothesis H such that:
for all e ∈E, H ∧ e ∧ B  = c, and H ∧ e ∧ B  ≠ c'
where c is the class of the example e and c' ∈ C - {c}.
To make the discussion more concrete we focus on one ILP system: Tilde (see

[4],[5]). This system performs predictive induction in the learning from interpretation
setting by inducing logical decision trees from classified examples and background
theory. Consider for example the background knowledge that is mentioned above.
Suppose also a set of observations describing papers and the interest of a user in those
papers. In this application we let the user rate his interest in a paper on a score from 1
to 10, where higher numbers indicate a higher interest. We build user models for each
user individually, so we collect all observations from a certain user in one file. As a
result there is no need to add information about which user made these observations to
the data that will be given to the learning system. The following is an example of one
such observation.  Notice that attributes (such as author) can have multiple values.

papertopic(agentarchitecture).
author(’Jennings’).
author(’Mamdani’).
aff(’Jennings’,’Queen Mary & Westfield College’).
aff(’Mamdani’,’Imperial College’).
interest(6).

We included the affiliation of the authors in the example. One could argue that such
information can be stored in background knowledge. However the fact that an author
can belong to different affiliations at the same time makes this a property which can’t
be computed from the other information in the example and hence can’t be stored in
background information.

Starting from the background knowledge and a set of observations Tilde can build
hypotheses (represented as first-order logic decision trees) which predict the user’s
interest in a paper. The following is an example of such a hypothesis:

topic(agents) ?
+--yes: author(A), A = ’Jennings’ ?
|       +--yes: author(B), aff(A,C), aff(B,D), C � D ?
|       |       +--yes: interest(6)
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|       |       +--no:  interest(4)
|       +--no:  interest(3)
+--no:  interest(1)

Tilde uses the standard induction tree algorithm for building this trees: look for a
test which best separates the examples in sets belonging to the same class and repeat
this procedure in each leaf of this tree until a stopping criteria is reached. Notice that
this is a greedy approach: selecting the best splitting test at each level of the tree
doesn’t necessary result in the best global tree. Using look ahead, Tilde can make
conjunctions of tests and use these as single tests, as clearly illustrated in the third line
of the above tree.

The above hypothesis states that the user has interest 1 in papers that are not about
agents. If it’s a paper on agents written by Jennings the predicted interest value is 4
unless there is a co-author from a different affiliation, then the interest prediction is 6.
Agent papers not written by Jennings have a predicted interest-value of 3. As this
example shows, hypotheses can contain constants as well as variables.

Notice that this very simple example shows the power of inductive reasoning. From
a set of specific facts, a general theory containing variables is induced. It is not the
case that the induced theory deductively follows from the given examples.  The Tilde
system has the benefits (like most ILP systems) of being able to build complex
hypotheses (using first order logic) and using background knowledge in finding these
hypotheses. Moreover experiments have shown that the Tilde system scales nicely on
large datasets (see [5]). More details of the Tilde system can be found in [4] and [5].

7.1  User Preference Modeling with Tilde

Following Section 6, we may define a user preferences model for a certain user u as a
function ϕu mapping an observation o from the set of possible observations O onto a
preference indicator value p from the set of possible preference indicator values P, a
finite structured domain. Since Tilde can induce general hypotheses from specific
observations and background knowledge, it can be used to induce ϕu automatically.
This can be done by building a set of examples E, each example consisting of an
observation o and ϕu(o) = p, the preference user u has for observation o. As the set of
classes C we use the set of possible preference indicator values p from P. In this way
we transform the construction of ϕu into a learning task. We can also add background
knowledge B with information the system can use in constructing ϕu.

We illustrate this by an example.  Consider again the task of building a preference
model for a user who is looking for interesting scientific papers as discussed in
Section 2. In this context each observation consists of information about a paper: title,
author, year of publication, type of publication (journal, conference proceeding,
workshop proceeding) and the topic.  Attributes author and topic can be multi-valued.
Other possible useful attributes are the affiliation of the author(s), the publishing
company and the length of the article (number of words or pages). In background
knowledge we put the general information that could help Tilde in constructing ϕu. As
background knowledge we use an extension of the taxonomy on topics as introduced
earlier in this section. However all other relevant information (e.g. background
information on authors, publishers and affiliations) could be included as well. Finally
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one has to create a language bias, specifying which concepts Tilde is allowed to use in
constructing ϕu.

We conducted three types of experiments to answer three questions we had in
mind: can the system detect complex rules, can the system detect rules if there is noise
in the examples and can we construct user preference models from a small number of
observations. For the first two experiments a set of 375 observations was used. All
these experiments were performed on machine generated data. We produced 375
examples of paper descriptions and let the computer label them according to criteria
we defined. These examples (but not the criteria used to label them) were then given
to Tilde to learn user profiles. The reason for this type of experiments is to determine
whether the agent would be able to find user patterns under the assumption that these
exist. The question whether useful user patterns do exist is not answered by these
experiments because it is application and user dependent.

For the first experiment we labelled all our examples using increasingly more
complex rules:

1. If published before 1992 then interesting else not interesting.
2. If published before 1992 or if it is a journal paper then interesting else not.
3. If published before 1992 or if it is not a journal paper then interesting else not
4. If published before 1992 or if it is a journal paper or it is a paper by Jennings

then interesting else not.
5. If published before 1992 or if it is a journal paper written in 1998 then

interesting else not.
No background knowledge was used in these experiments. Each time we labelled

all 375 examples according to one of the above rules and let the system learn on all
these examples. We then inspect the user preference model produced to see if they
match the rule used to label the examples. When using rule 1 no problems are
encountered. Rule 2 adds a disjunction, but this easy for the system to learn because
it’s just an adding another branch. Rule 3 complicates rule 2 by using a negation of
one of the tests. But this as well is easy for the system to learn because negating a test
is the same as switching both branches at the node that corresponds with this test. Rule
4 extends rule 2 by adding another disjunction. In the example set there were only
three examples of non-journal papers by Jennings published after 1991 but even then
Tilde was able to find the correct user preference model. The fifth rule could be
learned by Tilde, but only when look ahead (testing conjunctions of tests in stead of
single tests) is enabled. Look ahead however increases the time to build the decision
tree so when we test Tilde on this data set without look ahead it finds an user
preference model which nearly matches the correct hypothesis: it has one test more,
and misclassifies 1 out of the 375 examples.

Most of the time, a user doesn’t behave completely according to rules. For instance,
a user may be interested in Jennings’ papers, but some of these papers he will rate as
non interesting for different reasons. For a user preference modeling system to be
useful, it should be able to cope with such ‘noise’ in the observations. We tested this
by introducing noise in the experiment mentioned above. We labelled examples
according to rule 1 and added 5%, 10% and 15% of noise (this means that such a
portion of the examples were random labelled1). To test the preference models we
                                                          
1 interest is indicated by an integer between 1 and 10, were we used 1 for uninteresting and 10

for interesting. With random, we don’t mean random either 1 or 10 but a random integer
between 1 and 10
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performed a cross validation: the dataset is divided in equal sets, all but one set is used
to learn a preference model, which is then tested on the remaining set. This procedure
is repeated with another set as testset until every set has once been used as testset. We
performed this experiment first with rule 1. The system found user preference models
that were as accurate as possible: respectively 95%, 90% and 85% accuracy. The
system had learned in each case the correct preference model (and so would have a
predictive accuracy of 100% if there is no noise in the testset). If we repeat this
experiment with rule 3 the accuracies are comparable. The time to induce these user
preference functions doesn’t increase when the percentage of noise increases.
However, if we perform this experiment with a rule that has a disjunction only
supported by few observations (as in the author is Jennings branch of rule 4) we see
that the accuracy on the testset remain the same but the system doesn’t find a correct
preference model. This occurs when there are more observations supporting random
patterns created by the noise than the regular patterns. However, if the noise level is so
high, can we consider this part of the user’s preference?

In a final experiment we try Tilde to learn from few examples. Simple ϕ functions
can be learned from as few as ten examples. When learning rule 4 in the first
experiment we also noticed that, although only 3 out of the 375 examples supported
this disjunction, the system was able to detect this and include it in the preference
model. Tilde can be used to model the user preferences based on few examples and
will build a simple model. When more observations become available that don’t agree
with the initial simple hypothesis, Tilde will construct a more complex hypothesis.
From these experiments we can see that the Tilde system is able to learn simple user
preference functions from few examples. Preference functions can be learned even
when the observations are noisy. From previous experiments [32] we can conclude
that in an attribute-value setting Tilde performs comparable with classic machine
learning systems. In the next section we will elaborate more on the advantages and
disadvantages of the ILP-approach compared with more classical machine learning
algorithms in learning preference functions

7.2  Advantages and Disadvantages of ILP in User Preference Modeling

In the previous section we briefly illustrated the Tilde algorithm on a simple dataset.
We will now introduce the specific ILP-features and illustrate how these are useful in
user preference modeling by applying them to the above example.

Because in ILP examples are represented as a set of facts, it is easy to represent
examples where attributes have multiple values. This is common in many electronic
commerce applications: books can have multiple authors, songs can have multiple
songwriters and performers, …, movies have multiple actors,… . If you want to
represent such information in an attribute-value setting, you have to introduce multiple
attributes of the same type (e.g. author1, author2, …). This however results in two
problems: the number of these attributes has to be fixed in advance (e.g. maximum 5
authors) and attribute-value learners will take the order of the attributes into account
(e.g. if author3 = Jennings then interesting) while in many applications this will be
irrelevant. ILP systems can represent multi-valued attributes without these
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disadvantages: facts can occur more than once and are unordered. We illustrated this
already in the paper example.

One can also easily extend the learning task just by extending the examples. Let’s
illustrate this. The user preference model learned in previous examples was solely
based on features of the paper itself, there was no use of the collaborative modeling
approach as discussed in Section 6.2. However, extending the learning task to
incorporate this collaborative modeling is very easy: each example still consists of the
paper observations o (authors, title, type, …), but instead of one indication of the
preference of one user, the example also contains the preference of all users who read
this paper. An example could then look like this:

papertopic(agentarchitecture).
author('Jennings').
author('Mamdani').
aff('Jennings','Queen Mary & Westfield College').
aff('Mamdani','Imperial College').
interest(user12,6).
interest(user23,4).
interest(user76,4).

A possible resulting tree for user 23 could then be like this:
author(’Jennings’) ?

+--yes: interest(user12,A), A<5 ?
|       +--yes: interest(user23,8)
|       +--no:  interest(user23,4)
+--no:  interest(user23,1)

If it is a Jennings paper and user 12 has read it and had low interest in it, then the
interest of user 23 will be 8, if user 12 had not read it or had an high interest in it, user
23 has an interest of 4. If it is no Jennings paper the interest of user 23 is 1. So the ϕu

function is based on a mixture of properties of the paper and the interests of other
users.

First notice that this collaborative modeling approach is more flexible than other
collaborative approaches in which for user u users u’ are identified such that ϕu (o) =
ϕu’ (o) for many observations o, while in this approach we identify for user u users u’
such that ϕu (o) = fu’(ϕu’ (o)) for observations o that obey to certain conditions (namely
the tests higher up the decision tree), and fu’ a function mapping the preferences of
user u’ onto the preferences of user u. Also notice that the above approach nicely
merges the two approaches (collaborative and content based) into one integrated
approach in a natural and easy way, due to the flexibility of inductive logic
programming. Of course, in stead of information about specific users, information
about clusters of users can be calculated using background knowledge (see next
paragraph) and used (e.g. ‘if the interest of the students in this paper is low then …’).

It is very common in ILP to extend the dataset by introducing background
knowledge, formulated in the form of static facts (e.g. situated_in(‘Imperial
College’,’London’).) or in the form of rules (e.g. situated_in(A,C) ← situated_in(A,B),
situated_in(B,C) ) which allow to infer new facts from the knowledge already
available in the background knowledge and the example. We illustrated the use of
background knowledge by introducing a taxonomy, but since Prolog is Turing
complete, any computable information can be added to the example. This allows for
easy integration of ILP systems with other systems. For instance, in the above
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example we could use a clustering algorithm to find descriptions for clusters of users.
This information could be added to the background knowledge of Tilde so the system
could use the result of the clustering algorithm. Another example of the flexibility is
the fact that integrating Tilde with DESIRE was very easy: background knowledge
translated information in DESIRE representation into the representation in which the
learning task was expressed.

ILP is based on logic programming, a declarative programming formalism. Due to
its declarative nature, input as well as output of ILP systems are readable (for humans
as well as for computers), in contrast to sub-symbolic systems like neural networks.
This is a very important feature in the context of agents for electronic commerce
because ILP user models can easily be translated to English sentences. In this way the
user can check and understand his preference model the agent has built. Users will
probably be more likely to delegate tasks to agents they can understand and check than
to ‘black box’ agents.

As illustrated above, ILP has some advantages compared with other concept
learning methods. Due to the use of background knowledge and the use of first order
logic as representation language, ILP is especially suited in knowledge intensive
learning tasks where the data is mainly symbolic. If there is only few or no
background knowledge used and the observations can easily be expressed in an
attribute-value representation, traditional concept learning algorithms such as C4.5
[31] will result in a comparable user model while these systems require less
computing power. Although the ILP method can handle numeric attributes, it’s mainly
focussed on symbolic datasets. If the observations of the user are expressed as
numbers (for example sensor readings (blood pressure, brain activity, …)) and the
user preference model is a mathematical function of these readings, better techniques
(such as neural networks) exist. Finally, because ILP systems search a larger space of
possible solutions than other techniques, ILP systems require more computing power
than most other techniques. Although ILP systems can handle large datasets [5], to our
knowledge there doesn’t exist a fast incremental ILP algorithm useful in time-critical
applications.

So ILP systems have their limitations. But a broad range of electronic commerce
applications deals with mainly symbolic data in an environment where useful
background knowledge is common. ILP can not only build user preference models in
such a setting, but is also able to provide this model in a representation that can easily
be mapped on natural language, and in this way help the user understand and trust the
system. Since electronic commerce applications are fairly new phenomena, these
applications tend to change over time. ILP is a very flexible learning method which
makes it easy to adapt the learning system to new situations. All these features makes
ILP well suited to learn user preference models in electronic commerce applications.

8 Discussion

In this section, some of the recently developed and operational models of virtual
market places and Web commerce based applications are briefly mentioned.

1. Kasbah
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 Kasbah (cf. [9], [10]) is a web-based multi-agent system using agents interacting with
each other within the virtual market domain. The agents act on behalf of their users
[9]. Price Negotiation is one of the interesting features applied within Kasbah [10].

2. Market Space

Market Space is an open agent-based market infrastructure. It is based on a
decentralized infrastructure model in which both the humans and the machines can
read information about the products and services, and everyone is able to announce
interests to one another [13]. The aim in designing Market Space is to design a market
place where searching, negotiation and deal settlement, e.g. interaction with users is
done using agents. The AMP (Agent Marketplace Project) is a collaboration project
between Uppsala University and Swedish telecom, Telia. Market Space has been
developed mainly in Prolog. For the communication with the Web, the standard
protocol (HTTP) has been used.

A difference with our approach is that these approaches have been implemented
without using a principled design method, and do not use components as building
blocks that are (formally) specified at a conceptual level. This is also a difference with
the work described in [35]. The mediating agent architecture introduced here was
designed and implemented in a principled manner, using the compositional
development method for multi-agent systems DESIRE [6]. Due to its compositional
structure it supports reuse; a flexible, easily adaptable architecture results.

Required properties or functionalities of agents can be formalised, and the relation
between required properties and underlying assumptions can be established in a
formal manner. An example of a result of such a formal analysis is the relation
between basic functionalities (required properties) and available knowledge
(assumptions) discussed in Section 5 (see Figure 2). In this paper the result of formal
analysis was used in the agent model; the formal analysis itself was done by us as
designers. To support this, a compositional verification method for multi-agent
systems has been developed and successfully applied to verify the behaviour of a
multi-agent system for one-to-many negotiation (see [7]), and to give a formal
analysis of pro-activeness and reactiveness (see [20]). One of the more ambitious aims
of our future research is to explore possibilities to include these formal analyses
themselves in an agent model, and not only the results obtained by them.

On the basis of the above discussion of techniques to construct preference
modeling, the following claims can be made. A proper approach for preference
modeling in a multi-agent setting should:

1. Allow agents to induce preferences of the involved participants automatically
by observing their behaviour.

2. Be capable of handling the changes in the interests of participants that take
place over the time by adjusting their preference models accordingly.

3. Be robust with respect to the partiality of information about preferences.
4. Allow for re-use of a preference model in different domains and for different

purposes.
Note that none of the approaches mentioned in Section 6 can handle the second

aspect real time, i.e., without computing the whole preference model over again.
Likewise, the ILP method introduced in Section 7 cannot handle this problem real
time. The design in this study is such that the mediating agent applies the ILP method
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when enough new observations have been made. Furthermore, the approaches that are
mentioned in Section 6 neither support the fourth facility. This facility may be realised
by defining compositional preference models, i.e., various primitive preference
models that can be composed to each other to form the preference model of a user.
Each primitive preference model can then be reused in various configurations and thus
for different applications. We will address this in more details in future studies.
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Abstract. With the increasing popularity of Web shopping, the perso-
nalization of the front-end of on-line stores has become a critical issue:
these systems are accessed by customers with different backgrounds, ex-
pertise and preferences; therefore, their usability can only be improved
by personalizing their interfaces to the needs of each specific user.
In this paper, we describe the architecture of SETA, a prototype toolkit
for the creation of adaptive Web stores, where user modeling and flexible
hypermedia techniques are exploited to personalize the interaction with
the user, dynamically generating the catalog pages on the basis of the
user’s features. The SETA architecture is composed by different specia-
lized agents, which cooperate to the management of the interaction with
the user; we will discuss how the application of agent-based techniques
has been essential to the design and development of this system.

1 Introduction

The research on electronic commerce has opened several scenarios where agent-
based technologies can be exploited in the design of open systems having auction,
negotiation and brokering capabilities. For instance, in the business-to-business
area there is a lot of on-going work on the development of complex architectures
for enabling an automatic management of the supply chain [16,33,37,45]. Moreo-
ver, in the business-to-customer area, agent-based technologies are exploited in
the development of complex systems where agents search for products and ser-
vices on behalf of a user, compare the solutions offered by different providers,
and so forth [19,22].

In addition to the above issues, agent-based technologies can be successfully
applied to the enhancement of other features of electronic commerce systems,
among which the adaptability of the interfaces to the users’ needs: the popula-
rity of Web shopping is increasing and very different types of customers purchase
goods by accessing on-line catalogs on their own, without relying on interme-
diaries. Noticeably, this trend does not only concern traditional domains like
air-flight booking, or the market of movies and music, but also other domains,
like the electronic power trade: in these domains, the user needs information
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about the alternative services offered by the providers, the advantages and di-
sadvantages of the various options, their cost, in order to compare them and
identify those satisfying her needs and constraints at best [44]. To comply with
these requirements, several commercial tools for the creation of on-line stores,
like Microsoft Merchant, IBM’s Net Commerce and ATG’s Dynamo, have been
extended to offer more or less sophisticated personalization functionalities for
tailoring the suggestion and the presentation of goods to the specific user. One
major goal of these systems is to improve the interaction with the customer, in
order to establish a long-term relationship with her, in contrast to the typical
one-shot type of interaction supported by the first electronic commerce systems.

The customization of on-line stores is a complex activity and requires very
different types of expertise, such as knowledge about users and products, and
techniques to personalize the layout and content of the catalog pages; therefore,
complex software architectures are needed. The exploitation of agent-based tech-
nologies can help to manage this complexity in an effective way. In particular,
multiagent systems can be designed, where several agents offer specialized ser-
vices, interacting with each other to produce the overall, complex service to the
user (e.g., see [3,39]). In principle, the agents devoted to specific services can ex-
ploit very different technologies, so that heterogeneous multiagent architectures
are designed.

The work described in the present paper concerns the development of adap-
tive Web stores, capable to assist the customer during the selection of goods,
varying the interaction style and the suggestions of the system on the basis of the
user’s preferences and needs. In the last three years, we have developed a proto-
type toolkit for the creation of Web stores supporting personalized interactions
with users [8]. We have focused on the design and development of the front-end
of a Web store, concentrating on the management of a flexible interface, and we
have pursued two main goals:

1. The definition of the requirements of an adaptive Web store, concerning
the interaction with the customer and the management of the system’s re-
sources, and the design of a system architecture meeting such requirements.
To this extent, we have designed the system architecture by identifying a
set of main roles to be filled and by associating a specialized agent to each
role. The first testbed of the architecture is a prototype system presenting
telecommunication products [7].

2. The design of a toolkit for the development of new adaptive Web stores.
In order to reach this goal, we have revised the system architecture and
developed a second prototype, where knowledge representation techniques
and agent-based technologies are exploited to improve the configurability of
the system and its scalability [5,8].

Our current system, SETA, includes a customizable store shell and some confi-
guration tools needed to help the store designer to set up a new Web store [5,
6,8]. An on-line demo of a Web store created using SETA is available at the
following URL: http://www.di.unito.it/˜ seta. This store presents telecommuni-
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cation products, like phones, switchboards, and so forth, and will be used in the
rest of the paper as a concrete example to describe the functionalities of SETA.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the issue of personalizing
interactions in Web stores. Section 3 introduces the main ideas on which our
approach is based, while section 4 describes the SETA architecture, outlining the
main roles identified in our Web store architecture and the agents filling them.
Section 5 discusses the way how agent-based technologies have been useful in the
design and development of SETA and section 6 provides some technical details
about the system. At last, section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Personalization Issues

With the expansion of the Internet, not only business users, but also a huge
number of home users are browsing the Web and accessing on-line stores. As
discussed in [12], users differ with respect to many characteristics, such as their
status, expertise, preferences and the reason for connecting to the Web store,
which should be taken into account to enhance the usability of systems. The-
refore, while the initial research on electronic sales mainly focused on back-end
activities like the provision of efficient order processing and secure payment tran-
sactions, other aspects, concerning the personalization of the interaction with the
customer, are now becoming important. For instance:

– Since an on-line store is accessed by heterogeneous users, it should satisfy
different needs and preferences in the selection of goods; this ability requi-
res filtering capabilities, to identify the items most suited to the specific
customer (e.g., see [35]).

– The advertisements included in the catalog pages should be targeted to the
customer base and, in particular, selected on the basis of the interests and
life style of the specific user accessing the system (e.g., see [2]).

– Furthermore, since Web stores are hypermedia systems, they should meet
the users’ needs in what concerns the interaction style [28].

– Finally, in addition to the customers’ interactional needs, also their techno-
logical constraints should be taken into account to facilitate their access to
the stores. For instance, they should be allowed to select alternative media
for the delivery of the information about goods, depending on the efficiency
of their connections to the Web (e.g., see [21,25]).

The customization of a Web store involves many tasks: on the one hand, a
detailed description of product features is essential to support a flexible selection
of items suiting the customers’ needs; on the other, the features characterizing
the customers to which the store products are directed have to be identified, and
an effective personalization can be reached if the peculiarities of the customer
accessing the store are learned by observing her behavior.

By personalizing the interaction with the customer we mean that the relevant
products should be selected for presentation and their description should be tai-
lored to the user’s expertise and interests, so that she can evaluate items more
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accurately than just looking at a raw product catalog. This aspect influences
the selection of the information to be presented and its linguistic (or pictorial)
form [14]; for instance, descriptions might use more or less technical terms and
include images to improve their comprehension; the product descriptions should
be focused on the features relevant to the users. Customers could even be hel-
ped by virtual sales assistants, who guide them in their browsing and product
selection activity (e.g., see [24,32]).

In some works, very general techniques, like those exploited in the infor-
mation filtering research (e.g., collaborative filtering, or TF/IDF - term fre-
quency/inverted document frequency) have been used to select interesting items
in environments where heterogeneous information sources are exploited, or little
information is available about the user’s needs; for instance, see [9,13,35].

While those techniques are suited to deal with large-scale applications, such
as information retrieval on the Web, other works show that more specific techni-
ques can be applied to personalize the interaction with the user in applications
where the domain-specific information is at least partially structured. For exam-
ple, [34] exploit the typical structure of movie databases in a VOD recommender
system to analyze the user’s selections and evaluations of the items. They use the
collected information to learn which product attributes affect the user’s choices,
so that user modeling techniques [27] can be applied to customize the suggestion
of other items. However, the lack of knowledge about the meaning of the attri-
butes and the relations among them does not support the adoption of effective
strategies for tailoring the description of products to the individual user, taking
into account aspects such as her interests and domain expertise.

Other researchers have adopted sophisticated approaches based on the ap-
plication of natural language generation techniques for the dynamic production
of personalized descriptions in the catalog pages. For instance, [17] exploit the
structure of the records describing the items of a museum to analyze their con-
tent and dynamically generate summaries of the descriptions; the summaries
may focus on different concepts, depending on the user’s interests. Although
these approaches support highly personalized interactions, they are not easily
applicable in system shells, which have to be instantiated on different domains: in
fact, these approaches require the definition of very detailed domain ontologies,
which impose a strong overhead at configuration time.

3 Our Approach

The description of the related work in the previous section supports the idea
that a deep representation of the knowledge about products and customers is the
basis for effectively personalizing the interaction with the customer. However, to
face the trade-off between offering highly adaptive systems and constraining the
effort in setting up these stores on the various sales domains, we have defined a
relatively compact representation of the domain-specific knowledge, concerning
users and products: this representation supports the exploitation of powerful
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Fig. 1. Portion of the Product Taxonomy.

personalization strategies, without requiring that the store designer characterizes
the semantics of each domain concept in too much detail.

3.1 Representation of the Knowledge about Products

As far as product classes are concerned, we superimpose on the products data-
base (which stores the information about the individual items available in the
store) a conceptual representation of the domain: the Product Taxonomy con-
tains the definition of all the products of the Web store and of their relations. In
this representation, the relations among products are explicitly declared: for in-
stance, similar products are grouped together; moreover, several basic products
can be related to the products which offer the same functionalities in a single,
integrated solution. This representation supports the generation of a rational
sequence of catalog pages, making the navigation of the catalog easier; in par-
ticular, the taxonomy graph represents the structure underlying the hypertext
forming the Web catalog. Figure 1 shows a portion of the product taxonomy of
our prototype.

The Product Taxonomy specifies the features characterizing the items of
each product class. The product features are represented in a declarative way,
as structured entities with the following attributes:

– Type: the features concern different aspects of the product description. Since
a detailed specification of the semantics of each feature would require an
extremely detailed definition of the domain knowledge, we have characterized
features in an abstract way, by defining the following feature types:
• Functionalities are basic facilities representing the purposes for which a

product has been designed; e.g., phones support vocal communication,
while faxes are designed to transmit documents.

• Technical features concern technical details (e.g., the resolution of a fax).
• Functional features include minor facilities offered by the product (e.g.,

the agendas offered by phones).
• Aesthetic features concern aesthetic aspects, such as color and size.
• Generic features include information not belonging to the previous types,

such as the price.
– Importance: this slot specifies to which degree the feature represents a man-

datory piece of information in the description of a product.
– Domain: this slot represents the range of values that a feature can take.
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Record 1:
  Name: Facile;
  Code: I00025;
  Type: phones;
 Features:
  Price: LIT. 108000;
  Color: grey, black;
  Agenda: 20;
  ...
 Properties:
  Quality: high;
  Ease of use: high;
  Cheapness: medium;
  Design: high;
  ...

Fig. 2. Representation of an item.

3.2 Representation of Items

The Products DB stores the description of all the items available in the store.
Each item is described by means of a record with attributes specifying the fea-
tures and properties of the item: the features correspond to the set of features
associated in the Product Taxnonmy to the product class to which the item
belongs. Consider, for instance, the record of the “Facile” phone item, shown
in Figure 2: the description includes the internal code and the external name
of the item, and the product class of the item (“Type” field); moreover, it in-
cludes information about the features of the item (e.g., its price, color, etc.);
finally, for each product property (e.g., quality, etc.), the record includes a value
representing a qualitative evaluation of the item with respect the property.1

3.3 Representation of the Knowledge about Users

The knowledge about users is represented in a declarative way, by specifying the
user features to be modeled and their possible values. A user model contains:

– Descriptive information about the user, concerning personal data, like the
user’s age, education level and job, provided by the user by filling a registra-
tion form.

– Predictive information, concerning the user’s preferences for the properties of
goods, like quality and ease of use, and user features such as her receptivity,
domain expertise, and so forth. These data are represented by means of
parameters characterized by an Importance slot and a list of <Linguistic
Value, Likelihood> pairs [40]: the importance slot specifies how relevant is
the property to the user and takes values in the range [0..1], where “0”

1 While the description of the features is standard for a product database, the specifica-
tion of the properties represents supplementary information that has to be embedded
into the database by the store designer, after an evaluation of the product.
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Identification:
First Name: George;
Family Name: Smith;

Personal data:
Age: 55-64;
Job: employee;
Education Level: high school;
...

User features:
Receptivity:

Values: low: 0.5; medium: 0.25; high: 0.25;
Domain Expertise:

Values: low: 0.5; medium: 0.3; high: 0.2;
Technical Interest:

Values: low: 0.1; medium: 0.5; high: 0.3;
Aesthetic Interest:

Values: low: 0.3; medium: 0.3; high: 0.4;
...

Preferences:
Quality:

Importance: 0.8;
Values: low: 0; medium: 0.4; high: 0.6;

Ease of Use:
Importance: 1;
Values: low: 0; medium: 0.25; high: 0.75;

...
User classification:

life style:
Values: yuppie: 0.2; average: 0.6; modest: 0.2;

domain expertise:
Values: ...

Fig. 3. An example user model.

denotes an irrelevant preference, while “1” denotes a maximally important
one. Each <Linguistic Value, Likelihood> pair contains a linguistic value
that the parameter can assume and the likelihood that the user prefers that
value for the related product property. For instance, in Figure 3, George’s
preference towards the products quality is rather important (0.8) and he
prefers high-quality products (<low, 0>, <medium, 0.4>, <high, 0.6>).

The data specified in the user models are domain-dependent and have to be
defined for each Web store instance; however, the same data could be exploited
in several Web stores, if the systems are instantiated on similar sales domains.
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Fig. 4. The Web store architecture: rectangles denote agents; solid parallelograms de-
note knowledge bases; dashed parallelograms represent the session-dependent contex-
tual information handled by the agents. Bold (thin) arrows represent synchronous
(asynchronous) messages between agents.

4 The SETA Architecture

In the design of the architecture of our system, we identified a number of func-
tionalities that an adaptive Web store should offer while interacting with a user;
then, we isolated the activities necessary to obtain the desired system behavior.
The result of this analysis is the identification of a set of basic roles: for instance,
the maintenance of the user models containing the customers’ preferences and
needs, the application of personalization strategies to tailor the generation of
the hypertextual pages and the personalization of the suggestion of items. The
identified roles are necessary to offer a personalized navigation of a Web catalog,
but are not exhaustive: depending on the requested system functionalities, the
architecture might need to be further extended; for instance, we did not include
the management of orders and payment transactions in the set of basic roles we
have developed.

We designed a multiagent architecture where each agent fills a role [43],
offering the other agents the services associated to the role. Our multiagent
architecture is shown in Figure 4, where the boxes denote agents; the paral-
lelograms represent the knowledge bases used by such agents to retrieve the
domain-dependent knowledge (e.g., the description of user and product features);
the databases are represented as dashed ovals. Each agent has its own context,
denoted by a dashed rectangle, that keeps the session-dependent data: every
agent maintains a single context for each active user session. The arrows among
agents represent the types of messages they can exchange. In the following, we
will describe the main roles and their associated agents.
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4.1 Communication with the Web

The Session Manager handles the communication with the browsers and creates
the system agents. Each time a user connects to the store (or performs actions
in the Web catalog), the Session Manager catches the user’s action and sends a
synchronous “tell” message to the Dialog Manager, to notify the agent that the
event has occurred. The possible actions (e.g., following an hypertextual link,
clicking on a button, etc.) can be identified because the related events are tagged
by exploiting hidden labels in the HTTP requests.

4.2 Management of the Interaction Flow

Since the system appears as a dynamic hypertext and the content of the pages is
planned “on the fly”, on the basis of the user’s actions, the interaction flow is not
completely determined at the beginning of a user session. The pages produced
by the system and the actions performed by the user can be interpreted as very
generic turns of a dialog. In order to interact with the user in a rational way,
it is important to maintain the (logical) interaction context and decide how the
dialog should continue, given its status and the user’s previous actions.

In our architecture, this task is performed by the Dialog Manager, that hand-
les the interactions and maintains the contextual information. The Dialog Ma-
nager monitors the user’s actions, by interpreting the generic events caught by
the Session Manager. These events are used to decide how to continue the dialog
and to collect data about the user’s interests.

From the system’s viewpoint, each page represents a dialog turn. Thus, the
admissible sequences of turn types can be represented by means of a finite-
state automaton which specifies, for each page type, which user actions can be
performed (such actions are available via buttons and hypertextual links in the
displayed page) and which page type must follow each action type. For instance,
from a page describing an item of a product class, the user may follow a “more
information” link, in which case, the same type of page has to be displayed next.2

However, she can also inspect the technical details, create a comparison table,
and so forth; in these cases, a parallel page, showing the requested information,
is handled by the system.

4.3 Management of the User Models

A basic role in an adaptive system is the management of the user models: the
characteristics of the specific user have to be identified to apply the appropriate
personalization rules and adapt the interaction as a consequence. In SETA, va-
rious types of user models can be used: e.g., static user models, instantiated on
the basis of the user’s features, or dynamic user models, continuously updated
on the basis of the user’s behavior [26,41].
2 If the “more information” link is followed on a page, the page is redisplayed by the

system, showing the whole list of features characterizing the item, instead of showing
only the most relevant ones.
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In the SETA architecture, a User Modeling Component (UMC) creates and
maintains the models of customers. When a user accesses the store, her model is
initialized either by retrieving her record from the User’s DB, or by exploiting
stereotypical information about customers available in the Stereotype Knowledge
Base (KB). This KB contains a hierarchical taxonomy of stereotypes which clu-
ster typical properties of customer groups [36]. The stereotypes are characterized
by a classification part and a predictive part. The classification part concerns
socio-demographic characteristics, corresponding to the personal data asked to
the user when she first accesses the Web store. The predictive part concerns
user features and preferences towards product properties. The user is classified
by matching her personal data with the classification part of the stereotypes.
Then, her features and preferences are initialized by merging the predictions of
the best matching stereotypes [6].

In addition to the stereotypical information, dynamic user modeling techni-
ques have been recently introduced in the system to update the user models on
the basis of the users’ behavior during the interaction. The UMC maintains in
its working memory the history of all the relevant events delivered by the Dia-
log Manager. The events may regard clicks to hypertextual links and clicks on
buttons to perform specific tasks (e.g., putting an item into the shopping cart).
The UMC periodically analyzes the event history to refine the user model, so
that it represents a description of the user consistent with her recent behavior.

In other approaches, such as [18,25,31], the user models are instantiated
and updated on the sole basis of an unobtrusive observation of the customer’s
behavior. While we recognize that the minimization of questions is essential to
improve the acceptability of the system, we believe that the exploitation of both
implicit and explicit information is crucial to handle precise user models, which
can hardly be obtained on the sole basis of the observation of the user’s behavior.
In particular, in our system the exploitation of the stereotypical information
about customers is essential to initialize the user models and start a personalized
interaction immediately after a customer accesses the store. Then, while she
browses the catalog, dynamic user modeling techniques are exploited to revise
her model on the basis of her individual behavior.

4.4 Generation of the Catalog Pages

Once the next interaction step is decided, the appropriate hypertextual page
has to be dynamically generated. On the basis of the purpose of the system, the
content displayed in the pages may strictly depend on the dialog context, or it
may also vary on the basis of the user’s interests; for instance, specific product
features can be highlighted, or presented in a more or less technical way.

In our architecture, the Dialog Manager invokes the Personalization Agent,
specifying the type of page to be produced and the product to be described.
The Personalization Agent applies a set of customization rules and dynamically
generates the HTML code for the hypertextual pages.

All the decisions about the layout and the content of a page are made on
the basis of the user model, at the granularity level of the single product fea-
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Fig. 5. A page dynamically generated by our system.

ture; moreover, the data to be included in the presentations are selected from
the Products DB, which contains the whole information about the items. Thus,
significantly different descriptions may be produced when presenting the same
product to different users; furthermore, no additional (and redundant) informa-
tion is needed to generate the product descriptions.

Figure 5 shows a page produced by the Personalization Agent of our pro-
totype instantiated on the telecommunication domain. The page describes two
phones with answering machine and contains both navigation buttons and pre-
sentation areas. More specifically:

– The upper bar in the page allows the user to inspect the main product classes
described in the catalog: the bar can be used to select further products to
be examined.

– The lefthand side area is a synthetic description of the interaction context:
the products initially selected by the user for inspection are listed (“Initial
selection”), specifying the intended beneficiary (“for yourself”, “for George”)
and use (home vs. business, represented by means of icons). Moreover, for
each selection, the last product displayed by the system is reported (“last
visited”, not shown in the figure), so that she can remember which hyper-
textual node she visited most recently in that context. Finally, the active
context, associated to the product displayed in the main area of the page,
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Fig. 6. A page dynamically generated by our system.

is highlighted (“Now displayed”). In this example, the user is looking for
a phone with answering machine for her office (business use); she is also
looking for a simple answering machine for her friend George (home use).

– The central area of the page describes the available models. For each of
them, the area contains the name, a picture, the price, a button to put the
item into the shopping cart, another one to get the technical details, and a
description of the main features of the item itself: the system may display a
subset of the features describing the item, to focus on those most interesting
to the user.

– The rest of the page contains links and buttons available to perform ac-
tions like browsing the catalog, creating a personalized comparison table,
inspecting the content of the shopping cart, and so forth.

The page shown in Figure 5 is tailored to an expert user, supposed to under-
stand technical terms (like “digital memory”, “RP button”) and to be able to
absorb relatively large amounts of information: for example, the system shows
two items in a single page, instead of one. The description of item “Sirio Memo”
in this page may be compared with that of Figure 6, representing the area de-
scribing the same item, extracted from a page generated for a non-expert user.
As it can be noticed, the language used in Figure 6 is much simpler, the complex
concepts are explained (e.g., consider “digital memory” vs. “It offer a facility to
store the received messages...”), and fewer features are described to let the user
focus on the most important ones.

The Personalization Agent plans the content and layout of a page by exploit-
ing a set of personalization rules [6], used to:

– Rate the relevance of the information items on the basis of the user’s interests
and of the intrinsic importance of the features to the presentation of the item.
There is a direct correspondence among the user’s interests and the types
of features defined in the Product Taxonomy. The features of an item are
ranked by combining their importance with the user’s interest in an additive
formula: scoreF = w1 ∗ ImpF + w2 ∗ InterestT
where ImpF is the importance of F and (given the category T of features
to which F belongs) InterestT = 1(2, or 3) if the user’s interest in T is
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low (medium, or high). The value of the user’s interest is retrieved from the
user model, as the most probable linguistic value of the related user feature.
For instance, referring to Figure 3, George’s interest for technical features is
medium, while his interest for aesthetic features is high.

– Select the amount of information to be included in the page, depending on
the user’s receptivity.

– Choose the appropriate complexity level for the descriptions, on the basis of
the user’s domain expertise, and produce the descriptions to be included in
the page. The descriptions are structured as Natural Language templates,
characterized by a difficulty level which basically depends on their technica-
lity. For each feature to be described, the system extracts from the Products
DB the values of the feature offered by the item and then it generates the
complete linguistic description by filling in the place-holders of the template
with the linguistic expressions of such values. For instance, the description
of the “color” feature is generated by exploiting its template (“It is available
in the following colors: #0”) and replacing the place-holder (“#0”) with the
linguistic description of the colors offered by the item (e.g., “white”).

– Refine the layout of the features, choosing special sizes and styles (e.g., the
boldface), depending on their ratings.

4.5 Suggestion of Items

An important role in the architecture is the retrieval of the items to be suggested
on the basis of the user’s preferences. In our system, the Product Extractor
assists the user’s selection of items, interacting with the Products DB Manager
to retrieve the internal description of the items which might be suggested. In
order to let the user inspect all the items available for a product class, the
system does not filter out any item: thus, the suggestion consists of sorting the
items, so that the most promising ones are shown to the user before the others.

The Product Extractor ranks the items by evaluating how close their pro-
perties match the beneficiary’s preferences [6]. An individual item is ranked by
evaluating its properties one by one and combining the results of such evaluation
into an overall score, used to place the item in the sorted suggestion list. The
general requirement is that an item should be preferred if it matches all the
preferences important to the user; in contrast, the item could mismatch irrele-
vant user preferences. The individual score of a property A is a number in [0..1],
where “0” denotes the fact that the item mismatches the related user preference,
while “1” denotes a full match. This second value can occur in two main cases:
either the preference is important to the user and the item matches it perfectly,
or the preference is totally irrelevant and thus it should not be considered in the
evaluation process. For each item property (A), we compute the individual score
by applying a formula which combines the importance of the related user prefe-
rence (ImpA) with the likelihood associated in the user model to the linguistic
value of A fitting the item (pai):

scA = ImpA ∗ pai + (1− ImpA).
Basically, we want that an irrelevant property receive scores near to “1”, inde-
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pendent of how close it reflects the user’s preferences: in this way, the influence of
the property on the matching degree decreases proportionally to the importance
of the user preference. In contrast, a score near to “1” should be given to a very
influent property only when the likelihood that the user prefers products with
that property value is very high.

The individual scores of the properties are then combined in a fuzzy AND:
given two properties A and B, and their individual scores, scA and scB , the
overall score for the item is calculated as follows:

SCORE(scA, scB) = scA ∗ scB/(scA + scB − scA ∗ scB).
This formula produces matching degrees in [0,1]: if at least one of the individual
scores is null, the overall score is null (in fact, the related property is totally
incompatible with the user’s preferences); in contrast, an item perfectly matching
the user’s preferences has an overall score equal to “1”.

4.6 Management of the Databases

A Web store architecture needs to store into a database the data about the spe-
cific items available in the store, as well as the information about its customers;
the last information concerns the customer’s previous connections to the store,
purchases, preferences, and so forth. The data about customers enhance the sy-
stem’s capability to personalize the interactions, because they enable it to load
precise user models at the beginning of the interaction.

In our architecture, we have designed two database managers (Products and
Users DB Manager) that handle the Products and Users databases respectively.
The Products database contains the information about the goods sold in the
store (price, technical features, etc.), while the Users database contains the re-
cords of the customers who have accessed the store, including the goods that
they purchased in previous visits.

4.7 Management of the Customer’s Selections

A Shopping Cart Manager keeps track of the items selected by the user during
an interaction: at any time, items can be put into the cart, or removed, and the
cart always displays its content and the total amount of money to pay.

5 Comments

In addition to the roles described in the previous section, the architecture of
a Web store should include other essential roles, such as the management of
the orders and payment transactions, stocks, and so forth. We have omitted the
roles concerning the management of the supply chain, and we have just sketched
the one regarding the purchasing activity (see the Shopping Cart Manager).
However, the design of the architecture as a multi-agent system supports the
extension of this architecture to include such back-end activities as well.
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Indeed, the exploitation of agent-based technologies has been very useful for
the design of our architecture, as well as for the implementation of our Web store
shell, for the following reasons:

– Components filling very different roles have to be coordinated within a single
architecture and this fact may create serious organizational problems: these
components may use heterogeneous knowledge sources and technologies; still,
they have to cooperate with one another to offer the overall service to the
user. For instance, the Session Manager handles the multi-user access to the
store. This component operates in a strict event-driven way and works on
low-level data which represent the events occurring in the active user ses-
sions. On the other hand, other components carry on inferential processes;
these components work on complex data structures and perform high-level
reasoning tasks by applying different approaches, like for example the ex-
ploitation of production rules.

– Some of the roles fit well in a traditional Object-Oriented programming
paradigm; however, others require that the components filling them are pro-
active and may initiate tasks although their methods are not explicitly in-
voked [30]. For example, the shopping cart might be monitored to check
whether the customer’s selections are consistent (for example, items such as
a computer and a printer, which have to work together, must be compatible):
in case of inconsistencies, the controller should autonomously trigger a dialog
to warn the user about the problem. Although not all the components have
to be represented as agents [42], the overall system architecture needs to
exploit the technologies developed in the design of multiagent architectures.

– For efficiency purposes, the activity of the agents has to be performed in
parallel whenever possible. Therefore, a sequential interaction model has
difficulties in scaling up. On the other hand, agent-based technologies offer
different types of communication, including synchronous and asynchronous
messages, that enhance the parallelism in the execution of tasks.

– Although we have developed the architecture of a single marketplace, an in-
teresting extension is the possibility provide broker agents with information
about the items available in the Web store. This scenario raises interope-
rability issues, that can be faced thanks to the exploitation of agent com-
munication languages and, at a lower level, of the facilities to interact in
heterogeneous communication platforms (CORBA, RMI), offered by several
tools to build multiagent systems.

– Although the integration of a new component into a complex system re-
quires a careful design of its interaction with the rest of the system, the
exploitation of agent-based technologies facilitates the task, by supporting
the communication among the components in a seamless way.

– Other technical reasons have influenced our design decisions. For instance,
the seamless distribution facilities offered by many agent-based technologies:
in fact, given a complex system, the distribution of its components on several
computers may be desirable and our experience showed that the exploitation
of agent-based communication techniques and specific tools to build multia-
gent systems allows the developer to distribute agents easily and efficiently.
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6 Technical Details

The system architecture, described in detail in [5], is a parallel architecture where
synchronous, asynchronous and multicast messages can be exchanged and hand-
led by the agents. The asynchronous messages are exploited to enhance the effi-
ciency of the system: we selected the activities that could be carried on in parallel
and we identified a number of messages that can be handled asynchronously by
the agents. We described the messages as performatives in a speech-act based
agent communication language. Figure 4 shows the types of messages exchanged
by the agents during a working session: the thin arrows denote asynchronous
messages, while the thick ones denote synchronous messages. Each arrow has as-
sociated the message type sent by the agent; we have labeled the message types
with names derived from the KQML performatives [20].

We have implemented this architecture by exploiting Objectspace Voyager
[29], a tool for developing multiagent systems which provides system components
with basic agent capabilities, such as distribution and communication protocols.
The agents of our system are Java objects which offer all the services necessary to
carry on the personalized interactions with customers; moreover, we have exploi-
ted Voyager’s facilities to allow the agents’ distribution over different computers
and their communication. While synchronous messages are handled by the main
thread of an agent, the multithread environment supported by Voyager enables
the agents to spawn in order to handle the asynchronous messages; in this way,
they can also manage the active user contexts in parallel. In this way, we can
handle in a homogeneous way an almost complete parallelization of the activity
of the various agents within a user session, as well as different sessions.

The only exception is the Session Manager, which is implemented as a Servlet.
Servlets are used to enhance the functionalities of Web-based systems, by ex-
tending Web server capabilities. In particular, we have exploited them to handle
the communication with the browsers (catching users’ actions and sending to
the users’ browsers the Web pages of the store) and to conveniently manage
concurrent user sessions (by exploiting session tracking) in our Session Manager.

We have considered several tools for building multiagent systems in a Java-
based environment: all these tools offer communication and distribution facilities,
and introduce an abstraction level with respect to the communication protocol,
which might be RMI, DCOM, CORBA, or other. We have selected Objectspace
Voyager [29], which best suited the needs of our architecture, allowing a conveni-
ent object distribution: objects created by the Voyager compiler can be remotely
executed. Moreover, Voyager supports an almost seamless transformation of a
Java object, which can only exchange synchronous messages, into an agent able
to send and receive various types of messages (noticeably, although different mes-
sage synchronization types are supported, the Java method declaration does not
change). Voyager offers synchronous, oneWay, oneWayMulticast and “future”
messages (“future” messages correspond to asynchronous messages, which do
not involve the sender and the receiver in a rendez-vous). Messages are exchan-
ged among agents by method invocation; however, the object invoking a method
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has to specify in which way it wants to synchronize with the receiver. While syn-
chronous communication corresponds to traditional Java method invocation, the
other types of messages can be delivered by objects by invoking specific Voyager
methods.

Other systems, like JAFMAS [15] and JATLite [1], would allow our agents to
be distributed on a network and communicate in a standard agent communica-
tion language based on Speech Acts [38,20,30]. However, following KQML, they
impose that the contents of the speech acts are represented, in an appropriate
content language, as strings. Therefore, they make the exchange of messages
containing structured information a complex task.3 On the other hand, in the
development of our system, we have experienced that a huge portion of the in-
formation which the agents need to send to each other is embedded into complex
objects and a conversion of such data into very general String patterns would
reduce the efficiency in agent communication.

Since we need flexibility in agent communication, we excluded other well
known agent building tools, specifically focused on the management of agent
mobility, which handle agent communication at a rather low level: e.g., MOLE
[11], and IBM Aglets [23]. At the same time, other tools for building open mul-
tiagent systems, which also provided negotiation and coordination primitives to
enable an active cooperation between the agents, proved to exceed our needs: for
instance, the Agent Building Shell [10]. In fact, in our system, the agents offer
fixed services, and there is no need to dynamically distribute tasks among them.

It should be noticed that the SETA architecture represents a quite well-
established architecture for complex Web-based systems. In particular, the most
recent research has triggered the development of other frameworks for the crea-
tion of these types of systems. For instance, the Jackal tool for the development
of multiagent systems [4] supports a rich, KQML-based communication among
agents; moreover, the Java 2 Enterprise Edition by Sun Microsystems provides
the developer of a distributed, Web-based system with all the facilities for the
management of parallel user sessions and also supports a transactional access
to databases. Such frameworks were not available when we developed SETA;
however, our approach is compatible with the one adopted by these tools; thus,
the SETA system could be updated to exploit such environments, if needed.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed the importance of the personalization of the
interaction with customers in electronic commerce, specifically referring to the
case of adaptivity in Web stores. In particular, we claim that these stores need
to be adaptive and to tailor the description of the catalogs to the needs and
capabilities of the specific customer. In fact, customers are heterogeneous and
have different demands, ranging from the amount of information that they want
3 Object serialization could be used to transmit messages containing object parame-

ters, but a sensible effort is required to decode and parse the content of messages on
the receiver’s side.
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to receive, to the content of the descriptions, that may be more or less com-
pact, technical, or may focus on different product features, depending on the
customer’s interests.

In the paper, we have also discussed the importance of the exploitation of
agent-based technologies in the design of adaptive Web stores: these stores re-
quires the design of complex architectures, where differentiated roles can be
identified. Agent-based technologies are very important to manage this comple-
xity: in fact, they support the development of heterogeneous, possibly distributed
systems; moreover, they offer powerful communication languages, that can be
exploited to deliver different types of messages, such as synchronous and asyn-
chronous messages. Finally, they support the interoperability with respect to the
communication platform, therefore making the development of open systems an
easier task.
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Abstract. Many information systems are used in a problem solving
context. Examples are travel planning systems, catalogs in electronic
commerce, or agenda planning systems. They can be made more useful
by integrating problem-solving capabilities into the information systems.
This poses the challenge of scalability: when hundreds of users access a
server at the same time, it is important to avoid excessive computational
load.
We present the concept of smart clients: lightweight problem-solving
agents based on constraint satisfaction which can carry out the com-
putation- and communication-intensive tasks on the user’s computer.
We present an example of an air travel planning system based on this
technology.

1 Intelligent Information Systems

The world today is full of information systems which make huge quantities of
information available. A good example is the travel domain, where information
systems accessible through the Internet provide information about schedules,
fares and availability of almost any means of transport throughout the world.

The first generation of information systems provided simple database access
facilities such as SQL which allow a user to access specific information. The
current generation provides some intelligence for locating the right information,
for example by searching for flights at a certain fare or with certain schedule
constraints.

However, all information systems are ultimately used not to just provide in-
formation, but to solve problems. Thus, we believe that the next generation of
intelligent information systems should provide explicit support for the problem-
solving activities that a user carries out with them. For example, a travel infor-
mation system should help the user plan an entire trip according to constraints
and preferences, and not just give information about certain airline schedules.

One dimension of this new generation will be the integration of various in-
formation systems into a uniform framework using agents. Such integration is
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apparent for example in shopping robots such as Jango [Jan98], or in the inte-
grated travel information system designed by Siemens as a demonstration within
the FIPA [FIP98] consortium.

Another dimension will be to provide explicit problem-solving capabilities:
help with configuring a complete solution, possibly consisting of many parts. For
example, a travel planning system would configure an entire trip with matching
outgoing and return flights, ground connections, etc. An insurance planner could
configure a suitable insurance package from offers of different companies with
different parameters. Such problem solvers will be essential to help people deal
with the complexity of the information provided by the servers. The following
section describes Constraint Satisfaction technology which is the key issue of our
approach.

2 Java Constraint Library (JCL)

We implemented the Java Constraint Library (JCL), which allows us to package
constraint satisfaction problems and their solvers in compact autonomous agents
suitable for transmission on the Internet. We will first give a brief introduction
to constraint satisfaction techniques and then describe JCL.

2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) are ubiquitous in applications like con-
figuration [SM89,SF96], planning [Ste81], resource allocation [Cho94,SF89], sche-
duling [Fox87] and many others. A CSP is specified by a set of variables and
constraints among them. A solution to a CSP is a set of value assignments to
all variables such that all constraints are satisfied. There can be either many,
1 or no solutions to a given problem. The main advantages of constraint based
programming are the following:
– It offers a general framework for stating many real world problems can be

stated in a succinct and elegant way.
– A constraint based representation can be used to synthesize solutions of the

problem as well as for verification purposes (i.e. showing that a solution
satisfies all constraints).

– The nature of the representation allows a formal description of the problems
as well as a declarative description of search heuristics.

A finite, discrete Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is defined by a tuple
P = (X,D,C) where X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a finite set of variables, each associa-
ted with a domain of discrete values D = {D1, . . . , Dn}, and a set of constraints
C = {C1, . . . , Cl}. Each constraint Ci is expressed by a relation Ri on some sub-
set of variables. This subset of variables is called the connection of the constraint
and denoted by con(Ci). The relation Ri over the connection of a constraint Ci
is defined by Ri ⊆ Di1 × . . . ×Dik and denotes the tuples that satisfy Ci. The
arity of a constraint C is the size of its connection.

A large body of techniques exists for efficiently solving CSPs. For more details
see [Tsa93].
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2.2 The Java Constraint Library (JCL)

We have implemented a library of common constraint satisfaction techniques in
the Java Constraint Library (JCL). It provides services for:

– creating and managing discrete CSPs
– applying preprocessing and search algorithms to CSPs

JCL can be used either in an applet1 or in a stand-alone Java application. The
purpose of JCL is to provide a framework for easily building agents that solve
CSPs on the Web. JCL is divided into two parts: A basic constraint library
available on the Web and a constraint shell built on the top of this library,
allowing CSPs to be edited and solved. JCL allows the development of portable
applications and applets using the constraint mechanisms. It can be downloaded
from http://liawww.epfl.ch/˜torrens.

 
Shell 

 
user-friendly interface for editing and solving CSPs 

JCL 
 

algorithms for searching solutions 
and preprocessing CSPs

JavaScript 
 
 

functions for 
scripting HTML 

pagesJAVA language

Fig. 1. The components of the JCL environment.

The library contains search and preprocessing algorithms. The search algo-
rithms allow us to find the solutions of a CSP, while the preprocessing algo-
rithms are used to simplify a CSP by eliminating values and compound labels
that do not affect its solutions. Several search algorithms are implemented in
JCL. There are three main algorithms derived from Chronological Backtracking
(BT) that are: Backmarking (BM), Backjumping (BJ) and Forward Checking
(FC) [KvB97]. Some combinations of them are implemented in CSPLib [vB95]
and adapted in JCL. Figure 2 shows a hierarchy of the algorithms in JCL.

The following two preprocessing algorithms are implemented in JCL: Arc-
consistency (AC) and Path-consistency (PC) [Mac77].
1 An applet is an application designed to be transmited over the Internet and executed

by a Java-compatible Web browser.
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Fig. 2. A hierarchy of the search algorithms implemented in JCL.

3 Smart Clients

Another issue which has to be faced in information systems is scalability: the
ability to support large numbers of simultaneous users. Client-server computing
allows such scalability by distributing the computational load to the client com-
puters. The concept of thin clients has extended client-server computing to much
larger systems, in particular the Internet.

Traditional wisdom would say that in order to make a client intelligent, it
will have to include a lot of complex code and data, i.e. be a very fat client. The
point of this paper is to show that constraint satisfaction allows us to have smart
(intelligent) clients that are also smart (thin), by marrying two characteristics:

– constraint satisfaction provides search algorithms which are both very simple
and compact to implement, and at the same time very efficient.

– constraints allow representing complex information in a compact form.

As a result, smart clients are efficient autonomous problem-solvers which at the
same time are small enough to be sent through a network in a short time.

Such problem-solvers are particularly useful for catalog-type systems, where
user has to select from a range of possibilities: this set can be represented as
a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) and solved by incremental constraint
posting.

However one can imagine similar smart clients for designing and planning
applications.

4 Architecture

The architecture supporting smart-agent methodology is shown in Fig. 3. The
client sends a request containing the user constraints to the server. The server
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Fig. 3. A smart-agent architecture.

will access databases in order to generate the corresponding CSP taking into
consideration the constraints of the user. The CSP is packaged with a search
algorithm to form an agent which is transfered to the client side. In this way
the user can browse through the different solutions by interacting with the agent
locally.

We decompose the process into two parts:

– the information server compiles all relevant information from the database
and the user constraints (query) into the corresponding CSP. The CSP is a
compact representation of all solutions that the problem can have given the
initial restrictions of the user.

– the server sends a smart agent consisting of the CSP and search algorithms to
the client. This allows the user to browse through all the possible solutions.
Since the agent executes on the client, response time can be very fast and
the user can compare different alternatives without placing unnecessary load
on the server.

Building the CSP requires only a small fraction of time compared to solving
the CSP, so having the agent executed on the client significantly reduces server
overload. After having generated the CSP there is no longer need of accessing
the server, so the agent sent by the server is completely autonomous.

Note that this architecture is protected by a pending patent.

5 Representing Solution Spaces

Combinatorial problems can have an enormous number of solutions, arising
through the combinations of variable values. For a problem with n variables
of uniform domain size d, there can be up to dn different solutions. A complete
list would require ndn units of storage.

If variables are completely independent, the space can be represented as a
cross product of all their values. This would require only n · d units of storage.

However, in most cases the admissible combinations are restricted by con-
straints. In the worst case, a constraint can be stored as a list of all the admissible
tuples. In such a case, a k-ary constraint can require up to dk units of storage.
In a network with n variables, there can be at most n · (n− 1) · (n− k+ 1) ≤ nk

such constraints, so in the worst case we require at most

(n · d)k
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units of memory to store a network of degree k. If k is relatively small with
respect to n, this is exponentially better than storing all admissible combinations.
The price to pay, of course, is that solutions can only be accessed by solving the
NP-complete problem of constraint satisfaction. We call a space of solutions
described in this way a constraint space.

6 Example: Air Travel Planning

We are all faced with the problem of arranging trips. Typically, we have to
meet with a set of people in different cities. Each of the people has certain
days on which they are available for a meeting. Transportation schedules impose
additional constraints.

In the current state of affairs, schedule information can only be obtained by
queries to travel agents or Web servers for particular routes, dates and times.
Thus finding the optimal plan would require separate queries for every part of
every alternative itinerary. Since each query implies response times on the order
of 1 minute, this makes travel planning very tedious. The prototypical business
Air Travel Planning (ATP) system is a kind of personal assistant designed to
facilitate arranging these kinds of trips using the concept of smart agents.

Consider the following example of a travel planning problem:

I live in Bern, Switzerland, and would like to visit colleagues in Princeton,
New Jersey, and London. I would like to spend at least two days in each
place, and will need to travel in the first two weeks of February.

Of course, I also have some preferences about airlines, departure times, transfer
airports and so on, but these are too complicated to state in a first query.

Since I live in Bern, I can leave from any of three Swiss airports (Zurich, Ba-
sel, Geneva, abbreviated as ZRH, BSL, GVA). Also, for Princeton I can fly to two
New York airports (JFK, EWR) or to Philadelphia (PHL), and there are three
airports in London to consider (LGW, LHR, LCY). Finding the best plan for my
trip involves checking all combinations of flights between these airports. Consi-
dering only direct flights (except flights from London to Philadelphia, where we
consider one-stop flights because there are no direct flights), there are in fact
more than 4 million solutions for this problem. An intelligent tool would be of
great help to manipulate this large set.

There are two important questions about efficiency in this kind of information
systems:

1. How many server accesses are required ?
2. How much information has to be sent from the server to the client ?

Let us analize these two questions in the traditional flight information sy-
stems and in our smart-agent based system. In table 1 we show the approximated
answers to the example describe above.
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Table 1. Conventional systems vs. Smart Agents

Conventional Smart agents
Server access 447039.6 1

Size of 1 transfer ≈ 60Kb ≈ 180Kb
Size of total transfers ≈ 26.82Gb ≈ 180Kb

Conventional approach. Let us consider planning such a trip using the systems
currently available on the WWW. One type of system, most commonly offered
by airlines themselves, allows simply to inspect flights or connections for one
particular leg at a time. On a multi-leg trip such as this one, this would require
the customer to carefully note down all solutions for the different legs and finally
put together a solution by hand - not a very satisfactory way of planning such
a trip.

Fortunately, tools such as Travelocity [Tra98] allow us to configure multi-leg
trips. Complete itineraries are constructed on the server and returned to the
customer for selection. In an example such as the one given above, we could
in principle browse through all the 4 million possible solutions, evaluating each
manually as to whether it satisfies our constraints. Considering that solutions
are displayed in web pages with about 10 solutions at a time, this would involve
an enormous number of transfers. Each web page sent back has about 60 Kbytes,
so in total we need to transfer (and look at) about 24 Gbytes (4 ∗ 106/10 ∗ 60
Kbytes) of information to see the complete solution space.

However, a smart user can save some time by exploiting regularities of the
domain, such as the fact that most flights operate daily and usually have space
available. But this means precisely that the tool is not very intelligent: it still
requires the customer to do most of the work.

Smart clients. Smart clients offer the possibility to support the customer’s
decision-making process with an intelligent scratchpad. In contract to conventio-
nal tools, it can keep track of all options and choices and avoid having to reload
information which had already been requested earlier.

In this example, the smart client collects information about all flights which
could be part of a solution in one single server access. Since the information is
encoded as a CSP, it only needs to record the sum of the information for each
possible flight, not all their combinations. In this example, there are 795 possible
flights, each of which is encoded in a text line containing no more than 80 bytes.
Thus, the entire CSP takes up no more than 63 Kbytes (795 ∗ 80bytes). Added
to this the size of the JCL (100 Kbytes) and the graphical interface (20 Kbytes),
the complete smart client is no longer than 183 Kbytes. Considering that the
size of an average response page from a conventional server such as Travelocity
is already 60 Kbytes, this is not a particularly large agent. It can be transmitted
through the internet in less than 1 minute.
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Other 
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Fig. 4. The constraint graph representing all the possible solutions for the given ex-
ample. Nodes represent variables and the edges are the constraints. The constraints
guarantee that the user’s preferences are taken into consideration and the flight sche-
dules are satisfied.

Let us formalise the problem of arranging travel plans using a constraint-
based formalism. We define an itinerary as a sequence of legs or segments between
different destinations: itinerary = {leg0, leg1, . . . , legn}. Then, the CSP enco-
ding the travel planning problem with n legs is defined by a tuple P = (X,D,C)
where:

– X = {DT0, . . . , DTn, AT0, . . . , ATn, Airports0, . . . ,
Airportsn, F lights0, . . . , F lightsn, AirCrafts,
Fares,Airlines, . . .} is a set of variables. There are several kind of variables:
• DTi and ATi represent the dates and times where the traveller could

depart and arrive respectively.
• Airportsi represents the possible airports near the destination of legi of

the itinerary.
• Flightsi stands for the possible flights in between the destinations of

legi and legi+1.
• The problem can have more variables for encoding the user’s preferences.

For example, variable AirCrafts is used for encoding the type of aircraft,
variable Fares for encoding the different types of fares, Airlines for the
different airline companies, etc...

– D = {D1, . . . , Dn} is the set of domains. There are several kind of domains
depending on the type of the associated variable:
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• For variables DTi or ATi: the domain contains all possible departure and
arrival times for the legi.

• For variables Airportsi: the domain is a set of airports for the departure
of the legi.

• For variables Flightsi: the domain is the set of possible flights from
Airportsi to Airportsi+1.

• For variables AirCrafts, Fares and Airlines: the domain is the set of
different aircraft, the set of available fares or the set of airline companies
respectively.

– C = {C1, . . . , Ck} is the set of constraints. Basically, there are two kinds of
constraints: those imposed by the user’s preferences and those imposed by
flight schedules. There are constraints on the variables Flightsi, Airportsi,
DTi and ATi that guarantee that the flight is compatible with the airports,
departures times and arrival times. A binary constraint in between ATi and
DTi+1 takes into consideration that the flight for legi+1 departs after the
flight for legi arrives. Then most of the user’s preferences are expressed by
means of constraints between Flighti variables and Aircrafts, Airlines,
Fares and others.

In Fig. 4, we show the constraint graph representing the example described
above.

The CSP in the smart client implicitly contains all 4470396 possible solutions.
Because it runs locally on the customer’s computer, these combinations can be
searched using advanced techniques without overloading the server even if there
are hundreds of users using the system.

Once the customer has decided on a particular solution, the smart client
generates a new request to the server, which can then initiate a booking process.

7 Browsing Solution Spaces

Very often, the initial constraints given by the customer define a very large space
of possible solutions. For example, even if I want to travel on a particular day,
there is often a bewildering number of possible flights and combinations of them
that I could take. While it is possible to optimize for a single criterion, such as
price or travel time, this might cause the user to miss solutions which would
have been preferred: a small increase in price might be acceptable in return for
an advantage in another criterion. Interactive browsing is necessary to find the
right solutions in such a multi-criteria problem.

Formulating solution spaces using the CSP formalism offers interesting pos-
sibilities for this browsing process. In particular, users can narrow down their
choices by posting additional constraints on the solutions they see. These con-
straints could be formulated on any attribute or combination of attributes of
the solutions. For example, in an airline travel problem, it would be possible to
formulate constraints such as ”minimum layover time has to be 90 minutes” and
filter flight combinations in this way. Since the constraint satisfaction algorithms
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are completely uniform, such additional constraints can be incorporated at any
moment before searching again new solutions.

The smart client can thus implement approaches similar to that in [LHL97],
where sample solutions are proposed to the customer and stimulate formulation
of additional constraints to rule out undesirable features. However, with smart
clients this mechanism can be much more efficient and faster, since it is not
limited by the need to communicate with the central server.

When posted constraints become contradictory, techniques such as partial
constraint satisfaction ([FW92]) can be used to help the user decide which con-
straints can be dropped to make the problem consistent again. In fact, within
the constraint satisfaction framework there are numerous techniques for multi-
criteria tradeoff which can be applied in this context. In our model, we associate
a penalty to each tuple of the constraints according to the user’s preferences.
Then, it is possible to combine constraint satisfaction techniques and branch and
bound algorithms to find out optimal solutions.

Figure 5 shows how the user inputs his initial constraints for the prototype
we have developed for planning air travels on the web. Figure 6 shows how
the user can post constraints on any attribute of the solutions in order to find
the best solution according to his/her preferences. After solving the problem
considering the new posted constraints, the user can see more solutions, post
new constraints and solve the problem again. This process is repeated until a
good enough solution is found. Figure 7 shows solutions that take into account
earlier posted constraints (Fig. 6).

8 Future Work
Networked Information Systems

Often, problem solving requires information from many different servers. For
example, in travel planning I do not only have to consider the air travel, but
also:

– schedules of ground transportation to and from airports,
– the availability of people that I want to meet, and
– my own availability.

Travel planning requires finding a combination of meeting time, ground and
air transportation that meets the constraints of the participants as well as the
transportation means.

One can figure out that information about schedules and agendas is available
through different agents accessible through a network. The planning problem
could then be solved in the following steps:

– gather information about schedules and availability from each of the servers,
– construct the combined problem, and
– solve this combined problem in a single process.
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Fig. 5. In the Air Travel Planning prototype the user gives an initial specification
according to his needs. In the example, the user wants to go from GVA or ZRH to Orlando.
He wants to leave from 15th July to 17th July. He would like to stay in Orlando at least
6 days and at most 10 days.

Here again, the formulation of solutions spaces as CSP can be of great help.
The planning agent can combine the CSPs obtained from different servers into
a single CSP which represents the entire problem.

Consider the following example: Bill, living in Bern, Switzerland, has to ar-
range a 3-hour business meeting with John, who is located in Princeton, USA.
Both have agenda agents which can be queried for time intervals when they are
free, and the airline provides its schedules on a server. Bill can then leave the
job of planning the entire trip to his agent. Figure 8 shows the CSP that this
planning agent would have to construct and solve. Any solution to this CSP will
be a consistent combination of times and flights.

To construct this complete CSP, the planning agent will have to obtain parts
of its from different servers: Bill’s agenda, the airline, and John’s agenda. If
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Fig. 6. Yellow cells indicate that there is a constraint in this attribute -in the example
the user wants to arrive to Orlando (MCO) before 12:00. Pink cells indicate that the user
is posting a constraint in the attribute -in the example, the user wants to leave from
Orlando after 20:00.

each of them can provide its information as a CSP, it becomes easy for the
planning agent to compose them into a single problem. It would also be possible
to integrate other CSPs representing for example, ground transportation, hotels,
etc. The solutions to the combined problem can then be generated and browsed
using a smart client just as in the case of a single server. It would be extremely
difficult and inefficient to provide such a service without the CSP formalism.

9 Conclusions

The modern world overwhelms people with massive information overload. We
believe that Artificial Intelligence techniques have an important role to play
in dealing with it. Up to now, much work has concentrated on techniques for
retrieving or filtering information as such. We believe that the next step is to
actively support the user in the problem-solving process. Only in this way can
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Fig. 7. Red cells indicate that a constraint in this attribute is unsatisfiable. Yellow
cells indicate that there was a constraint posted in this attribute which is satisfied.

we achieve further substantial reductions in the complexity a user has to deal
with.

Since most problem-solving is either compute- or knowledge-intensive, pro-
viding such functionality poses severe scalability problems. In an information
system that has to serve thousands of users with small response times, the time
that can be allotted to each individual user is very small. Smart clients offer
a way out of this scalability problem by making available the computation ca-
pacity of each user, thus linearly scaling the available capacity with the total
load. The work we presented shows that contrary to what one might assume,
this paradigm is very manageable for real applications. We hope to encourage
others to investigate such an architecture for other problems as well.

Another important aspect of our work is the use of the constraint satisfac-
tion paradigm. It allows us to represent complex problems and their solution
algorithms in a very compact way. While constraint satisfaction is extreme in
its compactness and simplicity, declarative techniques used in AI are in general
more compact than traditional software. In networked environments where size
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Bill’s Airports

Dep T1

Arr T1

GVA, ZRH

Outgoing 
Flight

Meeting Place 
NYC, PHL

Start Meeting 
Date +Time

Return 
Flight 

End Meeting 
Date + Time

Dep T2

Arr T2

Bill’s 
Agenda 

CSP

John’s 
Agenda 

CSP

Travel CSP

Bill’s Availability

John’s Availability

End 
Time

Start 
Time

End 
Time

Start 
Time

Variables Arr Ti, Dep Ti, Start-Time and End-Time contain information about Dates and Times

Fig. 8. A CSP for a complete travel planner combining information from several ser-
vers. Ovals are variables, the arcs are constraints. Note that Bill is living in Bern
(Switzerland), so he can leave from both Geneva or Zürich airports. On the other side,
Bill can arrive at New York or Philadelphia because both are equally convenient for
reaching Princeton. The Travel CSP uses same formulation of the problem such as the
one described in Fig. 4.

of applications becomes important, this is another interesting feature which can
be exploited in many other applications.

Smart clients are a new way of applying constraint satisfaction techniques.
Rather than focusing on efficient solvers, we exploit the possibilities of represen-
ting spaces of solutions as constraint satisfaction problems. This possibility is
important for information systems, where problem solving is based on comparing
or synthesizing large numbers of solutions from a set given by an information
system server.
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Abstract. In this article we describe an extension of Java Archives that allows
to keep data encrypted for multiple recipients. Encrypted data is accessible only
by selected access groups. Java archives may be used as containers of mobile
agents, which allows agents to keep confidential data unaccessible while residing
on untrusted hosts. However, additional protective measures are required in
order to prevent Cut & Paste attacks on mobile agents by malicious hosts. One
such mechanism is described. The usefulness of the concepts is illustrated by
an example application for user profile management in an electronic commerce
setting.

Keywords: mobile agent security, Java Archives, encryption, malicious hosts

1 Motivation

Mobile agents [22] push the flexibility of distributed systems to their limits since not only
computations are distributed dynamically, the code that performs them is also distributed.
A number of mobile agent systems are in existence at present; basic information on about
60 such systems was collected1 in the run-up to the ASA/MA’99 Conference that took
place at the beginning of October in Palm Springs, FL, USA.

Adequate security has been identified numerous times by different researches as a top
criterion for the acceptance of mobile agent technology. Despite advances in conceptual
mobile agent security issues [20,21], few agent systems actually seem to offer security
mechanisms beyond transport layer security. In mobile agent systems,

1. agents must be protected against malicious hosts,
2. hosts must be protected against malicious agents,
1 See URL <http://www.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/ ipvr/ vs/ projekte/ mole/ mal/ mal.html >

F. Dignum and C. Sierra (Eds.): Agent Mediated Elec. Commerce, LNAI 1991, pp. 229–239, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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3. agents must be protected against other agents,
4. both agents and hosts must be protected against the rest of the world.

The problem of malicious hosts is generally agreed to be the most challenging one of
those noted above. A number of protection schemes have been devised to protect certain
aspects of mobile agents against malicious hosts, yet most of them are very restricted or
fail to be applicable in a general setting. In this article we describe another mechanism
falling into the category “restricted but applicable”.

Our philosophy is that good servers should help good agents to protect themselves against
bad servers. In particular, mobile agent servers should offer some transparent security
services to agents. This also has the advantage that bad servers can not make agents
“forget” to take care of their security on their subsequent hops.

Once a mobile agent leaves the trusted haven of its owner’s computer and hops off to
another host, it is more or less on its own (unless it co-operates with other agents in
protecting mutual security objectives [13]) and at the mercy of its hosting server. Even
though an agent may compute certain functions in privacy while being on an untrusted
host [17], the general rule holds: If data needs to be confidential then it must be encrypted
and the encryption key must be unavailable even to the agent itself. Decryption, and hence
disclosure of the encryption key, may be delayed until the very last moment [11] but
ultimately the host may learn it when the data is being used.

However, if data of an agent need only be accessed on particular hosts then it may be
encrypted in such a way that it is unavailable to other hosts when the agent passes by them.
Contemporary agent systems occasionally advertise encryption of agents as a security
feature but in general this means encryption of agents that are in transit between host
systems (for instance using SSL). While this is the state-of-the-art protection mechanism
against network-based eavesdroppers this does not prevent individual hosts from spying
on agents at all. We are aware of only one mobile agent system which supports partial
encryption of agent data for particular recipient servers. This agent system is called
Ajanta [8,9].

Ajanta provides a number of mechanisms which are comparable to the ones we describe
in this article. Agents can have a read-only state which is protected by means of digital
signatures. A targeted state is used to reveal parts of the agent’s state to selected reci-
pients. However, Ajanta appears to be vulnerable to cut & paste attacks on the targeted
state. This type of attack is described in Section 3.

In this article, we describe an addition to the Java Archive (JAR) Format that supports
transparent selective encryption of archive contents for multiple recipients (Section 2).
In Section 3, we describe the use of such JARs as containers for mobile agents (initial
work on this subject is described in [14]), and show how cut & paste attacks on encrypted
contents can be prevented.
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2 Java Archive Extensions

The Java Archive (JAR) Format [18] devised by Sun Microsystems builds on the popular
ZIP archive format. It supports multiple signatures and multiple signers on subsets of
a JAR’s contents. Multiple signatures are computed and verified efficiently through a
two-stage process that avoids re-hashing of JAR contents for each signature. JARs are
frequently used to distribute Java class packages, Applets and Java Beans. The original
JAR Format devised by Sun does not provide mechanisms for encrypting parts of the
archive; only digital signatures are covered. In this section we describe an extension to
the Java Archive Structure that allows to keep partial archive data encrypted for multiple
recipients.

The extension consists of an additional meta–folder with the name SEAL-INF. This
folder stores the additional files required for:

– meta-information for the management of encryption and decryption (one file with
the name INSTALL.MF).

– encrypted archives, identified by the extension EAR.
– data structures containing the encrypted data encrypted keys, identified by the ex-

tension P7.

The encryption mechanism used for encrypting EARs is a hybrid one. An encryption
key is chosen randomly for a suitable symmetric bulk encryption cipher such as DE-
Sede/CBC/PKCS5Padding [5,6,16]. This key is used to encrypt the compressed plain
text. For each recipient, this bulk encryption key (BEK) is encrypted in the recipient’s
public key using an asymmetric cipher such as RSA [12]. This process is also called
sealing, hence the name SEAL-INF for the meta-information folder. The sealing infor-
mation and EARs are not located in the META-INF folder such that this information
may itself be signed through the ordinary signing process defined in the JAR format.
This is crucial for the application of Java Archives as containers of mobile agents as
described in Section 3.

We chose PKCS#7 [15] as the standard for representing the encrypted BEK and recipient
information. This blends well with the Java Archive Format, which mandates the use of
PKCS#7 for DSA and MD5/RSA signatures. In choosing PKCS#7, we implicitly adopted
X.509 [7] as the certificate format, which is the de-facto standard for the representation
of certificates in the World Wide Web.

On creating a JAR, the user defines access groups, and assigns a name to each group.
Each access group G with name nameG consists of a set of valid recipients r1, . . . , rn
and a randomly generated symmetric BEK kG. Recipients are represented by their valid
public key certificates. For each access group G, a PKCS#7 EnvelopedData structure is
created, wrapped into a PKCS#7 ContentInfo, and stored in folder SEAL-INF under the
name nameG.P7. This file contains a RecipientInfo for each intended recipient, holding
kG encrypted in the recipient’s public key.

The user then may assign folders in the JAR to access groups. Each folder may be
assigned to at most one such group. For each folder V that is assigned to an access group
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G, a corresponding entry is stored in the INSTALL.MF file, which is stored in the SEAL-
INF folder of the JAR. This file is similar to MANIFEST.MF files in that it contains
sections of name/value pairs formatted like header fields in RFC822 [4] messages. Each
section is separated from its successor by an empty line. Each section contains the entries
described below, quotation marks denote literal strings:

Name Value
“Name” V
“EAR” nameV
“Group” nameG

The unique EAR name nameV is generated by the sealing software. The encryption
process takes each folderV that is assigned to an access groupG, compresses its contents
recursively into a ZIP archive, and encrypts it with kG. The resulting file is stored in the
SEAL-INF folder under the name nameV .EAR. The plain text folder V is then deleted.

The decryption process first tries to recover as many bulk encryption keys as possible by
verifying the RecipientInfos in the P7 files against the public key certificates correspon-
ding to the available private decryption keys. Each RecipientInfo contains the unique
issuer name and serial number of the certificate [7] that was used to create that entry.
This establishes the groups to which the processing entity belongs. For each folder that is
assigned to such groups, the corresponding EAR is decrypted with the recovered BEK,
and its contents are decompressed to folder V .

3 Encrypted JARs and Mobile Agents

A number of agent systems represent agents simply as a stream of serialised objects
that encapsulate virtually all the information in the agent, including any data the agent
may have collected on previous hops. Classes are either downloaded on demand or
the serialised stream is annotated with the byte code. Often, RMI is used as means of
transporting the agent from one hop to the next. While this bears advantages such as
simplicity and elegance, it puts strains on security mechanisms. Since data and object
state is cluttered throughout the serialised stream and many alternative orderings exist
for a serialised object graph, it is hard to apply e.g. digital signatures to portions of an
agent’s data transparently for an agent.

Moreover, it is complicated to infer any information from the agent’s representation be-
fore the agent is actually deserialised. This is unfortunate because during deserialisation
the agent’s classes are installed and the agent may seize control over the deserialisa-
tion thread by implementing the readObject and writeObject methods described in the
documentation of class ObjectInputStream.

On the other hand, the JAR Format already offers well-defined processes for the signing
and signature verification of archive contents. An agent’s JAR may be loaded in its
entirety and verified and/or processed in a number of ways transparent to the agent even
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Table 1. The extended structure of a JAR used as a container for mobile agents

META-INF/ MANIFEST.MF
alias.SF
alias.(DSA|RSA|PGP)

SEAL-INF/ INSTALL.MF
nameV .EAR
nameG.P7

static/ agent.properties
mutable/ instance.ser

classes

before the agent is run. The basic layout that we use for such JARs is shown in Table 1.
Once an agent is admitted to the system, its JAR is decompressed and installed in a
file system folder that is reserved for that particular agent. The location of this folder
is passed to the mobile agent. The Agent is granted access to this folder and can use it
as storage space for data that it acquires. We encourage agent programmers to use this
feature because this reduces the amount of data that is occupied by agents in the memory
of the server’s VM. Moreover, it is persistent storage that is not lost in case of a server
crash. On migration, the agent’s folder is compressed into a JAR again.

However, the mechanisms described in Section 2 do not yet suffice to assure the pro-
tection of the encrypted data. Malicious hosts and other attackers that get a copy of the
agent JAR may launch a cut & paste attack. The following example illustrates the attack:

1. Alice prepares a search agent. The agent collects stock quotes from Bob’s server
and the server of Mallet, but Alice does not want Mallet to know which quotes her
agent collected from Bob. So she creates an access group G with Bob as its sole
recipient and assigns the folder secret to this group. The agent is programmed to
store the quotes in that folder if it is at Bob’s server.

2. Alice sends her agent to Bob. Bob decrypts and installs the folder secret because
he is a legal recipient. The agent collects the stock quotes and sets its next hop to
the server of Mallet. Bob re-encrypts the folder and sends the agent to Mallet.

3. Mallet copies the INSTALL.MF, nameG.P7 and nameV .EAR files from the agent
to an agent of its own and sends it to Bob.

4. Bob decrypts and installs the folder secret in Mallet’s agent because he is a valid
recipient. The agent then copies the plain text data to another folder and sets its next
hop to Mallet. Bob re-encrypts folder secret and sends the agent back to Mallet.

5. Mallet reads the plain text returned by his agent.

The attack is successful because the encrypted archives are not linked to the agent
instance and Alice. Signing the encrypted archive is of no help since the signature may
simply be stripped away by Mallet. One way to forge such a link is to request a non-
interactive proof of knowledge of kG from the entity that claims to be the rightful owner
of the agent. In addition to this, the agent must have a unique static kernel that can be
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signed by its owner as proof of ownership and authorisation. The information in the
kernel must be sufficient in order to assure that the agent can be bootstrapped securely,
e. g. by starting only a class that the agent’s owner trusts to keep confidential information
in the appropriate folders. Below, we describe an approach to create a safe link.

Let certA be the certificate of the signing key of Alice. Let MAC be a suitable Message
Authentication Code (see [10], Section 9.5). Alice adds one additional section with the
reserved name “GROUPS” to the INSTALL.MF file of the agent. For each defined access
group Gi she puts an entry into this section as shown below; quotation marks denote
literal strings:

Name Value
“Name” “GROUPS”
nameG1 MAC(kG1 , certA)
nameG2 MAC(kG2 , certA)
. . .

Alice signs the static parts of her agent including the agent properties, the file IN-
STALL.MF, and the agent’s classes with her secret signing key. The properties contain
the agent’s unique name, the name of its main class, and any other properties Alice wants
to define in a way that cannot be tampered with without breaking the signature and hence
Alice’s assertion of ownership of her agent. Bob verifies the validity of access groups in
Alice’s agent as described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for verifying access group validity.
1: { Let certB be the certificate of Bob’s decryption key. }
2: { Let certA be the certificate of Alice’s signing key. }
3: for all nameG do
4: Bob loads the EnvelopedData structure SEAL-INF/nameG.P7;
5: if it contains a RecipientInfo matching certB then
6: Bob recovers kG with the private key corresponding to certB ;
7: Bob computes MAC(kG, certA);
8: Bob compares the result with the value of attribute nameG in section GROUPS;
9: if both are equal then

10: accept G;
11: else
12: reject G;
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for

Subsequent to this test, Bob iterates through the sections in file INSTALL.MF; for each
folder V that is assigned to an accepted access group G Bob decrypts the appropriate
nameV .EAR and installs it in folder V of the agent.
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4 Security

The technical security of the encrypted data in the agent is based on the security of the
weakest link in the chain of cryptographic primitives consisting of a symmetric cipher,
the signature scheme, the weakest asymmetric encryption used within a RecipientInfo,
and the MAC algorithm.

The MAC is crucial for the prevention of cut & paste attacks. In order to launch a
successful attack, Mallet has the following choices. He may:

– Convince Bob that he produced the EAR by forging a MAC with his own certificate
as the input and without knowing kG (otherwise Mallet may simply decrypt the
cipher text).

– ImpersonateAlice, which requires forgingAlice’s signature on the kernel of an agent
of his own.

– Modify the state of Alice’s agent such that it leaks the plain text data. Copying the
P7 and EAR files to a different agent of Alice won’t work because the INSTALL.MF
file is covered by Alice’s signature.

Even if Mallet convinces a certificate authority Bob trusts to issue a certificate with
Alice’s identity and Mallet’s public key, this will be detected by Bob, because the MAC
is computed by Alice on her original certificate, which includes her public key and which
is used to verify her signature on her agent’s kernel.

Mallet cannot substitute a class of his own as the principal agent class because the class
and its name is covered by Alice’s signature. However, he may modify the serialised
instances of Alice’s agent such that a Trojan horse class is called by it, which leaks the
plain text data. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that access to the agent’s folder is
granted only to classes that are authorised by Alice, using the Java 2 AccessController
mechanisms and the digests stored in the Manifest file of the JAR.

5 Transparent Implementation

We integrated a reference implementation of the mechanisms described in Sections 2
and 3 into our experimental mobile agent server SeMoA. Transport of agents in SeMoA
is handled by two principal services: the so-called ingate and outgate. Both make use
of other services that may be registered in the server dynamically and at boot time.
Services are grouped according to functionality and level of confidentiality on a number
of configurable service levels. On such level is the transport level on which services are
registered that have to do with transporting agents. A second level is the security level on
which services are registered that provide security services. The ingate and outgate scan
the security level for particular classes of services implementing filters for incoming and
outgoing agents. They arrange such filters in a pipeline that must be passed by each agent
before it is admitted to the server and before it is sent to its next hop. This is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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InGate OutGate raw smtp

Encrypt.6 Sign.7Veriy.1 Decrypt.2

KeyMaster

transport

security

god

Fig. 1. An excerpt of the service levels in the experimental SeMoA server.

We implemented four security filters, two for incoming agents and two for outgoing
agents:

Verify filter: This filter expects and verifies two signatures per agent. The first signature
covers the static part of the agent, the signer is assumed to be its owner. The second
signature covers the entire agent, the signer is assumed to be the last sender of the
agent. The valid certificate chain of the signer’s certificate must end in a trusted CA
certificate.

Decrypt filter: This filter implements the decryption mechanisms described in Sec-
tions 2 and 3, including the verification of the access groups as set forth in Algo-
rithm 1.

Encrypt filter: This filter re-encrypts the agent’s contents according to the scheme
described in Sections 2 and 3, and deletes the plain text folders.

Sign filter: This filter binds the new execution state of the agent to its kernel by signing
the complete agent with the server’s secret signing key.

Each server has two key pairs, one for signing and another one for encryption and
decryption. The agent passes the incoming filter pipeline before it is started. On execution
of the agent, the accessible data is already installed in the agent’s folder. Apart from
setting up the access groups and assigning the appropriate folders, the agent creator is
not bothered with the encryption and decryption anymore. This is handled transparently
by the server on behalf of the agent.
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6 Application Example: Profile Protection

Privacy protection is an important feature for agent applications [3]. Mobile agents which
carry personal information are able to carry out personalised tasks on their owner’s behalf.
The richer the profile information, the more personalised the agent’s response. Securing
the profile data is thus a means to insure privacy protection.

Privacy protection is guaranteed in the European Union by national laws, and national
data protection organisations. All national regulations implement the same European
privacy protection principles, as expressed in EU directive 95/46 [1], which is a legally
binding document since October 1998. The directive proposes a formal framework for
privacy protection, which is not available for instance in the USA. The directive considers
personal data as information on which the data subject has a number of rights such as
right of access to the data, opt out opportunity and protection on international data flow.
A detailed list is given in the directive.

For instance if a netizen (the data subject) provides his name and address (personal data)
to the web site of a software vendor (the data controller), he automatically reserves said
rights on this data, and the data controller implicitly agrees to adhere to these rights. In
addition, the data controller has a number of obligations. Only legitimate data may be
collected and the collected data must be adequate to the purpose for which it is collected.

Apart from legal issues involved in processing personal data, technical means must be
provided to facilitate the management and control of such data in particular for the data
subject. The W3C put forward a proposal named Platform for Privacy Preferences [2]
(P3P) that aims at providing a protocol for reaching agreements between a Web user and
a Web site on the exchange and use of personal data. P3P is reaching its final state in
early 2000. Prototypes of P3P compliant servers and client applications are available,
and are now ready for a widespread dissemination of the standard.

P3P consists of a negotiation and data exchange phase. The protocol is designed for a
client server system. At first sight, mobile agents may not profit from a standard such
as P3P since negotiating personal information while being disconnected from a trusted
computing base is extremely risky in the face of a potentially malicious host.

However mobile agents can benefit from the on-line P3P negotiation phase. The ag-
reement reached by the two parties, the data subject (netizen) and the data controller
(retailer), is valid on a number of profile elements over a given period of time. An agre-
ement id is stored on the netizen’s side with the corresponding time stamp. Agreements
with regular retailers may last up to six months or one year. Mobile agents can then
carry the relevant agreement id and the corresponding profile elements using selective
encryption as presented above. Only the authorised retailers will thus be allowed access
to the information.

We are implementing this scheme for personalised product brokering mobile agents.
Upon visiting the retailer’s sites, answers to mobile agents are personalised, taking into
account both the specific request and profile information.
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7 Conclusions

In this article, we presented an extension of the JAR format that allows to encrypt contents
in a JAR for multiple recipients, and its application to mobile agents. Using extended
JARs as containers for mobile agents requires additional security precautions in order
to detect and prevent cut & paste attacks on the encrypted contents. We presented an
approach to solving this problem. In conjunction with the signing scheme we devised,
we are now able to support a number of access rights to portions of an agent. Folders in
the agent’s structure may have one of the following access rights:

Read–only: This data can be read on each host but cannot be modified without breaking
the agent’s verifiable integrity.

Read/write committed: This data can be read and modified on each host but hosts have
to commit to the new state. The changes can be (in principle) be checked and linked
to that host on the agent’s next hop.

Group read: This data can be read only on a predetermined set of authorised hosts.
Modification of the data breaks the agent’s verifiable integrity.

Group read/write: This data can be read and modified only on a predetermined set of
authorised hosts.

Groups may be defined flexibly. The selective encryption scheme that we presented is
highly useful to protect data a mobile agent gathers. Hosts not belonging to the access
group of a given folder cannot eavesdrop on data in such folders. We realised a reference
implementation of the encryption, decryption, signing, and verification steps including
cut & paste detection and prevention; these operations are transparent for mobile agents.
Hence, agents can remain completely unaware of the security operations performed on
them as these operations are part of the agent server’s security services.

For illustration, we described an application scenario that makes use of the selective
encryption scheme for protecting personal information within mobile agents such that
this information is made available only to the intended recipients.
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